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Abstract

This thesis looks at the development of community cable television in the eastern
coastal town of Taizhou in China from its beginnings in the 1990s to 2007. The
establishment of community cable television can be seen as a new form of media
production in China, by which changes in economic and political power and social
identity can be traced. My hometown of Taizhou serves as a good example of this
societal development. Taizhou is famous for private economy. Its average income is
ranked in the top six among more than three hundred cities in China, making the
middle class the main social sector of the city.
Community cable television differs in more ways than one from regional or
national public television. It belongs nominally to the local government and coverage
cannot exceed the boundary of the city it is located in. Due to the community cable
television’s specific ownership and official background, the “negotiation among
censors and publishers, [and] … post-publication censure” (Zhao, 2008, p.35) follow a
different route, and many barriers can be avoided. Especially with continuing
economic reforms in China, the community cable television can therefore be treated as
opening public space for the new middle class in China to receive relevant economic
information and express their opinions.
This thesis will explain how the rise of the middle class is linked with the
development of community cable television, and will show the transformation in the
social structure and link these to the broader changes taking place in television in
China, thus to demonstrate a little – known image of Chinese television to readers, and
to indicate its likely future development.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Context
In 1992, the China Central Television (CCTV) established its fourth
channel, the CCTV – 4 International Channel, which started to send its signal to
an overseas audience, and to publicize Chinese culture and China’s economic
achievements. But for most foreign television viewers, the information on China
provided by television was limited. Their knowledge of Chinese television or
China’s media industry was still rooted in perceptions of “censorship”,
“government monopoly”, and “ideological control” (MacKinnon, 1997; Kuhn,
2011), and they believed that even until recently, “censorship is always at the
ready and often not subtle” (Kuhn, 2011) in China. Furthermore, Willnat and
Lao’s study on global television news about China insist that ideological biases
exist and that “most news about China focused on topics such as politics,
internal order, foreign affairs, sports, business, and the economy” with an
emphasis on Chinese Party dogma (2011, p.270). Even twenty years after the
inception of CCTV- 4 there seems to be limited knowledge outside China of the
changes that have occurred in Chinese television over the past decades,
especially in regards to local television stations in the city or county, and what
their roles are in the community. My research will contribute to an
understanding of how a Chinese local television station operates and the impact
and influence of the local community.
For many years, television was treated as a luxury product by the ordinary
Chinese, with only a small number of television sets in existence and the
television programs controlled and enjoyed by the high level leaders of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP). This situation began to change with the
economic reform in 1978, which encouraged collective as well as private
business and moved to invite foreign investment (Shirk, 1993, p.14). By opening
its doors to the outside world, China attained a dramatic achievement in the
1

wave of economic globalization: for nearly thirty years it kept a “high annual
GDP growth rate” (Liu, 2013, p. 106), and became one of the largest economic
entities in the world.
Such remarkable economic success helped China to build the largest
television network in the world, which covers most of its population of 1.3
billion people. Just as in other countries, television, one of the most popular
communication technologies used in modern society, is becoming an essential
part of Chinese people’s daily life. Viewers are able to get important news
information, and to receive entertainment and education, and they have
opportunities to express their own opinions on and through television. Such
features also exist in China’s small community cable television stations, which
are operated locally and focus on community communication. The concerns of
freedom and local affair participation are emphasized and enhanced.
Importantly, the success of economic reforms led to the formation of a new
social stratum in Chinese society, particularly in the coastal cities, the Chinese
government opened “four special economic zones and fourteen cities along its
coastal line to the foreign investors” (Chai & Roy, 2006, p. 135). The members
of this stratum can be viewed as the beneficiaries of the economic reform. They
include intellectuals, employees of foreign-funded companies, private business
people, and also Party members. Most of these people are well educated, have
stable incomes, and have an open mind towards the outside world (Li, 2005;
Chai & Roy, 2006; Lin, 2006; Zhao, 2008).
It is necessary to point out that the number of members of this social
stratum is increasing all the time. Particularly with the process of rural
urbanization, not just in the coastal provinces, even in the inland provinces,
more and more people who are living in the rural areas are encouraged to move
into the cities, and many of them become members of this new social stratum.
This change potentially relaxed the rural-urban tension, which was a result of
the Chinese household registration system (Hukou system), and which
preoccupied and channelled the development of Chinese society, especially in
2

rural area, for a number of decades.
In socialist China, the Chinese Communist Party and the government prefer
to use a term “zhongjian shouru qunti” (middle-income group) (Guo, 2008, p.47)
to describe these newly prosperous households, rather than using the term
middle class, which is the customary way in western countries. Yet the
middle-income group has so many similar features with the western middle class,
so in this thesis, I will treat the middle-income group as the new rising middle
class in China.
The rapid growth of the Chinese middle class could be considered one of
the most important forces to promote the development of Chinese media
industry, and stimulate the government to adopt a more open media policy. Due
to the extreme poverty in the pre-reform era, after the middle class’s needs of
personal comfort were fulfilled by rising living standards and an abundance of
supply for daily necessities, members of the middle class were yearning to
satisfy their cultural or intellectual requirements. They wanted access to and
receive more information on their local community and the outside world, and
not merely the information the government provides. In comparison to ordinary
peasants or workers, the young middle class were keen to “participate more
actively in local affairs”, and they wanted to have a channel or place to “present
their own opinions to the public” (Lin, 2006, p. 185). Television, a brand new
communication technology for the ordinary Chinese at that time, provided
people with a new way to receive and partake in information, and thus enjoyed a
particularly warm welcome from the Chinese population.
Especially with the dramatic changes in global political structure in the late
1980s, which saw the end of socialism in many countries, and increased calls for
liberty and democracy inside China, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) had to
relinquish some of its control on the media industry, and tried to find new
methods to lead public opinion. The community cable television stations were
chosen by the Party to expand the coverage of the television system and to
satisfy the public’s increasing demand for information. In 1990, the Chinese
3

Communist Party (CCP) and the central government of China made the decision
to allow local city and county level governments to establish community cable
television stations with the permission of the State Council. These stations had
the obligation to broadcast the central government’s important policies or
decisions, but gained the right to collect and edit the news from their local
community and broadcast it inside of their city territory.
The specific character of community cable television provides a more
flexible room for its development, compared to the serious and politically more
bound provincial or national level television station. Currently, each county and
city in China has its own community cable television station, which even
reaches most families who are living in rural areas. Though the Party still keeps
the ownership of the cable television stations, the community cable television
stations are more market-oriented than other public television stations, and
viewer satisfaction is the basic condition of their survival. Especially in the
coastal cities, the middle class, and here again in particular the private business
people, hold a strong sway in their local community. In this thesis it will be
argued that they, as advertisers, control the economic lifeline of the cable
television stations, and can influence programs, and in some case even indirectly
participate in the management process. Their desire to promote lifestyle and
consumption trends, their concern for private rights, and interest in political
participation, deeply affect the community cable television stations’ media
functions and social roles, and have a further impact on Chinese society.
This phenomenon indicates the underlying optimistic premise in this thesis
that, with the economic reform being implemented in China, the great economic
achievement has stimulated a new social class to emerge. This comes at a time
when western ideas of democracy and liberty are starting to be accepted by this
new social class, bringing to bear an unpredictable influence on Chinese society
that could potentially challenge the authority of the Chinese Communist Party. It
is beyond doubt that the media plays an important role in this process of change.
To understand and acknowledge the importance of the shifts in Chinese society,
4

further research is required of this issue.
In my thesis, therefore, I have investigated the most influential community
cable television station in my hometown Taizhou City – a small and young
coastal city in Zhejiang Province of China – to explain how the rise of the
middle class is linked with the development of community cable television.
Taizhou is a good example of an area in China in which there has been rapid
development of the private economy. Taizhou is located in the eastern part of
Zhejiang province, People’s Republic of China, and its population in 2013 is
almost 6 million people. Taizhou is one of the largest commodity trading centres
in China, and it is famous for its private economy, which contributes more than
90% to Taizhou’s GDP, and its per capita disposable income is ranked among
the top six of all three hundred cities in China.
The rapid development of the private economy in Taizhou has created a
large number of private business people, skilled workers, and intellectuals,
among others, who are essential elements of a developing middle class. The
keen market economy environment has also had a deep influence on the local
media industry, in that it has clear political preferences towards the economic
reform agenda and can be seen as a challenge to the Party’s authority in the field
of ideological orientation and information control.
In discussing my hometown I will also draw upon my insider’s perspective
of the rise of the middle class as well as my experience working in the Taizhou
broadcasting station to supplement my academic findings and scholarly research
on economic, media and social changes in China, especially in relation to
television broadcasting.

1.2 Thesis structure
This thesis has eight chapters. Chapter 1 is this chapter, Introduction. The
remaining chapters will be structured in the following way:
Chapter 2: Methodology. This chapter will explain the designated time and
space of my investigation, and what I did in my data collection, analysis and
write-up. It also will outline research questions and research methods in my
5

research procedures.
Chapter 3: Literature Review. The literature review discusses how the
economic reform and social change influence the development of Chinese
television, such as changes to media legislation since the economic reform, and
links the rise of the middle class to the rapid development of community cable
television stations, and change of government media legislations.
Chapter 4: This chapter outlines the social and economic development of
Taizhou 1994 – 2007. It will give an overview the development of Taizhou,
including its population, economy, and the characteristics of each district, with
my family’s history as an example. I will explain how the new middle class,
especially private entrepreneurs, participates in local political affairs and the
operation of community television stations, in order to demonstrate how
marketization and urbanization have created a sound foundation for the
community television station.
Chapter 5: The development of Taizhou’s community television station.
This chapter will introduce several documents to retrace the development of the
channels in Taizhou’s community cable television station from 1993 to 2007,
and use the change of channel organization and program content to show the
market’s influence on the community television station.
Chapter 6: Analysis of the developments at Taizhou’s community television
station. This chapter will systematically describe the change of staff
development, decision making process, political influence, and programming
trends in Taizhou’s community television station. Such changes demonstrate that
in contemporary China, television’s political function and social responsibility
are shifting gradually and potentially, and decentralization and localization are
becoming the mainstream of Chinese television.
Chapter 7: Conclusion. In the conclusion, I will summarise the findings of
this thesis and use them to answer the research questions. Based on my study of
Taizhou’s community television station, I will contend that Chinese television,
especially the municipal television stations, are gradually shifting from a role as
6

the mouthpiece of the Party to a public service provider in the wave of
marketization, and the rise of middle class has stimulated television stations to
move their concerns from politicians’ activities to the benefits of local
community.
Chapter 8: Limitations of the study and future research directions. This
chapter will explain the limitations and weaknesses of my thesis, and indicate
other possibilities for further research.

7
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Chapter 2: Methodology
2.1 Theoretical considerations
This thesis looks at linkages between media, social and economic structures.
In particularly it is concerned with the social and institutional contexts of a
certain media (community cable television) in a certain place (the Chinese
eastern coastal city of Taizhou). According to Jensen (2002, p. 172) the contexts
of media and communication research “lend themselves to empirical studies as
moments of interchange between media and other social and cultural
circumstances”. This thesis is therefore conceived as an empirical study of the
community cable television station, Taizhou Television Station in Taizhou City
in the mid-1990s, covering the period of its conception to its current status as a
well-established station in Taizhou.
It will look at cable television as an emerging participatory space for the
Chinese public. It will present the historical development of television in China
as a background, and will study the political and social constellation which
brought about and accompanied the development of community cable television.
The establishment of municipal cable television stations should be seen as a new
form of media production in China, which can be examined to trace transitions
in economic and political power, and social identity.
This thesis will be concentrating in its empirical study on one locality,
Taizhou, as what Jensen calls a “community of interest” (2002, p. 174) in which
local forms of media culture and communication can be studied. For this, social
developments in China and in particular in Taizhou since the commencement of
economic reform will have to be studied.
This research will demonstrate that the social organization of the city has
outgrown its homogenous communitarian character and turned more into a
heterogeneous, individualistic formation. Jensen (2002, p. 176) uses the German
terminology of “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft”, as used by Thönnies, to
illustrate this change. This change can be seen in Taizhou. The Taizhou
Television Station established several new channels to produce various
programs for local viewers, and to keep differences with the large stations like
CCTV.
9

It is enticing to apply three elements of modernization - industrialization,
capitalization, democratization – to mark out changes in economic and political
power, and social identity. Yet I would like to contend that it has to be seriously
doubted whether western theories can be and should be applied to China’s
development. For example, it could have been tempting to use some of Jürgen
Habermas’s theories about the transformation of the public sphere to look at the
development of cable television as a moment of manifestation of a public sphere
in Taizhou. Cable television, in this context, would be looked at for its locally
empowering and democratizing potential.
Habermas also shows how notions shift of how state or government should
interact with various sectors of economic and other social life in his work. The
modern period was inaugurated by a negative definition of freedom as the new
middle class asserted their political and economic right vis-à-vis the state. As
with the developments studied by Habermas, China’s media progress derived
from economic and political developments. In this, the media are not only
caught up in social transformations but also have to be seen as “commodities in
a transnational economy [and] national and political institutions” (Jensen, 2002,
p. 181).
However, the one concern using Habermas’s theory is that this is premised
on western normative theory (which engages with liberal tenets) that has a
de-facto positive definition of social freedom with regard to the state-society
nexus. It may not prove functional to apply this to China’s unique party-state
society, as the essential element of public debate is not to be found or fostered in
China.
Scholars such as Yuezhi Zhao have voiced these concerns. While she
invokes the Habermasian concept of ‘public sphere’ in her book,
Communication in China: Political Economy, Power and Conflict (2008), she
specifically states that her “case studies are not designed to measure the Chinese
‘public sphere’ against some dehistoricized and idealized notion” (Zhao, 2008, p.
13). Zhao does not deny the rise of a middle class, but she emphasizes China’s
very different historical development and unique political structure:
The peculiar situation in China is that a party-state, which at its
founding claimed to represent the national bourgeoisie but
comprised primarily a variety of counter-bourgeois publics –
peasants, workers, woman, ethnic groups, nationalists, as well as
10

socialists and communists – is simultaneously re-engendering a
bourgeoisie. (Zhao, 2008, pp. 13-14)
Zhao, who can be viewed as one of China’s pre-eminent media scholars, argues
that this newly engendered bourgeoisie is “not only yet to cut its umbilical cord
with the party to become a ‘class for itself’, but also has been officially
incorporated into the party through the so-called three represents doctrine (sange
daibiao)” (Zhao, 2008, p. 14). The ‘three represents doctrine’ relates to “the
CCP represents the most advanced culture, forces of production, and the interest
of the majority of Chinese population” (Chen, 2011, p. 34)
This thesis follows Zhao’s argument that one is not able to draw clear lines
between the new middle class and the party-state. But it puts emphasis on the
rising influence of the middle class, and in particular private business people, in
pushing the economic reform agenda in terms of production and consumption.
In addition to the inapplicability of Habermas’ theory to China mentioned
above, the Habermasian notion of a public sphere centres on a rational debate
between members of the public. This puts it severely at odds with the ‘Party
Principle’ and ‘mouthpiece’ policy of the Chinese Communist Party (Zhou, 2008,
p. 67). As Yuanzhi Zhou (2008, p. 67) explains in the book of Capitalizing
China’s Media Industry: The Installation of Capitalist Production in the Chinese
TV and Film Sectors, “the Party Principle policy gives the Party complete
ideological control over the media, and the content produced and distributed by
the Party media must embody the Party’s view”; and “the media must serve as
the Party’s mouthpiece, and the media operation must surrender to Party control
unconditionally” (p. 67).
Although the Party’s control over the media industry was relaxed during
the past several years, it may therefore be more useful to apply the concept of
‘public space’, as used by scholars such as Graham Murdock (2001, p. 451). The
concept of ‘public space’ is that it offers the potential for the public to voice
their opinions and gain a greater understanding of politics. Though, within
China this may not be considered ‘free speech’, nevertheless, it provides a space
for which individuals and businesses to have a more pronounced voice. This
thesis wants to show the opening up of public spaces through the development
of Chinese television, and demonstrate the increasingly participatory nature of
community cable television.
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2.2 Methodological considerations
The thesis is primarily a qualitative study, encompassing the interpretative
analysis of documents obtained from the Taizhou Broadcast Station,
documentation on the developments of the city of Taizhou, and of secondary
literature. The fieldwork conducted from September 2009 to January 2010 also
included interviews with station leaders and managers at the community cable
television station, to develop a better understanding of the staffing and
decision-making processes in programming of the station and how the
community plays a role in this.

2.3 Research design
I have examined the Taizhou Television Station from 1993 to 2007. The
decree of ‘Temporary management approach on cable television’ was enacted by
the Ministry of Radio, Film and Television (MRFT) in 1990, which allowed the
local level governments to set up cable television stations. The Taizhou cable
television station was formed against such background; it was established in
1991 and started formal broadcasting on January 18, 1993. However, at the early
stage, the station’s coverage was mainly focused on Linhai County, because it
was established and located in Linhai County, and the station finally covered the
whole region of Taizhou City after it moved to Jiaojiang District (where Taizhou
City Government is located) in 1997.
The final year of this study is 2007. After nearly fifteen years of rapid
development, the Taizhou Television Station occupied the major part of
Taizhou’s media market, especially after it merged with Taizhou Radio Station
into the Taizhou Broadcasting Station in 2005. In order to expand the market
within the media policies’ permitted boundaries and to promote program
competition inside the station itself, a channel system reorganization was
adopted in January 2006.
Since 2006, the Taizhou Broadcasting Station had two radio channels and
four television channels; the television channels include News channel, Culture
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and Living Channel, Public Wealth Channel, and Television Shopping Channel.
The latter two have broadcast since 2007. There are also two subordinate radio
and television centres: Jiaojiang radio and television centre, and Luqiao radio
and television centre. And the station continued to publish the Taizhou
Broadcast and Television Newspaper (former Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao,
later Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly in 2007). The channel system
reorganization expanded the target population of the Taizhou Television Station,
and further enhanced its dominant position in Taizhou’s media market.

2.3.1

Research Questions

After examining the rise of the middle class in China and specifically drawing
upon the city of Taizhou as a case study, the questions pertaining to community
televsion posed in this thesis broadly cover the following areas:
(1) How did the growth of the private economy in Taizhou affect the
development of the Taizhou Television Station (later renamed the
Taizhou Broadcasting Station)?
(2) What are the staff developments and decision making processes of the
Taizhou Television Station?
(3) How did the changes in media legislation influence the development of
the station?
(4) Does Taizhou Broadcasting Station have any political influence?
(5) What is the station’s involvement with its community?

2.3.2

Data collection
Data in this thesis is obtained from both primary and secondary sources.

With the permission from the manager of the Taizhou Broadcasting Station, I
worked at the station from September 2009 to January 2010, I found much
useful first-hand information about the station’s history; its financial basis and
staff development; its programming decision making and change of program
contents throughout the period; the station’s working principles and mission; its
political viewpoints and connection with local government; and its social role
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and responsibility to the local community. Additionally, semi-structured face to
face interviews with the station leaders and managers were conducted.
Moreover, several important documents have been collected as the
secondary sources, such as the cable television station archives, its official
newspaper Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly (former Taizhou Guangbo
Dianshi Bao), documentary programs, audience research, public records, and
also Chinese secondary literature.

2.3.3

Data analysis
The data is sorted into the following areas: economic changes, social

changes, changes in media legislation, and changes in programming.
Based on above order, the documentation is studied according to the
following criteria, using the ‘evidential paradigm’ or deduction to arrive at
findings:
(1) The key concept applied to evaluating political and economic changes is
capitalization in the form of marketization, urbanization and
localization;
(2)

The

key

concept

applied

to

evaluating

social

changes

is

individualization in the sense of concern for personal rights;
(3) The key concept applied to evaluating changes to media legislation is
noticing an increase or decrease of bureaucratization and censorship;
(4) The key concept applied to evaluating programming changes would be
the orientation towards the community.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
This chapter will systematically introduce and explain the scholars and
theories associated with my research to build the theoretical foundation for this
study and to help answer the research questions. The literature review are mainly
focusing on three fields: firstly, the economic reform in China, which shifted the
traditional political economic structure, gave rise to the idea of a market economy,
and stimulated marketization and commercialization of the Chinese media
industry; secondly, the social developments in China since 1978, that is, the
development of Chinese society prompted by the growth of the economy,
especially rural urbanization and the rise of a middle class, which in turn resulted
in a shift of the traditional political economic power structure. The last part looks
at television in China, which includes the history of Chinese television, the
changes to the government’s media policy, television innovation and, in
particularly, non-governmental forces on television, such as advertising and
private investors. Furthermore, the tensions created by this development, such as
between a command economy and market economy, governmental surveillance
and free media, Party needs and market needs, economic benefits and public
interest will be explored in this chapter.
Tracing the history of the television industry in China, it becomes clear that
the transition of social “contexts” (Jensen, 2002, p. 1) in the reform era is a
major influence on the development of local television. These contexts include
the economic reform, changes to social structures, and the government’s media
policy in China over the past decades. Their relationships are not simply one of
cause and effect, but visibly cross and strongly interact.
Especially since the beginning of the 21st century, China has engaged in
closer co-operation and communication with the outside world than ever before.
The changes in the economic and social environment have stimulated the
Chinese middle class not only to ask for more material goods, but have also
driven them to focus on civil rights, social responsibility, and democracy. Such
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changes can also be traced at the local level, such as a local cable television
station, in the way a television station adjusts its programs and social role, all
which compel the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to grant more influence to
its citizens and to adopt further reforms.

3.1 The economic reform in China
Taking its literal meaning, the Chinese economic reform focuses on the
field of economy, and any mention of the Chinese economy most commonly
relates to ideas like ‘World Factory’, ‘Made in China’, cheap goods, and cheap
labour. But, in actual fact, China’s economy is massive and highly complex.
Especially since China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, it
has actively participated in the world economy and overtook Japan to become
the second largest economy in 2010, second only to the United States of
America in 2010, and both Chinese and foreign investigators, are interested not
only to study the efforts of such a bright achievement, but also its associated
problems.
Unlike the “immediate and radical reform” in Soviet Russia, the reform in
China “connotes a deliberate and managed process of change”, and
“concentrates on economic development” (Lewis & Xue, 2003, p. 107). Indeed,
Chinese economic reform has gone on for more than thirty years by now, with
no end in sight. It follows the principles of from the bottom up, from
countryside to city, and from the economic sector to other areas. Shangquan Gao
and Yuling Wang (1999), and Joseph C. H. Chai and Kartik C. Roy (2006) argue
that such a “gradual” approach has worked effectively to maintain the stability
of Chinese society in the reform era, and is the main reason for the success of
the Chinese economic reform.
While scholars recognize the success of the Chinese economic reform, their
research goes far beyond the economic sector. It includes a systematic study of
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the contexts of the economic reform, taking in the transformations in social
structure and the political system, and also the cultural field. For instance,
Yuezhi Zhao directs her research to the issue of the media and the rule of the
party in her book of Media, Market, and Democracy in China: Between the
Party Line and the Bottom Line (1998) and also her chapter on “Television in
China: History, political economy, and ideology” (2005). Subsequently her
research expanded to take in other fields, such as questions of the state and the
party, of authority and neoliberal strategies, and again the media industry, as can
be seen in her book Communication in China: Political Economy, Power, and
Conflict (2008). Neoliberal strategies that are employed in China relate to
producing an entrepreneurial citizenry and a competitive marketplace. These
notions seem far removed from Maoist China and represent a shift to “a society
in

which

the

state

reforms

governmental

institutions

to

redirect

responsibilities…to the individuals” (Ren, 2010, p. 105). Ren Hai argues that
this shift took place with the reintegration of capitalist Hong Kong into socialist
China. Ren argues that it has “done what no other contemporary event could
have done: it provided both the historical precondition for and the primary
process of China's radical neoliberal transformation” (Ren, 2010, p.111).
Another scholar, Ross Garnaut, in a chapter of his book, edited with Yiping
Huang, titled “Twenty years of economic reform and structural change in the
Chinese economy” (2001) pays more attention to the area of the transformation
of ideology, and social problems such as the social security system and the
sphere of personal freedom under the new economic structure.
Various scholars (Garnaut, 2001; Cai, 2008; Zhao, 2008; Zhou, 2010) agree
that the strain between the party-state authority and the market force compel the
Party to adjust its role in the economic sector from a being a participant to
becoming a surveillant. They also concur that the diverse ownership grants
people more power to influence policy making; and that problems such as
corruption, pollution, and culture damage stimulate the public to call for public
spaces and free expression.
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In order to map out the history, the progress, and the results of China’s
economic reform, several books will be looked at, in particular Yuezhi Zhao’s
chapter of “Neoliberal strategies, socialist legacies: Communication and state
transformation in China”, in her volume edited with Paula Chakravartty, titled
Global Communications: Toward a Transcultural Political Economy (2008);
Joseph C. H. Chai and Kartik C. Roy’s book, Economic Reform in China and
India: Development Experience in a Comparative Perspective (2006);
Shangquan Gao and Yuling Wang’s Two Decades of Reform in China (1999);
and Justin Yifu Lin, Fang Cai, Li Zhou’s The China Miracle: Development
Strategy and Economic Reform (2003); and also other scholars’ works.

3.1.1

History of economic reform
When Deng Xiaoping rose to power after Mao’s death in 1976, he was

facing the problem of highly unequal development in the cities and rural areas, a
severe shortage in the supply of daily necessities, and found ordinary Chinese
losing interest in the class struggle and communist ideology. He was fully aware
that, in order to strengthen the Party’s dominant position in China, a deep reform
was necessarily. In the Third Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party in 1978, Deng Xiaoping made the decision to adopt a
deep-reaching economic reform and follow an opening-up policy, which has
become the guiding idea for the Chinese Communist Party to this day.
The Third Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party in 1978 aimed to arrest the politically and socially chaotic
situation in mainland China and to set a new plan for China’s future. Timothy
Cheek summarizes three main decisions of this meeting in his book of Living
With Reform: China Since 1989 (2006): The first one states that “economic
modernization is the central goal of Party work”; the second is “to address the
wounds of the Cultural Revolution by reversing verdicts on Party cadres who
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had been purged by Mao”; and the third approves “experimentation with market
forces, beginning the breaking open of the planned economy. (2006, p. 62)”
Of these three decisions, economic modernization received specific
attention and was set as the central goal of the Party’s work. In the book of
Economic Reform in China and India: Development Experience in a
Comparative Perspective (2006), Chai and Roy, who largely follow Ishikawa
views on the CCP’s development strategy of the economic reform, capture the
shifts in the following way:
In the post-reform period, the previous development policy of high
growth and high investment, which gave top priority to heavy
industry, is being replaced by a new one which aims at securing a
steady increase in personal consumption and in which investment
is weighted in favour of light industry and agriculture. (Chai & Roy,
2006, p. 17)
Although Chai and Roy believe that “the Chinese government no longer
emphasizes heavy industry and stresses instead improvement of consumption
standard”, they also notice that the government has not abandoned its
high-growth and investment strategy, because “the rate of capital formation
recorded during the reform period, averaging 37 per cent, is significantly higher
than that of the pre-reform period of 29 per cent” (p. 17).
And another scholar, Wang Ning, gives a simple vignette of the changes
that were envisaged for the Chinese economy in the book Making a Market
Economy: The Institutional Transformation of a Freshwater Fishery in a
Chinese Community (2005), he (2005, p. 23) emphasizes that “the flow of goods
and services” is the basic condition of Adam Smith’s “the wealth of nations” in
which the supply of goods and services will enrich a nations and its inhabitants.
Wang proposes Adam Smith’s model of demand and supply of goods and
service as the two basic factors of the economy. However, in the pre-reform era,
the Chinese economic system was based on the Soviet model, and supply was
determined by the central government, which never matched real demand. Chai
and Roy, in their book, emphasize several features of the centrally governed
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soviet model, which include “collective farms in the agricultural sector”,
“state-owned enterprises in the non-agricultural sector”, “central planning”, and
“widespread bureaucratic control of the economy by the government” (2006, p.
29).
Similar to Chai and Roy’s approach, Linda Yueh tries to explain the
Chinese economy in detail from the angle of market in her book of Economy of
China (2010). Yueh (2010, p. 11) describes how in a planned economy
“economic resources are owned by the state instead of being in private hands”
and “prices are determined administratively rather than by the market forces of
supply and demand.” Furthermore, “decisions concerning consumption,
productions, distribution and investment are centrally determined” (2010, p. 11).
These features show that the government occupies the dominant position in the
planned economic system, and that private people have no right to enter the
operation of the market. The only way for them to survive is based on the central
government’s distribution and supply.
Moreover, Zongsheng Chen, Che Wu and Siquan Xie, in their book of The
Extent of Marketization of Economic Systems in China, explain that in a
“socialist planned economy, the most important attribute of government is that it
is the owner of the publicly owned economy” (Chen, Wu & Xie, 2000, p. 80).
They go on to say, “Therefore, the government in a planned economy is both the
administrator of the social economy and the owner of publicly owned economy”
(2000, p. 80). It is clear that a planned economic system relies heavily on the
political command and politicians’ personal wills, and the real needs of the
public often are ignored. It compels the private person to tie himself to the
government, which in turn guarantees the stability of the regime.
Criticism of the planned economic system was on the rise in the 1980s with
the economic development and population expansion. For example, Shan Pu
(1990, p. 18) criticizes the system in his article, Comment: Planning and the
Market: “The neglect of the role of the market mechanism, the over
centralization of the planning system, and the lack of production units with
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autonomous decision-making power affected more and more seriously the
vitality of the economy.” Especially in a country like China, where a huge
population is equal to a huge demand, it is a very hard task for the government
to provide enough supply to satisfy all needs.
Chai and Roy have also put forward that the centrally planned economic
system does not bring enough benefit for the public, and should therefore be
changed. For them (2006, p. 17): “The previous development policy of high
growth and high investment, which gave top priority to heavy industry”, did not
leave sufficient commodity supply for the public. They therefore suggest that
such an economic system should be “replaced by a new one which aims at
securing a steady increase in personal consumption and in which investment is
weighted in favour of light industry and agriculture” (2006, p. 17).

3.1.2

The process of economic reform
Retracing the history of the Chinese economic reform, it becomes evident

that the Chinese reform differs considerably from those of other transitional
economics like East Europe and the former Soviet Union. Chai and Roy (2006,
p. 49) see the main difference is that “China adopted the populist approach
towards reforms. Most reforms in China were initiated not from above but from
below. The central authority simply accepted what had happened at the local
level.” The introduction of the household responsibility system (HRS) in rural
areas and the state-owned enterprise (SOEs) autonomy reform in urban areas are
used by Chai and Roy as evidence, and they emphasize that “in both cases, the
central authority endorsed the reforms long after they had been adopted at the
local level” (2006, p. 49).
All scholars agree that China’s approach shows a clear tendency for gradual
reform, from rural to city, and from easy steps to harder steps, in order to avoid
social unrest. To Chai and Roy, this might be the determining reason for the
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success of Chinese economic reform. They (2006, p. 49) highly praise the
gradual method: “Instead of taking a big bang approach to reforms, reforms
were first introduced in sectors where the resistance was weakest and then
extended to other sectors where reform were [sic] more controversial and less
popular”. The first steps of Chinese economic reform were indeed about tackling
agriculture in rural areas, with industry and cities becoming involved only
gradually.
The feature of gradualism is also approved by other investigators, such as
Gao and Wang, Lin, Cai and Li, who put their arguments in similar ways. Lin,
Cai and Li, in their book of The China Miracle: Development Strategy and
Economic Reform, find that the reform was “not done through the assignment of
administrative functions to different government agents,” but instead
“enterprises and farmers were given more production and management
autonomy” (2003, p. 137). As a result, “the reformed micro-managed
institutions often ran into conflict with the planned resource-allocation
mechanism and the distorted macro-policy environment” (2003, p. 137).
The mentioned scholars draw a clear map of the gradual approaches used in
Chinese economic reform. Shuangquan Gao and Yuling Wang, for example,
demonstrate the feature of gradualism by dividing China’s reform into three
stages: December 1978 (the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th National Congress
of the Chinese Communist Party) to September 1984, in their view, is the first
phase of the reform. This stage “focused on the rural areas. The household
responsibility system was introduced as the main system, the old people’s
community system was abandoned, and village power was established” (Gao &
Wang, 1999, p. 19).
Only after the rural areas – where most of the Chinese population lived –
had maintained stability, was economic reform expanded to a higher level. Gao
and Wang propose the time from October 1984 (the 3rd Plenary Session of 12th
National congress of the Chinese Communist Party) to December 1991 as the
second stage, which mainly focuses on the “shift from rural areas to urban areas
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in all aspects” (1999, p. 20). This phase made “reform of state-owned
enterprises … central to the reform, and the price system reform also being a
key” (1999, p. 20). During this stage, the reform expanded “from the economic
area to science and technology, education, culture, government organization, and
other areas”; moreover, during this period, “deepening reform and auditing
management” was undertaken for three years (1999, p. 20).
The last stage, in Gao and Wang’s opinion, encompasses the time from the
speech given by Deng Xiaoping during his tour to South China in January 1992
and the 14th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party until now. As
they (1999, p. 20) explain: “the major task of the third period is to establish a
socialist market economy”. And they propose that whereas “the reform initially
focused on releasing power and interests and political readjustment of the
operating system … it now focuses on transformation and system innovation”
(1999, p. 20).
All these scholars’ discussions recognize the gradual approach used in
China’s economic reform as more reasonable and ensuring more social stability
compared with the reform carried out in other (former) communist countries.
For instance, Chai and Roy see the economic reform in China as only slowly
implemented, so to keep political and social steadiness. This they put down not
to careful planning but to watchfulness. They contend that the Chinese leaders
“did not have an overall reform blueprint from the outset”, but that all decisions
on the reforms were made “in a very cautions manner” (2006, p. 49).
They add that the Chinese leaders realized that “reform cannot be rushed
before the necessary conditions for its successful implementation have been met”
(Chai & Roy, 2006, p. 49). It is very clear to Chai and Roy that the Chinese
Communist Party had to choose such a gradual method to carry out the
economic reforms, because the reforms subverted the Party’s previous policies,
which targeted class struggle and in which private economy was reviled. If the
private economy now was to be encouraged it had to be done carefully or it
would result in social unrest and adversely affect the benefit of the reforms.
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Gao and Wang come to similar conclusions as Chai and Roy, with the only
difference being that Gao and Wang do not set Party leader’s attitude as an
essential prerequisite for the success of Chinese economic reform. Instead, they
pay more attention to its external and internal factors. With regard to the external
aspect, they suggest that “a relatively stable political and social environment and
international situation is important to the smooth implementation of China’s
economic restructuring” (1999, p. 38). As far as internal aspects are concerned
they find that “economic restructuring and structural adjustments that regulate
interest-group relationships in all aspects have promoted the stable growth of the
economy” (1999, p. 38).
Gao and Wang again stress that this period saw remarkable changes in
Chinese society as well as in the Chinese economy. Compared to Mao’s era,
state ownership was no longer the only ownership in China, but instead “the
coexistence of multiple economic forms” (1999, p. 25) could now be found. The
individual, private enterprises, and joint venture ownerships were actively
encouraged by the government, so the private economy also became accepted by
the wider public. In their opinion, the government’s macroeconomic control
function was transformed “from principally direct administrative control into
indirect control through comprehensive use of economic and legal means” (1999,
p. 25), so that the market was now based on supply and demand, but still
remained under the government’s surveillance.
Furthermore, Gao and Wang (1999, p. 25) notice that a new social
distribution system was set up based on “distribution according to work, a
variety of distribution methods have initially taken shape, and a new social
security system has begun to be established”. This meant that no matter whether
people lived in rural areas or in the city, they could earn more income if they
worked harder. They also could enjoy basic welfare once the social security
system was established. Gao and Wang (1999, p. 25) laud the effort: “due to the
full mobilization of enthusiasm, initiatives, and creation, the social productivity
has been maximally liberalized and developed”. This meant, with supply
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increasing, the public no longer needed to worry about hunger and poverty, as
happened in Mao’s time, and people could now strive for a better life if they
worked hard enough.
Gao and Wang’s conclusion involves most aspects the reform and focuses
on the fact that, with the market economy system in a preliminary form built, the
Chinese now can work for their individual wealth and aspire prosperity.
Despite the apparent contradiction, fulfilling this aspiration also helped to
keep the country stable and helped the Chinese population to keep faith in
China’s Communist Party. Akhavan-Majid, for example, argues in his article
“Mass media reform in China: Toward a new analytical framework”: “Deng
launched a series of reforms aimed at economic reconstruction as the primary
means of restoring the faith of the Chinese people in socialism and the Chinese
Communist Party” and “his rise to power led to the development of a new basis
of legitimacy. Socialism was redefined to mean raised living standards, with the
regime overtly appealing to the individualist desire to ‘get rich quickly’” (2004,
p. 555).
The notion of ‘getting rich quickly’ is an appropriate term as Lin, Cai and
Li show. They use the data to demonstrate this: “Since 1978, China has been one
of the world’s fastest-growing economies, with an annual GDP growth rate
averaging 9.6%, a record level for the country since the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949” (2003, p.2). For individuals, “the net income of rural
households increased from RMB 133.6 [21.04 US dollars] in 1978 to RMB
2,253 [354.80 US dollars] in 2000, while the urban households increased from
RMB 343.5 [54.09 US dollars] to RMB 6,280 [988.98 US dollars]” (Lin, Cai &
Li, 2003, p. 8).
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Table 3.1 - Average annual growth rates (1980-90 and 1990-99) in China and
other types of economies in percentages

Source: The World Bank, World Development Report, 2000/2001, 2001, pp.
294-95.

The statistical data from the World Bank shows a powerful increase in
China’s GDP, which is always above 10%, and much higher than the global
average rate. Such trends continue in the 21st century, where getting rich is a
variation of the American Dream, this time for all Chinese.
Relying only on data is insufficient to demonstrate the success of the
economic reform. Beside changes in income, the reforms brought influence to
areas like the social security system, political ideology, culture, and many other
fields. As Pu (1990, p. 17) says, although initially “the direction of China’s
reform is toward the development of a planned commodity economy that is
based on socialist public ownership and not toward what Friedman calls ‘free
private market’”, its achievements entailed further transformations.
Yuezhi Zhao gives her opinion of such change in her book of
Communication in China: Political Economy, Power, and Conflict (2008). She
indicates that there hase been a radical transformation in the Chinese state since
the late 1970s as a result of the internal and external contradictions of state
socialism. Furthermore, Zhao writes “it has not only incorporated market
relations in a wide range of communication industries and processes but also
pursued substantive linkage (jiegui) with transnational capitalism and its
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concomitant consumer culture (2008, p. 23).
Among all the achievements the Chinese economic reform has
accomplished, the most significant achievement the economic reform brought to
the Chinese, is the freedom of mind, AS Ross Garnaut (2001, p. 1) emphasizes:
“Tens of millions of Chinese are now part of an international community of
ideas and information”. The attainments also include “personal security is
provided significantly by the value of people’s labour and produce in the market
place, in the stead of an intrusive and overwhelming state” and “with the
expanded role of the market has come a substantial widening in the sphere of
personal freedom-to travel and communicate with others” (2001, p. 1).
Furthermore, Garnaut (2001, p. 4) suggests that such transformation do not
occur independently from each other, but will affect many areas and institutions:
“The transformations in ideology, ideas, policy, law, institutions, knowledge and
experience occurred alongside each other, reinforcing each other. Each created
problems for others when it ran into trouble itself”. The booming of the Chinese
media industry and education system reform are the best examples in support of
Garnaut’s finding.
The rapid development of Chinese economy during the past thirty years has
stimulated China to learn from the outside world and to join the process of
economic globalization, and become an important part of global society. That is
why Lindbeck (2006, p. 15) identifies the opportunities offered by being part of
the global network: “efficiency-enhancing international competition and greater
opportunities to learn from foreign firms”. He further surmises that it is “likely
that China’s interaction with the rest of the world influences the values and life
styles of the domestic population” (2006, p. 15).

3.1.3 Problems of economic reform
Although the Chinese economic reform is mostly is described in terms of
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being a significant success, researchers also point to the problems and social
conflicts which have been brought about by the rapid development of the
economy. Gao and Wang (1999, p. 38) emphasize that some social problems will
occur and need to be solved in this process, such as “misdistribution, corruption,
and social order”, although these will not ultimately affect the direction of the
reform.
It is for this reason that Gao and Wang argue for the benefits of gradualism.
The benefit of a successful experience in gradual reform, in their words, “lies in
the aversion of major social conflicts and in the promotion of sustained
economic development and structural innovation” as the success of the
economic reform “leaves much room for resolving deep-seated problems that
may crop up in the process” (1999, p. 34). To their mind, people should not only
pay attention to the successes of the reform but also need to remember that “the
more difficult problems have yet to be resolved” (1999, p. 34). Problems like
unemployment and environmental pollution were born out of the reform and
increase with its development, bringing unpredictable damage to Chinese
society in the future.
According to Gao and Wang’s research, the problems of the Chinese
economic reform are mainly concentrated in the areas of “misdistribution,
corruption, and social order” (1999, p. 38). Lin, Cai and Li see a wider circle of
problems such as “rampant rent seeking and corruption; the comparatively slow
progress in the reform of financial system; lack of significant progress in the
SOE reform; the widening gap in income levels and regional development;
[affecting] China’s potential for grain production” (2003, p. 203). They believe
that these problems have not sprung up lately, but that most of them “have
accompanied the economic development ever since the initiation of reform, and
they tend to aggravate and become recalcitrant.” They warn that “China has to
address these problems properly if it does not want them to hinder further
economic development and reform” (2003, p. 203).
Some of these problems are already in evidence, like the rapid economic
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development widening the gap between rich and poor, and the unchecked
expansion of industry and cities causing a hundreds of thousands of peasants to
lose their farmlands. The unemployment problem in the cities puts high pressure
on the government and has led to social unease and unrest, which manifest
themselves in various ways. Zhao (2008, p. 23) argues that the dramatic
transformations caused by the economic reform have “not only generated new
contradictions and tensions but also engendered intensive forms of political,
ideological, social, and cultural contestation at both the elite and popular levels”.
She cites the cases of the Tiananmen Square event in 1989, the Falun Gong
event in 1999, and protest activities of unemployed farmers and workers as
illustrations of the economic reform’s far-reaching impact on society in China.
In her words, the reforms have prompted “other subaltern social groups … to
make claims on the state regarding market opportunities, citizenship
entitlements, and the state’s capacity to define the ethical horizons of the
population” (2008, p. 23).
These problems can be seen as proof that China’s economic reform is no
longer confined to the economic field, but reaches into the contexts of social
structure and political system. A great number of new problems are appearing
with more and more social groups and areas involved in this process, which
could indicate that further reform is needed in contemporary China.
Despite the new and as yet unsolved problems, nobody can deny the
significance of the Chinese economic reform: it feeds a population of 1.3 billion
and, as of 2012, China has succeeded in becoming the second-largest economy
in the world. As Lin, Cai and Li write, no other country has been through such
an experience before, and the Chinese economic reform is “crossing the river by
groping stones under water on the way” (2003, p. 177). All the while, the
Chinese Communist Party is trying to maintain the dominant position of
communist ideology, and to combine this with some capitalist approaches useful
in the economic field, the Party defines the economic system in current China as
a socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics.
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The above researchers’ findings provide a theoretical foundation and
context for the social changes: with the development of economy, the public’s
need for information is increasing, and the mass media have more room for
development. This invigorated mass media then introduces new values and ideas
into society, causing the public to aspire to changes in lifestyle, with these
aspirations further affecting the economic structure and, to a degree, the political
structure.

3.1.4 Socialist market economy
The idea of a socialist market economy was first mooted on Deng
Xiaoping’s inspection tour to Southern China in 1992, commonly called
‘Southern Tour’, and has officially declared policy at the 14th Chinese
Communist Congress in October 1992. For Deng Xiaoping, the socialist country
should also have a market economy:
A planned economy is not socialism - there is planning under
capitalism too, and a market economy is not capitalism – and there
is market regulation under socialism too. Planning and market
regulations are both means of controlling economic activity.
Whether the emphasis is on planning or on market regulations is
not an essential distinction between socialism and capitalism.
(Deng Xiaoping, 1993, p. 373)
Scholars underscore that the concept of a socialist market economy is
mainly about the government’s role in the economic activity. According to
Jeanne Boden in her book of The Wall Behind China’s Open Door: Towards
Efficient Intercultureal Management in China, “the term ‘socialist market
economy’ refers to the control and involvement of politics and the CCP in the
market economy” (2008, p. 54).
All the same, the role of Party and state was gradually withdrawn from the
companies’ operations during the 1990s, and most of the Chinese state-owned
enterprises, such as the factories and restaurants, were beginning to be privatized.
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Other public service institutions such as hospitals, banks and media had their
government subsidies withdrawn over time, and had to find their own funds by
participating in a competing market. Many restrictions on the private economy
sector were abolished, and private enterprises were encouraged to join the public
service sector and the international market, thus making marketization the main
feature of Chinese economy over the past thirty years.
The market economy attracted many Chinese scholars’ eyes as they, too,
had to come to terms with the novelty. For instance, Chen, Wu, and Xie (2000, p.
80) explain the basic meaning of the market economy as “a kind of economic
form where social resources are regulated by market”. Gao and Wang (1999, p.
38) express their understanding: “the nature of the market economy is to
optimize the allocation of production factors through competitive market
mechanisms under which only the best will succeed”.
All the same, in the case of China, the situation differs from the above
definitions and facts, since the socialist market economy is not a totally free
market. The government still plays an important role in this system, as Mehran,
Quintyn, Nordman and Laurens explain. They argue that the concept of a
socialist market economy “implies an economy in which the market mechanism
governs economic interactions but ownership over the most important means of
production remains in the hands of the public sector or the collectivity, thus
preserving the socialist character of the society” (1996, p. 1). For instance, most
heavy industry companies like oil, mining, automobile manufacturing, and
financial service providers like banks and insurance companies, are still owned
by the government, although many of them even have foreign shareholders.
Thus the term socialist market economy could be considered as the best
choice to describe the situation in China. Mark Beeson adds to the idea of
socialist market economy system in his book Reconfiguring East Asia: Regional
Institutions and Organizations After the Crisis (2002), asserting that it
“substitutes the plan with the market as the key instrument of resource allocation
and allows a much larger role for private businesses in the economy” (2002, p.
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150). Based on the developments in China, Gao and Wang (1999, p. 30) declare
that to set up a socialist market economy is “to establish a new economic system
that is capable of incorporating efficiency and fairness at a higher level”, and
that it is “a system that brings about an internal unity between public ownership
and the market economy and functions as a leverage on the allocation of
resources under active state macro-economic control”.
The transformation from planned economy to socialist market economy is a
complex procedure, and Chai and Roy (2006, p. 51) believe that such process
consists of four necessary factors: “The liberalization of the economy from
bureaucratic control; the establishment of market institutions, in particular the
product and factor markets; privatization; and control of macro-instability”.
Chen, Wu and Xie arrive at a similar finding. They (2000, p. 8) suggest five
criteria, which are: “Increase of the independence and autonomy of economic
subjects”, which means the enterprises have the freedom to make the choices
and no longer have to follow the government’s command; “Decentralizing of
decision-making rights”, which means the government is becoming a supervisor
but not a participant; “Multiplicity of ownership structures and ownership
realization modes”, which means the private-ownership and foreign-ownership
could enter the market which was occupied by the state-owned enterprises;
“Marketization of product prices”, which means the price is decided by supply
and demand, but no longer by administrative order; “Normalizing (or
contractualization), legalization, orderliness and creditability of economic
subjects’ behaviors”, which means the market behavior is restricted by law and
other regulations.
However, some scholars assert that China is still a long way away from a
socialist market economy. One of the most important reasons they give is that
the government is still the dominant power in the market. In the article of
“Social inequalities in reforming state socialism: Between redistribution and
markets in China” (1991), Victor Nee (1991, p. 268) argues that China is only
under partial reform because “in a market economy, the market comprises a
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complex set of institutions, centered on property rights and the exchange of
goods and services”. But in the case of China, he argues that China is “under
partial reform, the institutional foundations of a market economy are only
partially in place and the state-run redistributive economy remains the dominant
integrative mechanism of the economy” (p. 268). Because it is a truth that in
some special fields like the oil industry and banking, the state-owned company
still occupies the monopoly position due to the government policy and financial
support, private and foreign investors find it hard to enter these fields.
Jinghao Zhou holds a similar attitude to Victor Nee, although he prefers to
use the term ‘semi-market economy’ rather than ‘partial reform’. In his book
Remaking China’s Public Philosophy for the Twenty-first Century (2003), he
queries in particular the – to use his term – party/state’s role in the structure of
socialist market economy. In his opinion, the party/state in China “upholds the
socialist market economy and runs the market economy by socialist principles
rather than allowing the market to run itself” (2003, p. 188). For this reason, he
believes that the socialist market economy can only be called “a semi-market
economy”, and he further convincingly argues that “China’s economic reform is
an unfinished economic revolution. The party/state much withdrew from the
socialist market economy and further develops private ownership to escape the
cycle of stop-and-go growth” (2003, p. 188). Indeed, it has to be beyond doubt
that the party/state will continue to apply influence on the running market in
order to control the direction of economic reform, and to maintain its ruling
position.
A number of scholars address the issues connected with partial reform or a
semi-market economy. The problems arising are mainly due to the government’s
continued interference in the normal daily market activities, which easily harms
the fairness of market competition or another party’s interest. Neil Hughes lists
several problems, which can be observed in China’s socialist market economy,
in his book China’s Economic Challenge: Smashing the Iron Rice Bowl (2002).
These include party members’ corruption like “a volatile mixture of traditional
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appropriating state assets”; and unfair competition and monopoly of state-owned
enterprises in the market (2002, p. 185). Another problem is “the persistence of
regional trade barriers”; and also the direct interference by the state like
“government micromanagement, especially of the state-dominated part of the
economy” (2002, p. 185). All these factors are in direct opposition to the spirit
of market economy, and the fact of unfair competition and monopoly of
state-owned enterprises have already become some of the most serious conflicts
in contemporary China.
Unlike the above scholars’ cautious appraisal, Alan Scott (1997, p. 173)
denies altogether the existence of market economy system in China: “In the west,
the bourgeoisie and civil society were the main driving forces behind
marketization and corresponding legal changes, but in late twentieth-century
China, the state has been the dominant actor in the move towards the market
economy.” To him, the fact that “non-market channels and transactions still exist
and are playing an important role in China’s economic system” (1997, p. 173) is
reason enough not to classify China as a market economy.
However, scholars like Yuezhi Zhao think that this is not really of concern
because today nobody can say that China has no market system. What is of
much greater significance is whether ultimately to steer it in a “capitalist” or
“socialist” direction.
Whether to call the current Chinese system ‘capitalist’ or ‘socialist’
is not just a matter of description. Rather, it is a matter of
prescription in the sense that such a representation is intended to
shape the reality that it pretends to describe, thus constituting part
of ‘an intense struggle between two discourses that seeks to
appropriate its future for two alternative visions of history’. (Zhao,
2008, p. 27)

To sum up, the establishment of socialist market economy dramatically
changed the traditional political economic structure, especially with the booming
of private economy, the authority of state-owned enterprises being weakened,
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millions of workers losing their jobs in the market competition, and the working
class turning into the powerless class, which had been totally inconceivable in
socialist China. This resulted in extensive social conflicts. But, as Garnaut points
out in his introduction, reforms are a perilous process: “Reform in China has not
and could never have been a smooth or a painless process. There have been
challenges at every step, some bumps in the road, detours, and dead ends” (2001,
p. 1).

3.1.5 Non-public-owned economy and private economy
The emergence of a private economy is the most important result of the
Chinese economic reform, which not only created a new powerful sector in the
Chinese economy, but also laid the foundation for a new social group in China –
the middle class.
Before the economic reform, the private economy and other forms of
non-public-owned were strictly prohibited in mainland China; any hint of a
bourgeois lifestyle was seen and treated as an offence. This situation started to
change with economic reform, as the reform of ownership structures brought
about the rapid growth of China’s private economy. As Gao and Wang (1999, p.
37) point out, the private economy had soon begun “to display its active,
independent role in the national economy”, and became “a third force in the
tripartite balance, along with the state-owned economy and the collective
economy”. The private economy developed very quickly and, by the beginning
of the 21st century, it contributed nearly one third of China’s GDP according to
statistical data: “The share of GDP by the private sector had grown from smaller
than one-quarter in 1998 to greater than one-third in 2002” (Bao, Lin & Zhao,
2006, p. 26).
One reason for this was that China’s large population offered a wide
domestic market for the private economic sector, and the strong domestic
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consumption power caused the Chinese economy to maintain a high growth rate
over the past decades. Hanlong Lu (2010, p. 109) explains that “although the
government relaxed some of its policies during the 1980s, privately owned
companies were still less than 100,000 in 1990 but surged to 6.59 million in
2008”.
Lu (2010, p. 109) writes that the private economy now “accounts for about
71 percent of the economy and creates 70 percent of national economic values.
It also accounts for 40 percent of the third service sector”. The rapid increase in
domestic demand stimulated the private economy to overcome the competition
from state-owned companies and the foreign-owned companies, and to be the
most important economic force in China, thereby helping the private economic
sector to gain more respect from the political authorities, and to have more
influence in the policy-making process.
This also had repercussions for the composition of the party/state. Houyi
Zhang, a researcher of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), finds an
interesting phenomenon in current China with “private entrepreneurs vividly
participating in the political affairs, and nearly one third of them becoming the
members of the Chinese Communist Party at the end of 2006, the number is
even larger than the proletarian workers and farmers” (2008, “Private
entrepreneurs’ political participation”, para. 15). He further notes that “the
private entrepreneurs want to be People’s Congress representatives or People’s
Political Consultative Conference members, and have more chance to be shown
in the public space” (2008, para. 6). While the private entrepreneurs do not try to
challenge the dominant political power of the Chinese Communist Party, they
are having their voice heard and influencing Chinese political affairs by joining
the Party and other political organizations.
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3.2 Social developments in China since 1978
The breakup of China’s traditional dualistic economic and social structure
is a direct consequence of Chinese economic reform. The dramatic development
of the Chinese economy had and still has an enormous impact on rural areas and
cities. The household contract responsibility system is one of the most important
approaches the Party adopted to promote reform in rural area. The household
contract responsibility system was introduced in 1982 and focused on rural area,
after the traditional communist people’s commune was abolished in the late
1970s. The peasants became the owners of the farmlands by contract. Yanlai
Wang explains the working principal of this system in his book China’s
Economic Development and Democratization:
The peasant who signs the output contract should hand over the
contracted output to the production team and receives the payment
from the production team according to the agreed production cost
and workpoints; while the peasant who signs the grain quota
contract should deliver to the state the grain quota, submit the
agreed amount of produce or income to the production team, and
retain the remaining produce and income. (Wang, 2003, p. 114)
Thus the peasants’ enthusiasm for production increased, and the
government helped them to introduce new technologies and machines to the
agricultural industry. The resulting increase in productivity afforded many
farmers greater economic independence, yet, at the same time, higher
productivity resulted in surplus of labour in rural areas, leading to a huge
numbers crowding into the city to find a job. They were dubbed ‘the floating
population’, or migrant workers, and they directly resulted in a change of the
Hukou system (also known as household registration system). Furthermore, with
the influx of foreign investment and an expansion of the non-state-owned
economy, accumulating wealth became a reality in China. A new social stratum
began to form, and the class system as set out by communist ideology was
overthrown. All these facts correspond to Tang and Holzner’s (2006, p. 44)
theory of social system change, which states: “Social system change begins
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when the orientations of a segment of the population have been significantly
altered, and social orientations may change because traditional values lose their
influence, new ideas are introduced, or both.”
Because social development in China is directly connected to the political
and ideological systems, social development, unlike the large scale of economic
reform, was conducted more quietly. A number of scholars’ works will be
employed to demonstrate the connection between the factors of economic
reform and social development, such as Shuangquan Gao and Yuling Wang’s
Two Decades of Reform in China (1999); Xiaogang Wu and Donald Treiman’s
The Household Registration System and Social Stratification in China:
1955-1996 (2004); Timothy Cheek’s Living with Reform: China since 1989
(2006); and also some other scholars’ books.

3.2.1 Rural development in the reform era
Throughout China’s long history, the traditional agriculture-based social
structure had little change during the past two thousand years. Farmers or
peasants were treated as the foods producers and suppliers and were recognized
as the keys to maintaining the stability of the country. In ancient China, farmers
enjoyed a high social status, coming second only after the intellectuals, and with
much higher status than workers and businessmen.
However, foreign military and economic invasion in the 19th and 20th
century made this system was dangerously out of date and that for its survival
China had to change. This led to western social structures and political systems
being copied in China. Industry was starting to become more and more
important to the Chinese economy, and cities were becoming the centres of
civilization and material well-being. In ancient China, wealth was not the
essential factor for people deciding to live in the city or in a rural area, but with
the shift, cities were becoming the hub of service provision, such as education
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and medical care. Cheek (2006, p. 78) explains in the book Living with Reform:
China since 1989: “The split between urban and rural life in China did not start
with the post-Mao reforms.” In his opinion, “the great divergence in living
standards and social identity between town and country emerged with China’s
integration into the world capitalist system in the nineteenth century” (2006, p.
78).
After the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was established in 1949, the
Soviet Union’s socialist economic model and social model was introduced by
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in China, with a centrally planned
economic system. The central government’s investments mainly focused on
large cities, and on heavy industry, and most of the massive economic system’s
rebuilding projects were also located in the cities.
In the centrally planned economic system, the distribution of resources was
heavily dependent on government command rather than people’s demand, and
the largest population group, which is farmers in rural areas, had the poorest
infrastructure, and did not get any welfare payments from the government. But
they still had the duty to provide free and sufficient food for their urban
compatriots. As a result of such unequal treatment, millions of rural residents
entered the cities, described by Wu and Treiman (2004, p. 363), to get “access to
good jobs, education for one’s children, housing, and health care”, which put
great pressure on the cities. This led to many social conflicts.
The Chinese Communist Party did not think this was because unfair
distribution, but actually a consequence of a huge population and an
undeveloped economy. To avoid social unrest, which accompanied the extensive
rural to urban migration, it was becoming an urgent task for the Chinese
government to control the floating population which had no guaranteed job or
housing in the city. The Hukou system was born against this historical
background.
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3.2.2 The Hukou system
The Hukou system is one of the unique political products of the People’s
Republic China. It is also known as the household registration system. The
Chinese Hukou system was first tried out in cities in 1951, and then formally
continued in the rural areas of China in 1955. Due to the specific political
environment and the poor economic conditions in mainland China at that time,
the PRC’s Hukou system contains a particular purpose. Chan and Zhang (1999,
p. 818) explain that it “was designed not merely to provide population statistics
and identify personal status, but also directly to regulate population distribution
and serve many other important objectives desired by the state”. Wu and
Treiman (2004, p. 363) emphasize that it came “with a sharp differentiation of
rights and privileges and extremely stringent conditions for converting from
rural to urban status.”
The Chinese Hukou system simply divided the whole Chinese population
into two categories, namely agricultural and non-agricultural Hukou. Chan and
Zhang (1999, p. 821) explain the basic features and working principles of the
Hukou system: The Hukou status of each Chinese citizen “is classified by two
related parts: residential location and socio-economic eligibility”, with everyone
needing “to register in one and only one place of regular residence.” All people
are thus “classified into two kinds of Hukou - ‘agricultural’ and
‘non-agricultural’ Hukou”, with the most significant difference between these
being that “the ‘non-agricultural’ Hukou has the entitlements to state-subsidized
food grain (called ‘commodity grain’) and other prerogatives” (1999, p. 821).
These prerogatives include priority of employment, education, medical service,
and housing.
From the above explanation, it is clear that the Hukou system not only
restricted internal migration, but also, more importantly, separated Chinese
society into two parts and assigned unique social characteristics to each. The
agricultural Hukou holders should do work related to agriculture, and therefore
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must live in a rural area, whereas the non-agricultural Hukou holders have a much
wider choice of jobs, and they could live in the cities, enjoying a much better
living environment and better access to material supplies. It is very obvious that
the status of the non-agricultural Hukou holds more privileges than the
agricultural Hukou. Even more importantly, children inherit their parents’ Hukou
status. Chan and Zhang (1999, p. 831) use a table to demonstrate the totally
different treatment of these two Hukou categories.

Table 3.2 - Dual economy and dual society in the pre-reform era

Source: The China Quarterly, (1999, 60, pp. 818-855)

Chan and Zhang (1999, p. 830) clearly show with this table that “the
non-agricultural population economically and socially [is] superior to the
agricultural population”, and that this binary “creates a chasm in Chinese society
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and produced and reproduced social segregation and social disparity.” For this
reason alone, the Hukou system was destined to become the root of conflicts
between the country and the city, farmers and urban residents, agriculturure and
industry. Furthermore, the system was destined to last for generations with
children inheriting Hukou from their parents.
The Chinese Communist Party used a complex system to make the Hukou
system to work effectively. Wu and Treiman (2004, p. 364) point out that the
system has two main parts: The first one is “the commune system [which]
enabled local governments to bind peasants to the land”. This system
determined the food supply in the rural areas, and “migration was generally
prohibited except with the permission of the local governments” (2004, p. 364).
The second one is “the principal administrative units for most urban residents
were the workplace organizations (danwei), which administered most social
services for their employees”, because in that period, “without a work unit, it
was difficult to survive in a city because housing, food, and other social services
were hardly available through the market” (2004, p. 364).
Under such a household registration system, the agricultural population or
farmers had more duties but far less welfare provision than the city residents,
and as state investment favoured the cities, the gap between rural and urban
continued to widen. Yet these strict rules did not stop many farmers from going
to the cities as there were many more work opportunities there, and migrating
was the only way for them to access to better medical services and education.
This unequal social structure has lasted in China for more than half century,
and is still in operation today. Wu and Treiman (2004, p. 365) strongly criticize
the system, pointing to the fact that the Hukou system created “a sizable ‘second
class’ of urban citizens without permanent urban household registration status”.
Even when agricultural Hukou holders earn the chance to live and work in the
city, it is still very hard for them to transform their agricultural Hukou into a
non-agricultural Hukou, meaning that they cannot enjoy equal benefits and
treatment alongside the non-agricultural Hukou hoders. In the reform era, the
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Hukou system, although with some modifications, has remained largely in force
and still greatly shapes people’s socio-economic status and life chances.
In this system, the agricultural Hukou holders can be considered a
powerless group in China, and the countryside has become a synonym for
poverty and backwardness. When Wingfield-Hayes compared the attitude
towards the countryside in the Great Britain and China in the article of “China’s
rural millions left behind”, he (March 7, 2006, para. 1) put forward that “in
Britain people tend to think of the countryside as a rural idyll, a bucolic
landscape of green fields and happy folk”, whereas in China it causes an entirely
different reaction: “China’s urban population has a strong tendency to look
down on country folk, the word for ‘farmer’ in Chinese has a distinctly
pejorative flavour” (2006, para. 5).
Although the Hukou system successfully solved the problem of
over-expanding cities in the early stages of the People’s Republic of China, it
brought many more problems to the Chinese society: the rural areas long
remained underdeveloped; the social security system was absent; migrant
workers had little protection; and the antagonism between urban and rural was
getting more serious. All these problems, created in 1955 and prompting the
economic reform in the late 1970s, still affect Chinese society today.

3.2.3 Rural urbanization
The shortage of government investment in the rural areas sharpened the
wealth gap between city and countryside, and the heavy duties and taxes on the
farmers created strong anti-government sentiment. At the same time, the
growing economy caused the cities to expand their boundaries in order to accept
more residential buildings and factories. Many farmers lost their farmlands
during this process, making the relationship between city and countryside even
worse.
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All these facts compelled the Chinese government to give priority to the
development of rural areas at the beginning of the economic reform in order to
win continued support from farmers. Gao and Wang (1999, p. 44) state that
“China’s reform started in the rural areas, which was a strategic decision that
conformed to realities and the farmers’ desires”. In order to reduce social
conflict, promote the development of rural areas, control the planless expansion
of large cities, and reorganize the population structure, the policy of rural
urbanization was formally announced in the early 1980s.
In order to progress the project of rural urbanization, several effective
approaches were adopted. The very first one was the household contracted
responsibility system, which was introduced into the agriculture sector in 1982.
This system, which gave individual households the ownership of the land rather
than and being held in communal ownership, aimed to grant economic
independence to farmers in order to stimulate their productivity. Gao and Wang
highly praise the function of the household contracted responsibility system. The
“remuneration linked to output was introduced, the people’s communes were
dissolved and farmers were given the power to operate the land on their own”
and the “initiative of the 800 million farmers erupted like a volcano, which
promoted the rural economy tremendously” (Gao & Wang, 1999, p. 44). As a
result, “agricultural production grew by leaps and bounds, and the long-time
shortages of farm produce gave way to a relatively ample supply” (1999, p. 44).
The farmers were no longer the tenants of the farmlands, but had become the
owners of farmland, and had the right to deal with their crops.
Township and village enterprises also received strong support in order to
solve the problem of poor industrial product supply and surplus labour in rural
areas. Most of these enterprises were established and registered by local town or
village governments, because private business still received some level of
discrimination in the early stages of economic reform. These enterprises were
mainly focused on labour-intensive light industry, such as food processing,
clothing manufacturing, and furniture making. This new economic activity
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provided sufficient daily necessities for the rural residents, and helped the
government to absorb some of the surplus rural labour. According to Gao and
Wang (1999, p. 44), with the development of township and village enterprises,
“more than 100 million surplus laborers have shifted from farming to other
economic sectors”. All this meant that elements in China’s traditional
city-countryside dual social structure were shifting, as was its population
structure.
The view that industrialization and the reduction of surplus rural labour is
the key to rural urbanization is held by several scholars. For instance, Chang and
Kwok maintain that the most striking part of rural urbanization as “its strong
emphasis on industry to create job opportunities for surplus rural labor” (cited in
Zhu, 1999, p. 192). John Logan similarly mentions job creation as a major
reason for rural urbanization. He (2002, p. 229) points out that the rural
urbanization “involves increasing interactions between rural and urban areas,
with labour migration being both a cause and effect of these interactions”.
Furthermore, it is also “characterized by an expansion in local off-farm earning
opportunities and a diversification in local goods and services” (2002, p. 229).
The main focus of China’s rural urbanization was on promoting the
development of small towns in rural area. The Chinese Central Government
published the decree ‘Suggestions on strengthening the construction of small
towns’ in 1994. This decree aimed to “encourage the development of small
towns [as] an important work to promote the development of China’s rural
economy”, and with more and more farmers entering the towns to work or do
business, the “township and village enterprises will get sufficient labour supply,
and the infrastructure system and its utilization level will be improved” (Central
People’s Government of the People’s Republic China, 1994, para. 3). Another
important function of the small towns is that they are “a sound platform for the
government to experiment with a Hukou system innovation, and also to try to
improve the rural endowment insurance system and health care system” (1994,
para. 3). This step taken by the government very much proved to be in the right
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direction. With the rural economy developing rapidly in the 1980s, its
infrastructure-related industries such as the transport, construction, and service
industries also improved, and these towns were becoming the centres of the
surrounding area.
The Chinese Central Government reemphasized the importance of small
towns’ development in the decree ‘Some opinions on promoting the healthy
development of small towns’ in 2000. This decree called on local governments
to attract “enterprises, and private and foreign investors to invest in the small
towns’ infrastructure system”, and also to open “utility service industries like
education and health service industry to these investors” (Central People’s
Government of the People’s Republic China, 2000, para. 17). More importantly,
this decree announced clear changes to the Hukou system, permitting “all
farmers who have a fixed residence and job to change their Hukou to
non-agricultural Hukou if they want” (2000, para. 23) What is more, “they even
can keep their farmlands if they have such needs” (2000, para. 24). This meant
that the residents in these small towns could enjoy the benefit of both the
agricultural Hukou and non-agricultural Hukou, which was destined to stimulate
more farmers to move into these towns.
Rural urbanization has been seen as a huge success in China during the past
three decades and it has contributed to significant changes in China’s economic
and social structure. According to statistical data from China Association of
Mayors’ Report on the development of Chinese cities 2006, the number of cities
increased “from 193 in 1978 to 661 in 2005” (China Association of Mayors,
2006, para. 4), and the number of small towns increased “from 2,173 in 1978 to
19,522 in 2005” (2006, para. 7). And in 1978, the population in small towns
“only occupied 20% of the whole population in cities and towns, but by the end
of 2004, the number increased to 41.4%” (2006, para. 8).
The strategy of small town development has to be seen as a key point in
China’s rural urbanization. With plenty of work opportunities created by the
enterprises in towns, it was less attractive for local farmers to become migrant
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workers in distant cities. This reduced the conflict between city and rural areas,
making it easier for the government to manage and protect the migrant workers.
It also promoted the development of these towns and their surrounding area.
However, the change of economic power in the rural areas drove the rural
residents to fight for a better living standard and equal civic rights with the city
residents, and this compelled the government to adopt deeper reforms to the
Hukou system and other unfair policies.

3.2.4

The Hukou system reform
With the success of economic reform in rural areas, the calls for free

migration increased, and the Hukou system became a barrier to further
development. The Chinese Communist Party decided to start the experiment of
Hukou system reform in some small towns in July 1997, and “the tone used in
People’s Daily towards migrant workers was starting to change compared to its
previous years’ reports” (Lin, 2008, p. 30). In the article “Consideration of the
reemployment project”, which was published in People’s Daily on September 11,
1997, the writer Shenglin Li (1997, p.9) argues that the problem of
unemployment in the city is not the result of migration of rural labourers;
instead, “in the socialist market economy, keeping rational labour force fluidity
is an important way to keep up the energy and efficiency of a society” because
the competition could “promote the labour force’s survival ability, rearrange the
labour resource and improve productivity” (1997, p.9).
Subsequently Li (1997, p.9) explains that in current China, the conflict
between the “large inflow of population” and “insufficient employment
opportunity in the cities” is the main barrier to the government encouraging
large-scale domestic migration and changes to the Hukou system. In order to
minimize the negative effect that labour force migration has on city residents, Li
(1997, p.9) suggests that the government must “control the scale, the speed, and
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the participating extent of the migrant workers”, and at the same time, the
government should “promote the development of the small towns in order to
attract the farmers to find a new life there”.
A similar opinion was presented in the article – “Actively promote the
Hukou system reform in small towns”, which was published in People’s Daily
on October 24, 1997. Its writer, Yi Zhang, explains why the Hukou system
should start in small towns: firstly, “by transferring rural area labour force to the
small towns, the pressures on cities can be reduced”; secondly, “by improving
the standard of living in the small towns, the number of farmers will be reduced,
and the relationship between government and the public will be eased”; thirdly,
“it can help accumulate experiences for the final Hukou system reform” (1997, p.
10).
Because the Hukou system reform directly influenced all of China’s 1.3
billion lives, it was of high significance to the public and the media. Well-known
reformist newspaper Southern Weekly used a whole front page to report this
matter under the title “China’s Hukou system reform is proceeding” on August
30, 2001. The editor used large title to highlight the central concern of the article:
“According to the Constitution of People’s Republic China, all citizens of
People’s Republic China are equal before the law. However, the Hukou system
tells people that the Chinese are divided into townsman or countryman” (Shou,
2001).
Interviewing the leader of the Ministry of Public Security, Shou (2001)
found that the reform had to overcome much resistance, “especially from other
government departments.” The reason for this is that the Chinese social security
system is built around the Hukou system, and at that time the government did
not have the financial ability to cover the 900 million people in the rural areas of
China. Therefore, “the Hukou system reform would directly result in a whole
social system reform”, and “due to its huge influence, it is currently tried out in
small areas only, gradually but steadily” (Shou, 2001).
Fang Cai, Yang Du and Changbao Zhao come to a similar conclusion in
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their article “Regional labour market integration since China’s WTO entry:
evidence from household-level data”. They believe that “the gradual reform of
Hukou can be characterised by a bottom-up process since the beginning of the
twenty-first century: that is, relaxation of Hukou control began in small towns
and gradually extended to medium-size towns and big cities”, and they notice
that the “Hukou reform in more than 20,000 small towns was characterised by
‘minimum criteria and complete opening-up’” (Cai, Du & Zhao, 2007, p. 137).
Furthermore, they argue that “labour mobility motivated by reforms of the
Hukou system and other institutions deterring migration is not only an important
part of economic development, it is a significant process of the economic
transition towards market force” (2007, p. 137).
However, due to China’s huge population, the Hukou system reform was no
longer just household registration system reform, but extended to the economic
system, the social structure system, and even the political system. The reform
was again faced strong resistance in the mid-2000s. This time, the “main
obstacles to Hukou reform are from vested-interest groups and various agencies
of the central government” (Wang, 2005, p. 88). Again, the “barriers are the
distinctions and discrimination against former ‘outsiders’ in employment, social
status, education, medical service, wage levels, social security, and job-training”
(2005, p. 88).
Cai holds a similar attitude to Wang in voicing that “One notable challenge
facing local governments is that the Hukou is not simply a population
registration system, but also one of the welfare benefits contained in it” (2007, p.
108). He sees it as a given that “even if a city announces an unified population
registration system, or loosens criteria for migrants to apply for local Hukou, if
its financial situation is much that it is unable to provide universal public service
to all residents” (2007, p. 108).
The Hukou system reform is continuing in current China, and receives
strong support from the central government of China. Cai (2007, p. 108)
emphasizes: “The goal of Hukou system reform has become clearer – to form an
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integrated labour market and unified social welfare system between rural and
urban areas”. The previous Hu Jingtao leadership and the current Xi Jinping
leadership have made large investments to build up a new medical service
system and housing system, to reduce barriers to Hukou system reform, and to
support the rural residents’ move to the cities.

3.3 Rise of the Chinese middle class
Urbanization in China, not only in rural areas, but also the expansion of
existing cities, is an inevitable consequence of China’s economic reform. It
helped reduce the economic gap between city and countryside, and gave rise to a
new social structure. A great number of people are becoming wealthier and form
a new social stratum, the middle class. Quelch and Deshpande (2004, p. 155)
emphasize in particular the interactive relationship between urbanization and the
rise of the middle class: “Urbanization is giving more and more people higher
levels of disposable income, and emerging markets and a worldwide growth of
the middle class are trends with huge impact on the industry as well.”

3.3.1 The Chinese class system
The class system has a very long history in China that can be traced back
nearly two thousand years. The Chinese class system was based on traditional
Confucian theory. The social class system subdivided people into five categories
“according to their social status and occupation” (Chai & Roy, 2006, p. 10).
These five were literati, peasants, artisans, merchants, and soldiers. Because
agriculture was the foundation of Chinese society, peasants or farmers
traditionally ranked second behind the literati or intellectuals.
Compared to other ancient countries’ class systems, like the Indian caste
system, the Chinese system has some unique features, as Chai and Roy (2006, p.
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10) explain: “The class distinction, however, between these five groups is not
fixed by heredity but is fluid. Everybody in China can raise their status as long
as he or she performs. Hence the vertical mobility of Chinese society is very
high”. Here it is necessary to point out that in some periods of ancient China,
neither businessmen nor their children had the right to attend the imperial
examination, which was the merit-based pathway for ordinary people to join the
ruling class, but of course only when they can be expected to provide a big
contribution to the country.
The traditional class system deeply penetrated China’s political structure.
Even after the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) took control of the power in
mainland China in 1949, it used the Marxist class theory to divide its population
into two categories: “proletariat” and “bourgeoisie” (Ren, 2010, p. 73). The
proletariat was mainly about the working class, and the private businessmen
were categorized as the bourgeoisie, which made them the target of class
struggle.
Because both class structures show clear features of class antagonism,
Wang holds a radical attitude towards China’s class system, as he writes in the
article of “An impressionistic analysis of middle class and free media”: “China
has only two classes, the top one is the ruling class, led by the emperor; and the
bottom one is the farmers, the businessmen even have the lower social status
than the farmers” (2009). The class distinctions clearly show that wealth was not
an essential condition to determine a person’s social class in ancient China, or in
pre-reform China, but that social class was based on occupation.
In keeping with Marxist ideology, the bourgeoisie was the foremost enemy
of the Communist Party, and economic reform was a subversive idea. This
means that the term ‘middle class’ in China is quite young, having come into
existence only in the twentieth century. It is hard to find a social class like the
middle class in ancient China or in Mao’s era, which means the rising of the
middle class is therefore a process full of challenges and shifts.
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3.3.2 Xiaokang Society
Although the term middle class is widely used by the Chinese media and
scholars, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) more prefers to use the term
Xiaokang Society, rather than middle class, in its official documents, because
middle class contains too many political connotations that are not welcomed by
the ruling class in a socialist country. Generally, xiaokang is “a Confucian term,
loosely translated as ‘basically well-off’” (Brown, 2012), or in more detail, “the
classic concept of xiaokang means a society that is well-to-do or fairly well-off”
(Cai, 2008, p. 16).
Xiaokang – or being better off – was set as a target of the first stage of
China’s economic reform. When Deng Xiaoping, senior leader of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) and the chief designer of economic reform, decided on
economic reform, he had to break through the deep-rooted traditional culture’s
bind, and struggle with resistance inside the Party itself. When, for the first time,
he declared that “to get rich is glorious”, it “dovetails with long-held social
norms that recognize and honour financial success”, and he hoped that “the
effect of a new class of economic winners would boost China’s economy”
(Cheek, 2006, p. 90).
According to research by Cai (2008, p. 16), Deng Xiaoping was aiming to
use xiaokang society to “describe the realization of a Chinese style
modernization.” Hanlong Lu (2010, p. 110) explains that in Deng Xiaoping’s
plan, “xiaokang society means that the national income distribution should
benefit everyone,” and “in such a society there are no extremely rich people or
extremely poor people, but there is all around modest prosperity.”
In November 2002 at the 16th National Congress of the Chinese Communist
Party “building China into an all-round well-off society by 2020” was officially
set as the primary target for the Chinese Communist Party (Cai, 2008, p. 16).
This project aimed for “China’s GDP of the year 2000 [to] quadruple by 2020.
By then, China’s xiaokang society will have a per-capita GDP of over 2,000 US
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dollarss, the GDP of that of moderately developed countries” (2008, p. 16).
President Hu Jingtao’s later government mission of trying to achieve a
harmonious society should also be considered as a part of the endeavour to
achieve a xiaokang society.
Some scholars, when writing about the Chinese middle class, still mainly
focus on the economic characteristics of Chinese xiaokang society, such as
Sheldon H. Lu who argues that “such society implies a certain level of
modernization, the material well-being of citizens, relatively high living
standards, and a rise of the per capita income” (2007, p. 200). However, the
creation of a large middle class in China is not easily achieved, given its large
population. Even when China became the world’s third-largest economy entity
in 2008, as Hanlong Lu (Lu, 2010, p. 109) notes, “according to the criteria used
by the World Bank, China has just moved from a low-income country to a
lower-middle-income country”.
Although Lu (2010, p. 112) also recognizes that “xiaokang is a social
phenomenon characterized by middle incomes”, it is necessary to point out that
in the context of Chinese Confucian culture, xiaokang is not merely about
income and living standards. More importantly, it encompasses equity, as Lu
(2010, p. 111) emphasizes: “A realistic and competitive society, in which all
members and their families own their private resources and live a life based on
law and governed by elites.” Based on this definition, it can be argued that the
Chinese term xiaokang has a meaning similar to the western term middle class.
However, it pays more attention to social fairness rather than the extension of
citizens’ rights.
Furthermore, besides the economic aspect of an increase in China’s gross
national product, the plan of building an all-round well-off – xiaokang – society
looks in particular at social development. Hanlong Lu (2010, p. 111) believes
that objectives like “improving democracy, reforming the law, and governing by
law” and “improving citizens’ moral, educational, and health level” are quite
necessary for China, especially with economic development having moved
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beyond the political and social development in current China, where many social
conflicts like the chasm between rich and poor, corruption, and money worship
have disturbed the social equilibrium.
As Hanlong Lu argues, the emergence of a xiaokang society signifies that
the Communist ideology and planned economic system of Mao’s era were
abandoned with economic reform, that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
loosened its overall control over society, and granted the Chinese more freedom
to decide on their own way of life. He (2010, p. 111) writes, “Xiaokang
recognizes that individuals and families have the right to pursue their interests”.
With regard to the majority of ordinary Chinese, Lu (2010, p. 112) thinks that
they have started to “accept market principles, to contribute to the overall
economic miracle, and to improve their lives.” At the same time, he argues that
“this record has led Chinese leaders to continue to use the concept of xiaokang
into the twenty-first century and, moreover, to adopt the goal of pursuing a
xiaokang society” (2010, p. 112). According to Lu, “China’s goal of building a
xiaokang society will help to reduce social differences and encourage a massive
middle class” (2010, p. 112).
Cai, in trying to explain the concept and purpose of xiaokang in China’s
socialist political discourse, initially quotes Chinese political leaders’ opinions
on xiaokang society. In his article Cai, cites the Director of the State
Development Planning Commission – Zeng Peiyan – who goes beyond the
economic parameters in saying that “an all-round well-off society should not
just meet the people’s need for a higher standard of living but also their need for
social democracy and a legal system” (Cai, 2008, p. 16). Cai then quotes former
Chinese premier Wen Jiabao asking “the new government members to make
progress in scientific and democratic decision-making, and he insists on
strengthening democratic supervision over administration” (2008, p. 16). These
political leaders’ quotes are put forward to indicate a favourable attitude towards
the development of a xiaokang society in the modern Chinese political discourse,
and signify that the economic reform may gradually expand from economic to
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social and political fields. Yet, it needs to be pointed out that both Cai and
Hanlong Lu assign the Communist Party the major role in the process of
building a xiaokang society. Cai argues that:
Being a human symbolic construction, xiaokang discourse creates
systems of meanings that will not only affect how the audience will
respond to the official vision but also confer the CPC [Communist
Party of China] the commanding role in the nation’s pursuit of
common prosperity and national greatness. (2008, p. 13)

However, Cai worries that building a xiaokang society may be a hard task
because the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) does not hold plans to change the
political system. He fears that “such a naming and demarcation of a xiaokang
society is deeply rhetorical”, because “the way a xiaokang society is named and
defined by the CCP gives more attention to the economic, the social, and the
cultural aspects, while de-emphasizing the need to introduce a democratic
political system” (2008, p. 16). Furthermore, Cai (2008, p. 17) explains that “the
CPC officials tend to use the word ‘democracy’ to suggest elements of openness,
transparency, and a certain level of public participation”, but “that version of
democracy nevertheless does not pertain to democracy as a representative
political system.”
In Cai’s opinion, democracy is difficult to be realized in the xiaokang
society, and he sees the xiaokang society currently mainly “furnished by an
endogenous confidence in China’s economic growth” (2008, p. 21) with people
directing most of their attention to the economic field. He goes further by
suggesting that, “when the CPC prioritizes economic growth and frames it as the
nation’s paramount objective, it could override the need for political democracy”
(2008, p. 22). In other words, Cai sees the Party’s power enhanced by economic
growth, which makes moves towards democracy harder to realize.
Cai, as indicated above, does not see the development of a middle class as
the guarantor of new political developments. He argues that “the policy of
xiaokang society confers to the Chinese Communist Party a strong, centralized,
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macro-managing role in the nation’s economic development” (2008, p. 22). In
his view the Chinese Communist Party continues to be the only player in
China’s political arena.
Cai even doubts that many of the large-scale project such as “building of
the world’s longest bridge, the highest skyscraper, the largest shopping mall and
the biggest dam will most likely generate high symbolic and emotive values for
political reasons” (2008, p. 22). In Cai’s opinion, in many cases, after the
political leaders have gained reputations from these projects, problems like poor
quality workmanship and corruption will come to the fore. Moreover, as Cai
points out, the private economic sector has few chances to participate in these
large-scale projects.

3.3.3 The Chinese middle class
Unlike the Chinese Communist Party, most scholars and Chinese media
prefer to use the term middle class to describe the newly rich group in Chinese
society. However, scholars like Hanlong Lu assert that “xiaokang expresses a
respect on the part of the state toward private rights” and “all these ideologies
laid the foundation for China to develop a modern middle class” (2010, p. 111).
The changing of ideology and social contexts promoted the development of
economic reform, and provided a great chance for the Chinese middle class to
form. Rosenthal (cited in Zhu & Berry, 2009, p. 152) describes such significant
social transition as:
China’s middle class savors is new wealth….Like a phoenix rising
from the ashes of Communism, the last few years have seen the
stunning growth of a flourishing Chinese middle class…. [T]he
rapid accumulation of material things has left its psychological
mark as well, infusing this group with a kind of independence and
carefree optimism that has not existed in China for decades.

Abramson and Inglehart (1995, p. 130) similarly put the generational
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difference in the context of economic development: “Countries that have
experienced relatively high rates of economic growth should reveal large
differences in the values of younger and older cohorts.” Because the younger
generation in China has had more opportunity to get in touch with the outside
world, it has encountered ideas and values that remained closed to the older
generation.
The formation of a middle class is an important result of China’s economic
reform, and is also an essential part of China’s social restructure. Cheek (2006, p.
75) concludes some features of this dramatic social restructure: “In spite of its
unitary status and a sense of shared nationality, China is organized into social
classes that are effectively segregated from each other in many ways.” In his
opinion, the reform divided the Chinese into the winners and losers depending
on affluence: “coastal provinces versus interior provinces; urban residents
versus rural residents; men versus women; Han versus minority groups; and
across all these the elite classes versus the ordinary citizen versus the poor”
(2006, p. 75).
The above conditions created by the economic reform made the emerging
Chinese middle class the beneficiaries of this reform. As Jing Lin (2006, p. 184)
explains, the “private entrepreneurs and business owners, white-collar workers
working in foreign companies or China-foreign joint venture enterprises,
intellectuals, teachers” should be categorized as middle class, and “government
officials” are also an important sub-section of middle class. These people are the
elite of Chinese society, and share similar features such as having a high income,
being well educated, and preferring a western lifestyle.
Besides that, Lin warns people to remember that for a period of time the
definition of middle class in western countries and in China differed due to their
unique contexts. Yet he (2006, p. 184) defines the middle class in western terms
as “having a distinct lifestyle and access to certain goods and services. As a
group with financial assets, skills, and education, they can even become a
stabilizing force for a developing society”. This means that he also assigns the
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middle class a distinct social and civic role.
But in China, being middle class is about social status, and almost
exclusively circumscribed by economic ability. Xiaohong Zhou and Chen Qin
(2010, p. 84) argue that in contrast to the West, the Chinese middle class “has
been influenced by globalization in a way strongly marked by consumerism;
further, consumption has become a means for China’s amorphously defined
middle class to assert its social identity.”
Tomba Luigi, in his research of China’s new middle class, he emphasizes
(2004, p. 3) that his “understanding of social stratification is based on the
different abilities by social actors to access resources, more than on their
relations to the means of production”. And he finds that although the Chinese
middle class “lack the cohesiveness required by the traditional definitions of
class, they appear increasingly to shape their status around a new set of
collective interests, especially in their modes of consumption and access to
resources”.
The Chinese Communist Party does not offer any official definition of the
Chinese middle class, instead preferring to leave the field open. In the context of
this thesis, the researcher could only determine a member of middle class by
using the criteria of income, occupation, and education level, but not political
power, so the term ‘middle class’ has some different meanings in China and in
the West. According to the findings of Xin (2004, para. 8), “The Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) suggested Chinese family with assets
valued from RMB 150,000 (18,137 US dollars) to RMB 300,000 (36,275 US
dollars) can be classified as middle class.” And he (2004) states that “China’s
‘middle class’ accounted for 19 per cent of the country’s 1.3 billion population
by 2003”, and “the ‘middle class’ people in China is expected to make up for 40
per cent of the total population in 2020.”
Scholar Jinghao Zhou argues that in the year of 2007, “13 percent of the
country’s urban households, or 24.5 million households with a total of 75
million people joined the middle class” (2010, p. 6). He writes further that “the
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number of middle class is expected to increase to 25 percent by 2010 and 40
percent by 2020” (2010, p. 6). Bill Dodson’s (2011) study similarly claims that
“the McKinsey Global Institution projected in 2008 that China’s middle class
would increase from 43 percent of the population to 76 percent by 2025.”
Another author, Chunling Li, likewise explains the composition of the
Chinese middle class through the criteria of income, occupation, and education
level. According to his survey, “the managers in the both public and private
sector” are the earliest part of middle class; and “the professionals in the
education sector” are the second important part of middle class; and the third
one are “the administrators in governmental organizations” (2005, p. 5). A
surprising result of Li’s survey is that a great number of those now considered
members of the middle class did not receive high school education, especially
the private business people, because they grew up in during the Cultural
Revolution in the pre-reform era.
And Helen Wang (2010, p. xvi) predicts that “the Chinese middle class will
reach 612 million by 2025, which is expected to constitute about 40 percent of
China’s population at that time”. She believes that the rise of the Chinese middle
class will not only benefit the Chinese economy, but is also good news for
western countries, because “as the middle class in China grows, its domestic
consumption will increase. It will become a powerful alternative growth engine
for Western companies as well as the world economy” (p. xvi).

3.3.4 The unique features of the Chinese middle class
Despite the name and notion of middle class frequently appearing in the
mass media, the worry about how to reconcile its rise with communist ideology
has never ceased, and the middle class has been treated as a problematic concept
in Communist China for many years. Many scholars prefer to use the term
zhongjian jieceng (middle stratum) or zhongjian shouru qunti (middle-income
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group) to classify these new rich people, as Liu (cited in Guo, 2008, p. 44)
explains: “‘Middle class’ in English versions of the works of Marx and Engels
was sometimes translated into ‘zichan jieji’ (bourgeoisie), causing much
confusion about how class was perceived by the communist pioneers.” What is
more, “some Marxist writers dismiss the middle class as a dubious Western
concept and look upon China’s middle class fetish as a sign of Western influence
eroding China’s political system” (2008, p. 44). This indicates that the term
middle class continues to be a political issue.
More recently, however, the situation has begun to change with China’s
extensive participation in the global market, its rapid growth and the expansion
of the marketization pulling down the barriers of ideology. Today the concept of
middle class is widely accepted by the Chinese, and is starting to affect Chinese
behaviour. In the chapter “Sociopolitical attitudes of the middle class and the
implications for political transition”, Chunling Li (2013, p. 15) argues that
although the political leaders “partly accept this view”, and “prefer the term
middle-income stratum to the term middle class”, they are making “an effort to
develop the middle class, or middle stratum.”
The modern Chinese middle class is trying to catch up with its counterparts
in western countries in some fields. It has strong demands for enjoyment,
consumption and life style. Hai Ren (2013, p. 5) gives his opinion of about
middle class in western discourse: “This middle class identity is based on
‘accomplishments’ and ‘refinements’, which are ‘moral discourses that … [the
middle class] pursues largely through its privileged access to goods and service
(from education to fashions) in the ‘free’ market”.
And Cheek (2006, p. 91) describes the middle class as “people who can
afford to invest in an apartment and education for their children, buy or aspire to
buy a car, and consume those things that signify success in China today.” It is
undeniable that western culture plays an important role, and contributes the
characteristics of behaviour to be modeled. Cheek (2006, p. 77) explains that
“the West came with the expansion of television and in the last decade satellite
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TV into every country and nearly every household in China.” While it was quite
rare to see foreigners in China until 2006, “most have seen any number of
(dubbed) Hollywood sitcoms, Taiwan historical dramas, Hong Kong fashion
shows, or Korean dramas” (2006, p. 77). The Chinese middle class learned and
learns about the latest fashion, artwork collection, financial investment, and new
lifestyle from these imported media products.
Moreover, Cheek (2006, p. 91) points out a totally different feature of the
Chinese middle class by comparison with the western countries’ middle class,
the Chinese middle class is “largely apolitical, though pollution, popular
nationalism, and fears of the ragged migrant workers in their urban
neighborhoods, and finally run-ins with corrupt or unresponsive local
government offices, pull middle class Chinese into the public arena.”
Furthermore, “like the political elite, they fear luan [instability] and wish to
hang on to and, to the degree possible, extend the benefits they have enjoyed
from the reform” (2006, p. 91). Such features indicate that the Chinese middle
class, on one hand, may want to have more voice in the country’s political
affairs but, on the other, is weary of political participation because much of it
still has distinct and uncomfortable recollections of the class struggles since the
new China was established.
As David Goodman (2008, p. 24) concludes: “Identification of middle class
behaviour in the contemporary PRC (People’s Republic of China) does not
necessary entail an equation with earlier middle class in other societies, and it is
clearly just as necessary to isolate differences as well as similarities”. And he
particularly notices that the entrepreneurs are the most important part of Chinese
middle class “which separately highlight[s] their relationship to social status,
economic wealth and political power” (2008, p. 24).
Despite the differing opinions on how much the growth of a Chinese
middle class will change the political landscape in China, all scholars agree that
the new Chinese middle class is the beneficiary of the economic reform and
social development. Chunling Li sees this as the reason why the Chinese middle
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class does not have strong desire for political power. To him, the fact that the
political class can be trusted to look after the private entrepreneurs’ interests
“makes a close relationship between middle class and the state” (2005, p. 9).
Therefore in his opinion the “Chinese middle class has a preference for a strong
and stable government and should not take action to promote political
democracy.” Shaun Breslin holds a similar opinion to Li. He argues that:
Rather than fear the emergence of the middle class, the Party
leadership wants as many Chinese as possible to join its rank …
because the emerging new rich classes in China are very close to
the political structure (and often still part of it) and in many ways
are beneficiaries of authoritarian rule. (Breslin, 2010, p. 134)
Furthermore, Breslin writes “democratization is seen as a means of
strengthening and re-legitimating one-party rule by creating a more transparent,
open and consultative political system increasingly based on (and constrained by)
legal structure” (2010, p. 134). This way, encouraging the development of
middle class is not bound to threaten the Party’s dominant position in the
Chinese political discourse.
Bill Dodson, on the other hand, very much disagrees with above two
scholars’ opinions. Dodson (2011, p. 28) points out that the Chinese middle class
“did not get its start until 1998, when China liberalized property ownership in
the cities.” But they are already facing with the stress of “expensive housing
price, education costs, and the competition for jobs.” Dodson (2011, p. 28)
therefore worries that “middle class China’s realities are more fragile than one
would find in North America or in Europe.” In his view, China’s middle class
does not share the same solid power base enjoyed in the West. The Chinese
middle class has reason to remain anxious, remembering the political unrest in
the pre-reform era, and the property rights that could not be guaranteed with the
leadership changes. Thus Dodson even argues that “the larger and richer the
Chinese middle class becomes, the less safe and more anxious it will feel” (2011,
p. 30). According to him, this leaves the Chinese middle class with a stronger
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desire for political power and democracy than ever before.
Helen Wang (2010, p. 9) explains that the Chinese middle class has so
many interesting features due to a unique political discourse: “Many middle
class Chinese are under high peer pressure in career choices, marriage, and
consumption preferences. Unlike the middle class Westerners, they tend to value
national unity more than individual freedom”. This is mainly because the new
Chinese middle class has grown up with the massive propagandizing of socialist
ideology at school and in the work place, so in their minds, the country’s
interests still hold a higher value than individual freedom.
The rapid development of rural areas, also due to rural urbanization, also
promoted the development and expansion of the Chinese middle class. With the
rural economy occupying a large percentage of the Chinese economy, once the
middle class lifestyle was introduced to the rural areas, many more people there
are becoming part of China’s new middle class. Logan (2002, p. 20) believes
that it is an obvious result in China because when “an urban middle class is
being created, based not only in a growing professional and technical category
but also in a nascent entrepreneurial elite extending from major cities to town
and village enterprises”. And at the same time, “new migrant urban working
class is also arising, distinct from the established urban population in legal
standing and access to collective resources”, so in terms of political theory an
awareness of common interests is developed and the groups find ways to protect
these interests.
However, the development of the Chinese middle class is facing a
challenge due to the, at times, dramatic global economic environment
developments, such as the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). As the largest
manufacturing centre in the world, the Chinese economy is heavily reliant on
international trading. The unpredicted GFC in 2008 meant that a great number
of Chinese entrepreneurs and their employees “lost jobs and financial assets”,
and “the rapid rise of housing prices in urban China” (Li, 2010, p. 11) broke the
young generation’s dream of having their own home. A self-owned house or
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apartment is a basic criterion to be considered middle class.
In short, the Chinese middle class is clearly underdeveloped in comparison
to its western counterparts, but people need to recognize that it is playing an
increasing important role in China’s particular political environment. Already in
the mid-2000s, Xin (2004) announced that the “middle class is no longer an
abstract concept in sociology but a strong force that could help reshape society
as a whole”. This point is enforced by Lin (2006, p. 185) who says that “in the
1990s, the middle class were generally voiceless in the political arena, but they
have gradually gained ground as they have become an important force in the
local, regional and national economy.”
The middle class was born out of China’s economic reform and derives its
strength from China’s ongoing economic development. It also is the major
contributor to this development. Its existence is no longer in doubt, and the
Chinese media freely uses the term. Whereas the economic growth has been
rapid, social developments have taken place more gradually, and political ones
even more so. Although the changes are at a cautious pace, they are changes all
the same. While scholarly opinions differ on the future political role of the
middle class, today no one denies their importance in the Chinese social fabric.

3.4 Television in China
Over the past three decades, television has developed from an unaffordable
luxury to basic electrical equipment for the ordinary Chinese family. In modern
China, no matter whether in the city or in the countryside, every family has one
or more television sets, which have already replaced the radio as the most
important information source for the Chinese, and television brings a huge
influence to bear on their minds and daily lives. Most families are linked
together by the local cable television system, which can provide better signal
quality to its audiences, and thousands of small cable television networks are
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built in China. These networks are interconnected to form a wider network
based on administrative orders. Even China’s new digital television system also
relies heavily on the existing cable network to carry its signal. According to
statistical data from the Centre for Media Operation and Management (CMOM)
of Tsinghua University, until the end of 2010, the number of television viewers
“reaches 97.62% of China’s population, 0.4% higher than 2009”, which is nearly
1,269 million people, and “about 187 million families are linked to the cable
television network” (Centre for Media Operation and Management, 2011).

3.4.1 History of the Chinese television industry
Although China has built the largest television network in the world, its
history is much shorter than the history of television in western countries.
According to An & Shi (2010, p. 105), China had its “first television station
Beijing Television, on May 1st, 1958, which changed name to China Central
Television (CCTV) on May 1st 1978”, and produced its “first black and white
television sets on May 18th 1958 with the help from the Soviet Russia”. In the
1950s, the Chinese Communist Party kept a close connection with the Soviet
Russia: China fully reproduced the ideology and political structure of the Soviet
Russia, and received substantial financial and technical support from the Soviet
Russia for free or for low interest payments.
Unlike other propaganda machines such as newspaper and radio, television
did not get enough attention or support from the Chinese government before
1978. As Bin Zhao (1999, p. 292) argues: “It remained poorly funded and
underdeveloped for the following two decades”, and “played a negligible role
within the propaganda system until the early 1980s”. During those years,
television was treated as a symbol of social status. Only high-level party
members and state-owned institutions had the privilege to have a television, and
the programs were quite poor. For the ordinary public, television was still out of
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reach in their life.
Several reasons contributed to this situation: an unstable political
environment, and also the technical and economic problems. An and Shi (2010,
p. 106) explain that “the political movements from 1966 to 1976 cut off the
technical co-operation between China and Soviet Russia, and later the United
States”, and China did not have the ability to manufacture television sets by
itself. No ordinary member of the public could afford the price of a television set
at that time, therefore “only a small number of people could enjoy it” (2010, p.
106). Until the end of 1978, the Chinese television network consisted only of
China Central Television (CCTV), the only national level television station, and
thirty provincial television stations in every province throughout China, all them
broadcasting on over-the-air signals.
The situation changed with the advent of the economic reform. The growth
of the Chinese economy provided an ever-widening market for the media
industry. Trade and communication with the outside world stimulated the
Chinese to upgrade the communication technology and to use television to get
acquainted with what the outside world really looked like. Zhao and Guo (2005,
p. 524) maintain that “television sets became the hottest and most desired
consumer item for a population reaping the material benefits of Deng’s
pragmatic policy of economic development, and a revolution in consumer
culture was unleashed in China.” Similarly, Hong (1998, p. 47) finds that
“television has become the country’s most rapidly growing and advanced
medium and has been both a witness to and reflection of the country’s political,
economic, and social changes.”
The Chinese television industry advanced quickly once the economic
reform came underway in 1978. When China built stable relationships with
western countries in the early 1970s, the Chinese government bought from
Japan a manufacturing assembly line to produce television sets in China.
Previously China had not manufactured its own television sets, but imported
them from the Soviet Union. However, the Soviet technology was inferior to the
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technical know-how provided by Japan. Several new factories were built, and
the number of television sets “increased from 4.85 million in 1978 to 2.76
million in 1982, and reached 120 million in 1987”, and “nearly 47.8% families
have their own television sets” (Yin, 2007). At the same time, the number of
television viewers “rose from 80 million in 1978 to 600 million in 1987”, which
represented “56% of China’s population” (Yin, 2007).
However, while the number of television sets and television viewers
increased dramatically, Chinese television programs were still based on the
central and provincial system, and audiences could only receive two channels of
the China Central Television (CCTV) station and one channel of the local
provincial television station. All these public stations were broadcast by the
over-the-air signals, where the quality was significantly influenced by factors
such as weather and geographical location. The programs far from satisfied for
the audiences’ needs for information and entertainment. Such strongly domestic
demands prompted many local authorities, especially at city level government
and county level government, to start local community cable television stations
and to broadcast within a small area under the pretence of experiment, as Hong
(1998, p. 93) attests: “As early as 1980 there were signs that many local
authorities, particularly in the newly rich coastal areas, started to challenge the
existing centralized regulations regarding broadcasting development.” It is
necessary to point out that in China, following the terms as used in the Chinese
English language press, ‘county’ is the established description of the lower level
of city, and it is made up of several towns.

3.4.2 Development of Chinese television industry in the reform era
The rapid development of the Chinese television industry directly reflected
the enormous changes in China’s politico-economic environment. Many
scholars have researched Chinese television’s history and development since the
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beginning of the economic reform of 1978, such as Yuezhi Zhao, Bin Zhao,
Zhengrong Hu and Li Hong. They all agree that the development of Chinese
television has been a huge success since economic reform began in 1978. Their
approaches to the topic can be grouped into the following fields: change of
television’s role, the spread of television stations on the municipal and country
level and the ensuing decentralization of television, and the move towards
financial independence and marketization.
Yuezhi Zhao is one of the most famous scholars of Chinese media. In her
1998 book of Media, Market, and Democracy in China: Between the Party Line
and the Bottom Line, she gives Party motives as the primary reason for the
reform. Zhao puts forward that the Party had to do it because “the media
structure itself has been diversified and thus is more complex” (1998, p. 167).
Further she argues that because “in a decade of liberalization and
decentralization, the commercial imperative and local interests have grown
much stronger”, the local level governments and private economy sectors
wanted to participate in the media industry for their own political and economic
benefits, and they wanted to have more say in local affairs. This is especially the
case with the impact of new communication technologies that make it ever more
difficult to dessiminate Party propaganda centrally.

From the 1990s, the

competition among media organizations was getting more and more intense with
new communication technologies being used in this industry. In order to survive,
the media had to introduce new and more interesting information programs,
such as in the areas of culture and entertainment, to please their audience. This
also resulted in a reduction of political propaganda information.
Based on these reasons, Zhao strongly praises the rapid development of
local television stations and cable networks in the 1980s and 1990s which
effectively promoted the decentralization of Chinese television industry. Due to
strong calls for reform, the policy of the four-tiered television system (si ji ban
dian shi) was enacted in mainland China in1983, which encouraged all the
central, provincial, municipal, and county government to establish new
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television stations. The direct result of this policy was that “while only 52
stations existed in total in 1983, 422 stations appeared in 1988, with an
additional 811 ‘relay’ stations set up by local governments of provinces,
municipalities and counties” (Liu, 2008, p. 320).
According to Zhao, the county-level television stations were established by
the local government and business units, and “they have been [were] allowed to
broadcast their own programs” (1998, p. 168), so the authority position of
central propaganda corporation like CCTV, was challenged by the local interest.
And because the “cable stations charged monthly fees, they do [did] not need
government investment” (1998, p. 168), so these cable stations had more
freedom to decide their programs.
Furthermore, Zhao (1998, p. 169) even believes that “the lack of
production capacity at the local level television station” helped the Chinese
television to open its door to the outside world. This is because with the
exception of local news programs, local level television stations imported a great
number of programs from Hong Kong, Taiwan, or other countries, which
brought to bear a huge influence on the Chinese television industry, and brought
new lifestyle ideas to Chinese audiences.
However, in her subsequent writings, Zhao has done re-evaluated of the
reasons that contributed to the development of Chinese television in the reform
era. In their 2005 article “Television in China: History, political economy, and
ideology”, Zhao and Guo (2005. p. 525) argue that “television was a key
promotional instrument for the Chinese state’s modernization program”, because
in most western countries television was already widely used as communication
tool. But in China, it was still unaffordable for the ordinary public. Moreover,
“in the context of a broad intellectual and cultural ferment in the 1980s,
television became a powerful forum for promoting the liberal ideas favored by
increasing numbers of the Chinese intellectual elite” (2005, p. 525). At the early
stages of the economic reform, unlike the farmers or business people, the
intellectual elite paid more attention to the political field, and they preferred to
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use imported foreign television programs to show up the differences between
China and western countries, and thus to publicize the ideas of liberty and
democracy.
The Party’s monopoly position in the television industry was potentially
challenged by market competition in the 1990s. The strong market demand
compelled television stations to produce more programs and, while news and
current affairs programs had strictly to be produced by the television stations
themselves, many privately owned program production houses came onto the
scene. Zhao and Guo (2005, p. 528) point out that “private and foreign capital is
[was] flowing into the domestic industry through investment in entertainment
programming, advertising sponsorships, and co-production arrangements with
television stations”. These investors sent their products and opinions to the
audience through the television programs and advertisements, thus influencing
the audiences’ minds and consumer behavior.
Television stations, dependent on this income, tried their best to attract
more advertising money because, as Zhao and Guo (2005, p. 528) find,
“advertising is the lifeblood of the Chinese television system; state subsidies
have ceased to be a significant revenue source for Chinese television”. Just like
many other state-owned enterprises in China, the television industry is also an
administrative monopoly business; each county or city has only one television
station, so that it is not too difficult for a television station to survive. Bringing
government subsidy to an end was a major indication that the government was
reducing its control on the television.
As a result, television stations were getting closer to the side of market,
especially to its advertising sponsors. This leads Zhao and Guo (2005 p. 521) to
conclude that “television in China has undergone an unprecedented
metamorphosis, evolving from a propaganda instrument of the Communist Party
to a commercially oriented mass medium within the country’s evolving market
authoritarian system”. Today, the television stations all the same have retained
their function of propaganda, but no matter whether China Central Television or
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county-level television stations, all stations pay more attention to audience
ratings and using market forces, which are the foundation of their survival. To
Zhao, this has made China “a contradictory entity and … a site of struggle
between competing bureaucratic interests, divergent social forces, and different
visions of Chinese modernity” (Zhao, 2008, p. 11).
Bin Zhao did a study about the transition of Chinese television in the 1990s.
In her article, “Mouthpiece or money-spinner? The double life of Chinese
television in the late 1990s”, she argues that “television’s political role as the
Party’s mouthpiece has been increasingly eroded by ever more powerful
pressures for commercial success” (Zhao, 1999, p. 292). With the economic
reform progressing further in the 1990s, the wave of marketization made the
television networks, no matter whether on the central or local level, rely on
advertising and other commercial activities. The stations had to pay more
attention to serving the customer, and consequently had to adjust its contents,
such as to leaving more time for commercial advertisement, and providing more
programs attractive to a wide audience. To Bin Zhao such change is also mainly
because the Party realised “that popular entertainment made for the cultural
market does not necessarily disturb social and political stability, official tactics
of ideological control have relaxed and attempted to appropriate new popular
forms” (1999, p. 292).
This confirms Bin Zhao’s earlier finding that “the terms of state/market
relations are continually shifting as the state apparatus struggles to accommodate
the new commercial environment” (1999, p. 292). Another scholar, Eric Kit-wai
Ma, also expresses the opinion that “the most distinguishable characteristic of
the Chinese media in the 1990s is the tension between rapid commercialization
and continued ideological control”, because “as ideological apparatuses of the
state, media organizations are considered to be non-profit units”, which “were
not allowed to pursue commercial interests in the market” (2000, p. 21).
Bin Zhao also maintains that program diversity in the 1990s took a big step
forward. But unlike Yuezhi Zhao, she prefers to use the changes in news
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programs to demonstrate that the Party has eased its control on the television
industry. For many years, CCTV’s national news programs - Xinwen Liaobo
(News Broadcast), has been the most important official information source for
the Chinese. It “is relayed unconditionally by all local stations as a political task,
is still meant to play a key role in forming public opinions” (Zhao, 1999, p. 293).
Since 1992, with the intensifying competition among television stations from
different levels, many television stations were starting to produce not only
entertainment programs but also a new style of news programs to attract the
audience’s interest. Bin Zhao explains that “it includes a dramatic increase in the
number of daily news bulletin airings, live news presentation and a considerable
improvement in the quantity and quality of news commentaries and
investigations” (1999, p. 294). These news programs escaped from the
traditional format of “political news”, but formed a new style of “news of social
interest” (Zhao, 1999, p. 295), which provided the audience the latest and
interest-related information, critical investigations, and sometimes even granted
the audience a channel to communicate with the television.
Ma details the change of media industry in the process of marketization, in
that “media organizations at all levels have been reoriented to include
profit-making as one of their organizational goals”, and its profit-making
approach includes “accepting advertising and sponsorship, publishing ‘weekend
supplement’ with juicy infotainment, performing public relation functions for
enterprises, and organizing symposia, shows, and press conferences that
promote their ‘clients’” (2000, p. 22). Moreover, he asserts that the better
economic condition brings several extra benefits for the media industry, “the
flow of cash into media organizations has encouraged new practices and
reshaped journalistic culture”, and the “increased economic strength has given
many media organizations operation freedom to hire freelancers, adjust pay
scales, adopt new technologies, and restructure organizational practices” (2000,
p. 22).
These phenomena reflect the gradual functional shift occurring in the whole
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media industry in China in the early 1990s. The media no longer just repeat
Party decisions and policies, but they have started to have some freedom to
determine their programming, to discuss and question political and social issues,
and to help the public to survey government behaviour. All these changes
encompass all media and implicitly extend to the role Chinese television is
playing. In particular, is the view of “audience as market”, which is a shift from
the “audience as public” (Ang, 1991, p.29). In this light, the audience can be
considered cultural consumers.
Furthermore, Bin Zhao recognizes that the Chinese television received
many benefits in the wave of marketization, but she (1999, p. 298) queries
whether Chinese television was now getting “over-commercialized”. According
to her finding, “commercial promotion accounts for 30 percent of the total
airtime of the CCTV2 - Economic Channel, not taking into account standard
commercial inserted between and within other programs” (1999, p. 299). The
audience was confronted with a massive number of advertisements, but they had
to live with them, and many advertisements’ promises could not be guaranteed.
Such a situation resulted in concerns: “Commercial interruptions to viewing
become ever more frequent and last longer, promoting many to wonder where
the limit lies and how much more commercial television can become” (1999, p.
301).
Zhengrong Hu and Li Hong from the Communication University of China,
explain the characteristics and changes of Chinese television from a different
angle to Yuezhi Zhao and Bin Zhao. In their 2009 article “China’s television in
transition”, Hu and Hong point to the difference in public broadcasting in China
compared to western countries. In their opinion, in western countries, public
broadcasting “refers to radio and television systems established for the public
interest” and being “neither State nor commercially owned, [they] rely mainly
on license fees or taxes paid for by the audience” (2009, p. 97). By contrast, the
television stations in China are heavily depending on advertising revenue.
According to Hu and Hong’s (2009, p. 97) research, in the west, the aim of
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public broadcasters is “to protect public interests and to meet the demands of the
audience at different levels”. But in China, public broadcasting has a totally
different meaning. In China all television stations are state-owned, and “this
control [is justified] on ideological grounds … the word public refers to public
use and ownership by the State” (2009, p. 97). This ownership determines that
the Chinese television has a unique position that also contains a lot of barriers
for its reform. This is why many people, when the reform of television industry
is touches on the political field, still believe that “the interplay of political and
commercial forces will not necessarily lead to the increase in public voice, but
rather to the expanding prosperity of privation and commercialization” (Hu &
Hong, 2009, p. 99).
With more and more television stations being set up in China, attracting
and pleasing the local audience was becoming a major task for television
stations. Today in many television programs, such as entertainment, current
affairs, or even the critical investigation programs, the local audience are
welcome to participate in the program-producing process and to present their
opinions on the issues. Hu and Hong (2009, p. 99) contend that the audience,
“no longer just at the receiving end of programs, has begun to take the initiative
to form a social force that can supervise the government”. This way, the media
“has become a bridge between the Party and public”, and “is becoming more
market-oriented and less a tool of the government” (2009, p. 99).
Besides these changes, Hu and Hong also believe that Chinese television
having opened its doors to private and foreign capitals in the early 21st century
could bring new blood to the television industry. When the Chinese government
“permitted the private and foreign capitals to establish film and television
production joint ventures in China since 2004” (Hu & Hong, 2009, p. 101), the
worlds’ best known media companies like News Corp and Time Warner started
cooperating with large Chinese media companies like CCTV and China Film
Group. Such policy change is a strategy for the Chinese television industry to
introduce new competitors to keep pressure on domestic program producers, and
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it is also an attempt for Chinese television to connect to the international media
market.

3.4.3 Media policies and regulations affecting television
Retracing the history of Chinese television industry over the past three
decades, marketization and decentralization emerge as the main themes of its
development. There are several media regulations that brought significant
influence to this industry, including the acceptance of advertising, and the
policies of ‘Four-Tiered Television System’ (si ji ban dian shi) in 1983, the
decree of ‘Temporary management approach on cable television’ in 1990, the
‘Notification of strengthening the regulation on the news publication radio and
television industry’ in 1996, and ‘Some decisions of the State Council on
non-public ownership capital entering the cultural industry’ in 2005.
Chinese scholars’ – Yuezhi Zhao (1998; 2005; 2008); Bin Zhao (1990);
Zhengrong Hu and Li Hong (2009) – viewpoints and comments on the Chinese
television industry are influenced by these pieces of legislation that were passed
down throughout the reform era. Generally, just like many other state
monopolized industries, China’s media industry and its policies also followed
the Party’s primary rule of reform and opening-up, and the key intentions
concentrated on aspects of marketization, decentralization, and opening up to
private and foreign capital.
The Chinese media industry was firmly controlled by the Chinese
Communist Party. For several decades, even before the People’s Republic of
China was established in 1949, the media was one of the most efficient weapons
used by the Party in its political and military struggle. For this reason, no foreign
or private capital was allowed to enter this sector, and even media participants
had only limited freedom to decide on content. Yuezhi Zhao (1998, p. 19)
defines the primary task of the Chinese media as having to “serve as the
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mouthpiece of the Party, by definition, serve as the mouthpiece of the people,
too”, but primarily, “the journalists are the propagators who need to propagate
the party’s ideology and policies and be loyal to Party Principle”. Like all other
media in China, television plays this dual role under the authority of Chinese
Communist Party, and is directly supervised by the local propaganda
department.
Based on the above principles, the Party places high requirements on
television programming. According to Silverblatt and Zlobin, “China has
adopted a licensing policy that strictly monitors television programming.
Programs have to be ‘politically correct’, and content considered subversive,
seditious, obscene, pornographic, superstitious, discriminatory, libellous, or
insulting is banned” (2004, p. 168). In other words, the priority task for the
television industry in China is to serve the Party, and only then to serve the
public interest.
Junhao Hong, who gives a detailed analysis of the main characteristics of
Chinese media before the economic reform, similarly emphasizes that “all media
institutions are state owned”, and that “in both philosophy and organization,
media in China are highly centralized and hierarchical” (1998, pp. 45-46). He
believes that “the Party’s control of the mass media is probably among the
tightest, most careful, and ultimate in the world”, and “the Party is known for
using a variety of means to control its mass media, including the unique
‘self-imposed censorship’” (1998, p. 46). In mainland China, executive
managers and high level leaders of the media are always nominated by the local
government, and many of them used to work in the local propaganda department,
so all the program content must pass their examinations before being sent to the
local propaganda department.
Yuezhi Zhao also confirms that the Party always attempts to control the
media industry. She notices that in the early reform period, “an era of neoliberal
downsizing of the government”, “the media, communication, and culture sector
has been an ‘anomaly’ considering the merger and reduction of specialized
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government departments, especially those in the industrial and commercial
sectors” (2008, p. 22). All the institutions like the State Administration for Radio,
Film, and Television (SARFT) and the State Press and Publications
Administration (SPPA) were established in the 1980s to regulate the
development of media industry. Even in 2001, the Party leaders established a
high-level “supraministerial coordinating body called the State Leadership
Group on Information”, which had the object “to further strengthen leadership
over the promotion of our country’s informatization buildup and over the
maintenance of the state’s information security” (Zhao, 2008, p. 23). However,
Zhao recognizes that the Party is in the process of changing its strategy to
control the media: “The Party now aims at effective domination rather than total
control of media message”, the media must obey the rule of “correct guidance of
public opinion”, and “to avoid errors concerning politics, policy, and public
opinion guidance” (p. 23).

3.4.4 Acceptance of advertisement and marketization
The first feature of media policy change of Chinese television industry in
the reform era was the approach to marketization. The first experiment the
television stations started was to accept advertisement. Shanghai Television
Station broadcast an advertisement for ‘Ginseng Tonic Wine’ on 28 January
1979, which was the first television advertisement in mainland China. Only two
months later, Shanghai television broadcast the first advertisement for the
foreign product, the Swiss made watch, Rado. Yuanzhi Zhou describes it as
“commercial advertising [having] literally changed the face of state media in
China without even challenging the political status quo” (2008, p. 105). Before
that, the only income of all the television stations in China came through
government financial subsidies. The stations did not have the need to consider
profits or losses, and their only task was to publicize the correct ideology.
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The introduction of advertisements signified that television had begun to
open to market demand, and indicated a trend that the television industry was to
get some level of financial independence. As Bin Zhao (1999, p. 292)
emphasizes, “most television networks – central and local – have thrived in the
marketplace over the last two decades, getting returns from advertising and other
commercial activities on a scale which is not achievable for most other media”.
And in Yuezhi Zhao’s book, Communication in China: Political Economy,
Power, and Conflict (2008), Zhao sees these neoliberal tendencies continuing:
Ideological considerations played a significant role in determining
the acceptability of certain policies over others in China, and
continuous reinvention and rearticulation of its ruling doctrines has
been an integral part of the Party’s project of pursuing neoliberal
developments in the name of socialism. (2008, p. 37)
Moves towards a Western model do not end there. Zhao writes that, “At
the operational level, the Party, while continuing to rejuvenate the ranks
of its Leninist propaganda structure and make instrumental use of
traditional Maoist propaganda campaign methods, has also incorporated
Western-style media management techniques” (2008, p. 39).
Advertising also had a further influence on Chinese society, as Wei and Pan
(1999, p. 77) argue: “This dramatic change of fate for the advertising industry
marked a reversal not only in the orientation of the nation’s economy, but also in
the orientation of the value systems of the Chinese citizens.” Winfield and Peng
also agree with this viewpoint, as they explain in the article “Market or Party
controls? Chinese media in transition”: “Advertisements not only constituted a
necessary condition for economic support as well as new forms of information,
but also embodied a new impetus to reach more consumers and serve the market”
(2005, p. 260). Janice Hua Xu asserts that “mass media in China have created a
highly visible culture of consumption, introducing people to the world of
personal desires through images of the ‘good’ life, beauty and success” (2007, p.
367). Of significance is that this culture of consumption is targeted towards the
emerging middle class. The wide spread of advertisements effectively changed
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the format of traditional television content, and brought the idea of market and
business to the ordinary public, thus potentially shifting the political role of the
media.
John Sinclair provides evidence that as early as the 1980s, some foreign
advertising agencies like “Dentsu and McCann Erickson had already set up
offices not only in Beijing, but also in Shanghai and Guangzhou”, with the form
of “representative outposts for their Hong Kong operations, or joint ventures
with Chinese partners” (2007, p. 288). Ian Weber has a similar finding, pointing
out that “by the early 1990s, more than 40 multinational advertising agencies
from Japan, the United States, and Hong Kong had set up joint-venture
operations with Chinese counterparts in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou”
(2002, p. 58).
Today, advertising is the most important revenue for the Chinese television
industry. According to Blue Book of China’s Media: Report on Development of
China’s Media Industry (2011), the gross amount of adverting revenue “was
only RMB 510 million [80.31 million US dollars] in 1990”, a figure that had
increased more than a hundred-fold “to RMB 60.06 billion [9.46 billion US
dollars] in 2007” (Cui, 2011). This large revenue from advertising brought new
blood to the Chinese television industry, and also gave the Party confidence to
upgrade the television technology. In 1990, the Ministry of Radio, Film and
Television (later the State Administration of Radio Film and Television) passed
the decree of‘Temporary management approach on cable television’. This
decree allowed the local level governments such as cities and counties to set up
their own cable television stations. Compared to the national and provincial
public over-the-air television stations, these local cable stations had some unique
features. Yuezhi Zhao (1998, p. 168) writes that the cable television stations
were relied heavily on “installation fees and subscription” from the local
audiences but not on government investment. In her view, the local cable
television stations were more market-oriented than the public over-the-air
television stations. They granted the viewers the chance to participate in the
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broadcasting activities by paid “song requests” (Zhao, 1998, p. 169) for
celebrations and other occasions such as birthdays or weddings, with the names
of sender, receiver, and the wishes displayed on the screen. Thus the television
station was transforming from a government organ to a potential two-way
communication channel.
Today in China, most television stations no longer receive governmental
financial subsidies. They have become profit-making operations, and now attract
less interference from the government when making programming decisions.
Due to these stations’ financial success and social influence, this industry has
attracted a lot of organizations and capital, and has compelled the Party to grant
more freedom to media practitioners and investors. The 2005 decree ‘Some
decisions of the State Council on non-public ownership capital entering the
cultural industry’ could be considered as one of the most direct results of these
shifts.

3.4.5 Spread of television stations and decentralization
Decentralization and localization were the main features of the Chinese
television industry in this phase of the early 1980s. With economic condition
getting better, many families bought their own television, and their demand for
information was increasing; moreover, the success of advertisements and
marketization set the financial foundation for the new television stations. But the
problem was that China did not have enough television stations in the early 1980s,
as Zhou (2008, p. 79) writes: “CCTV was the only national network and it had
only one channel; each province also had one-channel stations”, and “many
medium size and small cities were not covered by CCTV or provincial television
station signals, which meant no access to television”. For this reason, the policy of
a Four-Tiered Television System (si ji ban dian shi) was put into effect. The
Four-tiered Television System was approved at the 11th Chinese National Radio
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and Television Broadcasting Conference, which was organized by the Ministry of
Radio and Television in 1983. It expanded the original central and provincial
broadcasting system to four tiers, these four being “central, provincial, municipal,
and county” levels (Huang, Zhou, Qi, & Wang, 2003, p. 30; Zhou. 2008, p. 79).
This policy granted local government, especially the city and county level
government, “to have a local community cable television station lead by both
local government and local bureau of radio and television”, and by the end of
1997, China had “nearly 1,000 wireless television stations”, and “about 1,300
cable television stations” (Huang, Zhou, Qi, & Wang, 2003, p. 30). Zhao (1998, p.
34) believes that this policy had a historical and remarkable impact on the Chinese
media industry, because “the definition of the media as instruments of class
struggle was officially dropped; instead, the media were promoted as instruments
of economic and cultural construction, with a new stress placed on business
information and entertainment.”
Furthermore, the wider spread of television stations meant that more
television programs were needed. Zhou (2008, p. 82) asserts that “producers
enjoyed more freedom in choosing subjects for TV program production, an
increasingly hot economy and competitive market kicked in a lot of advertising
money and idle capital, the TV sector benefited from these changes”. During
this process, many private entrepreneurs invested in program production, and
thus started to have some influence on the Chinese television industry.
Huang, Zhou, Qi and Wang (2003, p. 35) recognize that compared to the
central and provincial television stations, the municipal and county television
stations did not “have enough experienced practitioners”, had “poor hardware
conditions”, and “narrow content choices”, but they had one unique feature –
they were “close to the audiences”. In addition to rebroadcasting programs from
CCTV and the provincial television, the local community cable televisions had
the right to “produce their own local news based on the needs of local
community, and invite the audiences to participate in the feedback sector”
(Huang, Zhou, Qi, & Wang, 2003, p. 36); and the audiences in the community
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“had a similar cultural background, so the television stations could design their
programs to match the audiences’ taste” (2003, p. 36).
Such policy change granted the local community cable television stations
more chance of survival against intense market competition, and “stimulated
investment in new stations, in more channels, and in the extension of daily
broadcasting hours” (Zhao, 1998, p. 53). These municipal and county level
television stations had to catch the local audiences’ eyes in order to survive and
to make profits, as Wanning Sun (2012, p. 11) argues: “Media operating at
sub-national levels have had to focus on the local and provincial to achieve a
sense of difference and to survive and thrive in the competitive media market.”
Since the municipal and county level media were “facing tough competition
from a plethora of provincial and national channels”, they had to “cover
grassroots issues and concerns to ensure their continued relevance to local
audiences” (2012, p. 11). It meant that these new television stations had to take
up the concerns of the local community, which also meant they had to have
different content from the provincial and national level public television stations.
The springing up of these television stations should therefore be considered
another form of decentralization.
An effect of the wide spread of television stations that had not been
anticipated was that more experienced media practitioners and leaders were
needed. According to Winfield and Peng (2005, p. 265), “the government
previously appointed the main personnel of the major news organizations”, but
with hundreds of new television stations built in the 1980s, “many of the
editors-in-chief of non-government news media are actually overseeing the
hiring of media professionals for editorial management”. The professional level
and working ability were more important for these new media practitioners than
their political stance.
It is necessary to point out that such an achievement also raised some
people’s doubts about the Chinese Communist Party’s role in this process,
prompting Yu and Sears (2003, p. 312) to argue that “these systems were not
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established as a media alternative for the communities but rather as an extension
of the centralized nation network system for several reasons.” In their opinion,
the party and the central government prioritised these communities and their
importance to the Chinese economy so that the government “could ensure that
important policies and news reach the communities more directly from Beijing.”
What is more, in Yu and Sears’ view “those communities were used as trial sites
for new development of communications technology” (2003, p. 312).
Yuezhi Zhao holds a more positive attitude towards the development of
Chinese television industry. Although she criticizes in her book, Media, Market,
and Democracy in China: Between the Party Line and the Bottom Line (1998),
that “no central or local publications should carry any article that opposes the
Party’s principles, policies and decisions” (1998, p. 19), she believes that “the
party now aims at effective domination rather than total control of media
messages” (1998, p. 35). Zhao pays particular attention to the factors of
liberalization and decentralization, as she finds, “although the Party may still be
able to silence most intellectuals and journalists, the media structure itself has
been diversified and thus is more complex, and the commercial imperative and
local interests have grown much stronger”; and another important reason is that
“new communication technologies mean that it is increasingly difficult for the
Party to disseminate propaganda centrally, and enforcement of policies on the
local level has become a formidable task in such a big country” (1998, p. 167).
The new media decentralization legislation was carried out in 1990. Zhao
gives as reason that with the student movement in 1989, the Chinese Party State
“faced a near-death experience as the political economic and social tensions of
the reform and opening-up process exploded and as the intersections of elite and
popular politics led to a profound political crisis” (2008, p. 29). Strong calls for
democracy and deeper reform compelled the Party to consider adjusting its
control over people. Such consideration was “gradually diffused into other
domains of the media system, allowing the Chinese state to promote innovation,
entrepreneurship, and relative autonomy in production, thus making the media
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system more responsive to popular tastes, concerns, and sensibilities” (2008, p.
29).
Weber holds a similar opinion to Zhao. In his article, “Localizing the global:
Successful strategies for selling television programmes to China”, he argues that
the student movement showed the conflict between “the dominant collectivist
and Communist value paradigm and the western individual value system” (2003,
p. 277), and asserts that promoting the development of the television industry “is
a key component in remoulding a new ethical and moral spirit, which is
conducive to promoting the government’s vision of a socialist commodity
economy” (2003, p. 278).
This is reflected in the 1990 decree of‘Temporary management approach
on cable television’, which was passed by the Ministry of Radio, Film and
Television (later the State Administration of Radio Film and Television). As
mentioned above, this decree allowed the local level governments such as cities
and counties to set up their own cable television stations, but these had to meet
with specified regulations: “The cable television stations must obtain the
permission from the provincial level Radio, Film and Television Administration
Office” (Ministry of Radio, Film and Television, 1990, para. 6). However,
“private ownership of a cable television station was prohibited” (1990, para. 4),
and the cable television station “has the obligation to rebroadcast the central and
provincial news programs, and also other important programs” (1990, para. 10).
Furthermore, censorship did not decrease as the cable television station “had the
obligation to hand its program list to the local Radio, Film and Television
Administration Office” (1990, para. 11).
Basically, the main reason for the Chinese Communist Party to encourage
the development of cable television, as Ward (2007, p. 102) rightly explains,
was to extend and supplement terrestrial television, and “its main purpose was to
improve the signal quality of free-to-air television stations in cities, since the
‘television boom’ was spreading across the country”.
But Zhao (1998, p. 168) believes that the financial independence of cable
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television helped the stations to develop “at an explosive rate” and resulted in a
high degree of decentralization. Another benefit, according to Zhao, was that “at
municipal and county levels, as well as media outlets not directly under national
or provincial Party committees, control is much looser” (p. 168). As a result,
local media participants had more freedom in program production, and it was
easier for the local audience and businessmen to have some say in the local
community.
Wanning Sun (2012, p. 11) has her own explanation for the success of local
television stations: “This is not only because local media relate different stories,
but also because they have place-specific ways of providing information about
themselves and the world.” In her opinion:
The place-specific manner of telling stories is motivated not so
much to promote a distinctive local flavor and identity (although
they do not seem opposed to that possibility) but to promote a
particular brand to compete for the attention of audiences and
executives nationwide, and which adds product-differentiation
value in the increasingly competitive television market. (2012, p.
11)

Sun firmly believes that the Party/ State is still a constant influence on the
development of the media industry. She notes that although today some local
television stations attempt to “challenge the cultural authority”, “it is important
to note that the power of the Centre has by no means disappeared, nor has the
emergence of local media resulted in the end of nationalism as a powerful
ideological force” (2012, p. 12). Moreover, she (2012, p. 23) asserts that “the
nation-state is … actively engaged in enlarging the scale of Chinese media, both
in terms of audience size, territorial coverage, program content and modus
operandi”.
The development of television industry came into a new phase in the
middle of 1990s. After nearly fifteen years’ of rapid development, the market
economy and news media reform were uppermost in the minds of local
governments. Hundreds of new television stations were established based on
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country or town levels, and these broadcast organs increasingly performed like
business entities in the wave of commercialization, just like other formerly
state-owned enterprises.
However, such over-investment exceeded the audience’s needs, and ran the
risk of wasteful duplication and vicious competition. Most counties had three
county level television stations: the county television station, the cable television
station, and the education television station. It was really hard for a small or less
developed county to feed three stations, which brought heavy financial pressures
to bear on local government. In order to survive, these television stations would
use low prices to attract potential advertisers, but due to not having strong
regulations on advertising content, in many places false advertising was
becoming a big social problem.
In response, the Chinese Central Government published the decree
‘Notification of strengthen the regulation on news publication radio and
television industry’ in 1996, which aimed to “control the number of media
outlets”, and to “improve the quality but not quantity”. In order to control the
number of television stations, the decree required that “all districts television
stations in the city centre must be shut down”, that “all town level television
station must be shut down” (Central People’s Government of the People’s
Republic China, 1996, para. 16), and that “county level television station, cable
television station, and education television station must merge into one” (1996,
para. 17).
Due to this decree, the number of television stations in China declined
dramatically in the following years. As the Centre for Media Operation and
Management (CMOM) of Tsinghua University finds, “until the end of 2010, the
number of television stations reduced to 247 in mainland China” (CMOM,
2011). The number was about “3,000 television stations across the country in
2003”, according to the introduction of Chinese media from the official website
of People’s Daily (People’s Daily Online, 2013). Although the local level
governments could provide financial subsidies for their own broadcast organs,
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the central government “encouraged them to earn money and fill the gap
between what the government could provide and what was needed” (Zhao, 1998,
p. 53), because independent commercial revenue could help them to “improve
working conditions, expand services, introduce new technologies, and, of course,
improve the welfare of staff members” (Zhao, 1998, p. 70). All these factors
promoted the community television stations to become more independently and
more local concerned.
Ten years on, Zhao (2008, p. 96) believes that “in an increasingly
commercialized media environment, higher-level media authorities could no
longer use administrative means to enforce ‘must carry’ obligations”. And she
points out that the rapid development of local level televisions stations
“completely changed the Chinese television scene and challenged the monopoly
of CCTV in the national television market” (2008, p. 96). The rise of local
television station has provided competition to CCTV.
The decree of ‘Notification of strengthen the regulation on news
publication

radio

and

television

industry’

solved

the

problems

of

over-investment and brought some order to the suddenly fierce competition in
China’s television industry by shutting down and merging the television stations.
The new television stations benefitted by having access to enough equipment
and labour supply, thus became stronger players in the television market.

3.4.6 Opening up to private and foreign capital
For many decades, state-owned television used to be the only player in the
Chinese media industry. As Yuezhi Zhao (2008, p. 41) writes, the 1990 Ministry
of Radio, Film and Television’s decree ‘Temporary management approach on
cable television’ was clearly determined to regulate the “ownership of news
media and broadcasting outlets and the production and distribution of news and
informational content”. It made very clear that private citizens had no right to
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own a television station, and that television stations would be the sole
prerogative of the state.
Yet with Chinese television participating in market competition and
running under market principles, especially after China joined World Trade
Organization (WTO), its function gradually changed, as Bin Zhao (1999, p. 295)
writes: “In the ever more competitive media market, the ‘masses to be educated’
have become the ‘audience to be pleased’”. Zhao and Guo (2005, p. 521)
elsewhere explain that “Television in China has undergone an unprecedented
metamorphosis, evolving from a propaganda instrument of the Communist Party
to a commercially oriented mass medium within the country's evolving
authoritarian market system”.
The change of political environment and increase in international
communication made the Chinese Communist Party decide to give some
freedom to big international media companies, such as Time Warner, News
Corporation, and SONY to enter the Chinese market at the beginning of
twenty-first century. However, the dream of a channel of their own was not
fulfilled because the Party never allowed these foreign media companies to
operate independently in the Chinese market, and it still wanted to keep control
of program content and even advertisements. This, for example, meant that
News Corporation’s Star TV failed in mainland China.
Weber strongly criticizes China, for it “continues to place limits on the flow
of certain western cultural products and influence into the country, especially in
relation to media investment by foreign operators”, and he believes that “at the
heart of these concerns is the issue of protecting national security by
maintaining control of information” (2003, p. 273). This is because the Chinese
Communist Party does not allow any potential peril to appear in mainland China
which will threaten the socialist paradigm’s dominant position in ideological
realms.
The decree ‘Some decisions of the State Council on non-public ownership
capital entering the cultural industry’ finally opened the Chinese television
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market to private investors in 2005. The Chinese State Council announced that
“the non-public economy is still never allowed to establish a newspaper, or set
up a radio station or television station” (State Administration of Radio, Film and
Television, 2005, para. 10). But, the non-public economy “could be a
shareholder of a publication company, or be a partner of media’s advertisement
department”, or even “cooperate with a radio or television station to produce
programs” (2005, para. 5). This meant, as Hu and Hong explain, that “the
ideological and news programs are still controlled by the Party”, but “the social
service, entertainment, and professional newspapers and magazines were to be
outsourced to be relatively independent enterprises” (2009, p. 94). This policy
diminished the barriers to private capital entering the media industry, and
granted the private economy sector more influence on the local community.
Yuezhi Zhao (2008, p. 29) believes that the Party “managed to consolidate
its power by further embracing the market and expanding its linkages to the
global market system”. But she is still glad to see that “in the peripheral areas
of media and cultural production and distribution, including the production of
film, television entertainment, and the areas of advertising and audio-visual
distribution, [television] has been opened up to domestic and foreign private
capitals” (2008, p. 41). According to data from National Bureau of Statistics of
China, privately-owned culture and entertainment service companies increased
from “169,000 in 2004 to 299,000 in 2008”, and the number of people employed
in this industry almost doubled within four years from “2.6 million in 2004 to 4
million in 2008” (2008, “Features of cultural industry development”, para. 8).
Winfield and Peng (2005, p. 260), in the article “Market or Party control?:
Chinese media in transition”, argue that “decentralization” and “financial
independence” are the two main reasons, which prompted the Chinese
Communist Party to open the television industry to the market in 2005 and, in
their view, the pressure from the international community as another important
reason for the Party to do so. When China joined into the World Trade
Organization (WTO) in 2001, the Chinese government promised to “open its
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market to more foreign media, in terms of product and investment, which
allowed up to 50 per cent foreign ownership of telecommunication operations ”
(Winfield & Peng, 2005, p. 262).
After the initial false start, large multinational media corporations like Sony,
Time Warner, Viacom, News Corporation, and the Walt Disney Company
changed their investment strategies in China. They no longer try for outright
ownership but all of them are co-owned by large state-owned media companies
such as the China Film Group Corporation, Shanghai Media Group, and the
People’s Daily Press. The overseas companies’ input consists of capital,
equipment, and staff training. Although they no longer try to be the sole
operators of media companies, they are deeply involved in the program-making
process, and these companies also dominate in the field of cultural products
imported into China’s media market.
Liu, however, does not attribute the same degree of independence as Zhao
and Winfield and Peng do: “After nearly thirty years of reform, Chinese
television has experienced a profound transformation from a propaganda tool of
the state to a profitable business sector, while retaining its essential
characteristic of being the ‘mouthpiece’ of the Chinese Communist Party” (2008,
p. 321). His main reason for this assertion is that even today, all television
stations are still owned by the government, and their programs must be censored
by the local propaganda department. And indeed, it is a fact that until now the
private investors, no matter whether Chinese or foreign, still do not have the
right to own a television station, and the most importantly, that news programs
are still closed to the private program makers.
Weber takes a more understanding view of the situation. He points to
several important factors that would influence foreign products to be accepted
more readily by the Chinese audience, including “old (Confucian values and
socialist ethics) and new (technology and knowledge transfer, culturally
sensitive content) referents, and with negative references to the ‘other’ (western
portrayals of sex and violence)” (2003, p. 286), and he suggests that the foreign
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media should pay more attention to “Chinese values and social development”
(2003, p. 287). This is also a reason for the large foreign agencies to accept
cooperation with Chinese companies, Sinclair (2007, p. 289) argues: “They
[Foreign agencies] need local knowledge, which is not so much knowledge of
the Chinese market as a whole, but of its internal differences, such as between
the great cities, and between the cities and the hinterland.”
So to sum up, when economic reform began in 1978, and when other
economic fields opened up to the private and foreign investors, the media
industry was also transferred from a fully Party-oriented to a market-oriented
system, and the most significant results have been “the previous totalitarian
definition of the media as an instrument of class struggle was officially dropped”,
and “new economic roles and cultural construction were also promoted”
(Winfield & Peng, 2005, p. 259).

3.5 The Chinese middle class and the media
With more and more private entrepreneurs becoming the elite of the
Chinese middle class, they can use their products and services to influence and
orient the middle class’s consumer behaviour and lifestyle. Today the Chinese
middle class demonstrates strong consumption power, and television and other
media are full of advertisements for the latest mobile phones, computers, luxury
cars, and services like medical treatments, health services, and overseas travel.
This leads Helen Wang to declare that “the Chinese middle class will become a
powerful alternative growth engine for Western companies as well as the world
economy” (2010, p. 9). According to the data provided by Jinghao Zhou (2010,
p. 6): “Chinese consumers scoop up 12 percent of the world’s luxury goods
compared to 17 percent by U.S. consumers”. And “Wal-Mart has opened more
than eighty stores in China, targeting China’s upper middle class”, and “China
will buy 100 airplanes and recruit 1,000 new pilots each year until 2010” (2010,
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p. 6). The rise of the Chinese middle class therefore is not only of benefit to
Chinese business people, but also contributes a great deal to the world economy.
And its influence is starting to expand.

3.5.1

Co-operation between the private economy and media industry
During the 1980s and the early 1990s, both advertisement and TV series,

were produced by the television station itself. However, from late 1995 onwards,
privately owned cultural production companies became widespread, and became
an important part of Chinese television industry. According to Yuanzhi Zhou
(2008, p. 112), “by 2003, about 80 percent of the capital investment in television
series comes from outside television stations.” Even CCTV, by far the largest
television station in China, was by then co-producing TV series with the private
cultural companies.
This cooperation between the private economic sector and media industry
is first and foremost a result of commercialization. As Zhao (2008, p. 82)
explains: “Commercialization created new patterns of inclusion and exclusion in
accessing the media as a source of political, economic, social, and symbolic
power and led to a substantive reconfiguration of social relations within and
around the Chinese media.” For a long time, the media, as a symbol of power
and authority, had been removed from people’s life, but now was entering it at
their level.
With the four-tier television structure introduced in the 1980s and the wide
spread of cable television in the 1990s, hundreds of television stations had come
into existence. China has nearly 600 cities and, as Zhao (2008, p. 96) writes,
China “created yet another wave of television channel multiplication at both the
provincial and municipal/prefectural level”. Tang Min (2012, p. 10) remarks that
although “local television stations are granted more freedom to explore
commercial strategies … a relatively loose policy does not mean complete
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freedom for commercial TV stations and program” as these local television
stations must operate under the surveillance of the local propaganda department
and the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television. Tang, suggests
however, that the Party is intent to set “CCTV and local provincial stations as
the opposite poles of the policy-market bargaining” as “central-local dynamics”
so “to explore the parameters of the Chinese commercialization media reform”
(2012, p. 10).
The fight for survival, emanating from this constellation of a highly
competitive market, presents a good opportunity for the private economic sector
to build sound connections with the television station through sponsorship,
advertising, and even joint ventures. The broadcasting sector in particular
welcomed capital from the private economy because, as Yuezhi Zhao (2008, p.
97) writes,
For the broadcasting sector, increased domestic competition posed by a
capital-rich, more commercialized, more expansion-driven, and more
aggressive telecommunications industry encroaching into its territory of
cable television programming, backbone network construction, as well as
residential cable service provision provided a further rationale for system
reintegration and market consolidation. (2008, p. 97)

Capital is the basic requirement for a television station to survive, and
funds are needed for these television stations to improve the quality of their
programs and to expand their business. In particularly, municipal and county
level television stations, “cannot compete with major stations for TV series, and
have to choose a different type of show to attract audience and advertisers”
(Zhou, 2008, p. 112). This need for capital determined that the broadcasting
sector had to cooperate with the private economic sector.

3.5.2 Change in the Party’s attitude towards private investors
However, since media organizations turned into self-funded economic
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entities, the Party’s concern about a media challenge to its control has never
ceased. Even now, the Party is still the owner of all media through its licensing
power, censorship, and personnel appointments and removals. This has caused
Zhao (2008, p. 80) to emphasize the continued control of the Party: “As the
Party has incorporated the business stratum into its ranks without overtly
abandoning its traditional constituents, it has engendered market-driven and
urban middle-class-oriented press without transcending the party organ
structure”.
All the same, the importance of the private investors in the media industry
is continually rising. The private economic sector gained the rights to become
media operators with the State Council Issued Document No.10 on August 8,
2005, which is entitled ‘Several Decisions Regarding the Entry of Non-public
Capital into the Cultural Industry’, and officially encouraged the non-public
capital to participate in the Chinese media industry. Zhao (2008, p. 208) finds
that this document “aims to fully mobilize the entire society to participate in
cultural construction”, to “gradually form a cultural industry structure in which
public ownership is primary and multiple forms of ownership co-develop”, and
to “promote the overall strength and competitive power” of the country’s culture
industry. Furthermore, she points out that this document “encourages and
supports domestic private capital to do invest in cultural products and service”,
and “allows domestic private capital to have up to 49 percent investment in
cultural enterprises in joint ventures with the state-owned media companies”
(2008, p. 208).
Private capital being an integral part of the media industry, no matter
whether in the sector of print media, or in television program making, brings
changes to the Chinese media industry and, at the same time, stimulates the
development of China’s new middle class. Yuezhi Zhao and Xing Guoxin, in
their chapter “Provincial paper, national power: The scaling up of the Nanfang
Daily Media Group”, assert that today’s media “through their influential news
reporting and commentaries [contributes] to the reconstitution of new Chinese
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social relations and social consciousnesses” (2012, p. 45). To their mind, the
media industry is building a “bourgeois public sphere anchored in the
market-oriented urban media sector” by inserting the ideas like “‘journalistic
professionalism’, ‘personal freedom’, ‘rule of law’, ‘the right to life’ and ‘human
rights’”, which “has revealed its own class bias in China’s emerging market
authoritarian social order” (2012, p. 45).
However, Zhao and Xing (2012, p. 45) also warn that “it is theoretically
and conceptually inadequate to make sense of the commercialized provincial
media solely from the perspective of locally based resistance against central
party state power”. Theirs is a Marxist critique of the developments: “While
this nascent Chinese ‘bourgeois public sphere’ is historically progressive in
containing abuses of state power and protecting individual-based civil rights, it
is necessary to recognize its exclusionary and class-dominated nature” (2012, p.
45).
Their arguments reflect the ideological divisions over China’s future path
and whether the trajectory of China’s burgeoning middle class, whose
accumulating wealth can but influence China’s social development, should be
seen as beneficial or not. What can be shown by tracing the development of the
Taizhou Television Station is that a middle class has come into existence in
China, and that their influence has contributed, as Zhao and Xing write, to
journalistic professionalism, personal freedom, and the rule of law.

3.6 Summary
By introducing all above scholars’ works and theories that are associated
with the contexts of China’s economic structure, social development and media
industry, the theoretical frame of my research is established. The role and
function of Chinese television has shifted gradually under the impact of
marketization, rural urbanization and localization over the past three decades.
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Especially with the rise of the Chinese middle class, their strong demand for
information supply and political participation effectively promoted television to
transit from a propaganda tool to be a service provider. All these changes will be
examined in my research on Taizhou Television Station.
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Chapter 4: The social and economic development of Taizhou 1994 – 2007

Figure 4.1: Map of Taizhou City (Google Maps, 2013). This map shows the flag
for Jiaojiang District, where Taizhou City government located.

4.1 Taizhou’s shifting boundaries
Taizhou City is one of the eleven cities in Zhejiang Province. It is ringed on
three sides by mountains; the fourth side faces the East China Sea. It lies about
400 kilometres south of Shanghai. Taizhou City was formally established in
1994 by merging nine small towns and counties. They have a similar dialect in
common, which is quite different from near-by cities in Zhejiang Province like
Ningbo and Wenzhou.

4.1.1 The Districts and Counties
The territory of Taizhou is about 9,411 km2, encompassing 70% mountains,
10% rivers, and 20% land. Taizhou City consists of three districts and six
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counties. The three districts are Jiaojiang, Huangyan, and Luqiao; and the six
counties – a subsidiary unit to district – are Linhai, Wenling, Yvhuan, Tiantai,
Xianju, and Sanmen.
The three districts Jiaojiang, Huangyan, and Luqiao are located in the
middle of Taizhou City, and were designated the city centre of Taizhou by the
State Council in 1994. The Taizhou City Government is located in Jiaojiang
District. It is necessary to point out that Taizhou’s city centre is quite different
from other large cities like Beijing or Shanghai. The three districts – in actual
fact towns – are nearly twenty kilometres away from each other, and each one
has its own city centre. The three towns form a triangle, in which the three
districts are the three corners, and mostly mountains and a little farmland occupy
the middle. In order to link these three districts together, at the beginning of the
urban planning of Taizhou, a brand new government quarter was designed. It is
situated on the outskirts of the old town of Jiaojiang, and close to the mountains
in the middle.

4.1.2 Jiaojiang District
Although Jiaojiang District has a more than two thousand year history, and
has the second largest harbour in Zhejiang Province, for many years it was just a
small town. It was famous for its shipping and fishery industry, but it did not
have any large shopping centres, nor a stadium, university, or a library. The
State Council’s decision brought new life to this ancient town by making it the
political centre of Taizhou City, and making it the recipient of large government
investment funds.
The new government quarter is located on the western side of the old town
of Jiaojiang, which had been covered by farmland for hundreds of years. With a
new road, called City Government Avenue (Shi Fu Da Dao), built in 1997, the
whole project of a new government quarter was developed around it. By the end
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of 1997, the Taizhou City Government building was completed, forming the
central point of a future road network. After its completion, most other
government departments placed their own buildings along that road.

Figure 4.2: Taizhou City Government building in Jiaojiang District

For several years, the new government quarter received many complaints
because infrastructure was still in progress, the roadwork not finished and the
bus connections were not frequent enough, “which made it highly inconvenient
for the public and also the government employees to reach the new government
district” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).
This situation changed when the City Government Avenue (Shi Fu Da Dao)
became connected to the ring road, which links the three districts together, and
the new government quarter became a transportation hub. Especially in 2003,
after the projects of Citizen Square – a park – and the Taizhou Higher Education
zone were completed, the beautiful environment and large population attracted a
lot of investors. They crowded into this area, and some new functional zones
were set along the road, such as a residential zone, and several housing estates
and condominium developments were built, and the area attracted thousands of
people to buy their homes there. An entertainment zone with new cinemas, clubs,
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stadia, restaurants, and luxury hotels were built to serve the people, and the most
importantly, the commercial zone was placed right next to the city government
building, where most state-owned corporations and large local companies set
their branches or headquarters.
Of all of these, the Taizhou Higher Education zone could be considered as
the most important part of Taizhou’s future. The three tertiary institutions,
Taizhou University, Taizhou Radio and Television University, and Taizhou
Vocational and Technical College, accept nearly ten thousand students every
year. Many of these students are from other cities or provinces. They could be
seen as potential residents of Taizhou in the future, because the Hukou system
requires that all the university students move their Hukou to the city where they
are studying, if they can find a regular job in the city after graduating from
university. These students have the choice of staying in the city, or their Hukou,
which is temporarily registered in Taizhou, will return to their hometowns.
Furthermore, these young students provide sufficient supply for Taizhou’s
labour market. Compared to the rural migrant workers, university students are
well educated, willing to learn new things, and not worried about Hukou. These
advantages are particularly welcomed by the service industry and the
technology-intensive industries. And these students are becoming part of the
rising middle class.
All these changes made Jiaojiang the real centre of Taizhou City, not only
in politics and administration, but also in education, entertainment, and the
economy. By 2012, the City Government Avenue (Shi Fu Da Dao) was nearly
nine kilometres long. Its eastern end reaches the East China Sea, where the
Taizhou Coastal Industrial Park is; and its western end reaches the mountains,
where a nature wilderness park is planned. Further extensions of this road are
planned. It will link more and more areas and be the artery for further
developments, so that the three districts are getting closer and starting to sprawl
into each other.
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4.1.3 Luqiao District
Luqiao District is the business centre of Taizhou, and has the Taizhou
Airport in its district. Luqiao used to be part of Huangyan, which today is the
third district of Taizhou. Luqiao also has a long history, and it has been famous
for its market for nearly a thousand years. Before Luqiao broke away from
Huangyan and was upgraded to a district of Taizhou in 1994, it had a population
of 100,000. Although its economy was functioning much better than that of
other towns, its infrastructure was fairly underdeveloped.
Before 1994, Luqiao had only one bookshop, two middle schools, two
cinemas, no shopping centre, no bus service, and the highest building in the
town was only seven storeys high. Transport was a big problem for this town.
The distance from Luqiao to Huangyan is only about 20 kilometres, but it took
more than two hours for people to arrive at their destination, because the
two-lane road was terribly congested with the trucks carrying goods from
Luqiao.
Today, Luqiao is one of the largest trading centres in Eastern China, and its
various specialized markets are well known throughout China. At the end of
2010, its population had grown to 430,000, and it had “76 specialized market,
and the gross sales value reached RMB 34.30 billion [5.40 billion US dollars]”
(Luqiao District Statistics Bureau, 2011, para. 17), in all of the markets, “23
markets’ sales value are over RMB 100 million [16 million US dollars] each
year”. Especially in the areas of plastic goods, automobile parts, hardware, and
recycled metals, Luqiao is the leader in the Chinese domestic market. Every year,
industrial fairs that display goods from all over China, are held in Luqiao’s new
exhibition centre, which was built in 2000.
This economic strength makes the development of Luqiao very different
from Jiaojiang. Jiaojiang relies heavily on government investment, and built a
new city away from the old town centre, whereas Luqiao mostly depends on its
local private businesses, and built a new city surrounding the old town centre.
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It is a unique phenomenon that in Luqiao the private economy has deeply
infiltrated all aspects of the local community. Luqiao opened its third middle
school in 1996, which was built by a local private investor. Luqiao had its first
four-star hotel in 1997, and the number increased to four four-star hotels by
2008, all of them owned by local private manufacturing companies. Its
inter-provincial bus station, parks, main roads, and even the new airport,
although belonging to the government, are part-funded through investments
from local entrepreneurs who partake in the profits. Moreover, most of the main
roads are not named by the government, but sponsored and named by local
private companies.
The way Luqiao’s city area expanded is quite different from Jiaojiang’s. It
was not an initiative of the government and designed by the government, but it
is the result of privately driven growth. When Luqiao was given the status of
district, surrounding towns and villages were merged with it. These surrounding
towns and villages copied Luqiao, in that they built more and more markets.
Currently nearly every village in Luqiao district has its own market. The
local farmers put their farmlands together to build market halls on that land, and
became shareholders of those markets. Every year they get the resulting rent
payments, which provide them with much more income than farming would,
and they enjoy free education, medical services, old age pension payments,
housing and other benefits. At the same time, these people can also pursue their
own business or work for other people. These advantages for, as it were, ‘urban’
rural Hukou holders are now becoming a new barrier to China’s Hukou system
reform, and the progress of urbanization.
During the process of Luqiao’s expansion, the only thing the local
government needed to do was to broaden and extend the major roads, because
more and more villages built their own roads, linking them with the major road.
In this way, Luqiao’s urban sprawl is continuing.
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4.1.4 Huangyan District
In comparison to the rapid development of Jiaojiang District and Luqiao
District, the third district of Taizhou, Huangyan, is recognized as the victim of
Taizhou City’s establishment. Before 1994, Luqiao was part of Huangyan. It was
the financial centre of Huangyan, and the airport in Luqiao was called Huangyan
Airport. After Luqiao was upgraded to a district of Taizhou in 1994, Huangyan
lost nearly 1/3 of its population and territory. It also lost its entire coastline, and
lost its most important financial income source. The airport now belongs to
Luqiao, and its name was changed to Taizhou Luqiao Airport.
For these reasons, Huangyan’s development lagged much behind that of
Jiaojiang and Luqiao, and resulted in some internal friction and instability in
Taizhou. In order to placate Huangyan about its demotion, and to maintain the
unity of Taizhou, Huangyan was given some privileges in the Taizhou
development plan. The new train station was built in Huangyan, and all the
expressways pass by Huangyan. In this way, Huangyan became the land
transportation hub of Taizhou, which effectively promoted Huangyan’s
development.
Huangyan district also plays another import part in the Taizhou’s industrial
chain. It is the manufacturing centre, “especially in areas like product design,
moulds, plastics, electrical equipment, car parts, art and craft goods, and food
industry” (Huangyan Economic and Trade Bureau, 2011). Huangyan, which is
enclosed by mountains, has the largest population of the three districts. Its
limited land resources and rich labour resources have prompted it to focus on
labour-intensive manufacturing industry. Now, as was mentioned, in order to
promote the development of Huangyan, both the coastal expressway and the
railway pass through the city centre area of Huangyan. Such convenient
transport connections have helped to encourage Huangyan’s development.
Today, Huangyan is the industrial leader in several fields, such as plastic
products, handicrafts, moulds, electric bicycles, car parts, and household
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appliances. Especially its plastics industry “created a value of RMB 8.30 billion
[1.31 billion US dollars] in 2010, representing 25.8% of Huangyan’s GDP”
(Huangyan District Economic and Trade Bureau, 2011, para. 3). And with a
sufficient

resource

supply

from

Jiaojiang

and

Luqiao,

Huangyan’s

manufacturing industry is becoming an important part of Taizhou’s economy.

4.1.5 Taizhou Economy
It is an amazing feat that Taizhou, with its population of 5.7 million, had
“more than 300,000 private enterprises by the end of 2007” (Yuan, 2008, para.
2). Most of these enterprises focus on labour-intensive industries, like resource
recycling, moulds, car and other motor parts, ship-building, household
appliances, and plastics amongst other things. Especially in the fields of
resource recycling, vehicle and motor parts and plastics, Taizhou is the leader in
the Chinese domestic market.
Taizhou developed a unique industry chain that links all these three districts
together as a unity. Jiaojiang works as the policy maker and capital provider, and
thus represents the starting point of the industrial chain. “117 financial
institutions are located along City Government Avenue (Shi Fu Da Dao)”, are
including “the municipal headquarters of 23 banks, 50 insurance company
branches, 6 Securities and Futures Corporations, and another 37 financial
institutions” (Xv, 2012, para. 4). These financial institutions provide strong
financial support for Taizhou’s economy.
Also, the Taizhou government used its administrative power to compel most
heavy industries to move out of Jiaojiang, in order to create a better living
environment. Only the shipping industry has remained. Jiaojiang has Zhejiang
Province’s second largest harbour after Ningbo Harbour, and today its main
function is unloading recyclable waste products from overseas. These waste
products are then taken to the outskirts of Luqiao for further processing.
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However in contemporary China, the waste business receives a lot of
criticism, with people calling these materials ‘rubbish’ and believing them to be
the main origin of dangerous pollution. For instance, Jim Puckett (2013, para. 3),
the coordinator of Basel Action Network, warns that “50 to 80% of e-waste
collected for recycling in the United States is exported to developing nations
such as China, India and Pakistan, where the environment is being polluted and
local men, women and children are being exposed to toxins.”
But the Taizhou government prefers to call it resource recycling industry,
and tries to control it to serve Taizhou’s economy. The following figures provide
strong support for the fact that the Taizhou government is doing so successfully.
Taizhou has no mining industry, but it produces “350,000 tonnes of aluminium,
400,000 tonnes of copper, 1,000,000 tonnes of steel, and has China’s largest
plastic market in 2006” (Jiang & Gao, 2006, para. 5). Such large amounts of
recycled materials give an obvious price advantage, which increases the
competitive strength of local manufacturing enterprises.
Moreover, the government determines that the harbour is only for loading
and unloading, and all the recycling firms have to stay in a special recycling
industrial park in an outer suburb of Luqiao, which is a long way away from the
city centre area. The government hopes that this location reduces the problem of
pollution and tempers complaints. With the recyclable materials unloaded in
Jiaojiang, hundreds of recycling firms and trucks are waiting at the harbour to
transport them to Luqiao District, where my family lives. In the recycling
industrial park, thousands of workers sort and collect recyclable materials like
paper, plastic, precious metal, and ferrous metals. The smelting works are built
next to the recycling industrial park. Once the sorting work is done, all the
recyclable materials are sent to the smelting works and are melted down
immediately, to restrict pollution to a limited area and time.
The melted materials will then be sold in Luqiao’s markets. As mentioned,
Luqiao is one of the most important trading centres in Eastern China. By the end
of 2010, Luqiao’s population had grown from 100,000 in 1994 to 430,000 in
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2010, and its various specialized markets attract thousands of companies and
traders to put their products there, and serve all of China and also overseas
customers.

Figure 4.3: Truck filled with recyclable material in Luqiao District

It is necessary to point out that each market in Luqiao specializes in a
particular industry, such as plastics, steel products, recycled metals, used
equipment, car parts, shoes, clothes, etc., and each market is run and funded by
the investments of the village it is located in. Furthermore, different from
traditional farmers in China, most residents in the villages that are part of
Luqiao, although classified as farmers, are shareholders of the markets, that is,
owners of the market building, and work in businesses related to the business
their market specializes in, and do not undertake farm work anymore.
Luqiao also owns the only airport in Taizhou, offering flights to 17 major
cities in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. The airport
overcomes the limitations of Taizhou’s geographic location, and helps Luqiao to
be connected to a nation-wide cargo network, which is necessary for the
development of its markets. Today, business people and investors in Luqiao are
no longer satisfied with just servicing their local town with market buildings, but
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are involved in constructing more market buildings in other cities, even in
Shanghai and Beijing, thus strengthening their commanding position in that
field.

4.2 Taizhou’s achievements and challenges
Although Taizhou is the youngest city in Zhejiang Province, it is
considered as one of the most successful examples of China’s economic reform.
Taizhou, from its inception, had to overcome a number of challenges. Not only
has it a mountain at its centre, but it is also ringed on three sides by mountains,
and the fourth side faces the East China Sea. This means that its development is
restricted by a poor geographic position, and further, it is also endangered by
difficult weather conditions. The coastline of Taizhou is regularly hit by
typhoons every summer, which can wreak havoc and cause considerable damage.
For example, in 1997, typhoon ‘Winnie’ made landfall in Taizhou, “causing 194
death, and the city centre was flooded because the coastal dam was destroyed”
(Li & Hu, 2008, p. 9). This necessitated a big reconstruction program, especially
of the harbour front and esplanade in Jiaojiang. It is partially due to its poor
geographical position that Taizhou’s population growth is slower than that of
other cities, despite its economy having developed rapidly.

4.2.1 Taizhou’s population
At the end of 2007, the gross population of Taizhou was about 5.7 million,
which is considered a small city in China. Also, the territory of Taizhou only
occupies 0.1% of China’s territory, which is much less than the average for a
small city in China.
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Table 4.1 - Yearly Household Numbers and Population in Taizhou

Source: Taizhou Statistical Yearbook (Taizhou City Statistics Bureau, 2009)

The above table depicts the population increase and changes in social
structure. When Taizhou City was established in 1994, its population was
5,263,100. By the end of 2007, this number had risen to 5,693,900, which means
an increase of 8.19%. While this is a rise, it is not rapid rise and underpins the
concern that, for Taizhou as a newly established city, this slow population
growth may well become a barrier for its further development.
The chart also shows that the social structure has changed significantly.
Although the population of agricultural Hukou holders decreased slightly from
4,724,200 in 1994 to 4,657,100 in 2007, this represents a drop of only 1.42%.
The population of non-agricultural Hukou holders, on the other hand, rose
dramatically from 538,900 in 1994 to 1,018,800 in 2007, representing an
increase of 52.9%.
In China’s Hukou system, the Chinese population is divided into two
categories, agricultural Hukou and non-agricultural Hukou. People who are born
and live in the centre of a county or city, and who are pursuing jobs that have no
connection with agriculture, are permitted to have non-agricultural Hukou.
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However, most people living in the outer suburbs or areas that are deemed
countryside are only allowed to have agricultural Hukou. From the chart above it
is quite clear that Taizhou City’s social structure is changing in that there is a
distinct trend towards urban living. The fact that most of the increase in
population is from among non-agricultural Hukou holders indicates that more
and more people are living in the city centre areas.
In 2010, in Taizhou about one and a half million people lived in the city
centre areas: Jiaojiang District, with a population of 480,000; Huangyan District,
with a population of 580,000; and Luqiao District, which had a population
100,000 in 1994, now has a population of 430,000. The remaining 4.2 million
people live in the other six counties.
Although Taizhou’s advanced private economy attracts thousands of rural
migrant workers from other cities or provinces, the increase in population is not
due to migrant workers, or only to a very small extent. This is mainly due to the
fact that in China today migrant workers are allowed to find a job anywhere, but
their Hukou, which is an agricultural Hukou, cannot be moved or changed, or
only if they match the quota of the city they work in. This quota is usually very
small, and is mainly designed to attract the skilled workers or engineers that the
city needs.
By contrast, the increase of non-agricultural Hukou is not merely the result
of natural population growth, but directly related to the expansion and re-zoning
of Taizhou’s city centre area. As mentioned before, the city centre of Taizhou
looks like a triangle: the three districts are its corners, and mountains and
farmlands occupy the middle. Therefore, most people who lived there prior to
the establishment of the city were farmers. With these three districts becoming
linked together by the two ring roads, a new government square with newly
constructed government buildings, and an industrial zone filling the area,
farmers had to sell their land to the government, and their Hukou was
automatically changed from agricultural to non-agricultural.
Furthermore, for the purpose of solving the problem of labour shortages in
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the city centre area and poverty in the mountain areas, thousands of families in
Taizhou were encouraged by the government to move from the mountains to the
suburbs surrounding the city centre areas. These families were offered a number
of financial incentives, and even career and training support and, what is more,
their Hukou was converted from agricultural to non-agricultural.
However, while many people in China still dream of moving to the city and
changing their Hukou from agricultural to non-agricultural, most people in the
countryside around Taizhou prefer to keep their agricultural Hukou. Given the
rapid growth of Taizhou, land for industrial developments is scarce and this
scarcity has the potential to restrict the development of the economy. Land,
therefore, is becoming a most valuable asset, no matter whether the owner is a
business person or a farmer. In fact, it is quite common in Taizhou that villages
have a village-owned company, in which the local farmers are the shareholders.
The company pools together the village’s farmlands and then uses these as an
asset for investment, such as erecting a market building on it, or renting the land
to other factories. This allows the farmers to earn more than they would by
planting crops or working in the city. For this reason, they do not want to change
their Hukou status, because in China only the agricultural Hukou holders have
the right to own farmland.
Furthermore, the one-child policy is another import reason for agricultural
Hukou holders choosing to cling to their Hukou. In mainland China, the
non-agricultural Hukou holders are allowed to have one child only; having a
second is strictly banned. But for the agricultural Hukou holders, especially for
farmers, if their first child is a girl, they are permitted to have a second one. The
initial purpose of this policy was to control the increase of population, but now
the policy is used by agricultural Hukou holders as a way to have more children.
So far, the Taizhou government has made massive investment in
infrastructure, in order to promote the development of Taizhou economy. One of
the first concerns was to improve the road system on Taizhou. The first
expressway, connecting the neighbouring cities of Ningbo in the north and
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Wenzhou in the south was built in 2002. By the end of 2007, every county was
linked by expressways, and “the length of expressways was a total of 188
kilometres” (Taizhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2008, para. 19). Two ring
roads were built linking the three districts together, and a CBD was formed at
the centre of these three districts, consisting of a new government quarter, a new
shopping centre, a citizen’s park, library, stadium, and exhibition centre.
Construction of the first train line begun in 2007 and trains started running in
2009. This line now connects Taizhou directly with Shanghai and Beijing.
The speedy development of the new city’s infrastructure greatly helped with
the development of Taizhou’s economy. For a long time, Taizhou had been well
known for its advanced private economic system. It had China’s first private
corporate enterprise in 1982, only four years after Chairman Mao’s death, and it
has several of China’s largest trading markets. In 2007, “the private economy
sector created 98.7% of Taizhou’s GDP” (Yuan, 2008, para. 2). And in the first
half year of 2007, Taizhou’s average income “reached RMB 12,147 [1,913 US
dollars] and ranked among top three of all sixteen cities in Yangtze Delta in east
China, only RMB 215 [34 US dollars] and RMB 131 [21 US dollars] after the
cities of Shaoxing and Shanghai”, while “the overall average income was RMB
10,566 [1,664 US dollars] in Yangtze Delta” (National Bureau of Statistics of
China, 2007, para. 3).
It is an astonishing feat that Taizhou with its population of not quite six
million had “more than three hundred thousand private enterprises by the end of
2007” (Yuan, 2008). Most of these, as mentioned, are part of the
labour-intensive sector, like resource recycling, shipbuilding, the manufacturing
of vehicle and motor parts, or household appliances.

4.2.2 Taizhou’s economy
The following data provides a clearer understanding of Taizhou’s economic
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development. In 1993, the year before Taizhou City was established, “the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in Taizhou area was only RMB 23.71 billion [3.73
billion US dollars]”, and “the average GDP was RMB 3,524 [555 US dollars]
per person” (Wang, 2005, para. 5). In 2010, the GDP “increased to RMB 241.51
billion [38.03 billion US dollars]”, and the average GDP “increased to RMB
41,582 [6,548 US dollars] per person” (Taizhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics,
2011, para. 2). As international trade had been booming over the past ten years,
the total amount of import and export was “870 million US dollars in 2000,
climbing to 17 billion US dollars in 2010” (2011, para. 27).
As mentioned, Taizhou developed a unique industry chain that links all the
districts and counties together. Every year, millions of tonnes of waste, shipped
from the United States, Western Europe and Japan, arrive in the harbour of
Jiaojiang. In 2004, from the United Kingdom alone, “new government figures
suggest that exports to China are running at 200,000 tonnes of plastic rubbish
and 500,000 tonnes of paper and cardboard a year - a huge increase on just three
years ago” (Vidal, 2004, para. 2). Hundreds of recycling firms and thousands of
workers are waiting at the harbour to sort and collect the recyclable materials
like paper, plastic, and ferrous metals. Once sorted, the materials are sent to
Luqiao, where my family lives.

4.3 My family’s history as an example of China’s rapid social and economic
changes
My family’s history is included here because it serves to illustrate the rapid
changes China’s coastal region has undergone in the years since the economic
reform. In its policy-making process, the economic reform put particular
emphasis on rural areas, whose vast population and enduring poverty prompted
the Chinese Communist Party to make rural areas a centrepiece of reform in
order to maintain the stability of the society. The policy of rural urbanization is
one of the most important approaches used in this process, merging small
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villages to form a new town or new city, where public facilities and services
would work more effectively, and its economic and social structure improve.
The last three decades have shown some spectacular successes of this policy
in rural areas of China, especially in the coastal regions like the Yangtze Delta in
east China and the Pearl River Delta in south China. There are several factors
that have contributed to this success: firstly, nearly the whole southern part of
China is mountainous. The geographical circumstance of too little land to farm
compels people to move on, and change from being a farmer to doing business;
secondly, in the central planned economic system, commodity supply could not
be guaranteed, especially in rural or mountain areas, which would have
permitted people to work in light industry or as a trader; and thirdly, coastal
areas had the geographical advantage, as well as having 14 cities in that region
being declared a special economic zone. This made the coastal areas pioneers in
China’s economic reform.
According to the data from the National Statistical Society of China in 2005,
most of “the top 1000 richest towns in China” (National Statistical Society of
China, 2005) were located in three provinces, Guangdong (south China), Jiangsu
and Zhejiang (east China). Most of these towns are new cities in these provinces,
such as Dongguan in Guangdong, Suzhou in Jiangsu, and Taizhou in Zhejiang.
Further, the private economy plays an important part in generating these
provinces’ GDP. According to statistical data from Zhejiang Provincial Bureau
of Statistics (2012, para. 2), “the private economy occupied about 62% of
Zhejiang Province’s GDP in 2011”, which was much higher than all other
provinces. My father’s family, an ordinary family living in Taizhou, a typical
new city in Zhejiang Province, exemplifies the changes that have occurred in
east China’s rural areas.
My father’s family was a landholding family in a small mountain village,
Xiyang, in Huangyan, now a district of Taizhou City. In my grandfather’s time
the family had more than two acres farmlands to plant rice, but that the land was
no longer in family possession by the time my father was born in 1954. My
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father’s village is about 25 km from Huangyan’s city centre, and 50 km from
Luqiao, where we now live. From the 1950s until the 1980s it took a boat
crossing and three hours by truck on narrow mountain roads to reach Huangyan,
plus a further two hours by truck to reach Luqiao. My father’s village is next to
Zhejiang’s second largest reservoir, Changtan Shuiku, built in the 1960s, which
is the only drinking water source for the several million people in the
downstream area.
My father is the youngest of four children, with three elder sisters, the
oldest being 20 years older than him. Like his sisters before him, he went to
Shanghai by ship from Jiaojiang to be an apprentice of a tailor in 1970 when he
was only 16 years old. He completed primary school at the age of 12 in 1966.
But then, because of the beginning of Mao’s Cultural Revolution, all the schools
in his home village were closed down. The most important reason for my father
to decide to learn the skills of a tailor was because the land allotted to his family
was not big enough for the family to survive on. During that period, the Hukou
system prohibited the agricultural Hukou holder to live outside the place they
were registered, especially in large cities like Shanghai, and this regulation was
quite strict. My father had to hide at a distant relative’s home in Shanghai, and
worked as an unpaid apprentice for two years.
Once my father returned to his hometown in 1972, he soon opened a small
store and became a well-known tailor in the village. It is necessary to mention
that until the end of the 1970s, there were no clothes shops in the rural areas,
and people had to spend a whole year to collect cloth stamps to buy the cloth
from a state-owned shop in the county. They then would ask a tailor to make the
new clothes. Having clothes made was therefore one of the most important and
expensive events for rural area residents. For this reason, tailors had a high
status in society and were well paid. Because my father learned his skills in
Shanghai, his products were much more fashionable and better made than those
of other tailors. He was highly sought after and became a most welcome person
in the surrounding villages. Soon he was able to spend RMB 200 [31.50 US
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dollars] to buy the first sewing machine in the village, when most people’s
income was less than RMB 100 [15.75 US dollars] per year.
My parents were married in 1976, a few days before Mao’s death. My
mother was born in another small mountain village, Baishi, in the district of
Huangyan in 1955. Her village lies near the top of the mountain, about four
hours from the foothills, where my father’s home village is. My mother did not
even have the chance to finish her primary school education because of the start
of the Cultural Revolution, but her training was also as a tailor, because this was
seen as a highly desirable job. My maternal grandfather was a member of the
Kuomintang, but his association with what was deemed ‘the wrong party’ under
Mao did not matter so much in the mountains, as political activities in that
region were limited.
My parents lived in my father’s hometown, and had their first daughter in
1977, a second daughter in 1979, and the third daughter in 1980. They were all
registered under agricultural Hukou. Under the one-child policy in China,
agricultural Hukou holders have the right to a second child if the first child is a
girl. But a third child was not permitted, so my parents were fined RMB 3000
[472 US dollars] for their third daughter. This payment took all their savings. In
order to feed such a big family, my parents had to work very hard.
Fortunately, the economic reform of 1978 encouraged people to start up
private businesses. My father was no longer content to stay in his small home
village, and chose Luqiao, famous for its markets, as the location of his new
business. Luqiao was an interesting place at that time: although it was labelled a
town, its population was already more than 100,000 people, when usually a
normal size town’s population was less than 50,000. Even during the Cultural
Revolution, its commercial activities had never quite ceased and were protected
by the local government. At the beginning of 1980s, it had two of the top ten
largest markets in China. One of them was a market for shoes, the other a
market that sold clothes and plastic articles such as toys and household articles.
My parents left the children with my maternal grandmother in the mountain
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village, and rented a two-bedroom flat in Luqiao. They moved there with all
their sewing machines and eight workers from their home village. Because their
Hukou was registered as agricultural in the village of Huangyan, the law did not
permit them to leave the village and stay in Luqiao. Every time the local
policemen in Luqiao made their inspection rounds at night, they had to hide in
the storage areas. On detection, they would have been fined and sent back to
their village. During that period my mother sold clothes outside the market
because they did not have enough money to rent a stall in the market. After two
years of struggle, my parents’ high-quality products helped them to win a good
reputation and many regular customers. Finally they earned enough money to
rent a small stall in the market, and their business progressed in more
conventional ways.
I was born at my father’s house in his home mountain village in 1982.
Because I was the fourth child, which was strictly banned under the one child
policy, my mother could not go to the public hospital, so I was delivered by a
midwife in my father’s home. It is still a puzzle that after I was born no
government official came to our house and fined us for it. But the problem was
that I did not have a birth certificate from the hospital and was not registered for
Hukou, which meant that I was an illegal resident in China, and did not have the
right to enter the public school, and was not entitled to food tickets and other
welfare opportunities.
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Figure 4.4: Our four-storey house
Life was getting better in the 1980s, and my father’s business was
prospering. He spent RMB 30,000 [4,724 US dollars] to build the highest
four-storey house in his home village in 1985, when most local people crammed
several generations into a one-storey house made of dilapidated wood. He also
bought the first black and white television, a washing machine and refrigerator
in the village. But we did not live in this new home for too long because one
event changed his view on life and investments forever. In 1987, his landlord in
Luqiao suddenly asked my father to move out within three days with all his
family, all his employees and sewing machines. Three days did not leave my
father enough time to find a new place to live. I still could remember that at the
night of last day. All my family and the workers had to sleep in the open, and I
kept asking my mother to go back home. But there was no home to go to. This
experience prompted my father to pay more attention to housing in Luqiao, and
he eventually directed his investments and business mostly in real estate. Also
the problem of my Hukou needed to be solved urgently because I was reaching
schooling age. I could not go to school in Luqiao unless I had non-agricultural
Hukou for Luqiao.
All these problems, fortunately, were solved with the housing system reform
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in 1989. From that year on, housing was no longer only arranged by the
government; it had become a commercial product. Chinese people from now on
were allowed to trade houses in the cities, and the idea of a real estate market
was forming. With the help of an uncle in Taiwan, my father spent RMB 70,000
[11,024 US dollars], which equates to about ten years’ salary for a worker, to
buy an 100 square meter apartment in the city centre of Huangyan in what was
the first commercial residential building project after the housing reform. This
apartment was registered in my name, because the local government promised to
grant the owners non-agricultural Hukou. So I did not become a legal Chinese
resident until I was seven years old. Only from then on did I have the right to
enter a public school, receive stamps for food, oil, and clothes. Another benefit
of my now having a non-agricultural Hukou was that the Hukou policy grants
the non-agricultural Hukou holders the privilege to have his family members,
even those who only hold an agricultural Hukou, live together in his registered
place. However, all the welfare items like food or oil stamps, which existed in
China until 1992, were not issued to those family members. So my parents and
sisters could come and live with me in Huangyan, and my sisters could enter
Huangyan’s public school by paying the extra education sponsor fee.
Because my father’s business was located in Luqiao, the next year, 1990, we
all moved from Huangyan to Luqiao, because the non-agricultural Hukou holder
was allowed to change his place of residence within the same city. My father
bought a new two-bedroom apartment within the precinct of Luqiao for RMB
23,000 [3,622 US dollars]. The land market reform was in its second year, and
the government had begun to sell industrial land to private enterprises. My
father bought half acre in the industrial park and built his first factory to house
his clothing business. We moved from the apartment to the factory in 1993, and
although the factory was far away from city centre and the schools, and did not
even have any water supply, we were still glad because for the first time ever we
could have separate bedrooms.
In the following years, with more and more people participating in the
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private business sector, the low entry barrier of the clothes industry attracted
thousands of upstart businesses to join into the manufacturing of clothes, and the
average rate of profit dropped to a very low level. This prompted my father to
start thinking about changing his business.
The establishment of Taizhou City in 1994 brought huge benefit to my
family. When Luqiao was separated from Huangyan and upgraded from a town
to a district, my father’s factory, which used to have no road and water supply,
was suddenly located in the centre of Luqiao’s new city centre. The value of the
land increased many times, and at the same time, hundreds of construction
projects started in the surrounding area, which gave my father an idea that the
construction industry would be a new ‘sunrise’ industry in China.
After nearly one year of market research, my father found that aluminium
alloy doors and windows were widely used in Guangdong Province and many
Southeast Asian countries, and were much stronger and considered nicer than
the traditional wood or iron windows. Such material was quite new to customers
in other parts of China, which led my father to the decision to try out this
product in Taizhou.
Cooperating with an aluminium factory in Guangdong Province, he
employed two experienced workers to make various models of aluminium alloy
doors and windows, and these models got an overwhelmingly positive reception
in Taizhou, and we received many orders. This business brought large profits to
my family in the first two years, but soon hundreds of other competitors
crowded into this industry, and profit dropped rapidly. Some companies even
used recycled materials to make the alloy, and the shortage of market regulation
made the industry got out of control, which compelled my father to think about
change again.
My father shifted his business entirely to real estate in 2001. The booming
real estate market pushed up the price of land, and the government preferred to
sell the land to the large and medium scale companies, so the small size
companies had a hard time surviving. By comparing the cost and rental, my
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father considered he could get the best returns by building his own industrial
estate buildings and providing these for rent to smaller sized companies.
My parents drove to different cities in Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces, and
to Shanghai over several months, and finally bought five acres of industrial land
in Songjiang, a district of Shanghai City. Songjiang is only about 25 km away
from Shanghai city centre; it was one of the largest industrial hubs on the
outskirts of Shanghai, and it was considered the best gateway for the
surrounding provinces’ enterprises to enter the Shanghai market. My father built
a small industrial park with eleven three-storey standard buildings. Now there
are nearly twenty-five small companies and factories accommodated there,
which brings a stable income to my family.
My father’s story may not be typical of all of China, but it is not unusual for
people, especially in Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces, who were young enough
when the economic reforms began in the 1980s, to use these reforms to their full
advantage.

4.4 The development of a private economy and the rise of a middle class in
Taizhou
Compared to businesses in other cities in China, the private businesses in
Taizhou participate at a high level in the public infrastructure sector, which is
otherwise dominated by state-owned companies. The list is impressive: in the
area of transport many “expressways and inter-county roads were investments
by the private enterprises”; in education, private companies invested in the
construction of “76 colleges and middle schools”; in the medical service field,
private enterprises invested in “17 hospitals”; and in the financial sector,
Taizhou had “two of the earliest private owned banks in China” (Zhu, 2007, para.
11).
With Taizhou’s private businesses playing an increasingly important role in
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the Chinese domestic market, their remarkable achievements were widely
reported in China’s major media. The People’s Daily, for example, reported that
“The private business sector efficiently promotes Taizhou’s economic
advancement and maintains the stability of Taizhou society” (Shi, Zhang, & Liu,
2002, p. 5). Similarly, in 2009, the People’s Daily defined the success of
Taizhou’s private economy as the “‘Taizhou Way’, which is spurred on by
grassroots spirit”, and whose main characteristic it is that “it is led by private
business and supported by local government” (Zhao, 2009, para. 1). This
assessment is based on the fact that Taizhou had “China’s first registered private
company, and published China’s first local government policy which encouraged
the development of private economy” (2009, para. 3). This report even cited the
then recently published book by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Grassroots Economy and Democratic Politics, which recognizes that “the
‘Taizhou Way’ is a model of the socialist market economy and socialist
democratic politics developing together” (2009, para. 25).

4.4.1 Changes in the relationship between private economy and local
government
These prominent media reports recognize and emphasize that the success of
Taizhou’s private business sector is the best example of China’s economic
reform, and that its experiences were useful and important in the planning of
China’s further reform. Therefore, the Taizhou government continues to try its
best to support the development of the local private economy, which is seen to
ensure not only greater economic success, but is also a desirable political
development, which is directly related to the local officials’ career advancement.
For these reasons, the obstinate problem in China’s political system –
bureaucracy – is not such a serious problem in Taizhou. Instead, the local
government actively participates in the development of the private economy and
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works more like a business partner, or even service provider, for the private
economy. The former Secretary of Taizhou Communist Party Committee,
Hongming Zhang, announced that “Taizhou is trying to build a government and
a bureaucracy, which embraces the idea of being of genuine public service and
of help in the process of marketization” (Ma & He, 2008, para. 12).
However, currently in China, Taizhou’s advantage of established markets
and labour intensive industries is facing a challenge from other cities. It is
therefore becoming an urgent task for Taizhou’s private economy and local
government to develop ways to uphold its leading position and to explore new
markets. In this, the Taizhou government closely cooperates with the local
private economy, as Tan and Fang find: “In Taizhou, the private economy has
already entered most economic sectors, such as transport, finance, and education,
that is all except the areas which are restricted by the central government” (Tan
& Fang, 2003, para. 14).
For instance, in most parts of mainland China, the expressways are funded
and built by the government. These are expensive projects, and many cities
encounter the difficulty of a funds shortage. Such problems are easily solved in
Taizhou through cooperation between government and private business. “The
Taizhou government set up an expressway development company, which has
more than 10,000 local private companies and individuals as shareholders” (Tan
& Fang, 2003, para.16). Although the expressway belongs to the state, most of
the income from expressway toll payments goes to local investors. Such
state-private cooperation effectively promotes the development of Taizhou’s
expressway network, and at the same time brings many benefits to the local
economy, not least by ensuring an adequate transport infrastructure.
On one hand, the private economy makes up nearly 98% of Taizhou’s GDP.
But it still faces more policy regulations than state-owned enterprises in areas
such as taxation and export rights. On the other hand, state-owned enterprises
have the advantage of assured capital flow and the possibility to introduce
innovations, which often are the weak points of most Chinese private enterprises.
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The Taizhou government is actively involved in this process to encourage the
local large state-owned corporations to build an alliance with local private
medium-sized to small companies, and to avoid direct market competition
between local branches of state-owned companies and smaller local
privately-owned enterprises.
By granting more policy support and tax rebates, the state-owned
corporations are glad to provide technical support and skills training for the
smaller local private companies, and they can also purchase parts or materials
from these local small private companies at reduced costs. Moreover, local
private companies can piggy-back on large state-owned corporations’ marketing
channels to expand their own business, and build a joint venture to get the
advantage of the lower tax rate enjoyed by state owned companies. For example,
China Daily Necessities Metropolis Co. Ltd., a state-owned company in Luqiao,
is the owner of one of the largest professional markets in China. It focusses on
erecting market buildings, akin to shopping malls. Besides the market in Luqiao,
it also “has eight market buildings in other cities of China, one in the United
Arab Emirates, and one in South Africa”, and “hundreds of small local private
companies are sub-contracted to it” (Tan & Fang, 2003, para. 7), and their
businesses are expanding as the China Daily Necessities Metropolis Co. Ltd.
builds more and more markets in other places.
In some special industries, the Taizhou government has even become a
shareholder in a local company in order to use its official status to support the
company’s development. For example, Taizhou has China’s earliest privately
owned municipal commercial bank – Luqiao Yinzuo City Credit Cooperative,
which is “focuses on servicing the financial needs of local small businesses”,
and had “only 6 employees, 30 square meters of office space, and a start-up
capital of US$15,000 when it was established on 6 June, 1988” (Chen & Chen,
2008, para. 2).
Its privately owned status limited its development due to China’s financial
policy, meaning that it could only operate in the territory of Taizhou. In order to
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support the Credit Cooperative’s development, “the Taizhou government bought
5% of its shares and changed the name to Taizhou City Commercial Bank”
(Chen & Chen, 2008, para. 3). The government then invited two other large
state-owned financial institutions to buy 20% of the shares of the bank. Such
stock rights exchanges helped the Taizhou City Commercial Bank to escape
from policy regulations and expand its business to other cities and provinces.
It is necessary to point out that the Taizhou City Commercial Bank “is the
only municipal commercial bank in China, which is not held by the
government”, and until the end of 2007, the assets of Taizhou City Commercial
Bank reached three billion US dollars, and it was “ranked the sixth largest
municipal commercial bank in China in 2007” (Chen & Chen, 2008, para. 1).
Today, there are three municipal commercial banks in Taizhou, although Taizhou
City Commercial Bank remains the largest of them.

4.4.2 Political participation and pathways
While the Taizhou government is engaging in the development of the
private business sector, the private entrepreneurs are actively participating in the
city’s civic affairs, and they also want to have their own voice in the political
field. For thousands of years, Chinese society was founded on a self-sufficient
economic structure, with agriculture as the rock of society. However, it is
important to remember that traditionally Confucian culture defines the class
system, moving from high to low, as “literati, peasants, merchants, and
businessmen” (Chai & Roy, 2006, p.10).

This hierarchy did not change much

until the reforms in 1978, and still holds some sway today. With the Chinese
economy booming, private business people control vast amounts of wealth, and
the new understanding of the ideology of capitalism has made the Chinese
soften their traditional view of business as meaning exploitation and oppression.
Since the economic reform, more and more Chinese private entrepreneurs
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have been participating in the political affairs, some through formal and others
through informal channels, for a number of complex reasons. According to Xi’s
findings, “by the end of 2006, nearly 1/3 private entrepreneurs are becoming the
members of the Chinese Communist Party. This proportion is much higher than
the proletarian workers and peasants” (Xi, 2007, para. 2). Xi further notes that
“about

28.8%

private

entrepreneurs

want

to

be

People’s

Congress

representatives or People’s Political Consultative Conference members” (2007,
para. 1). The People’s Congress and the People’s Political Consultative
Conference are China’s policy makers. The main motivations that stimulate
private entrepreneurs to participate in political affairs are therefore quite clear.
Xi (2007, para. 3) recognizes that the first reason is “the macro-level political
interest appeal”: the private entrepreneurs want to take part in the policy making
process by being a member of People’s Congress or People’s Political
Consultative Conference, thus to protect the interest of private economy sector;
and the second reason is “the micro-level economic interest appeal”: power is
still the major condition for resources distribution in mainland China. By being a
member of the People’s Congress or the People’s Political Consultative
Conference, the private entrepreneurs can well build good connections with
local government, which serves their economic interest.
A contributor to this situation has been the fact that since the beginning of
the 21st century, with China deeply engaged in economic globalization, western
culture has become widely publicized in China and has strongly brought its
influences to bear on the public. Chinese private business people, on their part,
have also significantly changed compared to the past. They are no longer only
concerned with their own benefit, but have started to pay more attention to
“social responsibility”, “public interest” and also “democracy” (Guo, Sun, & Li,
2009, p.54).
For Chinese private entrepreneurs, currently there are four main official
pathways to participation in political affairs. They can become part of the
People’s Congress, or the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference
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(CPPCC), or the Federation of Industry and Commerce, or join the local
business association. However, the first two pathways are not suited to most
private entrepreneurs because they must win elections or join one of the eight
democratic parties in China. Instead, the latter two pathways are the ones
commonly used for the private business people throughout China who wish to
engage in public affairs.

4.4.3 People’s Congress
In each of these four official pathways, to be a deputy of People’s Congress
is the dream and honor for most private business people. Compared to the lower
and upper houses of the parliamentary system in western countries, the National
People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China, “is the supreme organ of
state power” (National People’s Congress, 2012, para. 2). It is the maker of the
constitution, and all new laws and policies must pass its check and be given its
approval. Basically, the structure of the National People’s Congress is similar to
that of western countries in that the “National People’s Congress is composed of
deputies elected from the provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities directly
under the Central Government, and special administrative regions, and of
deputies elected from the armed forces. All the minority nationalities are entitled
to appropriate representation” (2012, para. 2).
It is somewhat easier for the private business people to become the deputy
of a local, especially at the municipal level, People’s Congress. These “are
established in provinces, municipalities directly under the Central Government,
counties, cities, municipal districts, townships, nationality townships, and towns”
(National People’s Congress, 2012, para. 8). At these lower levels of People’s
Congresses, private business people play a more vibrant and important role in
the policy-making process. For example, Taizhou had “about 460 city level
deputies in 2007”, of which “more than one third are private business people;
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and of all its 50 province level deputies, 20 of them are private business people”
(Bao, 2007, para. 1). This shows that in Taizhou, private business people are
already deeply involved and participating in the political affairs of the city, even
in the policy-making process.

4.4.4 The Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC)
Another important pathway for the private business people to participate in
political affairs is being a member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference (CPPCC), which is “an organization of the patriotic United Front of
the Chinese people”, and “it is also an important organ for the development of
multi-party cooperation and political consultation under the leadership of the
CPC”, and “an important forum for promoting socialist democracy in the
Chinese political system” (Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference,
2012, para. 1).
Compared to the People’s Congress, the Chinese People’s Political
Consultative Conference mainly consists of “various democratic parties,
democrats with no party affiliations, people’s organizations and public figures”
(2012, para. 1). Its members do not need to be a member of the Chinese
Communist Party, and its work is mainly focused on local social issues. For
instance, the Taizhou People’s Political Consultative Conference “had about 461
members in 2011” (Taizhou People’s Political Consultative Conference, 2012a,
para. 1), and “all other members are belonging to the democratic parties or are
the chosen representatives of each industry or profession in the local community”
(2012a, para. 2), such as teachers, farmers, doctors, businessmen representing
various industries, returned overseas Chinese, migrant workers, women’s
associations, and others who cover the interests of the various social groups and
stratum.
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4.4.5 Federation of Industry and Commerce
The All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce (ACFIC) is one of the
most important pathways for China’s private entrepreneurs to have their own
voice in the political system. The All-China Federation of Industry and
Commerce (ACFIC) is a part of the People’s Political Consultative Conference,
and it has the unique feature that it is a “key organization of the CPC-led united
front and a key unit of the People’s Political Consultative Conference, with basic
characteristics of the united front, the economy and the non-public sector”
(All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, 2012, para. 2).
The All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce pays particular
attention to private business people’s demands for political participation.
According to the Federation, it has the function as “a channel for the CPC and
the government to liaise with the personages of the non-public sector, an aide to
the government in administering and serving the non-public economy” (2012,
para. 1).Generally, the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce (ACFIC)
have three categories of members: “Corporate, group and individuals; the
members of federations of various levels automatically become the members of
their immediate upper-level federations.” (2012, para. 7). In 2011, the Taizhou
Federation of Industry and Commerce “had 9778 members, which includes 8403
companies, 206 groups, and 1169 individual members” (Taizhou People’s
Political Consultative Conference, 2012b, para. 1).

4.4.6 Local Business Associations
Business associations are the most popular pathway for local private
entrepreneurs to participate in China’s local level economic and political affairs.
The advanced private economy in Taizhou effectively promotes the development
of business associations. In the middle of 2009, Taizhou “had 248 business
associations, which covered financial services, plastics manufacturing, chemical
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industries, auto parts manufacturers, shipping, recycling, and other major
industries in Taizhou” (Zhang, 2009, para. 2).
Although initially many of these business associations were established by
the Taizhou government, Zhang (2009, para. 7) finds that “the government
removed itself from these business associations’ operations, and transferred the
running of the operation in 2008 to the industrial participants themselves.” What
is more, in the districts of Luqiao and Huangyan, the government even granted
business associations the power to carry out “industrial statistics, survey,
assessment, and brand building” (2009, para. 9). Today the business associations
work effectively in the areas of their enterprises’ legal rights protection and
government communication, and it can be said that a new model of “government
support, private operation, and industrial autonomy” (2009, para. 9) is forming.

4.4.7 The new image of private economy
For most Chinese private business people, these four channels - People’s
Congress, People’s Political Consultative Conference, Federation of Industry
and Commerce, and the local business associations - provide the opportunity to
participate in political affairs, or even government, and directly take part in the
policy making process. Especially in the current political system in China, such
political status can effectively help private entrepreneurs to build a closer
connection with local government, protect their own rights, and give them a
chance to express their own interests. All these advantages have led to a boom in
Chinese private business people’s political participation. According to Houyi
Zhang (2008, “Private entrepreneurs’ political participation”, para. 11), a
researcher from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, until the end of 2006,
“there were 23143 private entrepreneurs became the deputies of People’s
Congress above county level”, and “48359 private entrepreneurs became
representatives of People’s Political Consultative Conference above county
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level”.
All these significant achievements bring new blood to China’s political
structure, and are a force in China’s desire to build and keep a market-based
economy. Since 2000, private companies have been granted progressively more
freedom in the economic field. They have the independent right to import and
export. Further, many previously strictly controlled areas, which were
monopolised by state-owned corporations, such as infrastructure, financial
service, and even military industries, were opened to the private economy; and
private businesses was permitted to undertake foreign investment in order to
explore overseas markets. All these new freedoms dramatically encouraged the
development of the Chinese private economy and influenced China’s further
reforms.
With business people having their own voice in China’s political affairs, and
seeing their successes in the economic field, they also started to pay more
attention to their social responsibility and aspire to shift the public’s traditional
notion and image of business people, which, at least until the economic reform
in 1978, had been defined by the traditional Confucian view of placing business
people lowest on the hierarchical ladder (Chai & Roy, 2006, p.10). Chinese
private entrepreneurs are now actively participating in the social matters,
particularly in the field of public welfare and charity. For instance, private
business people donate large sums to the Project Hope (Xi Wang Gong Cheng),
which aims to build more primary schools in rural areas and to provide financial
support to poor students. They also participate in the Guangcai Program (Guang
Cai Shi Ye), which is an anti-poverty program in mid-western China, by setting
up businesses and training facilities for workers, and offering investment. Today,
millions of students and peasants have benefitted from these projects.
Such activities and engagement has led to private business people getting
recognition from mainstream society, and to them becoming a new social
stratum in contemporary China. In the Report of Social Strata Research in
Contemporary China, authors Xueyi Lu and Chunling Li, researchers from
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Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, give the definition that “there are ten
social stratums in China today, the private entrepreneur is the ranked as the third
stratum of the society, placed only after government officials and professional
managers” (Lu & Li, 2002, p. 5). This puts them much higher than workers,
peasants, or migrant workers.
Furthermore, this social stratum change has also been officially recognized
by the Chinese Communist Party. On the 80th anniversary of the founding of the
Chinese Communist Party in 2001, the former Party leader and Chinese
President Jiang Zemin announced that “the ‘new social stratum’ includes private
entrepreneurs’,

technicians

and

managerial-level

staff

in

private

or

foreign-funded companies, the self-employed and employees in intermediate
organizations” (Jiang, as cited in Du, 2002, para. 2).
However, with the private economy sector controlling a large part of
China’s economy and playing an increasingly important role in China’s political
affairs, combined with the lingering traditional Confucian class perception and
communist ideology, questioning and concerns about the private entrepreneurs’
role in social matters have never quite gone away. This unease cannot only be
found on the side of the government, but also on part of the public.
In some poor inland cities, a successful private business is sometimes the
main financial revenue source for local government. In order to maintain and
increase this financial income, the local government will try its best to support
and protect the private business’s development, and will also give some policy
support. This situation is considered scary by conservative commentators such
as Xinsheng Qiao, professor at Zhongnan University of Economics and Law,
who contends “the authority of local government is challenged by the private
enterprise, the local government official thus becoming the servant of the private
entrepreneur” (Qiao, 2003, para. 1). He expresses his concern that “in some
places, private enterprise has replaced the government in providing public
service to the public, which will affect the government’s ruling position in local
community” (2003, para. 2). Such an opinion may not be accepted by many
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people, but there is no denying that in the government itself, many government
officials still share such concerns, because they are unhappy to see their
privileges and power weakened by the rising private economy, and their social
influences exceeded by those of private business people.
Furthermore, for many ordinary people, especially the poorer sections of the
population such as workers and peasants who were recognized as the owners of
the country before economic reform, it is hard to accept that capitalism and the
‘exploiting class’ now enjoys political power in China. This is compounded by
the fact that, in many places, qualification for becoming a deputy of the People’s
Congress depends not on a public vote, but on how much in taxes the company
contributes to local government, which means that private business people can
use their money to buy membership. Such a method breaches the principle of
democracy, and results in tensions between the public, private business people,
and local government.
Another problem is that political power is sometimes abused by private
business people. When private entrepreneurs participate in local political affairs,
they have the opportunity to receive the latest information and learn of the
government’s plans earlier than their competitors. This situation can result in
back-room dealing, and also corruption. In some extreme cases, private
entrepreneurs have used their special political position to participate in criminal
activities, because according to the law, deputies of the People’s Congress and
members of the People’s Political Consultative Conference have judicial
immunity, which could let them ward off legal investigations. But generally,
most private entrepreneurs treasure their political power, and use the opportunity
to serve the local community. In order to keep and strengthen this power, and to
build a new and positive image of Chinese business people, the mass media is
widely used.
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4.4.8 The cooperation between private economy and the media
For decades, the media industry in mainland China was strictly controlled
by the Chinese Communist Party. It works as the Party’s propaganda machine
and publicizes the Party’s ideology (Zhao, 1998; Gao & Wang, 1999; Zhao,
2008, Yang & Lim, 2010). There was no space for private capital or private
people in the Chinese media at all. This situation began to change in the late
1990s, when the wave of marketization compelled the media industry to survive
without the government’s financial subsidy. This forced the media industry to
open its door to sponsorship investment and advertising, which granted private
entrepreneurs a chance to build a sound platform as media participants, enabling
them to assert their own choices in the media industry. Especially after China
joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China opened its cultural
industry to the domestic companies, in order to compete with content from
foreign countries. The dramatic change in the socio-political environment
provided a great opportunity for Chinese private enterprises to participate in the
development of the media industry. This was really helpful for them as they
could use these new inroads to express their own voice and ideas in the media
and, by extension, in public affairs.
In order to achieve such a goal, private entrepreneurs actively participated
in each phase of the Chinese media industry’s development. On the legislative
level, private business people used their political status as deputies of the
People’s Congress or as representative of People’s Political Consultative
Conference to influence the media policy-making procedure and to fight for
more space for private companies. For instance, in 2003, the National People’s
Congress passed the bill ‘Opinion on promoting the development of the radio,
film and television industry’, which for first time officially confirmed that “the
non-public economy must be introduced into the media industry”, and “could
become the program maker apart from the news propaganda programs” (State
Administration of Radio, Film and Television, 2003, para. 9). This bill formally
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invited the non-public or private economy to be a part of China’s media industry.
Two years later, the State Council gave a clear indication of the fields
designated in the media industry for the non-public economy. In the decree
‘Some decisions of the State Council on non-public ownership capital entering
the cultural industry’, the State Council still banned the non-public investors “to
establish a newspaper, or set up a radio station or television station” (State
Administration of Radio, Film and Television, 2005, para. 10). But they were
encouraged to “cooperate with the state-owned company to be program makers”,
or even “to be a builder of the cable television network” (State Administration of
Radio, Film and Television, 2005, para. 7). These policies’ enacting was
partially the result of the efforts of private economy sector’s deputies in the
People’s Congress or People’s Political Consultative Conference, and solved to
diminish the barriers to private capital entering the media industry.
Furthermore, with the program-making industry opening up to the
non-public economy sector, private entrepreneurs were becoming program and
advertising producers, and began to play a major role in China’s media industry.
According to the data from National Bureau of Statistics of China (2008),
privately-owned culture and entertainment service companies increased from
“169,000 in 2004 to 299,000 in 2008”, and the number of people employed in
this industry increased from “2.6 million in 2004 to 4 million in 2008.”
The above figures emphasize the fact that the private economy sector is
becoming a force to be reckoned with in the Chinese media industry. It now has
more freedom to publicize the lifestyle of the middle class, to orient and
influence consumer behaviour and to shape the new image of Chinese business
people. By cooperating with the media, business people can have more say in
the process of program selection and program scheduling, can use the media to
express their own opinions, and even can potentially use the media to lead
public opinion.
Last but not least, for most private business people, taking out
advertisements and providing sponsorship for programs is the most commonly
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used method to have a voice in media. Most media in China, no matter whether
newspaper, radio, or television, no longer receives financial subsidies from the
government, and rely heavily on advertising revenue and sponsorship, and
therefore have to maintain a good connection with private companies, and try
their best to please private business people. This means that in the entertainment
program selection and arrangement processes, private business people do have
an influence on China’s media.
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Chapter 5: The development of Taizhou’s community television station

Figure 5.1: Taizhou Broadcasting Station
This chapter traces the history of Taizhou’s community cable television
station from 1993 to 2007, explains the historical background of its development,
and points to the media policy changes that accompanied each development
phase. Moreover, the expansion of the television station will be linked to
Taizhou’s social and economic development.
With Chinese economic reform gathering pace in the three decades since its
inception, the astounding economic development not only brought wealth to the
Chinese, but also triggered a reorganization of China’s social structure. The
incisive domestic and dramatic international political shifts of the late 1980s and
early 1990s directly threatened the Communist Party’s ideological system,
which compelled the Party to adjust its media policy and to orient itself more
towards an engagement with its citizens. So Yuezhi Zhao (2008, p. 33) explains
that “the part-state’s post-1989 disciplinary power has become much more
dispersed, localized, and internalized by each level of the propaganda
hierarchy”.
Similar to most other municipal or county-level television stations in
mainland China, the development of Taizhou’s community cable television
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station essentially follows the changes in media policy, controlled and applied
by the Chinese Communist Party and its propaganda department. But Taizhou’s
television station, due to the rearrangement of city and county boundaries and to
Taizhou’s unique socio-economic characteristics, has some specific features that
set it apart from other community cable television stations.
While the Chinese Communist Party and its propaganda department are
undoubtedly still the dominant power that determines the television station’s
programming, especially with regard to news programs, influences coming from
the private sector can also be detected. When the central government reduced its
financial support for the development of the television industry, and encouraged
this sector to compete in the market, readjusting its market orientation and
resetting its operation strategy was becoming an urgent task for the community
cable television stations’ existence and development. The way in which the
Taizhou community cable television station responded to these problems is the
main focus of this chapter.
At the beginning of the 21st century, especially after China joined the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, no matter whether audience, media
companies, media workers and investors all hoped for more freedom in the
television industry. In order to avoid social tension, restrictions on the television
industry were eased gradually, and the private economic sector was encouraged
to cooperate with local community cable television stations, and was given the
right to produce non-news programs. In this way, community cable television
stations were becoming a platform to trace the power shifts between the Party,
the private economic sector, and the ordinary public.
This chapter will introduce the history of Taizhou’s community cable
television station from 1993 to 2007, using the factors of media policy change,
on-air time increases, and programming development to demonstrate the growth
of Taizhou’s community cable television station, and to connect it to the social
context changes behind it.
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5.1 Documenting Taizhou community cable television station’s history
In order to demonstrate the development of Taizhou’s community cable
television station, documents about its history, management, and programming
are necessary. However, due to the rearrangement of Taizhou’s city and county
boundaries,

moving

offices,

and

organizational

changes,

very

little

documentation about Taizhou Television Station’s early stages is available.
Taizhou Television Station, which “started experimental broadcasts since
March 11, 1988, under the name of Linhai County Television Station” (‘Story of
our television station’, 2010), changed its name to Taizhou Television Station in
1991 and moved offices in 1993. When Taizhou City was established in 1994,
the Taizhou Television Station moved from Linhai County to new offices in
Jiaojiang in 1997. It then moved again to a new dedicated building in 2005.
Such frequent moves unfortunately resulted in the loss of much archival material,
and the remainder is kept by different organizations.
Nevertheless, the Taizhou Television Station has had an official newspaper
called Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly (Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi)
since June 1993, after the station started formal broadcasting on January 18,
1993. The newspaper titled Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao was published once a
week every Thursday. At the beginning, the Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao had
only four pages, and provided the television program in the form of advance
notice about the next week’s programs on Taizhou Television Station’s channels
and other major television channels in China, which included China Central
Television (CCTV) and Zhejiang Province Television Station. This newspaper
provided the details of each program, its broadcast times and duration, and also
gave a brief description of the programs apart from the news. It also published
letters from the audience, which were a feedback on television programs that
had gone to air. In 2002, it changed its name to Taizhou Broadcast and
Television Newspaper, and to Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly in 2007.
By July 2011, the Taizhou Broadcasting and Television Weekly had
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increased to 44 pages, and had a print-run of about 200,000 copies. Its contents
extended to sections on education, food, travel, entertainment, and cars.
Importantly, the Taizhou Broadcasting and Television Weekly also recorded key
dates and events of Taizhou Television Station, such as the channel
reorganization in 2001, and the channel name changes in 2006. For this research
the program guide was used to establish the broadcast schedule every July of the
years chosen for this study. This provided the basis for marking out the
development of new programs made during these years.
Another important source used as document for this chapter is the
television documentary titled, “Story of our television station”. This
documentary was put together by the Taizhou News Channel in October 2010
for the fifth anniversary celebration of the station, which came into being in
2005 under its new name of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, then consisting of the
Taizhou Radio Station, Taizhou Television Station, and Taizhou Broadcast and
Television Newspaper. Previously, these were separate stations under their own
names. This documentary consisted of six parts of 15 minutes each. These
segments were aired from 2 October to 7 October 2010. The documentary is
based on interviews with founding and current staff of Taizhou Television
Station. Among those offering their recollections were the former Deputy
Director of Administration of Taizhou Radio and Television, Zhongliang Zhang,
former Director of the News Department, Fang Wu, former reporter Zhengbo
Mou, former cameraman Xiaohui Wu, former reporter and current Director of
the Advertising Department of the News Channel, Xiaoyong Chen.
This documentary delved into the history of Taizhou Television Station, and
traced its development by looking at aspects such as where the station was
housed, staff numbers, funding, building and equipment, news program
production, live broadcasts and the organizing of large ceremonies for occasions
such as Spring Festival or Mid-Autumn Day. The documentary also showed that,
in the early stages, professional education was minimal. At best, some staff had
experience in the print media, but most had to acquire their skills by copying the
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work of other television station such as China Central Television (CCTV).
With the help of these interviews, specifics of the history of Taizhou
Television Station could be established. Many of the details had not ever been
recorded in writing, and it became more and more difficult to recall precisely the
development of the station. This interview program turned into a great resource
for the station itself, as well as for the audience, and for researchers.
The third source for this chapter is face-to-face interviews, which I, the
researcher recorded with two managers of Taizhou Television Station on 19
November 2009. These contain some first-hand information that has never been
published before. The interviews are with the executive manager of Taizhou
Television Station – Mr. Xinjing Lv, who is also the Deputy Director of
Propaganda Department of Taizhou Municipal Party Committee, and with the
Chief Inspector of News Channel – Mr. Qingsong Zhang, who is the former
Chief Inspector of Arts and Entertainment Channel. These two people have had
a long career in the media, especially Mr. Xinjing Lv. He was the Director of the
Linhai Culture Bureau from 1984 to 1991, which means that he is very familiar
with the history and development of Taizhou Television Station, especially its
early stages. Mr. Qingsong Zhang is the person who led the Arts and
Entertainment Channel to be the number one channel in Taizhou Television
Station, which allows him to be considered the most important person in
Taizhou Television Station’s program design and production in the more recent
years of the station.

5.2 Taizhou Television Station’s early history (1988 – 1993)
When Shanghai Television broadcast the first advertisement for a wine
company on January 28, 1979, it was “recognized as the starting point of
Chinese radio and television as an industry” (Zhang, 2008, para. 7), and it “was
an indication that the television sector was seeking some degree of economic
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independence” (Hu & Hong, 2009, p. 92). Also, in order to expand television’s
coverage, the 11th National Working Conference on Radio and Television
released of the policy of the “Four-tiered TV system (si ji ban dian shi)” in 1983,
which “allowed television stations to be established at county, city, provincial,
and national levels” (Hu & Hong, 2009, p. 92). This policy was an attempt at
mobilizing local governments into taking financial responsibility as well as
meeting the local communities’ wishes for information supply. The direct result
of this policy was that “by the end of 1987, the total number of television
stations reached 587 and covered 81.3% of the entire population”, and “it is
equally noteworthy that cable television stations increased to 429 and had 200
million subscribers since the introduction of cable television in 1976” (Hu &
Hong, 2009, p. 92).

5.2.1 The origin of Taizhou Television Station - 1988
Taizhou could not take part in this early development since it only started
to exist as a city in 1994. Before then, its constituent parts belonged to other
counties and cities. Its history, therefore, is complicated by the rearrangement of
city and county boundaries. All the same, Taizhou can be considered as one of
the Chinese community cable television pioneers. According to the
vice-manager of Taizhou Television Station, Huiyao Lin, the first cable
television station in today’s Taizhou was “established in the county of Sanmen
in 1985”, and “other counties in today’s Taizhou such as Linhai, Wenling,
Yvhuan, Tiantai, Xianju, Huangyan and Jiaojiang had their own stations after
1986” (Lin, 2002, p. 76). Although today’s Taizhou Television Station
announced that it was established in January 1991 and started formal
broadcasting on January 18, 1993, in fact it “had begun experimental broadcasts
on March 11, 1988, under the name of Linhai County Television Station” (‘Story
of our television station’, 2010). Linhai which, as explained above, was called
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Taizhou in ancient China, was in another part of today’s Taizhou.
At that early stage, the television station “rented a small storage area as the
office in the foot of the hill in Linhai County, and had only five staff” (‘Story of
our television station’, 2010). Only one of all its aired programs was
self-produced, namely Taizhou News. As its former reporter Zhou Daoming
describes, “It was broadcast two times a week at 18:30 in Mandarin, rebroadcast
twice, and each time for ten minutes” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).
As a young television station, Linhai County Television Station, the forerunner
of Taizhou Television Station, did not have enough advertising revenue, and
“relied heavily on government subsidy, and on the cable installation fee, which
was a fee of about RMB 200 (31.50 US dollars) per family” (‘Story of our
television station’, 2010).

5.2.2 Start of formal broadcasting - 1993
According to the television documentary, ‘Story of our television station’,
the reason for Taizhou Television Station to announce that it started formal
broadcasting on January 18, 1993 was mainly because it bought its own offices
on that day. In 1993, according to Fang Wu, the station “borrowed RMB
900,000 [141,732 US dollars] from the bank, based on a local government
guarantee, and bought 680 m2 office space, that were on the eighth level and
fourteenth level in a building in Linhai County” (‘Story of our television station’,
2010). This was the first time that Taizhou Television Station “had a
professional broadcast studio, and even installed an air-conditioner in it, which
was quite rare in China at that time,” recalled Xiaohui Wu (‘Story of our
television station’, 2010).
With the station having its own office, it tried to a set up a formal
organizational structure. In the same year of 1993, five departments were
formed: an Administrative office, Editor-in-Chief’s Office, News Department,
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Technical Department, and Marketing (Advertising) Department. Its formal staff
was increased to thirty, but this was still not enough to run both channels, the
Taizhou Channel and the Taizhou Cable Channel. The former Chief Director of
News Department of Taizhou Television Station, Fang Wu, said: “Compared to
the other municipal level television stations in the other 10 cities in Zhejiang
province, Taizhou Television Station was the youngest, and its infrastructure was
also the poorest” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).

5.2.3 Taizhou Television Station’s financial basis
At that early stage, the young Taizhou Television Station did not have a
strong hold on the local community. Due to China’s television history and
technical problems, most television viewers in China could only receive
television signals from China Central Television (CCTV), the local province’s
television station, and local community cable television stations in the early
1990s. It was impossible to receive other province or cities television programs.
Also, because all these stations had been free to air stations ever since they were
established, it was quite difficult for viewers to accept that they needed to pay
money to join a cable system if they wanted to have access to more television
programs.
Another problem for a young community cable television station like
Taizhou Television Station was that it was on air only for a few hours per day,
and did not bring sufficient useful information to the local audiences. What is
more, many of its offerings were rebroadcast from the China Central Television
(CCTV) and Zhejiang Province television station’s news programs, which were
available free-to-air. Such minimal local information offerings made it very
difficult to compete with the free-to-air public television stations. Thus it did not
have the power to attract much advertising: only some local restaurants or
supermarkets would place their advertisements with them.
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However, “the introduction of market mechanisms indicated a lower
dependence on state subsidies and more competition at different levels” (Hu &
Hong, 2009, p. 93). For Taizhou Television Station, this meant that it had to win
the war with the national and provincial television stations, or it would be
pushed out of the market by its competition. What is more, once Taizhou
Television Station earned enough revenue, no more government financial
subsidy would be granted. But the real situation was that the Taizhou Television
Station still did not make enough money, as Fang Wu pointed out: “At that time,
advertising and cable installation were the two main income sources for the new
television station, and inadequate funding was the biggest hurdle for the station
to move to the city centre” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).
Taizhou Television Station’s

regular advertising revenue includes

advertisements on both the television and in the newspaper. As mentioned above,
Taizhou Television Station has a newspaper, Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao
(now Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly), which also provided a lot of
space for advertisements. The station’s other important revenue source was a
cable network connection fee, which cost an initial payment of RMB 200 [31.50
US dollars] per household, and an annual subscription fee of RMB 120 [18.90
US dollars] in the following years.
In order to survive market competition, Taizhou Television Station had to
exploit more revenue streams besides these advertising and local government
subsidies. Two new revenue streams were developed by Taizhou Television
Station: the first one was the song request fee from One Song One Day, which
cost about RMB 100 [15.75 US dollars] per song, and on some special days, like
on holidays, people had to bid for the right of order; and the other revenue was
the sponsor fee from local enterprises. They needed to pay about RMB 5,000
[787.40 US dollars] at the time they ordered a TV series during which their
name was shown in the subtitle.
It is necessary to point out that in Taizhou, that One Song One Day was the
only avenue for Taizhou citizens to participate in the programming of the station,
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and there was high demand from local residents to order a song or a TV series.
The quickly developing private economy had made an ever-increasing number
of local residents financially strong. They saw this television spot as a welcome
place to display their wealth and success. It also was helpful for them, and their
business, to build a good reputation and image in the local community.
Moreover, the television station had very competitive advertisement offers,
charging a price for ordering a song or TV series with sponsorship shown on the
screen that was much cheaper than paying for advertisements elsewhere.

5.2.4 Taizhou Channel - 1993
Although Taizhou Television Station had two channels, both on the cable
network, due to the shortage of funds and skilled staff, it spent most of its
attention and energy on only one of them - the Taizhou Channel. In 1993, the
Taizhou Channel broadcast from 6:42pm to 11:30pm every night. Its programs
were set according to the format of China Central Television (CCTV), in that
they covered the areas of national news, local news, animation series for
children, TV series for general viewers, and advertisements. Only a small part of
these programs were produced by Taizhou Television Station, and focussed on
local community, such as the local news. Taizhou News was fully produced by
its own Taizhou reporters and covered local political activities and the local
community’s issues such as medical services, public transport and education.
This news program was broadcast three times a week on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday, at 8:00pm in Mandarin, and rebroadcast the next day, each time for
fifteen minutes. Every Monday night, the Taizhou News was replaced by Last
Week’s News Review, which reviewed last week’s important news in the local
community.
Another program produced by Taizhou station was the above mentioned
five minute music segment called, One Song One Day, which responded to song
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requests from the local community on the occasion of celebrations and other
events. This program invited the audience to make phone calls to the television
station and order a song for a special occasion. The Taizhou Television Station
would organize an existing video clip for broadcast, and add the subtitle on the
screen with the information like the sender’s name, receiver’s names, the
reasons for the broadcast and the wishes. Although the program’s name was One
Song One Day, if there was time enough, more often than not two songs would
be broadcast in every slot.

5.2.5 Taizhou Cable Channel - 1993
Unlike Taizhou Channel, Taizhou Cable Channel had very few resources
during that time. Its line-up consisted of broadcasting different TV series
randomly from 7:30am to 9:30am, 2:30pm to 4:40pm, and 7:50pm to 10:00pm
every day, unaccompanied by any other programs. It can be assumed that they
simply bought videotapes in a shop and played them on in their cable television
station. This was not an unusual practice at small Chinese television stations
until 2001. After 2001, the new ‘Copyright Law of People’s Republic China
2001’, Section 4, Rule 45, banned television stations from the “broadcast of
programs without permission and payment, or the owner has the right to sue
other stations for the use of their materials” (State Intellectual Property office of
People’s Republic China, 2001).
One notable feature in the programming of these two channels was that
most of the TV series shown had been produced in Taiwan or Hong Kong and
not in mainland China or, for that matter, in western countries. There are three
likely reasons for this. First of all, as the people of Taiwan and Hong Kong
“share the same history, the same language, and a largely similar culture with the
audiences in mainland China, it was easy for audiences to relate to and accept
their films” (Yin, 2007, para. 16).
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Secondly, people in mainland China aspired to see the outside world, and
Taiwan and Hong Kong were the closest places with a different political system
and social environment. Taiwan was closely allied to the United States, and
Hong Kong was under British control. Thus audiences could learn about the
world outside China by watching films from Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Last but not least, the Chinese government was still greatly concerned about
the influence of western ideology in China, called by the Chinese Party “the
peaceful evolution” of western culture (Yang & Lim, 2010, p. 9), yet it also
wanted to connect with the international community. It looked upon the culture
from Taiwan and Hong Kong as an intermediary point which would not result in
an outright clash with Chinese culture. Also, it was a method of maintaining a
close connection between Taiwan, Hong Kong, and mainland China, which was
seen as an important step for the country’s eventual unity.

5.3 The impact of the creation of Taizhou City on its television station (1994 1995)
When Taizhou City was established in 1994, Linhai County was becoming
a part of the new city, and the city government was located in Jiaojiang District.
As mentioned, the county and district have the same geographical and authority
levels in China’s political system: both ranks below the city level. Jiaojiang
District was about thirty kilometres away from Linhai County, but they are
separated by a wide river called Jiaojiang. At that time, there was no bridge over
the river. It took people about two hours to cross to the other side, first by bus
and then by boat.
Linhai County was upset by the State Council’s decision to place the
incipient city’s government in Jiaojiang District. It had hoped that the State
Council would change its decision and move the city government to Linhai. This
led to its initial refusal to permit the Taizhou Television Station to move to
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Jiaojiang. Eventually in 1995, the television station sent a three-people reporting
team to Jiaojiang, with the only task “to report on the Municipal Party
Committee and the Government of Taizhou’s meetings” (‘Story of our television
station’, 2010). This reporter team was living in Jiaojiang, but did not have any
editing equipment, so they had “to ask the bus driver to bring the recording tapes
to Linhai every afternoon”, and “the editor in Linhai would pick them up in
Linhai bus station, and bring the tapes back to the television station for further
editing” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).
During this period, the Taizhou Television Station developed a dual
broadcasting system to benefit and placate Linhai, both via the cable network.
One was to broadcast in the region of Taizhou City, called Taizhou Channel, and
the other was to serve Linhai viewers, called Taizhou Cable Channel.
The Taizhou Channel broadcast from 6:00pm to 11:30pm. Their programs
included “animation, Zhejiang Province News, News Broadcast, Taizhou News,
soap operas, entertainment programs and advertisements” (Program Guide, July
15, 1994, p. 2). Of all these programs, only Taizhou News and some
advertisements were produced by the station itself. Otherwise it “rebroadcast the
central and provincial news programs” as it was obliged by the decree
‘Temporary management approach on cable television’ in 1990 (Ministry of
Radio, Film and Television, 1990). Programs like animation, the entertainment
programs and soap operas were “bought from provincial level television
stations”, as also specified by the 1990’s decree (1990, para. 10).
The Taizhou Cable Channel, on the other hand, broadcast in the region of
Linhai County. It only showed “soap operas from 7:50pm to 9:50pm every night”
(Program Guide, July 15, 1994, p. 2). Without access to any other programs, it
also may have been that they just bought videotapes in a shop and put them on
their cable television. Because all counties and districts had their own cable
television stations and cable networks, which were independent of each other,
this channel only served the residents of Linhai County, but not the residents in
Taizhou’s cities’ centres.
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At this point, one has to remember that Taizhou is not a grown but a planned
city, consisting of three separate parts, Jiaojiang District, Huangyan District, and
Luqiao District. These three separate cities are, geographically speaking,
neighbours but did not merge, because they are separated by a small mountain
range. This meant that all three city districts had their own cable television
stations until 1997. The cable television stations of Luqiao, Jiaojiang and
Huangyan broadcast from “6:30pm to 11:00pm every night, with their own local
news programs for about ten minutes after the News Broadcast, usually three
times a week” (Program Guide, July 15, 1994, p. 2). They used taped programs
to fill the rest of their broadcast time.

5.3.1 Appearance of new programs - 1995
Although the competition between Linhai County and Jiaojiang District
created some problems for the Taizhou Television Station, it did not hold back
its development. In 1995, the Taizhou Television Station decided to introduce
changes to its programming to make it more responsive to the viewing patterns
and demands of its audience. These changes included new programs in the
schedule, including new news programs, but also entertainment and
documentary programs to satisfy the different audience groups’ needs.
The Taizhou Channel’s broadcasting timetable was still copied from China’s
Central Television Station (CCTV); however, the starting time changed from
6:42pm in 1993 to 6:00pm in 1995. The animation film for children was the first
program of the night, because schools in China usually finish at 5:00pm, so the
time when school children were back home was considered the right time for
them to start enjoying some animation programs as relaxation. Generally, most
of these animation films were made in China or Japan, and just like in many
other countries, these films contained an educational function by demonstrating
ideas like teamwork, honesty, bravery, or some useful skills. The animation
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segment lasted about twenty-five minutes, and after that most Chinese students
had to turn their attention to their heavy load of homework.
The popular entertainment program One Song One Day changed its name to
Song Order Station in 1995, and due to growing demand and as a further sign of
its increased audience orientation, it developed a sister program called Golden
Songs. Song Order Station continued to be broadcast for five minutes from
6:25pm to 6:30pm, and the Golden Songs for ten minutes from 6:50pm to
7:00pm. Just like One Song One Day, Golden Songs drew attention to the
celebrations of members of the local community. For the television station itself,
the longer broadcast time meant more revenue from advertising.
A new news program was added in 1995, titled Zhejiang News. Zhejiang
News was produced by Zhejiang Province television station in Zhejiang’s capital
city, Hangzhou, and relayed to all cities in Zhejiang Province. Zhejiang News
was a twenty-minute daily news report program, aired from 6:30pm to 6:50pm.
Just like its name indicated, it covered the territory of Zhejiang Province,
especially focusing on the province government’s political activities, new
policies, social developments, and important news from all major cities in the
province.
The China Central Television (CCTV) has always provided the national
news program News Broadcast, which to this day has the firm broadcast slot of
7:00pm to 7:30pm. CCTV’s national news program is the number one news
program in China. More than half the Chinese population, that is over 600
million people, watch it every night, because all the “television stations above
city level in China have to relay it” (Ministry of Radio, Film and Television,
1990, para. 10) according to a decree from the Propaganda Department of the
Central Committee of Chinese Communist Party. News Broadcast is the most
important information source for the Chinese people. Its reports focus on the
Party leader’s political activities, the latest government policy releases, social
developments in China, and also some international news. The national program
is partly fed by recordings from lower level television stations, which can send
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news clips of what they thought was important or interesting to CCTV every day,
and hope that their news will be selected by CCTV and placed on News
Broadcast. As CCTV relies heavily on its own reporters, only one or two locally
produced news items are used every night. It is therefore a huge honour for these
lower-level reporters and editors to get their items on the national news. When
this happens, their television station or city government would grant the station
financial rewards.
After five minutes of advertisements came the local news program, Taizhou
News, at 7:35pm. It was shifted to the earlier time slot from its previous
broadcast time of 8:00pm in 1993. It was still only fifteen minutes in duration
every night. But the important change was that it was now produced every day
rather than only on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, and was no longer
rebroadcast the next day. Another change was that the same news was
rebroadcast at 10:00pm at night for people who missed it or who wanted to
watch it again.
What is more, the local news broadcast content was also considerably
altered. As mentioned above, Taizhou City was established with three districts
and six counties in 1994, and the city government was relocated in Jiaojiang
District, so Taizhou News adapted to these changes in its reports. It gave a
particular focus to the Taizhou City leaders’ political activities, especially new
policies and decisions that were directly related to the development of the new
Taizhou City. The news now had to cover all three districts and counties. But
Linhai County still occupied much more broadcast time than the other districts
and counties because the Taizhou Television Station was located in Linhai. Just
like the China Central Television (CCTV) and the Zhejiang Province television
stations, Taizhou Television Station received news clips from the lower-level
district or county television stations, which helped it to expand its news
coverage, and saved a lot of time and labour.
For the first time that year, documentary programs were introduced into
Taizhou Channel’s broadcasting schedule. Story of Famous Figures started at
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9:30pm, which portrayed famous people in China’s history. This half-hour
program was intended for an adult audience only, because the children were
assumed to be already in bed as school starts at 7:00am.
Another change was that the time dedicated to television series, mainly
from Taiwan and Hong Kong, was increased significantly altered. For instance,
the broadcasting time of Taizhou Channel was five hours and fifty minutes in
total on Monday, July 19, 1993. The television series occupied about three hours
and thirty minutes, which was nearly sixty percent of its on-air time. Meanwhile,
the news programs took forty-five minutes every day, which was only about
thirteen percent of the broadcasting time. So for the local audiences, the Taizhou
Channel acted like an entertainment centre rather than an information source.
This situation changed in 1995 when the broadcasting time increased to six
hours every day, and the time for television series was reduced to two hours and
twenty minutes, only occupying thirty-nine percent of the total on-air time. In
contrast to the television series, the time for news programs increased to one
hour and twenty minutes, making it nearly twice as long as in 1993.
The Taizhou Television Station’s careful planning resulted in the rapid
development of Taizhou Channel, but on the other hand, the Taizhou Cable
Channel was becoming a victim of the other channel’s success by being starved
of funds. During 1995, its broadcasting time reduced from six hours in 1993 to
three hours and ten minutes, only showing television series in the evening from
7:50pm to 11:00pm.
In summary, compared to 1993, Taizhou Channel had introduced many
changes in 1995. On-air time was extended from 6:00pm to midnight, nearly
one hour longer than in 1993, when it broadcast only from 6:42pm to 11:30pm.
It performed more and more like a professional information source by reducing
the time devoted to television series and introducing new programs such as
Zhejiang province news, documentaries and music programs to satisfy the
different audiences’ information needs. It also dedicated much more time to
news programs in 1995, which now occupied a total of eighty minutes every
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night, whereas it was only forty-five minutes in 1993.

5.4. Changes of working conditions and programming (1997 - 1999)
Taizhou Television Station entered a new phase of development after five
years of hard work. With the Municipal Party Committee and the Government of
Taizhou moving to Jiaojiang District in 1994, Jiaojiang was becoming the
political and commercial centre of Taizhou. All the government departments,
banks, and large corporations placed their headquarters in Jiaojiang, and most
political activities such as government meetings or ceremonies were also held in
Jiaojiang. However, Taizhou Television Station was still located in Linhai
County, which was far away from the political centre, and increasingly
inconvenient for the station to report from.

5.4.1

New starting point - 1997

In order to prompt the Taizhou Television Station to move to Jiaojiang
District, the Taizhou City government “provided a new six storey, 6000 m2
building for the station for free”, and Taizhou Television Station “moved into
that building on July 5, 1997” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010).
Furthermore, the Taizhou City government linked all three district and six
county cable television systems together, and encouraged the Jiaojiang cable
television station and Luqiao cable television station to merge into one Taizhou
Television Station. These efforts to consolidate the city’s television stations were
successful when Linahi was separated out to become its own small county level
television station in 1997, and the other stations could continue their merger.
This was an enormous step forward in the development of Taizhou Television
Station, and made the station the leader in Taizhou’s media landscape. In 1997,
Taizhou Televison Station consisted of a broadcasting centre, the Taizhou
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Broadcast and Television Newspaper, and two production centres, one located in
Jiaojiang District and one in Luqiao District. By the end of 1997, Taizhou
Television Station had “155 employees, and reorganised two channels of
Taizhou Channel and Taizhou Cable Channel with both Mandarin and dialect
programs, which broadcasted for about thirty hours a day” (‘Story of our
television station’, 2010).
An improved working environment and larger audience numbers drove the
Taizhou Television Station to re-position itself in this new era. Having now
attained the status of being the only municipal television station in Taizhou, the
television station was used by local government to publicize the idea of the
newly formed Taizhou City, and to encourage 5.6 million Taizhou citizens to
understand and accept this change. To achieve this, the station was not only
meant to perform as a channel trusted by the Party, but should had to produce
more programs based on local audiences’ tastes to gain audience respect.
Taizhou Television Station made many efforts in order to keep a close
connection with the local audience. However, one of the most significant
changes was that the song request programs were removed in 1997. Since
Taizhou Television Station was established in 1993, the song request program
was the station’s primary revenue source, and the program One Song One Day
was largely welcomed by local audiences. Especially in 1995, when the station
had two song request programs, Song Order Station and Golden Songs, these
contributed plenty of revenue to Taizhou Television Station every year. The
reason why Taizhou Television Station decided to remove the song request
programs was mainly because these programs were becoming a way for some
people to flaunt their riches, and they had lost their original function of
entertainment and audience interaction. Additionally, the style and quality of
these song request programs, in which the songs were just video clips, no longer
matched the level of the new professionalism shown by the station, and also
could no longer satisfy the viewers’ expectations.
New programs were introduced to fill the time slots of the song request
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programs. For instance, the time period from 6:25pm to 6:30pm that belonged to
Song Order Station in 1995 was replaced by a new series of news and
entertainment programs in 1997. These were focusing on different aspects every
day, such as the World Top Model on Monday, Weekly World Sport News on
Tuesday, World Film News on Wednesday, Weekly World Economic News Report
on Thursday, World Top Model on Friday, The Boundless Universe on Saturday,
and World Culture Collection on Sunday. It was quite clear that on weekdays,
the programs focused on different international news and on the weekends, the
programs were mostly directed towards entertainment. Such a program
arrangement covered a wide range of fields, and offered sufficient variety for the
local television audience.
Another important change in the year of 1997 was that the station produced
its own daily economic news program called Stock Market Review. China, by
1997, had millions of shareholders, and they had a strong demand for stock
market information. Especially in Taizhou, the advanced private economy had
helped create a large number of wealthy people who ran their own businesses,
and were very interested in the financial markets and related investment fields.
The Stock Market Review gave a review on the day’s stock market performance
and discussed market tendencies. It also explained the most recent government
economic policies, and therefore was much welcomed by the audience.
Taizhou Channel’s broadcasting time was one and a half hours longer than
in 1997. There was no difference in the starting time, but the finishing time was
extended to 1:30am in 1997. It was an interesting phenomenon that the extended
time was dominated by films coming from the United States of America. For
example, from Monday July 7, 1997 to Sunday July 13, 1997, the Taizhou
Channel broadcast one American film every night from 0:03m to 1:30am: for
example A Better Tomorrow, Modern Times, A Matter of Honour, Penelope,
Jack of Diamonds, Flinch, and Experience the Rocky Mountain. Such a
phenomenon was not purely the consequence of a low output by the domestic
film industry. It can also be explained by the Chinese people’s increasing desire
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to have a look at the outside world, and wanting to view, as it were, a different
ideology and lifestyle. Local businesses were glad to sponsor such programs,
because these programs always contained a lot of information on consumer
goods, which would potentially influence the audience’s consumer behaviour.
While Taizhou Channel underwent a lot of changes, Taizhou Cable Channel
remained fairly static in its development. It still only broadcast television series
every night, from 7:35pm to 11:00pm in 1997, which meant it started fifteen
minutes earlier than in 1995. The range of the television series was expanded to
a much wider area. It was no longer limited to Hong Kong and Taiwan, but also
included productions from mainland China, Japan, and South Korea, such as
China’s Dreaming Girls, Japan’s Soul of the Moon, and South Korea’s Desire on
the Beach.

5.4.2 Taizhou Channel - 1999
Towards the end of the 20th century, the Taizhou Television Station
undertook a great deal of innovation, this time for both Taizhou Channel and
Taizhou Cable Channel. It can be claimed that in 1999 these channels set out to
seriously overhaul their offerings and image to engage the local community.
The most obvious innovation related to its on-air time, which now became
much longer than before. It was the first time that the station started
broadcasting during the day from 8:00am to 3:00pm, and then continued from
6:00pm to 11:00pm. The daytime broadcast consisted of two parts. The first part
was a rebroadcast of last night’s programs, apart from the television series, from
8:00am to 11:20am, and the second one was a broadcast of a new television
series from 11:20am to 3:00pm. Generally, the arrangement of daytime
programs mainly served housewives and retired people, who were free to watch
daytime TV, or people who missed last night’s programs. But extending the
broadcast hours was also an effective method of earning more advertising
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revenue. Because the price for advertisements shown on daytime television was
much cheaper than the evening’s, many small companies preferred to use those
hours as an affordable way to place advertisements.
In the evening, the song request program One Song One Day resumed in
1999, as it was seen as a means of direct interaction between audience and the
television station. The song request program gave the audience a feeling of
involvement and turned them into loyal viewers of the station. However, there
was one important change to this program. The television station no longer
accepted bidding to have songs put on air. The staff had the right to decide
which request was more important, especially in the life of the viewers, rather
than always going for the highest bidder and only furthering business interests.
The changes made to programming in 1999 can be interpreted as Taizhou
Television Station trying to become more attuned to its local community and
emphasizing that it was an audience-oriented television station. For example, a
new program was created, called Audience Guide. The main purpose of this
self-produced program was to provide an overview of the whole night’s
programs for the audience, and to give a brief introduction to each program.
This aided the audience to easily find out what might be interesting in the
upcoming programs for the various age groups, and helped them decide in
advance what to watch.
Furthermore, it has to be remembered that, as one of the youngest cities in
China, created only five years earlier, Taizhou consisted of nine parts, three
districts and six counties. Each part was at least more than twenty kilometres
away from the other, and dialects and customs also were quite different, so the
idea of Taizhou City was still hazy, and as yet there was not enough
communication between these parts. In order to change this situation, and to
help all Taizhou citizens to gain a better concept of their city, Taizhou Television
Station produced a fifteen-minute local information show, Our Taizhou,
broadcast from 8:30pm to 8:45pm every day in Mandarin. Our Taizhou
highlighted each district and county’s history, customs, food, and places of
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interest; and explained the district and county’s function and position in the
Taizhou industrial chain. By providing this basic information to the audiences, a
greater idea of Taizhou’s identity was forming, and audiences could partake in
this sense of geographical belonging.

Our Taizhou also worked effectively for people from other cities and
provinces to learn about Taizhou. As one of the most important manufacturing
and trading centres in China, Taizhou had attracted more than half a million
migrant workers to the city. Many of them have become permanent residents of
Taizhou, and are called new ‘Taizhounese’. Our Taizhou was one way to help
them learn about Taizhou faster, and to feel connected to and involved with local
community and the various traditions.
Another important change was that the daily news program from Zhejiang
Province Television Station, Zhejiang News, was no longer relayed to Taizhou
Television Station as of 1999. Because of its own strong development, Taizhou
Television Station preferred to produce more programs itself in order to gain
viewers in the local community rather than relaying other stations’ programs.
The Zhejiang Province Television Station was already the most powerful
competitor with Taizhou Television Station in Taizhou’s television market, so it
was unwise for the Taizhou Television Station to continue to broadcast its
competitor’s programs.
One of the new programs was the Nine O’clock Report, a new current affair
program produced by Taizhou Television Station, focusing on issues in the
community. This new program was aired from 9:00pm to 9:15pm daily. Unlike
the local news program Taizhou News, the Nine O’clock Report was more of a
current affairs report, targeting issues that related directly to residents’ concerns,
taking up problems that had arisen in medical services, public transport or
schools. It reported criminal cases, and tried to warn people off scams and
remind them of their legal rights. Such a program was warmly welcomed by the
local community because with the development of Chinese economy people
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were acquiring wealth and were now worried about their private property rights
and other legal rights, with the political unrest before the economic reform still
in their memory.
The focus on information programs that caters to the local community
began to develop further. For exampme, in 1999, the Taizhou Channel also
decreased its operating hours, by cutting the broadcast of film and television
series. This was a decrease of two hours from 1997. The reduction of on air time
was to focus more on providing information programs for the community.

5.4.3 Taizhou Cable Channel - 1999
The Taizhou Cable Channel reinvented itself even more than the Taizhou
Channel through an overhaul of its broadcast schedule and its programs. For
nearly four years, the Taizhou Cable Channel was no more than a vehicle to
broadcast television series for three or four hours every night. However in 1999,
it designed a well-organized broadcasting schedule, which contained an
animation series, local news program, national news program, and television
series, and ran from 6:02pm to the midnight, amounting to an airtime of almost
six hours.
The scene looked set for inner-station competition between Taizhou
Channel and Taizhou Cable Channel. The Taizhou Cable Channel’s broadcasting
schedule also started with an animation series for children from 6:02pm to
6:45pm. The reason for choosing this timeslot was the same as for Taizhou
Channel, in that Chinese school children or students would finish school at
5:00pm, and when they arrived home, it was the right time for them to relax.
The Taizhou Cable Channel in 1999 had also begun to produce its own daily
news program, Taizhou Cable Channel News, shown for fifteen minutes after the
animation series. The channel used its own Taizhou reporters, and reported on
important municipal political activities, social developments, and interesting
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events in the local community. All the same, Taizhou Cable Channel News tried
to establish its own characteristics, and to give itself a different look from the
Taizhou Channel’s Taizhou News, so that it could attract more viewers and
advertising. The Taizhou Cable Channel News rebroadcast its local news
program later, between 9:15pm to 9:30pm, for people who missed it or who
wanted to re-watch it. Like all other television stations in China, the Taizhou
Cable Channel had the obligation to relay the China Central Television (CCTV)
daily national news program from 7:00pm to 7:30pm. So by adding all these
news programs up, Taizhou Cable Channel’s news broadcasts reached one hour
every night in 1999, whereas it had been nil two years earlier. These changes
underline that the Taizhou Cable Channel was starting to shift from being an
insignificant part of Taizhou Television Station to being a potential competitor
with Taizhou Channel, and that it was becoming a new revenue source in its own
right for Taizhou Television Station.

5.5 Channel reorganization and internal competition (2001 - 2003)
2001 was a one of the most remarkable years for Taizhou Television Station.
The Taizhou Channel and Taizhou Cable Channel were merged into the new
Taizhou Television Station on May 16, 2001. The Taizhou Channel was changed
to News Channel, “focusing on news and social education” (Taizhou Guangbo
Dianshi Bao, June 20, 2001, p. 1), and the Taizhou Cable Channel was changed
to Culture and Living Channel, “focusing on entertainment and service
programs for the local community” (2001, p. 1).
And there is an important reason which prompted Taizhou Television
Station to decide to improve its programs. With China joining World Trade
Organization (WTO) in November 2001, the Chinese economy was deeply
influenced by the international socio-economic environment. As one of the
largest commodity trading centres in China, Taizhou had a strong demand for
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information about the global political situation and economic policy changes.
The private economy sector did not have the right to access the government’s
internal reports on the global markets when they in fact had ever more urgent
need for information on overseas markets. Private entrepreneurs received little
political and financial support in their efforts to open up to the world. It is
necessary to point out here that in 2007, “the private economy sector created
98.7% of Taizhou’s GDP” (Yuan, 2008, para. 2), which was the major reason for
the local government and the media to pay more attention to international news,
and in particular international economic news.

5.5.1 News Channel - 2001
From the broadcasting timetable of News Channel in 2001, it is obvious
that the News Channel intensified its commitment to news programs. It was
broadcasting from 8:02am to 5:00pm, and then from 6:02pm to the midnight.
During the daytime, the News Channel rebroadcast all of its news and current
affairs programs from the night before, and brand new television series.
In 2001, all news programs were placed one after the other, occupying the
whole of prime time from 6:40pm to 8:30pm. These news programs consisted of
the local news Taizhou News from 6:40pm to 6:55pm, national CCTV news,
News Broadcast, from 7:00pm to 7:30pm, the current affairs Tonight Report
from 7:38pm to 7:53pm, the documentary Milestones in China’s History from
8:00pm to 8:15pm, and the local information show Our Taizhou from 8:15pm to
8:30pm. In one day, the News Channel dedicated about four hours to news
programs. Such a dense program arrangement could satisfy most viewers’
information needs, and was thought to guarantee that the audience would not
need to change channels. It also was seen as helping the News Channel to
establish its image as a professional news producer and provider in the new
century.
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This direction required the News Channel to give up the song request
program One Song One Day, which had been useful for audience interaction, but
no longer matched the image of a professional and serious news channel. The
station instead used its own programs like Tonight Report or Our Taizhou to
maintain communication between the station and its audience, rather than to
continue to run the song requests.
As a municipal level television station, Taizhou Television Station had to
realize that the local community was its only market, and the local audiences’
acceptance level was directly related to its revenue, and even its survival. The
Taizhou Television Station therefore always tried to keep a close relationship
with its local audience. Unlike a public province level television station, for
example Zhejiang province television or a national level television station like
China Central Television (CCTV), Taizhou Television Station did not receive
much financial support and, in return, experienced less interference from the
local government.
Given these pressures, Taizhou Television Station had to produce its own
programs in order to cater to and attract local viewers. Besides the local news
program Taizhou News, Taizhou Television Station also made some changes to
the local information show Our Taizhou, and created a new local current affair
program Tonight Report.
As mentioned above, Our Taizhou was first made and broadcast in 1999,
and highlighted each district and county’s history, customs, food, and places of
interest, and explained their function and position in Taizhou’s economic and
industrial composition. With the idea of Taizhou as one entity being widely
accepted in 2001 by local residents, this program changed its focus to showcase
the development of the new Taizhou, such as the improvement to its
infrastructure, the comprehensive development program for new urban areas
within the city, and the migration of residents from the mountain areas into the
flat, still uninhabited areas between Taizhou’s urban centres. Our Taizhou
worked just like an old friend for local audiences. It provided clear and
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comprehensive information about the development of Taizhou, and involved the
audience in this large undertaking.
The Tonight Report was a daily current affair program produced by Taizhou
Television Station, which focused on the more burning issues in the local
community. This program was, to a degree, copied from CCTV’s most famous
investigative current affairs program Topics in Focus, and broadcast in the same
time-slot from 7:38pm to 8:00pm. Unlike Topics in Focus, which is concerned
with political issues like anti-corruption efforts and policy analysis, the Tonight
Report was mainly concerned with local residents’ daily life, and protection of
legal rights. Basically, Tonight Report paid particular attention to the problems
of social security, schools, traffic accidents, and consumer rights, and called on
the government and the public to solve these problems together. In order to
encourage the audience to participate in this program, a 24 hour hotline was set
up, and the audiences could receive a RMB 100 [15.75 US dollars] prize if they
provided useful information or clues to the station.
In summary, when Taizhou Channel became the News Channel in 2001 it
became the dominant news program producer in and for Taizhou. By
reorganizing the news programs and broadcasting schedule, the Taizhou News,
News Broadcast, Tonight Report, and Our Taizhou provided sufficient
information for local audiences and covered most aspects of the local
community.

5.5.2 Culture and Living Channel - 2001
The 2001 channel reorganization also brought big changes to the Taizhou
Cable Channel, which became the Culture and Living Channel. Already from its
name it was clear that this channel was “focused on entertainment and life
services for local community” (Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao, June 20, 2001).
One the most significant transformations was that the broadcast time of the
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Culture and Living Channel became nearly twice as long as before, now ranging
from 1:01pm to midnight, whereas before it only went from 6:02pm to midnight.
Its programs consisted of television series from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
mainland China, and entertainment programs from other stations. For instance, it
had two main entertainment programs on July 9, 2001: the first was Frontline of
Sight, which was produced by China Central Television (CCTV), and exhibited
the different cultures and foods of, and travel information on western countries.
The second was The Entertainment Scene. This was the most popular
entertainment program in mainland China at the beginning of the 2000s. This
program homed in on the celebrity scene by showing lots of interviews with the
pop stars in China, and by revealing the latest news of the entertainment industry.
This was very much welcomed by younger generation viewers.
However, news programs were totally removed from the Culture and Living
Channel. In 1999, the Taizhou Cable Channel had its own daily local news
program Taizhou Cable Channel News, as well as showing the national CCTV
news program News Broadcast. But from 2001 onwards, these news programs
were removed. This created a real disadvantage for the Culture and Living
Channel, because most people were likely to change to the News Channel for
the latest information in the early evening, to know what was happening in the
world around them. Only afterwards would they consider changing over to the
Culture and Living Channel for entertainment and relaxation.

5.5.3 News Channel - 2003
After China joined the WTO, an opening towards world affairs was a clear
trend shown in Taizhou’s television station programs. The News Channel
introduced several changes in 2003. First of all, it extended its broadcast time
from 7:00am to 0:40am of next day, which meant that it was almost 18 hours on
air. This was a big jump from ten years earlier in 1993, when Taizhou Television
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Station was first established, when the station was on air just under five hours
from 6:42pm to 11:30pm. The News Channel’s day time programming did not
change much. It continued to rebroadcast last night’s programs from 7:00am,
and then broadcast the new television series in the afternoon until 5:00pm.
The most important change was that the local news program, Taizhou News,
was no longer broadcast before 7pm’s CCTV national news, but was moved to
come after it at 7:35pm. The thirty minutes between the end of the animation
series and the CCTV national news were now occupied by two new daily
international news programs. The first was the Beijing Television Station
produced World Today, which covered important political and social news from
around the world in Mandarin. The second was the Global Economy Report,
produced by China Radio International TV Centre, which focused on the latest
international and local economic events, policy changes, and price changes of
minerals, also broadcast in Mandarin.
Before 2000, the Chinese people could only receive the information about
the outside world in the last five minutes of CCTV’s News Broadcast
international report, or from the newspaper. The two international news
programs World Today and Global Economy Report were established after China
joined the WTO, and received support from high levels in the Party. The reports
covered the fields of politics, economics, social developments and culture of the
international community, and provided the Chinese audiences with an overview
of the outside world. It also gave business people the chance to learn of
commodity prices and changes in the global market, and to take advantage of
new business opportunities.
The News Channel’s 2003 broadcast timetable offered the viewer a clear
order of the news programs during the ‘golden’ prime viewing time from
6:30pm to 8:30pm. The audience had the freedom and convenience to find out
what kind of information they wanted. It started with the daily international
news program World Today and Global Economy Report from 6:30pm to
7:00pm, then the daily national CCTV news program News Broadcast from
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7:00pm to 7:30pm, followed by the daily local news program Taizhou News
from 7:35pm to 7:50pm. Then came the daily local current affairs program,
Tonight Report, from 7:55pm to 8:10pm, and it finished with the daily local
information show, Our Taizhou, from 8:15pm to 8:30pm. Of these, the first hour
was produced by national level television stations, and covered the important
international and domestic news. Then the second hour’s programs were fully
produced by Taizhou Television Station itself, and covered all aspects of the
local community.

5.5.4 Culture and Living Channel - 2003
At a time when the News Channel was doing its best to improve its
programs and quality, the Culture and Living Channel also made some changes.
The Culture and Living Channel, extended its broadcasting time in order to
attract more audience and more advertising. It started broadcasting from 7:35am,
and finished at 0:40am, which was only thirty-five minute less than the News
Channel, and one has to remember that it only broadcast a few hours of
television series ten years earlier in 1993.
Although the Culture and Living Channel did not have any news programs,
which significantly influenced the advertising revenue it could attract, it
changed its target market and program selection. While the News Channel
worked had to gain audiences of adult viewers and business people, the Culture
and Living Channel was trying to catch the eyes of the younger generation and
housewives by introducing several new entertainment programs. Besides the
regular animation series for children, it bought the highly popular entertainment
programs, The Entertainment Scene Abroad and The Entertainment Scene,
produced by Hunan Province Television Station, which was the second largest
television station in China after China’s Central Television Station (CCTV).
These two entertainment programs dealt with the latest events in the
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entertainment industry, and had a very large number of loyal fans in China.
These two programs successfully helped the Culture and Living Channel win
support from the younger generation, and attracted advertising that targeted the
desirable 18 – 25 year age group.
It was also an inspired decision by the Culture and Living Channel to
introduce programs such as Auto World and At Home, because ever since 2000,
the Chinese people’s consumer power had been rising rapidly. People wanted to
better their lives, and they were especially interested in goods such as cars,
apartments, houses, and new luxury furniture. The automobile market and real
estate market had been booming since the new millennium. Programs like Auto
World and At Home provided viewers with timely information about products,
and gave them useful suggestions. As a result, these programs were welcomed
by the audience, many of who were potential customers.

5.6 Competition and cooperation of the two channels (2005 - 2007)
As the China Central Television (CCTV) and other provincial television
stations established more and more specialized channels in the early 2000s,
Taizhou Television Station was under high competitive pressure. In order to save
the cost and increase the program contents of its two channels, it carried out
several adjustments to the programming schedule of both the News Channel and
the Culture and Living Channel in 2005. The broadcasting timetable was
changed, news programs were rearranged, and the two channels started to share
some programs.

5.6.1 News Channel - 2005
The News Channel’s daytime line-up only slightly altered to its 2003
schedule. It rebroadcast the previous night’s programs from 7:00am to 0:35pm,
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and then broadcast new programs such as China’s favourite entertainment
program, Entertainment Eyes, made by Hunan Province Television Station, and
new television series from Hong Kong or Taiwan until 3:30pm.
In its evening program, the most obvious change was that the animation
series was moved for the first time about half hour earlier, now running from
5:32pm to 5:58pm, whereas its start time had been 6:00pm ever since 1995. This
modification was in line with a change in China’s school hours. For several
decades schools in China went from 7:00am to 5:00pm. This ten-hour day
brought considerable stress for students and resulted in many psychological
problems. This caused the students, or their parents, to call on the Education
Department to reduce school hours. From 2005 onwards, many schools changed
their time from 8:00am to 4:30pm, and in the large cities like Beijing or
Shanghai, the schools even shortened their times further, following the example
of other developed countries, from 9:00am to 3:00pm. This was the reason for
the television station having to adjust the broadcast time of the animation series
to an earlier time which match the earlier school finishing times.
An interesting phenomenon in 2005 was that all international news
programs were cancelled. As mentioned above, with China joining the WTO in
November 2001, the international news programs were popular on all Chinese
television stations. The Taizhou Television Station aired programs like the
Beijing Television Station’s produced World Today, and the China Radio
International TV Centre produced Global Economy Report.
But in 2005, when China got the title of the “World Factory” (Zhang, 2006,
p. 2), these international news programs were dropped by most Chinese
television stations. Instead, they paid more attention to domestic events or their
local communities. Two important reasons contributed to this situation. Firstly,
after China signed up to the WTO, many large Chinese corporations like
Hisense, Haier, Huawei, Lenovo, and China National Offshore Oil Corporation
(CNOOC) set internationalization as the primary target of their future, and
rushed to invest large amounts of money to expand their business to other
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countries or acquiring a foreign company. But all of them eventually failed in
their bid for internationalisation for different reasons such as trade barriers,
discrimination, introduction of anti-dumping laws by other countries, and even
the excuse of conflict with the national security of the respective country they
wanted to buy in. These failures compelled Chinese companies to rethink their
strategy on internationalization, and made the Chinese quite disappointed with
the international trading system. Another important reason was that when the
Chinese companies tried to go outside China, many multinational corporations
expanded their businesses into China, such as Volkswagen, General Motors,
Nokia, HP, and Nestlé. They started dominating the industry, and directly
threatened the survival of domestic companies.
Due to these two reasons, Chinese companies learned the risk of
internationalization, and learned the importance of the domestic market. This
made internationalization no longer a hot topic in the Chinese media. No matter
whether on television or in print, the media made an about face and became
more likely to spend most of their time and attention on local communities and
the domestic market, and pay less time to publicize of idea of
internationalization.
Because the animation series were moved a half hour earlier, and the
international news programs were cancelled, this left a whole hour to be filled.
The News Channel filled it with purely domestic information, such as the
China-made automobile program, Auto Pioneer, from 5:58pm to 6:15pm, which
conducted car tests and provided car demonstrations and suggestions for
customers. This was followed by a new documentary program, Documentary,
from 6:15pm to 6:30pm, which showcased important figures and events in
China’s history. This was followed by the Shanghai television station-made on
the spot report program Social Story, which recorded interesting stories
happening to ordinary Chinese in their daily lives. All these programs clearly
focused on local community audiences, and served them in a variety of formats.
The News Channel was also for the first time trying to make the weekend’s
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programs different from those of weekdays with programs that were considered
relaxing, entertaining and interesting. The News Channel introduced the life
information program, Information Frontline, from 6:15pm to 6:30pm on Sunday
nights, which provided the latest consumer information to the audience. After
ten minutes of advertisements, it aired its self-produced travel program, Sunday,
from 6:40pm to 7:00pm, which introduced interesting places for local audiences.

5.6.2 Culture and Living Channel 2005
2005 was a remarkable year for the Culture and Living Channel. Its daily
broadcast time for the first time exceeded that of the News Channel since
Taizhou Television Station was established in 1993. The Culture and Living
Channel now started from 7:19am, and finished at 1:40am, while the News
Channel went from 7:00am to 0:30am.
The Culture and Living Channel introduced no changes to its daytime
schedule, continuing to broadcast new television series from 7:19am to 9:00am,
and then rebroadcasting the previous evening’s programs until 5:38pm. As with
the News Channel, the Culture and Living Channel also moved its animation
series to an earlier timeslot, from 5:38pm to 7:00pm. What is more, it gave this
period a new name, calling it Teenager Theatre, showing animation series or
television series for teenagers.
But one great change was happening at the Culture and Living Channel in
2005: news programs were back. The station shared news programs with the
News Channel, such as the daily national CCTV news program News Broadcast
from 7:00pm to 7:30pm, then the daily local news program Taizhou News from
7:31pm to 7:45pm, and finally the local current affairs program News Square
from 7:46pm to 8:00pm. In addition, the Taizhou News and News Square would
be replayed later in the evening.
Viewers were very aware that all local news programs were produced by the
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News Channel. News Channel shared these programs with the Culture and
Living Channel in order to compete with other public television stations, and to
occupy a greater market share. As for the Culture and Living Channel itself,
from early morning to the late night, it broadcast the Taizhou News and News
Square three times, and CCTV’s News Broadcast once. Hence its total airtime of
news and current affairs programs now totalled two hours a day.
Furthermore, the Culture and Living Channel introduced several new
programs, in order to make the channel more attractive and competitive. In 2005,
the families in Taizhou who had linked to the cable television system, could
receive nearly 70 channels from national, provincial and municipal television
stations, so the Culture and Living Channel had to provide something, which
was unique or different from other channels.
The new programs were placed into the time slot of 9:30pm to 10:00pm,
and included documentary programs like The Court, which studied cases from
the law courts, and explained the law to the public; Culture Weekly, which
introduced various customs and cultures within China; a self-produced local
news program, Political Consultative Viewpoint, which reported political
consultants’ viewpoints of local community events and developments; the
Taizhou Public Security Bureau produced a local police news program called
Taizhou Police News, which reported on the local community’s police activities,
crime cases, and security notices; an education program, Education Time, which
provided information for the teenagers and parents on schooling and education;
a lifestyle program, At Home, which introduced innovations in the home to
audiences; and also the Auto Pioneer and Information Frontline. Each program
was fifteen minutes long, and the various contents covered every aspect of
ordinary people’s lives.
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5.6.3 News Channel - 2007
In order to avoid direct competition with the public on-air provincial
television stations and central television stations, and to open up a wider
development space, the News Channel undertook significant alterations of its
broadcasting schedule in 2007. The News Channel made one change to its
daytime program, finishing half an hour earlier, at 4:30pm instead of 5:00pm.
However, most of the changes occurred in the evening program.
The animation series were moved to an even earlier time and given a longer
slot, from 5:10pm to 6:00pm, because by 2007 most schools in China finished at
4:00pm. Other television stations, such as the Zhejiang Province Television
Station, showed their animation series at 5:30pm. By starting at 5:10pm the
News Channel hoped that local teenagers would make the News Channel their
first choice because it began earlier with its teenage programs than the other
channels.
Most Chinese television viewers give their preference to the China Central
Television (CCTV) during the time period from 7:00pm to 8:00pm, because it
has two of China’s highest rating programs, the daily national news program
News Broadcast from 7:00pm to 7:30pm, and the daily current affairs programs
Topics in Focus from 7:38pm to 8:00pm. No other television station’s schedule
is able compete with these two programs in China.
In order to avoid competition with CCTV, the News Channel decided to
move its own local news program Taizhou News and self-produced information
program Taizhou Story to 6:00pm which had previously started 7:35pm. This
way, the News Channel had no direct competitor, and viewers were glad to see it
because they could watch the local news and information first from 6:00pm to
6:50pm before watching the national news and current affairs from 7:00pm to
8:00pm, relayed from CCTV, without losing out on either program.
Taizhou Story was a new daily information service program produced by the
Taizhou Television Station. Importantly, it was broadcast in local dialect. It was
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thirty minutes long, and combined local news and current affairs, and focussed
on the citizens of Taizhou. Its reports targeted important current issues,
interesting events, and public appeals to the local community. With this program
using the local dialect, it was welcomed by Taizhou’s local residents, especially
elderly people, who could not speak Mandarin. However, it also received many
complaints from the ‘new Taizhounese’, who did not understand the dialect.
Another change was that the current affairs program, News Square, was
moved from 7:53pm to a much later time, i.e. 9:30pm in 2007. This was not too
late for most of the local adult audience, and with most other television stations’
current affairs programs having finished by 9:00pm, it had few competitors.
All these changes show that due to the pressure of market competition, the
News Channel tried to escape from a stiff programming and broadcasting
schedule, while remaining concerned about the local audiences’ needs and
introducing a flexible operation system to arrange its programs and broadcasting
schedules, thus to win the market.

5.6.4 Arts and Entertainment Channel - 2007
The name of Culture and Living Channel was changed to Arts and
Entertainment Channel in 2006. The Arts and Entertainment Channel was
working very hard to challenge the News Channel’s number one position inside
Taizhou Television Station. It not only offered a longer broadcasting time, but
also began to produce several high-rating programs. The Arts and Entertainment
Channel had decided on three brand new programs of its own in 2007. The first
one was called 5:30pm Story Time. It was scheduled every day of the week,
lasting for thirty minutes from 5:30pm to 6:00pm. Spoken in Mandarin, it
narrated interesting stories that happened in ordinary people’s daily lives in the
local community. The stories were mostly good news stories about love,
friendship, family, and positive lifestyle, and aimed to build a harmonious social
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environment.
The Arts and Entertainment Channel also produced its own local dialect
program, A Fu Report, which was broadcast every day from 6:00pm to 6:30pm,
and rebroadcast from 10:00pm to 10:30pm. A Fu was the nickname of the host,
who presented the report as if he was a typical Taizhounese. This program
focused on social issues like how to deal with conflicts in the family or with the
neighbours, or how to protect one’s consumer legal rights, and it provided
general legal knowledge.
In 2007, A Fu Report rated as Taizhou Television Station’s No.1 program.
Its success dramatically changed people’s perception of the television channel.
Now it was not only a serious information source, but also became like a close
friend of the local people, one in which they felt they could trust and rely on.
Furthermore, the Arts and Entertainment Channel obtained the right to produce
its own news program in 2007. It did not relay the national CCTV news program
News Broadcast anymore, and replaced it with its own local news program,
called 600 Public News. 600 were the first three digits of its hotline. This
program is twenty minutes long, and focuses on the local community’s urgent
issues, economic and social activities. However, unlike the News Channel’s
Taizhou News, it rarely provides information about political news, in order to
avoid direct competition with the News Channel and to satisfy the local
audiences’ information needs about local community. This decision made 600
Public News easy to like as it focused on ordinary people rather than showing
the daily activities of politicians and other dignitaries. 600 Public News is one of
the most watched programs of Taizhou Television Station until now.
The Arts and Entertainment Channel’s success shows that the channel has
found a way to survive market competition. By producing the local dialect
programs, the channel keeps a clear identification with the News Channel and
other television stations’ channels, and attracts a stable audience group in local
community.
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5.7 The development of programming of the two channels
Table 5.1 - The increase of on-air time for Taizhou Television Station

Source: Collated from Taizhou Radio and Television Newspaper, 1993-2007

In the period 1993 to 2007, the Taizhou Television Station maintained its
speedy development. When the station began its formal broadcasting on January
18, 1993, its on-air time was only about 4 hours and 18 minutes – from 6:42pm
to 11:00pm. Only four years later, in 1997, its on-air time had increased to about
7 hours and 30 minutes – from 6:00pm to 1:30am. This trend continued until
2001 when Taizhou Television Station reorganized its channel system, and
Taizhou Channel was renamed News Channel. By then, its on-air time had risen
to nearly 15 hours, from 8:02am to 5:00pm, and again from 6:02pm to midnight.
On-air time increased more slowly after 2001, reaching its peak at 16 hours and
20 minutes on-air time in 2007 – from 7:00am to 4:30pm and then from 5:10pm
to the midnight. The shutdown from 4:30pm to 5:10pm was needed for technical
maintenance, and also marked the point when the rebroadcasts finished and the
new evening programs started.
The Taizhou Cable Channel had a lower starting point than the Taizhou
Channel. For many years, it was considered a supporting channel to the News
Channel, and was not assigned much financial and technical support by the
station. When it started broadcasting in 1995, its on-air time was only 3 hours
and 20 minutes – from 7:50pm to 11:00pm. In 2001, this had reached 10 hours
on-air time – from 1:01pm to 5:00pm, and then from 6:02pm to midnight. That
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year, 2001, the Taizhou Cable Channel was changed to Culture and Living
Channel due to the reorganization of the Taizhou Television Station. From then
on, the Culture and Living Channel maintained a higher development speed
compared to the News Channel. Until 2007, the on-air time of the Arts and
Entertainment Channel (the Culture and Living Channel had changed its name
to Arts and Entertainment Channel in 2006) was 16 hours and 45 minutes – from
8:15am to 4:30pm, and then from 5:30pm until the early morning of 2:00am,
which was even longer than the News Channel’s 16 hours and 20 minutes.
Although the Taizhou Cable Channel (later Culture and Living Channel,
then Arts and Entertainment Channel) has a much lower starting point than the
Taizhou Channel (later News Channel), it has maintained rapid development
over the past 15 years, and is becoming the strongest and most direct competitor
of the News Channel.

5.8 Developments in programming at the Taizhou Channel (later News Channel)
As the first channel the Taizhou Television Station ever had, the Taizhou
Channel (later News Channel) works as the representative of local government,
and has the political responsibility to broadcast the local government’s policies
and activities. For most of the local audience, the Taizhou Channel (later News
Channel) is almost equal to mean the Taizhou Television Station, compared to
the other channels, which were added later, and the News Channel is still viewed
as the most authoritative information source on local matters.
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Table 3.2 - Programming development at the Taizhou Channel (later News
Channel)

Source: Collated from Taizhou Radio & Television Newspaper from 1993-2007
5.8.1 News Programs

Figure 5.2: Taizhou News. Image captured from Taizhou Online Television
From table 5.2, it is clear that when the Taizhou Channel was established in
1993, it paid particular attention to news programs, which occupied a much
longer on-air time than local community service programs and public service
programs. In the above chart, the blue line indicates the length of on-air time of
news programs, which started from only 45 minutes in 1993, then doubling to
96 minutes in 1997. When the Taizhou Channel became the News Channel in
2001, the channel system reorganization in Taizhou Television Station promoted
the on-air time of news programs to reach a new high of 164 minutes. At its
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peak in 2003, news programs occupied three hours a day, including repeats.
Although the time dedicated to news declined to 150 minutes in 2005 due to all
the international news programs being cancelled (they became the prerogative of
the CCTV International News Channel), it climbed to 180 minutes again in 2007
because more news and current affairs programs were produced by News
Channel itself.

5.8.2 Local community service programs and public service programs

Figure 5.3: Da Min Legal Aid. Image captured from Taizhou Online Television

Generally, in order to satisfy the informational needs of local audiences, the
Taizhou Channel (later News Channel) also produced more and more local
community service programs and public service programs, though these
programs did not increasing in on-air time as fast as the news programs. Their
content, all the same, was expanding much more widely as it took in programs
on housing, cars and lifestyle, in line with the developments of Chinese
economy and society. These programs on the Taizhou Channel had a special trait:
most of them were sponsored or even chosen by local business people. This
phenomenon demonstrates the fact that cooperation between the television
station and private economy is not merely a commercial activity, but in a deeper
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sense, it signifies that the private economy sector in China uses television to
influence the public’s minds and behaviour, and as a platform to assert and
transmit its own voice.
According to the above chart, it is obvious that the Taizhou Channel had
only 5 minutes for local community service programs, and no public service
programs when established in 1993. By 1997, Taizhou Channel had 62 minutes
of local community service programs and 10 minutes of public service programs.
From then on, public service programs maintained a high growth rate and
reached a peak of two hours in 2005. But local community service programs
increased more slowly and even declined significantly in 2005 to only 30
minutes.
These changes came about mainly because the News Channel was trying to
perform like a public television station to shed the possible perception of only
being a local or ‘low level’ television station. Too much attention to local
community service programs, therefore, was seen as a potentially negative
influence on its professional level. Furthermore, the News Channel also had to
provide a public service for an increasing number of business people and
migrant workers from other cities or provinces, and for many of them, local
community service programs meant localism and discrimination. However, this
change resulted in a significant decline in viewer numbers.
At the same time, the Culture and Living Channel increased its percentage
of local programs, which attracted audience and sponsorship away from the
News Channel. Cable television viewers were tired of seeing all the television
channels with a similar format and contents. A local service program has a
function to “identify a person’s origin and belonging”, and “contains different
contents with other television channels” (Tian, 2012, para. 4). This stimulated
the News Channel had to change its strategy. It cut the on-air time of public
service programs to only 10 minutes, and increased the local community service
programs to 100 minutes in 2007.
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5.8.3 Analysis of programming
Compared to the national or province-level public television stations,
Taizhou Television Station was a new arrival, but people quickly began to
recognize that this young television station’s programs were well organized ever
since it was established. On the Monday of July 19, 1993, the Taizhou Channel’s
programs included an animation series for kids, national news News Broadcast (Xin Wen Lian Bo) - for adults, a local news Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) for the local audience, local community service program One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) - for celebrations and other occasions, and several television
series, which were made in mainland China or Taiwan.
These programs took care of different audience groups’ needs and covered
the great majority of population in the local community. In all these programs,
only the Taizhou News and One Song One Day were produced by Taizhou
Television Station itself. The Taizhou News was only 15 minutes long, and had a
similar structure to the News Broadcast, which has been the number one
television news program in China for decades and still is to this day, produced
by the state television station of the Chinese Communist Party – China Central
Television (CCTV). The Taizhou News was produced by Taizhou Television
Station in Mandarin with its own Taizhou reporters; its content covered the local
community’s urgent issues, political activities, and social developments.
One Song One Day was a cornerstone of the local community service. The
song requests came from local community audience members wishing to
highlight celebrations and similar occasions, such as birthdays or wedding
celebrations. Although the program was only five minutes long, it was an
important revenue source for Taizhou Television Station, because the audience
had to pay for the song request and to have their name and message shown on
the screen. Soon this developed into another format of advertising. Local
business people put in bids for the chance of songs requests so that they could
put their companies’ names on the screen, which was more efficient than regular
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advertisements.
This programming structure was strengthened and complemented by the
Taizhou Channel in 1995. Air time of news programs nearly doubled in that year.
The station introduced a 20 minutes news program about the province –
Zhejiang News – (Zhejiang Xin Wen) from Zhejiang Province Television Station
in the provincial capital Hangzhou, and rebroadcast the Taizhou News later in
the evening for viewers who missed it or want to watch it again. This meant that
the news programs on Taizhou Channel covered the full spectrum of national,
provincial, and local news.
The strong demand shown for song requests from local community and
One Song One Day’s high revenue prompted Taizhou Channel to set up more
song request programs and dedicate more time to catering to the local audience’s
needs. The Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) and Golden Songs – (Jin Qu
Yuan) were two new song request programs in 1995, which in format were the
same as One Song One Day - (Mei Ri Yi Ge) in 1993. These two programs were
scheduled in prime time: the Song Order Station was from 6:25pm to 6:30pm
before Zhejiang News, and Golden Songs was from 6:50pm to 7:00pm just
before News Broadcast. Such an arrangement made the programs even more
attractive to viewers and advertisers, especially local business people, and
provided the station with a much higher income.
The Taizhou Channel for the first time had a public service program in
1995. It was a 30 minutes documentary program called Story of Famous Figures
– (Ming Ren Te Xie), which introduced famous figures in China’s history. The
reason why this documentary program was deemed a public service program is
that, as a business city, Taizhou lacked educational input and was labelled a
‘cultural desert’. For this reason the audience welcomed a documentary program
which fulfilled an educational function and could also help a busy audience to
enjoy a short break from their otherwise business-dominated world.
The Taizhou Channel had one significant change in its approach to
programs in 1997. It no longer relied on other stations’ videotapes for
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broadcasting, but instead produced local community service programs and
public service programs independently. For instance, the Taizhou Channel
produced a re-enacted community story Teacher and Trade Assistant – (Jiao Shi
Yu Ying Ye Yuan), which moved a real story from the local community to the
screen, and used the experiences of a teacher and a trade assistant to reflect on
the changes in the social environment. It also produced an educational program
Sanitation and Health – (Wei Sheng Yu Jian Kang), which used cases that had
happened in the local community to provide the tips about sanitation and health
for the local audience.
Sanitation and Health – (Wei Sheng Yu Jian Kang) - also can be
categorized as a public service program, because the tips it provided are useful
for anyone in society. Especially when Taizhou was expanding its city centre,
thousands of people from the rural areas or other places crowded into the city,
and good health habits were a basic requirement for the new citizens. Another
public service program was Stock Market Review - (Gu Shi Hang Qing) - which
offered information and commentary on the day’s stock market performance and
future tendencies. As one of the richest cities in China, Taizhou is home to a
large number of citizens who held shares in the Chinese stock market, and they
wanted to know about the latest stock market moves. The newspaper could only
publish stock prices the next day, but television could broadcast share closing
prices the same day, which made this program highly valued by the Taizhou
audience.
All these programs demonstrated the achievements of the Taizhou Channel.
It was changing from a simple broadcasting organization to a professional
program producer. It not only just relayed the government’s voice to the
audience, but also participated deeply in the local audience’s daily life. What is
more, the increase in programs granted the business people more choices to
influence the local community from different angles, and to build a closer
relationship with the television station.
Since 2000, a wave of channel system reorganization started at China’s
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Central Television Station (CCTV), and then spread to the whole of China.
Several new channels were established by CCTV, and each one specialized in a
particular field, such as CCTV-9 International Channel (in English) in 2000,
CCTV-10 Science and Education Channel (in Mandarin) in 2001, and CCTV-11
Chinese Opera Channel (in Mandarin) in 2001. Just like all other television
stations in China, Taizhou Television Station was influenced by these changes. It
reorganized in turn its channel system on 16 May, 2001: The Taizhou Channel
was changed to News Channel, which focused on news programs and
self-produced local community service programs, and the Taizhou Cable
Channel changed to Culture and Living Channel, which focused on
entertainment and life-style programs.
The brand new News Channel devoted even more of its time to news
programs than before. It took about 82 minutes to repeat last night’s news
programs in the morning, and another 82 minutes for the latest news programs
in the evening. One of the most significant changes to the news programs was
that the Zhejiang News – the provincial news from Zhejiang Province Television
Station – was cancelled. It is considered a political obligation for all the Chinese
television stations to rebroadcast the News Broadcast – the national news from
the China Central Television - in their principal channels. But there was no
official requirement for stations to rebroadcast the provincial news of the local
province, which in fact could be considered a direct competitor to one’s own
television station.
Another change to the news programs was that the News Channel did not
repeat the local news – Taizhou News - later in the evening anymore. As
mentioned above, the Taizhou Channel had always rebroadcast the Taizhou
News ever since 1995 for people who missed it earlier or wanted to have a look
again. The reason for the News Channel cancelling the rebroadcast segment was
mainly because the higher level television stations, whether CCTV or Zhejiang
province television station, did not have the habit of rebroadcasting their own
programs on the same night, because they preferred to use the time slots for new
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programs.
So the News Channel, too, was trying to break the custom of rebroadcasts
in order to prove that it was a new and creative channel. To fill the vacated slot,
the News Channel produced a new program Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
- which combined features of both local news and current affairs programs. This
program now occupied the 15 minutes from 7:38pm to 7:53pm, but it was quite
different to the Taizhou News. It no longer focussed on local politicians or
political activities. Instead, it was entirely devoted to issues of concern in the
local community, such as lack of schools, hospital care, public transport, and
similar matters. The program makers actively participated in local affairs. They
surveyed local residents, conducted interviews with local experts, and forwarded
information or complaints for the first time to the government. This program
acted as a bridge or mediator between the public and the local government, and
granted local residents or ordinary members of the public a chance to voice their
displeasure, and potentially stimulate the local government to pay more
attentions to issues of local concern.
The News Channel now also produced its own national news program –
Across China. Across China was totally different to CCTV’s national new
program – News Broadcast. It was not as devotedly political as it did not
concentrate on Beijing’s politicians, but instead it was mainly about interesting
stories from ordinary people in other provinces and social issues across China.
The News Channel produced its program by collecting clips from other
television stations, and putting them together to form a 15 minute long national
news program from 9:00pm to 9:15pm.
The News Channel also paid some attention to local community service
programs after the channel system reorganization. As a young city in China,
Taizhou came about through the merger of three districts and six counties.
However, the concept of Taizhou was challenged by the poor geographical and
transport infrastructure conditions. The city is located in a hilly area, and each
district or county was far away from the other and had no expressway
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connecting them. Furthermore, each district or county has its own dialect, and
their customs are also surprisingly different. How to “form a united concept of
Taizhou” (Yin & Zhang, 2006, para. 3) was therefore becoming an urgent task
for the Taizhou government and Taizhou Television Station.
As the most important and most widely connected television cable channel
in Taizhou, and according to the principle of channel system reorganization, the
News Channel had the duty to take part in the project of creating a united
identity forTaizhou. It took on this task, and performed well, by producing a new
local information show, Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) - in 2001. By
showcasing the history, culture, dialect, food, customs, and economics of each
district and county, Our Taizhou let all the residents in Taizhou see who their
neighbours were, discover what was special about them and determine where
connections lay. This program was broadcast 15 minutes every night from
8:15pm to 8:30pm in Mandarin. It worked effectively to help audiences gain a
better understanding of all parts of Taizhou, and promoted the communication
among all these parts, thus helping the concept of Taizhou to form gradually.
The News Channel kept on developing quickly in the early 2000s. Its on-air
time reached a peak of 16 hours and 40 minutes in 2003, and its news programs
also extended to a new high of 90 minutes in the day-time, and 90 minutes in the
evening. It is necessary to point out that, in that year, the News Channel
cancelled its own national news program - Across China - and for first time
introduced international news. The News Channel adjusted its programming and
set prime time for the news time, from 6:30pm to 8:10pm, apart from
advertisement breaks.
There were two international news programs introduced by the News
Channel: the first one was World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie). It was a 15 minute
program produced by Beijing Television Station from 6:30pm to 6:45pm; the
other was Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao), also 15
minutes long, from 6:45pm to 7:00pm, and produced by China Radio
International TV Centre. These two programs were set just before the CCTV
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News Broadcast. This arrangement was chosen mainly because the News
Channel wanted to use the international news to attract audience interest. With
this scheduling, viewers could receive all the international and domestic news in
an hour. This might stop them from changing to CCTV or other channels, and
encourage them continue to watch the local channel for local news and current
affairs.
It was a strategy devised by the News Channel to compete with other
national and provincial channels, and can also be seen as a way to satisfy the
local audiences’ information needs. A main reason was that, after China joined
the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, Taizhou private business people
and manufacturers began to be deeply involved in international trade. They
wanted to learn the latest commodity price changes in the global market,
economic policy changes by overseas governments, and also supply and demand
information on other countries. These two programs opened a new window for
them to receive the international information they needed, and they no longer
depended on the last five minutes of CCTV’s News Broadcast, which was
devoted to international news.
These two programs also provided a chance for ordinary people to see the
outside world. Before the economic reform, “only a few Chinese had the
experience of travelling overseas” (Liu, 2011, para. 3). Most people could not
afford the expense and it was difficult to apply for a visa, especially to
developed countries. The average Chinese citizen could only learn about the
outside world through imported television series or films. The 30-minute
international news programs gave the audience much more information than
television series or films did. They shone a spotlight on matters such as
economic development, social environment, education system, government
policy, and ideas about democracy, liberty and human rights. All these factors
stimulated more and more Chinese to go outside China, as Liu (2011, para. 7)
observes: “Since 1996, the Chinese government not only sent thousands of
students to foreign universities at the public expense, and encouraged people to
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study overseas at their own expenses”. Based on these effects, the international
news programs functioned not only as news services for Chinese audiences, but
also took on the character of a public service.
A new public service program was produced by News Channel in 2003,
which was called Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan). It was only five
minutes long and scheduled after CCTV’s News Broadcast, and introduced the
night’s programs to the audience. Although this program guide looked quite
simple, it marked a clear shift in the television station from its role as a
subsidiary of a government department to being an information provider, and
that it was trying to emphasize its service role and bring more convenience to its
viewers.
2005 was a very hard year for the News Channel because its development
was challenged by several competitors. Importantly, CCTV Channel 2 changed
to CCTV-2 Financial Channel in late 2003, which provided business information
21 hours a day, and covered domestic and international economic news, stock
market information, investment information, and economic law education. It
was “becoming the most authoritative business information in mainland China”,
and “occupied nearly 80% of China’s financial program marker” (Fan, 2012,
para. 4). Such a powerful competitor compelled the Taizhou News Channel to
cancel all its international news programs.
On the other hand, at Taizhou Television Station itself, the Culture and
Living Channel was becoming the most direct competitor to the News Channel.
The Culture and Living Channel was permitted the use the news programs
produced by News Channel, such as Taizhou News and News Square, and it also
started to rebroadcast the national news program News Broadcast. This meant
that the News Channel lost its advantage of holding the news program monopoly.
In addition, because the Culture and Living Channel had specialized in
entertainment programs for many years, it had a large number of loyal viewers,
particularly among housewives and teenagers. When it began to also offer news
programs, many male viewers changed to the Culture and Living Channel
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because all the family members could receive all the information they wanted on
this channel.
All these reasons contributed to the significant decline of on-air time of
news programs in News Channel. Only 75 minutes in 2005 were devoted to
news, which even included the 15 minutes of rebroadcast of Taizhou News late
at night. The figure was 90 minutes in 2003, which did not include rebroadcast
time. Faced with the burgeoning success of the Culture and Living Channel, one
way for the News Channel to go was to increase time and programs in the public
service category. There were only 20 minutes for public service programs in
2003, and they reached 60 minutes in 2005. Interestingly and importantly, many
of these new programs were sponsored by local private business people, such as
the consumer information service program Auto Pioneer - (Qi Che Xian Feng) which introduced reliable cars to audiences and potential consumers; and the
informational documentary program The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) - which
taught the public general knowledge about the law, the courts and their legal
rights. These programs were “closely related to the development of the Chinese
economy and society” (Qu, 2000, para. 4). The boom in the Chinese economy
meant that buying a car was no longer merely a dream for the ordinary Chinese.
China’s huge population and strong consumer power attracted all major
carmakers to set up plants in China, and local dealers wanted to use the
television program to influence its customers’ decision making. “With the rapid
change in economic conditions and the social environment, many problems like
contract disputes, labour disputes and social security disputes broke out” (2000,
para. 4). No matter whether ordinary members of the public, government
employees or business people, everyone wanted to learn from the existing civil
cases and related law to reduce and prevent such problems.
This development was actually good news for local business people,
because when the News Channel fell in audience ratings, it meant that its
advertising fees became cheaper. Businessmen as sponsors, therefore, had more
choices of programs to sponsor. It also meant that private business people could
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have more of an influence on the television station’s program production
processes.
The News Channel fell into an intensive internal competition with the Arts
and Entertainment Channel (formerly Culture and Living Channel) in 2007.
While the Arts and Entertainment Channel introduced program innovations, the
News Channel’s development was almost brought to halt. All it did was make a
slight change to its news programs by simply extending all its self-produced
news programs and current affairs programs by five minutes from 15 minutes to
20 minutes. It did not create any new news programs, and continued to
rebroadcast Taizhou News late at night.
The only change that occurred on the News Channel that year was that it
cancelled most of its public service programs, which had been in Mandarin, and
paid more attention to local community services programs, produced in the local
dialect, to please local audiences. The News Channel produced a new local
information service program Taizhou Story – (Taizhou Bai Xiao) - and
scheduled it in prime time from 6:00pm to 6:30pm, in order to attract the local
audience by speaking their language. This program was somewhat different
from its current affairs program News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) which went to air at 9:30pm to 9:50pm. Although both these programs focused
on the local community, News Square was more concerned with public interest
local issues, such as education, medical service, and infrastructure. Taizhou
Story, on the other hand, was more concerned with stories of ordinary Taizhou
residents’ daily life. However, being faced with the rapid development of the
Arts and Entertainment Channel, this change did not help the News Channel
much in raising audience numbers. The Arts and Entertainment Channel was
well on its way to becoming the most popular and highest revenue-raising
channel at the Taizhou Television Station.
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5.9 Developments in programming at the Taizhou Cable Channel (later Culture
and Living Channel, then Arts and Entertainment Channel)
In retracing the history of the Taizhou Cable Channel, it is clear that its
development was not linear, but included some trial and error. Unlike the
Taizhou Channel, which was designed in line with the political task of
broadcasting the Party’s policies and activities and providing basic information
and entertainment services for the audience; the Taizhou Cable Channel, on the
other hand, had an entirely different role from the Taizhou Channel. Until 1997,
it was merely designed to supplement the Taizhou Channel, and its only task
was to entertain the local audience. All of its programs were the latest and most
popular TV series from all over the world, especially Hong Kong and Taiwan.
This situation was slowly changing from 1998 onwards, especially after the
channel reorganization at Taizhou Television Station in 2001. That year the
Taizhou Cable Channel was changed to Culture and Living Channel. In 2006 it
was renamed the Arts and Entertainment Channel, and was becoming a strong
challenger and competitor with the Taizhou Channel, which itself had become
the News Channel in 2001.

Table 5.3 - Programming development at the Taizhou Cable Channel (later
Culture and Living Channel, then Arts and Entertainment Channel)

Source: Collated from the Taizhou Radio and Television Newspaper, 1993-2007
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5.9.1 News Programs

Figure 5.4: 600 Public News (Six-Hundred Public News). Image captured from
Taizhou Online Television

According to the records taken from the Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao
(now Taizhou Broadcast and Television Weekly), the Taizhou Cable Channel had
limited changes to its on-air time and program content during Taizhou City’s
infancy, from 1994 until the end of 1997. During that time it broadcast for about
three and half hours from 7:35pm to 11:00pm, and its program was purely TV
series, mixed with some sponsors’ advertisements. There were no news
programs, and no self-produced programs.
The Taizhou Cable Channel had its own news programs for the first time in
1999. As the blue line shows in Table 5.3, the length of on-air time of news
programs was rarely consistent. It was nil in 1997, then jumped to 60 minutes in
1999. But it dropped back to nil again in 2001 due to the channel reorganization
at the Taizhou Television Station, and this inconsistency did not change during
the following years. The news broadcast somewhat surprisingly climbed from
zero in 2003 to a peak of 210 minutes in 2005, but quickly fell to only 40
minutes in 2007.
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5.9.2 Local community service programs and public service programs

Figure 5.5: A Fu Report. Image captured from Taizhou Online Television

Before 1999, the Taizhou Cable Channel was a vehicle to broadcast TV
series to local audiences. It could hardly be called a television channel in
people’s common understanding. The wave of marketization and the project of
having China join the World Trade Organization brought new life to it. The
television station wanted to increase its presence in the television market, and
the local audience needed more information. As a ‘sub level’ channel at Taizhou
Television Station, the Taizhou Cable Channel did not receive same level of
attention, or conversely, restrictions from the local government, consequently
having more freedom to adjust its programs and format to attract the local
audience. Consequently, the looser supervision environment granted local
sponsors more freedom and choices in the process of program making. They
could have more influence in deciding upon content, such as series that were
related to their businesses like food, clothes and housing. This phenomenon
could be considered as the earliest instance of the private economy sector
participating in the operation of Chinese television industry, and applying their
influence to the public’s minds and behaviour.
Table 5.3 provides an overview of the development of the public service
programs and local community service programs on the Culture and Living
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Channel (formerly Taizhou Cable Channel). It is clear that after the channel
reorganization of the Taizhou Television Station in 2001, the News Channel
(formerly Taizhou Channel) concentrated its attention on news programs, which
left enough room for development for the Culture and Living Channel (formerly
Taizhou Cable Channel). In 2001, the Culture and Living Channel for the first
time had 15 minutes of public service programs, and their length increased to 98
minutes, including repeats in the morning, in 2003. However, during the period
of 2001 - 2003, there were no local community service programs on the Culture
and Living Channel. As a reminder, the difference in this analysis made between
public service and local community programs is that local community programs
are broadcast in the local dialect on local issues whereas public service programs,
although they can be on local issues, are in Mandarin so also be understood by,
for example, migrant workers.
The situation changed dramatically in 2005 when the time for public
service programs was reduced significantly from 98 to 30 minutes, and
eventually to only 10 minutes in 2007. This space was filled by the local
community service programs. Their length increased from zero in 2003 to 60
minutes in 2005, and reached the peak of 180 minutes in 2007. This change
came about mainly because the News Channel was now in the dominant
position of providing the official news programs and public service programs in
Taizhou. The Culture and Living Channel had to adjust its strategy and began to
produce many dialect programs to attract the local audience, especially
housewives and rural or formerly rural, now resettled, residents. This strategy
found much support among the local sponsors, because these viewers are also
their major target audience. This local turn therefore helped not only the Culture
and Living Channel to win a greater market share, but also to generate more
advertising income.
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5.9.3 Analysis of programming
When Taizhou television moved into the new head office in the Jiaojiang
District in 1997, the Taizhou Cable Channel not only had much more working
space, it also took possession of new and advanced equipment, and received
better technical support. But most importantly, its audience was expanding to the
whole region of Taizhou City, which had a population of nearly 6 million people.
Meanwhile, the wave of marketization in the Chinese media industry compelled
the Taizhou Cable Channel to pursue new programming and more advertising
revenue, like the Taizhou Channel, in order to counter the problem of declining
government financial support, and to enhance Taizhou Television Station’s
dominant position in Taizhou’s media landscape.
Urged on by these needs, Taizhou Cable Channel undertook some
significant changes to its programming in 1999. It not only for the first time
rebroadcast the China Central Television (CCTV)’s national news program News Broadcast (Xin Wen Lian Bo) - from 7:00pm to 7:30pm, it also produced
its own local news program, called Taizhou Cable Channel News (Taizhou You
Xian Xin Wen). Similar to the Taizhou Channel’s local news program Taizhou
News, the Taizhou Cable Channel News was produced by the Taizhou Cable
Channel in Mandarin with its own Taizhou reporters. Its content covered local
political leader’s activities, local community hotspots, and also the city’s social
developments. This program was placed just before CCTV’s News Broadcast
from 6:45pm to 7:00pm, and rebroadcast in 9:15pm to 9:30pm. It is important to
note that the Taizhou Cable Channel News was the first program produced by
the Taizhou Cable Channel itself in its history.
However, only two years later in 2001, both news programs were cancelled
due to the Taizhou Television Station’s channel reorganization. The Taizhou
Channel changed its name to News Channel, and now monopolized the right to
produce and broadcast news programs at Taizhou Television Station. At the
same time, the Taizhou Cable Channel’s name was changed to the Culture and
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Living Channel, which signalled that its programs should mainly focus on being
the local community’s living and entertainment service. As a result, all its news
programs were taken off air. The drop in allocated time for news programs
demonstrates that the Culture and Living Channel was not sufficiently prepared
for such a role change. It somewhat clumsily chose to fill the hole left by the
vanishing news programs with some TV series.
The only meaningful action the Channel, now named Culture and Living
Channel, took that year was adding a fifteen-minute public-service program. It
was a Chinese made documentary program, called Culture Weekly (Wen Hua
Zhou Kan). It took the place of Taizhou Cable Channel News from 6:45pm to
7:00pm and told the story of famous figures in the Chinese literary and arts
fields. This program was obviously a hasty arrangement made by the Culture
and Living Channel, and although it fitted within the channel’s new brief, its
contents did not match the Channel’s target audiences’ expectation. As
mentioned above, the Culture and Living Channel was mostly welcomed by the
housewives and rural residents, who wanted some popular and interesting
programs in their own dialect, and not formal or academic programs in
Mandarin.
The situation improved in 2003 for the Culture and Living Channel.
Knowing through the market response that it had lost viewer numbers, and after
reassessing its target audience’s demands, three new public service programs
were introduced to satisfy different age groups’ needs. All programs were
scheduled in prime time. The documentary program Mystery of World’s Ancient
Cultures (Shi Jie Gu Dai Wen Hua Zhi Mi), introduced interesting stories of
ancient cultures around the world, and replaced the animation programs for
children in the time slot from 6:01pm to 6:09pm. Such a program was not only
suitable for children, but also many adult viewers were also interested in it.
The second change was the introduction of the educational program
Education Time (Jiao Yu Shi Kong), scheduled from 6:45pm to 7:00pm. This
program was not about the children’s study, but taught the audience some useful
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tips in their daily life, such as how to cook, how to look after children, and how
to deal with conflicts between family members. The audience, especially the
female viewers, readily accepted this program, and these useful tips helped the
Culture and Living Channel to recapture a great number of loyal viewers.
The third program, which the Culture and Living Channel introduced, had a
very different topic and target audience. It was a consumer information service
program, called Housing (Jia Yuan). This program provided the latest
information about the real estate market, and gave the audience advice on design,
decoration and furniture. The reason for the Culture and Living Channel
choosing this program was mainly because since 2000 the boisterous Chinese
economy had kicked off a real estate boom. A better living environment was on
top of the wish list for China’s newly rich population. This program was
destined to catch the wealthier audience’s attention, and more importantly, it
could attract real estate developers’ sponsorship and advertisements, which
brought a large revenue for the channel and the station overall.
The market environment was changing all the time, and after only two
years, the Culture and Living Channel reversed its programming again in 2005.
In those years, China Central Television (CCTV) and most province-level
television stations were bringing more and more specialized channels to the
market, with the internal channel competition widely accepted as the way to
improve program quality. But these new channels adopted a low-price strategy
to attract more advertising so as to be competitive in the marke. For municipal
level television stations like the Taizhou Television Station, such strong
competition was a disaster.
The intensive market competition prompted the Taizhou Television Station
to make further changes to its channels, and to focus on an even deeper
exploitation of the local market. For this reason, the Culture and Living Channel
was given again permission to broadcast news programs in 2005. But because of
the shortage of lead-time and the lack of experienced staff, the Culture and
Living Channel did not have the ability to produce its own programs. It could
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only borrow and rebroadcast news and local community service programmes
that were produced by the News Channel.
Besides borrowing programs from News Channel, the Culture and Living
Channel also introduced the Taizhou Police News (Taizhou You Jing Shi) to
enrich its local news content. The Taizhou Police News was produced by the
Taizhou Public Security Bureau and its own police reporters. This program
covered the local community’s police activities, crime cases, and security
notices. Such cooperation brought the Culture and Living Channel closer to a
local audience, and its news programs now extended to 210 minutes a day,
including repeats in the morning. This fact is slightly astonishing given that now
the time allocated to news broadcasts on the Culture and Living Channel was
longer than on the News Channel, which aired only 150 minutes a day in 2005.
The Culture and Living Channel changed its name again in 2006 to the new
name of Arts and Entertainment Channel. By then its popularity exceeded the
News Channel and the Arts and Entertainment Channel became the number one
channel in the Taizhou Television Station in 2007, both with regard to the
audience rating and advertising revenue. By 2007, compared to 2005, the Arts
and Entertainment Channel had succeeded to develop its own brand of
programs.
In the area of news programs, the Arts and Entertainment Channel no
longer rebroadcast other television station’s programs, not News Channels and
not even China Central Television (CCTV)’s national news program - News
Broadcast (Xin Wen Lian Bo). It produced its own local news program called
600 Public News (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) from 6:40pm to 7:00pm. Its most
significant difference with the News Channel’s Taizhou News was that the 600
Public News did not devote any attention to local political leader’s activities, but
was fully concerned with the topical issues in local residents’ daily life. Its
attention was on problems which needed urgent solutions, such as the lack of
schools, insufficient hospital care, and problems with public transport. This
meant that for the local audience this local news program was not the
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government’s news program, but the people’s news program.
In the local community service programs area, the Arts and Entertainment
Channel produced two new programs for prime time viewing, all of which were
in local dialect. The first one was a local information show called 5:30pm Story
Time (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui) from 5:30pm to 6:00pm. This program merged
a lot of interesting news or stories, which happened in local residents’ lives,
collected by the local correspondents. This program granted local residents an
opportunity to be a correspondent and to send their video clips to the television
station. This participatory method brought about a closer connection between
the channel and local audiences.
Another local dialect program produced by Arts and Entertainment Channel
is called A Fu Report (A Fu Jiang Bai Da), which is the most popular program
of the Taizhou Television Station to this day. It is broadcast from 6:30pm to
7:00pm, and rebroadcast later in the evening from 10:00pm to 10:30pm, and
again rebroadcast the next morning. Such frequent rebroadcasts are testimony to
its popularity in the community, and have helped the length of local community
service programs in Arts and Entertainment Channel to reach 180 minutes a day
in 2007.
A Fu Report mainly focused on social issues and deals with topics such as
conflict in the family or with neighbours, protection of consumers’ legal rights,
and general knowledge about the justice system. Audience members are invited
to make a phone call to the Arts and Entertainment Channel’s hotline, and tell
the operator what problems they are facing or what troubles they have and
where they need the channel’s help. The production team will choose the most
urgent or significant cases, and send the program’s host and a cameraman to the
audience member’s home to do an interview or help to solve the problems. This
format gives the viewer a sense that the Arts and Entertainment Channel is
standing on the side of the ordinary public and is serving the local audience. It is
no surprise that this program has won massive respect and receives high
audience ratings. Needless to say that it also helped the Arts and Entertainment
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Channel to win greater sponsorship and advertising revenue.
Examining the history of the Taizhou Cable Channel (later Culture and
Living Channel, then Arts and Entertainment Channel), although its
programming changed much more frequently than the Taizhou Channel (later
News Channel), it could be considered an experiment conducted by the Taizhou
Television Station in the market competition. It shows a result that “due to the
restriction of media legislation and network coverage, the municipal television
stationa must have a differentiation market orientation by comparing to the
provincial and national level television stations”, and “close to local audience is
the only advantage they have to be success” (Gao, 2011). By providing various
programs to the local audience, today the Arts and Entertainment Channel is the
most watched channel in Taizhou Broadcasting Station, and earns much more
advertising revenue than the News Channel.
In this chapter, I have introduced several documents to retrace the
development of the channels in Taizhou Television Station (later Taizhou
Broadcasting Station) from 1993 to 2007, and used the change of channel
organization and program content to show the market’s influence on the
community television station.
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Chapter 6: Analysis of the developments at Taizhou Television Station
6.1 Staff development at Taizhou community television station
1991 – 1999

6.1.1

As one of the youngest cities in Zhejiang Province, the Taizhou City was
established in 1994, consisting of nine counties. Most people in Zhejiang
Province, and even the residents of Taizhou itself, did not have a clear sense of
Taizhou. Compared to the well-known neighbouring cities like Wenzhou and
Ningbo, Taizhou held little attraction to investors or talent wanting to work there.
Being an unknown quantity therefore presented a major hurdle in the
development of Taizhou. Further, with the city government to be placed in
Jiaojiang District, the active facilitators of Taizhou City’s establishment like
Linhai and Huangyan strongly disagreed with this decision. They refused to
accept it and appealed to the State Council. Instilling a unified concept of
Taizhou City was therefore becoming an urgent task for the Taizhou City
government, and the local media industry, especially the Taizhou Television
Station, was treated as the most important agent in this process.
As mentioned before, Taizhou Television Station had “begun experimental
broadcasts ever on March 11, 1988, under the name of Linhai County Television
Station” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010), and was established in January
1991 and started formal broadcasting on January 18, 1993. As the new
municipal television station, Taizhou Television Station tried to attract talent and
capital. But there was also another motive behind creating a strong Taizhou
Television Station. Fengtian Mao, the deputy mayor of Linhai County, who was
also the first executive manager of Taizhou Television Station, revealed years
later that there was an important political reason for the Zhejiang Province
government deciding to upgrade Linhai County Television Station to Taizhou
Television Station. The reason, according to Fengtian Mao, was that “Taizhou is
on the coast, and many people could receive the television signals from Taiwan
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and other countries” (Mao, 1999, para. 12). It therefore was “necessary to build
a regional television station to change this situation” (1999, para. 12).
In early 1991, the Ministry of Radio, Film and Television approved the
Zhejiang Province government’s application to build Taizhou Television Station,
and nominated the deputy mayor of Linhai County, Fengtian Mao, as the first
executive manager of Taizhou Television Station. As Mao describes, before the
Ministry of Radio, Film and Television approved the application, the local
government was already starting to build the Taizhou Television Station: “It had
61 staff through merging the Taizhou television relay station and the Linhai
County Television Station. The former had 37 staff and the later had 24” (Mao,
1999, para. 12). According to Mao, all in all this amounted to 15 staff who
worked as reporters and editors, and 43 people who worked as technical support
staff. The skills level was not yet high, as “only 19 of them had graduated from
the university” (1999, para. 12). Today in terms of equipment, the station had “a
total of nine television cameras and two interview vehicles” (1999, para. 12). It
is necessary to point out that at that time, all staff was still treated as government
department employees, and all station funds and salaries were paid by the local
government. Comparing the new Taizhou Television Station to the earlier stage
of Linhai County Television Station, which “rented a small storage area as their
office at the foot of the hill in Linhai County, and had only five staff” (‘Story of
our television station’, 2010), the new Taizhou Television Station clearly started
off on a much stronger foundation.
Once the Ministry of Radio, Film and Television had approved the
application, Taizhou Television Station gained even more financial support from
the local government. Mao (1999, para. 13) says that the Taizhou regional
government “added 25 new positions to the government staffing quota,”
meaning that it made available salaries for 25 more employees. The Taizhou
regional government also “provided RMB 530,000 (83,465 US dollars) to
purchase new equipment.” Moreover, the local government “decided to grant
RMB 500,000 (78,740 US dollars) per year for daily operation and to provide
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support to build the TV transmission tower” (1999, para. 13).
In terms of location, Taizhou Television Station “borrowed RMB 900,000
(141,732 US dollars) from the bank, based on a local government guarantee, and
bought 680m2 of office space that were on the eighth level and fourteenth floor
of a building in Linhai County,” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010). But the
result was that “we owed more than one million Chinese Yuan after buying some
new equipment and improved the working condition”, says Mao (1999, para.
19). This meant that the government financial subsidy was really not enough to
operate the station, and the station had to attract more money through program
sponsors and advertisements. In other words, it had to try to build sound
connections with the local private business people. Mao (1999, para. 21) in
particular mentions that “at the beginning of 1993, we invited a local private
entrepreneur as the representative of business community and let him give a
speech at our opening ceremony, because he paid the whole year’s advertising
fee in advance”.
It is clear that Taizhou Television Station’s expansionist policy could only
be carried out by pulling together private and government monies. Taizhou
Television Station certainly was not alone in taking this path. Many of the newly
founded local cable television stations had to turn from government to
commercial funding. Although the various local governments provided financial
support for these young local cable television stations, they could only meet the
basic expenses of the stations’ daily operations. The real situation was, as Huang,
Zhou, Qi and Wang (2003, p. 35) describe in their book of The New Century of
China Media Markets, that the municipal and county television stations did not
have “enough experienced practitioners”, “poor hardware conditions”, and had
“narrow content choices.” But they had one unique feature and great advantage
– they were “close to their audiences” (2003, p. 35). This meant that they had to
“produce their own local news based on the needs of local community, and
invite the audience to participate in the feedback sector” (2003, p. 36) to win
over the local audience, and to attract sponsors and advertisers.
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Taizhou Television Station, with its open invitation to private capital,
succeeded in building a sound connection with local private business people,
and this helped to ensure stable sponsorship and advertising revenue in the
following years. As Huiyao Lin (2002, p. 76), the deputy manager of Taizhou
Television Station, describes in her article “Brief analysis of the innovation and
development of Taizhou’s television”: “The advertising revenue was RMB
1,200,000 (188,976 US dollars) in 1993, and this number was increased to RMB
2,400,000 (377,952 US dollars).” The increase sped up in the following years
when “the advertising revenue reached RMB 7,200,000 (1,133,858 US dollars)
in 1997, and climbed to RMB 15,000,000 (2,362,204 US dollars) in 1999, and in
the year of 2000, the number was RMB 21,870,000 (3,444,094 US dollars)”.
The dramatic increase in adverting revenue was accompanied by an
increase in broadcasting time. In 1993, the Taizhou Channel only broadcast for
about five hours every night, but in 2000, broadcasting time was nearly sixteen
hours a day; and the Taizhou Cable Channel in 1993 only broadcast TV series
for about six hours a day, none of content aired being a self-produced program.
But by 2000, the channel had developed its own programs, and broadcast for
about ten hours a day. All these changes effectively helped the station to attract
more audience and to get out of financial difficulty. This also drove the upgrade
of its equipment and facilitated the employment of more staff.
However, the Taizhou Cable Channel’s growth nearly stopped in 2001
when its advertising revenue dropped from an annual increase of about 50% to
only about 10%. Huiyao Lin (2002, p. 76) believes two reasons that contributed
to this stalling of growth, the first being “the rapid development of new
communication technology such as the Internet attracted lots of advertisement
investors.” Secondly, according to Lin, the national and provincial level
television stations now provided more channels and expanded their coverage via
satellite. All of this directly threatened the survival of municipal and
county-level television stations.
Further Lin (2002, p. 76) argues that “the traditional television political
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property and management system are not appropriate to the market economic
development”, and the television station should “participate in the market
competition, and introduce competition system to program making and staff
employment.” Her comments are in line with the government’s push to put
China’s media on a commercial footing.

6.1.2

2001
In 2001, China carried out a large-scale government personnel management

system reform. Since the People’s Republic of China was established in 1949,
the government had set staffing quotas for each state-run institution, and
provided a financial subsidy to these institutions based on these quotas.
State-run institutions had only a limited right to exceeded these staff quotas. But
with the rapid development of Chinese economy and the expansion of
marketization, more and more originally state-run institutions were gradually
turned over to being run on a commercial basis, and the old personnel
management system greatly restricted their development. For instance, China
Central Television had “only three channels in 1992, the number increased to
eight channels in 1998, and by 2004, it had 15 channels” (Cui, 2005, para. 9). Its
real labour demand went far beyond the government staffing quotas. The
government personnel management system reform aimed to solve this problem.
From August 2001 onwards, the CCTV television station was permitted to
engage its own staff. It had to pay the salaries of this staff from its own revenue,
and only the staff who were assigned via the government staffing quotas were
still being treated as government employees, and received their salaries from the
government. Cui (2005, para. 22) states that “in July 2003, the headquarters of
CCTV had about 9,500 staff, but it had only a 2,500 government staffing quota.
All other 7,000 staff were employed by the station itself.” What meant for
CCTV also went for all other television stations: their government staffing
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quotas were set by the local or provincial government, based on the size of the
station, and the government staffing quota tend to cover around 20 to 25 percent
of the station’s total employee number.
The government staffing quotas always cover the positions of the station’s
middle and high-level executives, the accounting department, experienced
technical specialists, and influential reporters and presenters. The government
employees enjoy much greater benefits than station employees, and they have
the right to share the end-of-year bonus. In order to encourage internal
competition, a station employee “who has worked in the station for more than
three years, and has a bachelor degree or above, could apply to be a column
producer, which carries the same privilege like staff who is employed as part of
the government staffing quota” (Cui, 2005, para. 53). A column producer is
already a middle level leader in Chinese television stations, and with such policy
grants

the

station

employees

get

a

chance

to

compete

with

the

government-employed staff. It also gives them more influence and weight at the
station.
Following the changes that occurred on a national level, where more and
more channels started up with an eye to the revenue to be gained from
advertising, Taizhou Television Station also reorganized its channels on May 16,
2001. The Taizhou Channel was changed into the News Channel, which
“focused on news and social education” (Editor-in-Chief’s Office, 2001, p.1),
and the Taizhou Cable Channel was changed to Culture and Living Channel,
which “focused on entertainment and life service for local community” (p.1).
But such change did not bring an immediate benefit to the Taizhou Television
Station. The rapid expansion of national and provincial television stations
brought huge pressures to bear on municipal television stations, according to
Huiyao Lin (2002, p. 76): “From January to October 2002, the advertising
revenue was about RMB 1 million less than the same period in 2001.” He (2002,
p. 76) also worried about the level of professionalization at the station because
compared to neighbouring television stations like Ningbo or Wenzhou, “no
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reporter or editor had a senior professional title, and only a few staff had the
medium grade professional title.”
The development of Taizhou Television Station reached a new phase in
2005 after the Taizhou Broadcasting Station building was erected, which merged
the Taizhou Television Station and the Taizhou Radio Station into one
broadcasting firm. They now all worked together and were under one roof in a
brand new twenty-one storey building.

Figure 6.1: The new building of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, which has been
home to the station since 2005
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6.1.3

2005 – 2007
According to the Taizhou Broadcasting Station Yearbook 2005, the new

Taizhou Broadcasting Station “spent more than RMB 30 million (4.72 million
US dollars) to upgrade the hardware for the television channels”, which included
a “virtual studio, a live broadcasting room, a large-scale studio, and a central
control system” (Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2006, para. 3). The upgrade of
studios and technical equipment gave the staff a better working environment,
and improved the quality of its programs.
Also that year, Taizhou Broadcasting Station tried its best to employ new
staff. According to the Taizhou Broadcasting Station Yearbook 2006, when the
station was established in 2005, it had only 308 staff. Then the station
“conducted three large job fairs in 2005 and 2006, and soon the number of staff
increased to 430” (Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2007, para. 2). By the end of
2006, the headquarters of Taizhou Broadcasting Station had “a government
staffing quota of 183, and the totally number of staff was 405”, and the Taizhou
News Channel had “90 staff, 52 of them were covered by the government
staffing quota”, and the Culture and Living Channel had “69 staff, and 31 of
them were covered by the government staffing quota” (2007, para. 8).
The huge investment in the station’s new studios, technical equipment and
software brought instant rewards for Taizhou Broadcasting Station. In 2006, “its
total advertising revenue reached RMB 75.23 million (11.85 million US dollars),
and the television channels donated RMB 57.12 million (9 million US dollars)”
(Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2007). In the following year, 2007, as the
executive manager of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, Xinjing Lv, reveals the
number in the “Conference of Taizhou Broadcasting Station annual summary for
2007”, that “the total advertising revenue climbed to RMB 106.34 million
(16.75 million US dollars), and which made it rank fourth of all municipal
television stations in Zhejiang Province, placed only after Hangzhou, Ningbo
and Wenzhou” (2008, para. 2).
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In recent years, Taizhou Broadcasting Station has continued to attract talent,
but its criteria for employment are much more demanding than before. As
Xinjing Lv

announces in the “Conference of Zhejiang Province radio and

television human resource management research”, the Taizhou Broadcasting
Station will only take “graduates from the top 100 universities in China who
have a bachelor degree” and the station “cooperates with Communication
University of China (CUC) to introduce the standout graduates” (2012, para. 18).
He explained that, by the middle of 2012, “Taizhou Broadcasting Station had a
total of 720 staff. 460 of them work at the headquarters, with the Taizhou City
government granting a government staffing quota of 194 for the headquarters”
(2012, para. 9). Moreover, the station has built up a highly professional team in
the technical and creative areas. Of these, “one person has a senior professional
title, 20 have vice-senior professional titles, 67 have an intermediate
professional title, and 90 have the primary professional title” (2012, para. 9).

Figure 6.2: Young university graduates working in the Taizhou Broadcasting
Station newsroom
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All these efforts helped Taizhou Broadcasting Station to achieve a
significant success in the intensive market competition. For the year of 2011,
Xinjing Lv

declares in the Conference of Taizhou Broadcasting Station annual

summary for 2011, the total advertising revenue of Taizhou Broadcasting Station
was about “RMB 152 million (23.94 million US dollars), and the television
channels created RMB 116 million (18.27 million US dollars)” (2012, para. 3).
All the television stations in China face intense pressure from the industry
leader – China Central Television. As the official television station of the
Chinese Communist Party, CCTV holds the dominating position in the Chinese
television industry and also in the advertising industry. According to data from
CCTV’s official website, since CCTV broadcast the first paid advertisement, its
advertising revenue reached “RMB 100 million (15.75 million US dollars) in
1990”, then increased ten times to “RMB 1,000 million (157.48 million US
dollars)”; and by 2007, the advertising revenue rose to “RMB 11,022 million
(1,735.75 million US dollars)” (CCTV, 2008). The growth of its revenue did not
slow down in the following years, either. According to the research of Li Hu, the
CCTV’s advertising revenue was “RMB 16,150 million (2,543.31 million US
dollars) in 2009”, and “increased to RMB 18,840 million (2,966.93 million US
dollars) in 2010”, and finally, the number reached a new peak of “RMB 21,600
million (3,401.57 million US dollars) in 2011” (2012, para .4). Such huge
financial success has the effect that all Chinese media industry talents see CCTV
as the first choice for their career, and it widens the gulf between CCTV and all
other Chinese television stations.

6.2 Decision-making processes at Taizhou community television station
6.2.1 1993
In mainland China, the media industry, especially television stations, are
under the control of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Even today, in the
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reform era, when television stations have to struggle for survival in a
competitive market, they are all still owned by the government. No private or
foreign capital is allowed to own or operate a television station. Further, the
stations’ operation must obey the government’s media policy and be supervised
both by the propaganda department and the State Administration of Radio Film
and Television (Zhao, 1998; Brady, 2006; Zhao, 2008).
Like all other television stations in China, Taizhou Television Station is
attached to the Municipal Communist Party Committee and the Government of
Taizhou City, which set government staffing quotas and provide financial
support for the station’s development. Because the media in China are
recognized as propaganda tools, the television station’s general manager and
editor-in-chief are political appointees, nominated by local government. They
must be Party members, and usually the executive manager is also the Deputy
Director of the local Propaganda Department. There is no obligatory
requirement for the ordinary reporters, camera people or other technical support
staff to be the Party members.
For all the municipal and county-level television stations like Taizhou
Television Station, in their early stages, the central government’s media policy
and the local politicians’ command were the two most important factors when
making programming decisions. As mentioned in the literature review, the
Ministry of Radio, Film and Television’s 1990 decree ‘Temporary management
approach on cable television’ is the bedrock of the Chinese cable television
industry. The decree clearly declares that “all cable television stations must
obtain permission from the provincial level Radio, Film and Television
Administration Office”, and that “private ownership of a cable television station
is prohibited” (Ministry of Radio, Film and Television, 1990, para. 4). Further,
the cable television station “has the obligation to receive and rebroadcast the
entire news programs and other important programs from the China Central
Television (CCTV) and the local provincial television stations” (1990, para. 10).
The decree also stipulates that cable television stations “are not allowed to
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broadcast self-produced programs without permission”, and they have “the
obligation to hand their program list to the local Radio, Film and Television
Administration Office” (1990, para. 11).
The decree ‘Temporary management approach on cable television’ granted
the municipal and county level governments the power to set up their own
television stations. But from the above regulations it is clear that at the
beginning of 1990, most cable television stations worked just like relay stations.
It was a political task for them to bring the Party and the government’s voice to
local communities by rebroadcasting CCTV and local provincial television
stations’ news programs and other important programs. Yet they had limited
freedom to produce programs, which may turn out to be profitable and may
interest local audiences. By retracing the program guide of the Taizhou Channel
in 1993, it broadcast from 6:42pm till 11:00pm, and its programs consisted of
animation series, national news program from CCTV, TV series, and the local
news program Taizhou News, which was the only self-produced program. It
lasted for just 15 minutes from 8:00pm to 8:15pm. The self-produced program
only occupied 5.8% of the broadcasting time, so the station repeated the same
work every day, and there was not even the chance for local politicians, let alone
local business people, to influence programming decisions.

6.2.2 1996 – 1997
The regulation on Chinese television stations was eased after the Chinese
Central Government published the decree ‘Notification to strengthen the
regulation on news publication radio and television industry’ in 1996. This
decree enhanced the position of municipal-level television stations in the local
community. It required that “all districts television stations in the city centre
must be shut down”, that “all town level television station must be shut down”
(Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic China, 1996, para. 16).
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Moreover, “the television station, cable television station, and education
television station in a county must merge into one” (1996, para. 17). This new
policy made the municipal level television stations the only players in
metropolitan areas because the district television stations were closed down or
merged, and the county-level cable television stations were not allowed to send
their signals beyond the territory of their county.
Yet while on one hand the government was trying to reduce the number of
television stations, on the other hand, it encouraged the municipal television
stations “to establish new channels if they need” (Central People’s Government
of the People’s Republic China, 1996, para. 20), and for the first time permitted
stations “to produce news programs and feature programs by themselves” (1996,
para. 17). This gave the television stations more freedom in programming
decisions and a chance to produce programs themselves. The Taizhou Television
Station 1997’s program guide is evidence of these changes. That year, Taizhou
Channel still only produced the local news programs Taizhou News itself, but
now it was broadcast twice each night, from 7:32pm to 7:47pm, just two
minutes after the CCTV’s national news program News Broadcast, and then
from 9:00pm to 9:15pm. By moving the local news program into a prime-time
slot right after the CCTV’s News Broadcast, the station made certain that many
people would continue to watch the Taizhou News after the CCTV News
Broadcast. Local politicians may well have participated in such a program
rearrangement, because they were the direct beneficiaries of this change, as they
had the leading role in the local news. This way, they could get much needed
exposure and achieve a higher ‘celebrity’ status.
With support from the Taizhou City government, the Taizhou Television
Station moved its headquarters from Linhai County to Jiaojiang District in 1997,
and the Taizhou City government “built a new building for the station with an
area of 6000 square metres” (‘Story of our television station’, 2010). For the
station, a better working environment and the fact of being closer to the political
centre made it possible that staff could create higher quality programs and
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occupy more of the market share. For the Taizhou City government, moving the
television station into the city centre meant it could directly control the
operation of the station without interference from Linhai County government,
and could conveniently use the television station to disseminate government
policies and regulations to the whole region of Taizhou City. Most importantly,
it helped to build the concept of new united Taizhou.
1997’s program guide show that the Taizhou Channel had several new
economic news programs, local community service programs and public service
programs. These programs occupied nearly one and half hours in the evening.
Local business people should be considered the most important promoters of
such change, because the economic news programs like Taizhou Economic News,
Weekly World Economic News Report, and Stock Market Review, directly
benefitted them. As mentioned earlier, in the 1990s, newspaper reports and
CCTV-2 economic news programs were the two most important sources of
business and economic information for Chinese business people. But given
China’s huge market and millions of business people, this meagre information
supply was far from satisfying their needs. The situation led them to actively
seek and develop more information sources, especially for information about
their local community. For this reason, Taizhou local business people were glad
to sponsor economic news programs such as Taizhou Economic News, Weekly
World Economic News Report, and Stock Market Review, which covered their
information needs on the local, national and international levels and which could
give them clear idea of market moves and future economic development
tendencies.
When the station cancelled the popular local community service programs
Song Order Station and Golden Songs, the local community audience could no
longer request songs, and the station lost an important revenue source. For this
reason, it had to allow for local business people’s interests, and put on more
programs that they could sponsor. That is why in 1997, Taizhou Television
Station broadcast several modern entertainment programs like The World’s Top
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Model and Wide-Angle Screen, which helped local business people to assume a
lead in fashion and to influence the audiences’ consumer behaviour. By
providing sponsorship and investing in advertisements, local business people
increasingly gained sway over programming decisions.

2000 – 2003

6.2.3

After China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2000, the
world market economy became the hottest topic in China, and with the wave of
economic globalization on the uptake and business expanding, Chinese
television stations, like all other state-owned enterprises, were trying to run
themselves like companies. Even the official television station of Chinese
Communist Party, CCTV, although it still had the duty to publicize the Party’s
political ideas, had to establish new channels that covered the fields of
agriculture, sport, film, opera, TV series and documentary, to satisfy the vast
audiences’ needs and to compete with the provincial television stations all over
China for advertising money. Compared to CCTV-1 News Channel and CCTV-2
Economic Channel, these new CCTV channels have more freedom to decide on
their programs, because they don’t have to pay so much attention to political
issues but can concentrate more on general information and on entertainment.
These channels are financially independent from CCTV-1 and CCTV-2, which
means that the channel directors and producers have to try their best to produce
high-quality programs to compete with the two main channels for the
advertising revenue and audience rating. Being the most influential television
stations in China, the internal competition between all the CCTV channels is
much more intense than the competition with other television stations.
The programming decision making processes at Taizhou Television Station
changed significantly with the channel reorganization in 2001. The Taizhou
Channel and Taizhou Cable Channel merged into the new Taizhou Television
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Station on May 16, 2001. The Taizhou Channel changed to News Channel,
“focusing on news and social education” and the Taizhou Cable Channel was
changed to Culture and Living Channel, “focusing on entertainment and life
service for local community” (Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao, June 20, 2001, p.
1).
With the reorganization of the channels, the programming decision making
process shifted. It is usual at Chinese television stations that the executive
manager of the station is the representative of the local propaganda department,
and at the same time the highest ranked in the station and the final decision
maker for programming. After the reorganization, the executive manager of
Taizhou Television Station, however, mainly focused on administrative work.
According to the Taizhou Television Station Institution Introduction as found on
the Taizhou City Government website (2005, para. 1): “The major responsibility
of executive manager is to communicate with the local government and
propaganda department, and to supervise media policy implementation, staff
employment, program trade, and financial management”; and the director of
each channel “is fully responsible for the program production and advertising
sales” (2005, para. 2). This meant that the channel directors had the right to
decide on programs but had to obey the Party’s media policy, meet the station’s
requirements, and gain enough advertising revenue. All staff working for the
channel, their salary and bonuses, were now directly dependent on the channel’s
advertising revenue, apart from those of the administrative staff paid for by the
government staffing quota, as will be explained below.
The relaxation of its overall control of the Chinese television industry
needs to be considered a remarkable transition by the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP). By transferring the programming decision rights to a professional media
practitioner (i.e. the channel director), the station could operate like an
independent company. Although the local government was still the owner of the
station, it no longer directly interfered in the station’s daily operation, and also
reduced the local government’s financial subsidy of the television station to a
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minimum level.
But this did not mean that the government had no influence on the
television station. The government still had the right to set the government
staffing quota for the station. Most of the middle to high-level employees of the
station were nominated by local government, and the station maintained close
relations with local government and politicians, so as to report on their activities
and decisions in the local news programs. This was necessary because, after all,
the News Channel mainly focused on news reports. In 2001, for example, it had
to fill 82 minutes of news programs every night, which were rebroadcast the
next day. Besides screening the CCTV’s national news program News Broadcast
and the local news program Taizhou News, the News Channel produced the local
current affairs program Tonight Report, focusing on issues of concern in the
local community, and the national news programs Across China, which covered
important news from all over China. These news programs gave local politicians
a chance to appear on the screen, and also to satisfy the local audiences’
information needs.
Moreover, the station had the responsibility to cooperate with the Taizhou
government to strengthen the Party’s authority in the territory of Taizhou, and to
create the concept of the new Taizhou. To this end, the channel produced a
weekly program, Party Building in Taizhou, highlighting the achievements of
the Communist Party in Taizhou, and encouraging participation in the Party. The
channel also continued to produce and broadcast the local information show Our
Taizhou, focusing on Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots, in order
to enhance understanding and communication between its nine districts and
counties.
At the same time, the role of local propaganda department also changed
with Taizhou Television Station having to perform like a financially viable
company. During the previous decades, “the propaganda department issued
censorship directives to all media organizations in China” (Xiao, 2011, p. 206).
All these media organizations, no matter whether newspaper, radio or television,
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had to hand their draft articles and programs to the propaganda department for
content censorship before publishing or broadcasting, with the propaganda
department having the right to make the final decision. With more and more
newspapers and television channels being established, the propaganda
department did not have enough time or resources to censor all content. Besides,
criticism over media censorship never ceased in society, which led the
propaganda department to change its work pattern.
Since 2001, the television stations have been able to broadcast the
programs first, and then hand in a record of the whole week’s programs to the
local propaganda department at the end of the week. The propaganda department
would check the contents of the programs to make sure that the contents did not
offend the Party’s media policy, and to assess whether the channel directors were
qualified for their position or not. By nominating its representative within the
company, such as the executive manager of the television station, the
propaganda department was, as it were, hidden behind the executive manager.
The executive manager would instead supervise the operation of television
station, and provide guidelines and suggestions for the channel directors before
they decided on programs.
The main task for the channel directors is to maintain a balance between
the Party line and economic benefit. The Taizhou City Government (2005)
website under the heading of ‘Institution Introduction’, clearly requires that “the
Taizhou Television Station is owned by the Taizhou City government; it must
obey the principle that the Party leads the media, and responds positively to the
Party Committee and city government’s command” (2005, para. 1). In other
words, when the channel directors make programming decisions, they must
obey the Party’s media policy and avoid offending the Propaganda Department’s
regulations. Meanwhile, the television station “should produce high quality
programs to satisfy the audience’s information needs, and to maintain and
increase in the value of the station’s assets” (2005, para. 2). It is therefore seen
as a political task for the channel directors to lead their colleagues to produce
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high quality programs that please the local community audience, and it is also a
management task for them to attract more sponsorship and advertising.
This shows how the state skilfully handled the transition to commercially
run television stations, by embedding the liaison with the Propaganda
Department and also making it a political task to please audiences. The
television station was permitted to provide various programs to its viewers, such
as local current affairs, entertainment, documentary, sports, music and education,
so it could attract enough sponsors and advertisers to gain financial
independence, and the government could play down its involvement in the
station’s operation and hide the fact of it being a political property.
Under the new conditions, the local government reduced its influence on
the station’s decision-making process, and the municipal television station could
make the programming decisions dependent on the local audiences’ and
advertisers’ demand. This change was clearly indicated in the newly established
television channels’ programming. The channel reorganization made the News
Channel and the Culture and Living Channel direct competitors in the local
market. They had to fight with each other for the audience and advertising
revenue, which were related to their salaries and bonuses. The News Channel
was the victor in 2001, because it not only produced its own local news program
Taizhou News, the current affairs program Tonight Report, and national news
program Across China, but also produced several other local community focused
programs like Our Taizhou. These programs helped the News Channel to win
the internal competition easily. The Culture and Living Channel failed
thoroughly in the competition because it had no programs of its own. It was left
broadcasting TV series, as it did in 1994-1997, an option considered unattractive
by the local audience and advertisers.
While the News Channel made few changes to its program from 2001 apart
from extending its broadcasting time from 07:00am to about 01:00am by 2005,
the Culture and Living Channel, on the other hand, made significant moves to
readjust its programs to attract the local audience in 2005. Although the Culture
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and Living Channel did not have a clear plan for its further development during
that period, it tried its best to add more new programs to its schedule that might
interest different age groups among the local audience. The Culture and Living
Channel not only restarted to broadcast the news programs such as CCTV’s
national news program News Broadcast, it also broadcast News Channel’s own
local news program Taizhou News and the local current affairs program News
Square. Moreover, it added the Taizhou Public Security Bureau-produced local
police news program Taizhou Police News, and documentary programs like The
Court and Political Consultative Viewpoint, all of which focused on local issues
and publicized common knowledge of the law, local security and legal rights to
the local audiences.
Furthermore, due to the rapid development of Taizhou’s private economy,
consumption power in the city was stronger than ever before. Local residents
were aspiring to the latest consumer devices, which prompted local business
people to actively cooperate with the Culture and Living Channel in order to
enhance their influence on programming decisions. They sponsored programs
like Auto Pioneer, Life, and Lady’s Class, which introduced the latest fashions
car, lifestyle products, and cosmetics, and could influence consumers’ consumer
behaviour. Such diverse programs effectively helped the Culture and Living
Channel to garner local audiences’ attention, and match the News Channel in
advertising and sponsorship income.
Its focus on local issues helped the Culture and Living Channel to become
highly successful. ‘Going local’ was the new strategy that could be observed all
over China at its municipal and county-level television stations as Sun (2012, p.
11) argues in her article “Rescaling Media in China: the formations of local,
provincial, and regional media cultures”: “Media operating at sub-national levels
have had to focus on the local and provincial to achieve a sense of difference
and to survive and thrive in the competitive media market.” It was seen as the
only way to take on the richest and most influential television station in China,
the China Central Television (CCTV). Being the largest TV series producer in
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China meant that no other television stations could compete with it. The
provincial television stations, on the other hand, concentrated on entertainment
programs, such as Entertainment Frontline, Super Girl, and Idol of Dancing.
These programs enjoyed very high audience ratings and were sold to many
municipal-level television stations. Here, in the production of entertainment
programs, Hunan Province Television Station, Zhejiang Province Television
Station, Jiangsu Province Television Station and Shanghai Television Station
dominated the field. Municipal and county-level television stations therefore had
to go local if they wanted to avoid direct competition with these large television
stations, and develop their own market.
With the rapid development of the economy, and China’s middle-income
layer getting ever larger, people started to care about their property rights and
other legal rights. They also were concerned about the local issues that related to
their interests, such as education, transport, and environmental pollution; and
they wanted to have their own voice in the local community. This meant that not
only politicians were interviewed and appeared on television but also ordinary
citizens could discuss their problems and ask for solutions. Hu and Hong (2009,
p. 99) also point to the fact that “the audience was no longer just at the receiving
end of programs, but has [had] begun to take the initiative to form a social force
that can [could] supervise the government”, with the media becoming “a bridge
between the Party and public”, and “becoming more market-oriented and less a
tool of the government.” In other words, the television stations were asked to
fulfil their social responsibility. This change in the social environment provided
a solid space for the municipal and county-level television stations because,
compared to the national and provincial television stations, they were closer to
the local audience and had less regulation from the central government because
they only broadcast in a small territory.
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6.2.4

2005 – 2007
In 2005, the decree ‘Some decisions of the State Council on non-public

ownership capital entering the cultural industry’ was published, which opened
the television market to private investors. This decree changed decision-making
processes yet again. Although “the ideological and news programs” were still
controlled by the Party, “the social service, entertainment, and professional
newspapers and magazines were to be outsourced to be relatively independent
enterprises” (Hu & Hong, 2009, p. 94). This meant that the local government’s
influence was now limited to news and ideological programs. Professional
media practitioners had the right to decide on most of the programming, and
private investors could use the programs produced with their money to influence,
directly or indirectly, what appeared on Chinese television screens.
But despite these media policy changes, community channels like the
Taizhou Channel, in order to avoid political fault, would not step out of line to
innovate, but would wait until the big channel, CCTV, had done so. CCTV had
nearly 35 channels in 2007, each channel specializing in a particular field.
Besides the CCTV-1 News Channel and CCTV-2 Economic Channel, these
channels also had to produce programs that were close to the audience and of
interest to viewers. It was also now no longer a problem for a reporter to carry
out investigations into the dark side of society and to criticize the government.
Although the Chinese municipal television stations are of a much smaller
size and carry less influence than CCTV, they too developed a dual
programming decision-making system. In Taizhou, the News Channel, their first
channel, which is the most influential channel in the local community, is still set
as the political-oriented channel. It actively communicates with the local
government and the Propaganda Department, and focuses its reports on
politicians’ activities, government policy changes and on publicizing the central
government’s ideology. Newly established channels, such as the entertainment
channel or culture channel, on the other hand, make their programs much more
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with the local audience in mind. They are concerned with issues that are closely
related to the local viewers’ interests, and they also relay the citizens’ voice to
the government and the viewing public. This new style of programming has
helped the channel greatly to win respect from the local community.
In the case of the Taizhou Television Station, the Arts and Entertainment
Channel (formerly the Culture and Living Channel) went more local by firstly
abandoning all news programs from CCTV and the News Channel in 2007.
Secondly, it began to produce a citizen-based report, A Fu Report, named after
the reporter who goes to the city’s hotspots and talks to Taizhou citizens about
their problems. Citizens call the station to tell them about their troubles, and the
station then decides which of these cases to follow up. The predicament citizens
find themselves in can be conflict in the family or with neighbours, problems
with consumer rights or other legal problems. This program, which is broadcast
every day, lasts for half hour and is broadcast in local dialect, is very much
welcomed by the local older audience segment and housewives, because the
audience in that age group did not receive much education due to the Cultural
Revolution. Most people in that age group cannot speak Mandarin, and therefore
prefer to watch programs presented in the local dialect. Besides, its content is
interesting and attractive for them since all the issues discussed could be
relevant to their own lives. In this program, the person interviewed is free to
express their anger or disappointment on certain issues, and can ask the local
government to respond to their complaints. In this way, the program acts as a
channel of communication between the public and the government. This
program, even today, enjoys the highest audience rating in Taizhou, and brings
huge benefit for the Arts and Entertainment Channel, and making the channel
appears to fulfill its social responsibility in local community.
The Arts and Entertainment Channel also began to produce its own local
news programs again in 2007, called 600 Public News. It covered the local
community’s urgent issues and developments, lasted for twenty minutes and was
spoken in Mandarin. The program is still televised, although under a different
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name. Comparing 600 Public News to the News Channel’s local program
Taizhou News, the most significant difference was that it paid limited attention
to local politicians and political affairs, but concentrated on local issues, such as
pollution control, communal facilities, building projects, economic development
and similar topics. It did not have the overbearing officialdom characteristic of
news programs in China, but instead showed common citizens, and interviewed
and talked to them about their concerns. This unique feature helped the program
to win a large segment of the local audience.
Even the News Channel, which always had to perform more as the
government organ and serious official information source, also produced a new
local dialect information service program, Taizhou Story, in response to
intensive competition for audience ratings and advertising revenue. This
30-minute timeslot program combines the features of a new and current affairs
program. It has limited political news, only doing the daily news round on the
most interesting and important local events, thus increasing its appeal. Taizhou
Story is aired just before the local news program Taizhou News. This way, the
audience can spend a whole hour being informed about what was happening in
their local community.
Until then, private people, mostly business people, only exercised influence
on programming by sponsoring programs – naturally especially those, which
were successful, had wide audience reach and may have had some fit with their
business interests. There were no advertorials on television, such as the
reporting on the opening of a new car dealership or restaurant. However, when
the media market opened to private investors in 2007, business people were
allowed to invest in television production.
Due to the rapidly expanding middle-income layer, people were trying to
learn a western style middle class lifestyle, and wanted to know which social
status symbols in terms of possessions a middle class person should have. This
brought about a strong demand for television programs about the middle class.
As Janice Hua Xu asserts: “The increasing presence of the middle class has been
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playing a visible role in the evolution of new programme styles in the Chinese
television industry” (2007, p 374).
Now business people had the chance to influence programs more directly.
They could do this by investing in the production of such programs, and even by
inserting themselves into the television programs, such as appearing in programs
which detail the development of the private economy and highlight successful
companies, or being experts in discussions about an economic problem, which
reflects their importance. Or, in their television productions, they could create
successful middle class characters and place consumer products such as clothes,
cars, watches, or mobile phones, to persuade viewers of their value. The
business people’s reach on the decision-making process may still be seen as
indirect but it has to be considered all the same as increasingly influential.
However, Yuezhi Zhao (2008, p. 30) worries about that “the entire process
of media marketization and cultural industry restructuring [which] can be seen
as the progressive deployment of neoliberalism as exception and exceptions to
neoliberalism”. She (2008, p. 42) warns that “party state officials remain wary
of private capital”, because “there is no guarantee that domestic private media
outlets, let alone foreign media outlets, will not turn their back against the party
and support oppositional force during the times of political crisis”. So the party
only allows private and foreign investors to be program producers, but never to
own a broadcasting firm by themselves.

6.3 Political influence on and of Taizhou community television station
1993 – 2005

6.3.1

Although disapproval of the Party’s control over television has never
abated, critics have to realize that the Party is the original founder and owner of
all Chinese television stations. Especially in the late 1980s and the early 1990s,
the government’s full support contributed to the rapid development of Chinese
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television industry, when hundreds of new television stations were established,
and hundreds of millions of viewers were provided with access. These television
stations were set up like government departments, which helped them to avoid
many problems in China’s unique political environment. This way, they had
equal status with other government departments, and they could use their status
to fend off pressures from other parties, such as other departments or businesses,
when they were conducting investigations and reports. But this feature also
meant that local politicians were the decision makers in terms of television
programming, and the television stations were their representatives and
mouthpieces.
When the state-owned enterprise reform started in the middle of the 1990s,
the Chinese television industry was also involved in the wave of marketization.
But, unlike the banks and insurance companies, television stations not only had
to maintain their political role as the Party’s mouthpiece, they also had to fight
for financial independence because government subsidies were cut to the
minimum level. That is why Bin Zhao (1999, p. 292) emphasizes that “the
resulting tension between state control and market dynamics has become the
defining feature of Chinese television, and indeed of the entire cultural sphere in
post-Mao China.” The direct result of marketization was that the television
stations had to provide higher quality and more varied programs to attract
viewers and advertisers. The need for commercial success prompted the
television stations to cooperate with private business people, and to build their
own political influence in local community.
The role of Chinese television underwent a significant change in the first
decade of twenty-first century. More than twenty years after the start of the
economic reform, a large middle-income layer was created. These people could
be considered the elite of Chinese society, and include teachers, doctors,
government employees, professional workers, and successful business people.
Members of this layer of society perform as the representatives of the local
community and increasingly insist on sufficient information and entertainment
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supply. Also, with China actively participating in the economic globalization, its
communication with the outside world is more frequent than ever before. Even
for ordinary Chinese, it is no problem to travel overseas. Just as the Chinese
increasingly acquaint themselves with western consumption habits and lifestyles,
Chinese television stations also communicate and learn from their western
counterparts, not only in terms of program production, but also with regard to
the ideas on “professional ethics”, “social responsibility”, and “community
service” (Ma, 2011, para. 2). This influence can be clearly detected in Chinese
television programs, especially in municipal television stations. They have
opened up more and more to their role of community service and social
responsibility for their local viewers, and use their political influence to promote
the communication between the public and the government.
Taizhou Television Station follows this very same pattern. Tracing the
development of Taizhou Television Station from 1993 to 2007, it is clear that as
early as the experimental broadcasting in 1991, the local government was the
owner and supporter of the young station. Its support was not just about funding,
but extended to such detail as equipment, office space and labour. The television
station was positioned as a government department it was established, so the
local government set the annual government staffing quota and financial budget,
and all its staff, whether executive manager or the reporters, were government
employees. But what this meant during the early stages of Taizhou Television
Station was that the television station did not have any political influence in the
local community. It was purely the representative and the mouthpiece of the
Party and local government; the local politicians’ needs determined the
programming content, which was basically focused on political and ideological
propaganda.
The program guide from the Taizhou Guangbo Dianshi Bao (later Taizhou
Broadcast and Television Weekly) provides the evidence. The Taizhou
Television Station had only one self-produced program in 1993, Taizhou News,
which copied the format of CCTV’s national news program News Broadcast,
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and allocated most of its time to reporting on local politicians’ activities,
government meetings, and new government policies. Only a small portion of
time was left to report on events or topical issues in the local community. In
other words, for Taizhou Television Station, its origin determined that it had to
accept the political power’s influence on its operation, and it was much more
important for the station to please the local politicians than to serve the local
audience.
This situation gradually changed with the start of the state-owned
enterprise reform in the middle of 1990s. After Taizhou Television Station
moved into its new headquarters in the centre of Jiaojiang District with the
support from Taizhou City government in early 1997, the station was affected by
the reform like all other state-owned enterprises. It was no longer treated as a
government department.The local government set its basic government staffing
quota and financial subsidy, which covered top ranking staff and other important
positions like accounting and auditing. Further than that, the station had to fund
itself and consequently, the station had to fight for sponsorship and advertising
income in order to maintain its daily operation. However, the reform benefitted
professional media practitioners: they were escaping from the overall control of
local politicians, and got some freedom to decide on the programming schedule.
They now also had the freedom to employ more experienced staff, and were no
longer dependent on government nominations.
During this period, a parallel development can be observed. On one hand,
the Taizhou Television Station maintained a close relationship with local
government and provided lots of news reports on the local politicians. Moreover,
it produced several programs based on the requests of the local government,
such as Party Building in Taizhou, which highlighted the achievements of the
Communist Party in Taizhou, and encouraged young people to join the Party;
and the local information show program Our Taizhou, to help the local
government to build a unified image of new Taizhou.
On the other hand, at the same time, Taizhou Television Station was trying
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to build its own political influence in local community by cooperating with local
business people. As one of the largest trading centres in China, thousands of
private-owned enterprises are located in Taizhou, and via sponsorship and
advertising its owners cultivate good connections with the television station. The
television station in turn responded to their strong demand for the latest
economic information by introducing new programs such as economic news
program Stock Market Review, and local current affairs program Nine o’clock
Reports. Entertainment and product-centred programs such as World Top Model
successfully attracted the local audience’s attention, and underpinned local
businesses. The diverse programs helped Taizhou Television Station to establish
a new image as professional and trusted information provider, and it started to
have some political influence to the local political structure and local
community based on the audience’s trust and support. Its reports about pollution
from the waste recycling industry and government corruption about house ticket
caused several local government officials be put into prison.
Focusing on the local community is the keystone of the Taizhou Television
Station if it wants to have an important political influence in Taizhou. With the
development of rural urbanization, Taizhou City is expanding all the time.
Farmers have to sell their farmlands and move into the city, and business people
have to move their factories out of residential area to the suburbs. This has
greatly increased people’s worries about private property rights. Also, with more
and more people moving into the city centre, a lack of schools, hospitals and
public transport was becoming a pressing problem for the community.
Furthermore, as a harbour city, Jiaojiang District is the centre of a chemical
industry and recycling industry, which has not only brought the local
government huge financial benefit but also terrible pollution. When Jiaojiang
became the political and cultural centre of Taizhou City, new residents requested
that the government to demolish and move these factories to the outer suburbs,
and this developed into a considerable conflict between the public and
government.
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Figure 6.3: Jiaojiang River and Jiaojiang habour with the new esplanade, rebuilt
after the typhoon in 1997
All these conflicts show a clear tendency towards citizens’ demands for
“political participation” (Xi, 2007) and the desire to have their own voice and
influence in local political and social affairs is on the rise. The Chinese media is
increasingly taking on the new duty of public opinion supervision, which is
considered an expression of social responsibility. Public opinion supervision,
“sometimes also translated ‘watchdog journalism’” (China Media Project, 2007,
para. 1), can be defined as “the role of news media – under state control – in
uncovering issues of official corruption and abuse of power on a range of issues,
particularly at lower levels of the bureaucracy” (2007, para. 2). The difference
between Chinese public opinion supervision and western press freedom is that
the Chinese media always has to have political support in some quarters, and it
is more focused on coordinating communication between the public and
government and in finding solutions to problems. This is also why the
Communist Party emphasizes that “supervision by public opinion should have
an eye toward assisting with the forward work of the Party and the government
in resolving real issues, promoting unity among the people and safeguarding
social stability” (2007, para. 4).
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6.3.2 2005 – 2010
As the most influential media organization in Taizhou, the Taizhou
Television Station (Taizhou Television Station merged with Taizhou Radio
Station into the Taizhou Broadcasting Station in 2005) has worked actively as a
bridge between the public and the government, and become an organ of public
opinion supervision. Especially once the Party granted enough freedom for the
television station to decide on its programs apart from political and news
programs in 2005, Taizhou Television Station developed several new local
dialect programs, such as A Fu Report and 600 Public News, which are fully
concerned with hot issues in local community. These programs interviewing
local residents, listen to and broadcast their complaints, and help them to solve
the problem or forward their complaints to the local government. Particularly the
A Fu Report, the most watched television program in Taizhou, is recognized as
the local government watchdog. In 2009, A Fu Report went to air with a report
about ‘house tickets’. In this case, a real estate developer offered house tickets
as a bribe to local officials. The homebuyers then had to buy the tickets from the
government officials first before they were given the right to buy a home. This
report attracted the attention of CCTV, which decided to follow up with a further
investigation, and as a result of these reports, several local officials were tried
and sentenced to terms in prison.
In another case, A Fu Report cooperated with local environmentalists and
did a series of reports about harm from the recycling industry in 2010, which
compelled the local government to move the recycling industry to the outer
suburbs in Luqiao District. These are the most prominent cases to date, while
highlight the political influence of the Taizhou Broadcasting Station. They also
demonstrate a considerable shift in the political clout of Taizhou Broadcasting
Station. The station went from being the recipient of government orders to being
an active agent in the public opinion supervision process. What in 1994 could
only be described as political influence on the Taizhou Broadcasting Station has
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become the television station’s own influence on local political affairs.

6.4 Taizhou Broadcasting Station’s audience ratings
During the past twenty years, the rapid development of Chinese economy
has provided a sound foundation for the young Chinese television, with the new
richer Chinese acquiring increasingly stronger consumer power, and a desire for
information and entertainment. With the middle-income layer becoming the elite
of Chinese society, there has also been a push for television to pay more
attention to legal rights protection and public opinion supervision, concerns
which differ from traditional audience groups like farmers and housewives
expectation. Because of these shifts, television stations needed know who their
viewers were and what they wanted, so that they could produce and provide
suitable programs for different audience groups.
In the case of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, due to its short history and
restriction of access on archival material, the television station’s own statistical
data is only available to its employees, making it difficult to trace the rise in
television audiences for the period covered in this thesis. But the annual
communiqués published by the Taizhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics give a
general overview of the development of Taizhou’s television industry and its
audience numbers from 2000 onwards. The graph below is put together from the
Taizhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics’ Statistics in the Communique of
Taizhou City on National Economic and Social Development from 2000 to
2007.
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Table 6.1 - Television audience development figures 2000 - 2007

Source: Collated from Statistics in the Communique of Taizhou City on National
Economic and Social Development, 2000- 2007

From the Statistics in the Communique of Taizhou City on National
Economic and Social Development from 2000 to 2007, it is clear that the
coverage of television increased every year. Already in 2000 about 94.3% of
Taizhou’s population was covered by television (Taizhou Municipal Bureau of
Statistics, 2001). This shows a high penetration, and in 2004, the rate increased
to 98.8%, reaching an almost complete coverage of 99.48% in 2007 (Taizhou
Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2005; 2008). This rise in coverage was coupled
with an increase in Taizhou’s population. For those not connected to television,
the main reason was not poverty but geography. Because 70% of Taizhou’s
territory is mountainous, some people living in the mountain areas were not able
to receive the signals there.
The television stations in Taizhou, meaning the Taizhou Broadcasting
Station and all the county-level television stations, also increased their
broadcasting times steadily each year. These television stations broadcast about
687 hours each week in 2000, 921 hours each week in 2004, reaching 1046
hours each week in 2007 (Taizhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2001; 2005;
2008). Here it is necessary to point out that the three small district television
stations in Jiaojiang, Luqiao, and Huyangyan stopped broadcasting in 2006,
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which led all the other television stations, including the Taizhou Broadcasting
Station, to subsequently increase their on-air time.
The Statistical Communique of Taizhou City on National Economic and
Social Development particularly emphasized the rapid increase of cable
television users, which was only 800,000 families in 2000, rose to 1,086,700
families in 2004, and climbed to 1,246,800 families in 2007 (Taizhou Municipal
Bureau of Statistics, 2001; 2005; 2008). In mainland China, cable television
users are equal to subscriber numbers, because they need to pay an annual fee to
the television station, which permits easy access to figures about users. Unless a
cable television connection has been installed, no other provincial and
commercial television stations can be received. Even today, the cable television
system is the most important property of Taizhou Broadcasting Station. It brings
regular revenue to the station, and carries the digital television signal, which is
the latest television technology promoted by the Chinese government in the past
five years.
Taizhou Broadcasting Station started to do its yearly audience research
after it merged into the Taizhou Broadcasting Station with Taizhou Radio
Station in 2006. No data is available for the years prior. For this reason, more
recent studies, done beyond the dates of this thesis, have been called upon to
clarify viewing trends. Here the data from the station’s first (2006), second
(2007) and fifth (2010) audience research will analysed. All of them are based
on a sample of 10,000 residents, which makes it a very big sample. Another
piece of audience research was done in 2011 for Taizhou Television Station by a
professional media company called Radiate, which does audience research and
sells advertising for television stations. It therefore focuses on the profile of
viewers for each channel. The research was carried out in all of Taizhou, but
only took a sample of 100 viewers for each channel. Combining and comparing
the data of this audience researches into the Taizhou Television Station’s
audience structure, permits insights into viewing habits and program
preferences.
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Table 6.2 - Audience Research into Taizhou Broadcasting Station 2006

Source: Broadcast Television (2007, Vol. 2)

Table 6.3 - Audience Research into Taizhou Broadcasting Station 2007

Source: Taizhou Broadcasting Station (2008)

Table 6.4 - Audience Research into Taizhou Broadcasting Station 2010
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Source: Broadcast Television (2011, Vol. 2)

Table 6.5 - Taizhou Television Station Audience Analysis

Source: Radiate (2011)
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The audience research done by Taizhou Broadcasting Station was mostly
carried out in Jiaojiang District, which is the part of Taizhou that houses the
government offices. This may explain why the occupation and education level
differ considerably from that to be found in the rest of Taizhou. The station’s
first piece of audience research (Lin, Zhao, Li & Wang, 2007, p.55) found that
its major audiences were “government cadres, school teachers, company staff,
workers and labour servicers”. But Radiate’s research (2011) discovered that
“the unemployed population was the largest audience group of Taizhou
Television Station.” In the context of Taizhou, which is well known for its large
private economy sector, self-employed people and the housewives are both
categorized as unemployed, although many of them have stable incomes from
small business. Private entrepreneurs were the second largest audience group,
followed by government employees and workers. Moreover, the Taizhou
Broadcasting Station’s first piece of audience research (Lin, Zhao, Li & Wang,
2007, p.55) showed that “23.69% of the interviewees had a university
educational level.” But in Radiate’s research (2011), only about “6% of the
interviewees had such education level.” However, in both surveys, most of the
audience had a middle-school educational level.
Again, these differences are most likely to be explained by the fact of
where in Taizhou the samples were taken. Jiaojiang District is the political and
cultural centre of Taizhou City, meaning that the Taizhou Broadcasting Station’s
sample would not reflect the average occupation or educational level of the
whole region of Taizhou. On the other hand, Radiate’s survey may be smaller
but it covers the whole area of Taizhou, which makes it more reliable in terms of
average viewers. This is also underpinned by the fact that Taizhou does not have
a strong education system. It has only two universities, and most middle-school
graduates choose to do business and not to go university to undertake further
education. Also, according to Radiate’s research, only two government cadres
watch the Taizhou Broadcasting Station’s programs. This figure could be a result
of the small sample size, but it can also be interpreted as an indication of another
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factor. News Channels are always the most watched channels for government
cadres and employees because of their focus on the latest political information
and government policies. This tallies with the station’s first piece of audience
research in 2006, which shows government cadre and employees as an important
audience group for the station.
Comparing the data from the station’s audience research, it is interesting to
note that in 2007 the Arts and Entertainment Channel overtook the News
Channel in popularity and became the most viewed channel in Taizhou.
According to the Taizhou Broadcasting Station’s second piece of audience
research, “51.9% of interviewees watched the Arts and Entertainment Channel
for more than 30 minutes every day”, this was a little higher than the “50.88%
for the News Channel” (Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2008, para. 3), although
the figures still remained very much on par. Yet in the station’s fifth piece of
audience research, although the rate for the Arts and Entertainment Channel
“dropped to 43.34%”, the News Channel attracted only “38.33% of viewers”
(Cheng & Zhao, 2011, p. 77). This decrease in audience can be mostly explained
by the fact that, in the late 2000s, provincial television stations like Hunan
Province Television Station, Zhejiang Province Television Station and Jiangsu
Province Television Station made large investments to produce entertainment
programs,

attracting

many

young

viewers

and

housewives.

Taizhou

Broadcasting Station could not match the provincial-level stations’ engagement
in television series and similar productions. This again prompted the Taizhou
Broadcasting Station to redirect its focus and pay more attention to the local
audience’s needs.
It can be argued that the station’s audience research shows a clear trend that
audience program preference over the past several years. In the station’s first
(Lin, Zhao, Li & Wang, 2007) and second (Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2008)
pieces of audience research, news programs were the most watched programs:
News Channel’s local news program Taizhou News ranked at the top as number
one, and its current affairs program News Square ranked third. Those surveyed
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preferred to watch programs with a focus on the local community in both those
years. The Arts and Entertainment Channel’s local dialect program, A Fu Report,
also firmly anchored in the local community, was ranked at the second in both
pieces of researches.
The second piece of audience research found a surprising problem in a city
like Taizhou, which is proud of its highly developed private economy, in that
only “15.76% interviewees want the station to have more economic programs”
(Taizhou Broadcasting Station, 2008, para. 15). The explanation for this could
be that because national broadcaster CCTV and provincial broadcast station
Zhejiang Province Television Station had already dedicated business channels,
many people, especially the private business people, chose to watch these
dedicated channels because of their varied content and access to official
information sources.
The Arts and Entertainment Channel was becoming the clear winner in the
station’s fifth piece of audience research regarding both the local dialect
programs and the news programs. In that year, local dialect programs turned into
the most viewed programs by Taizhou audiences. According to the research, the
Arts and Entertainment Channel’s “A Fu Report enjoyed a rating of 42.58% and
became the number one of Taizhou Broadcasting Station”; and its “5:30pm Story
Time was second with a rating of 37.03%”; the News Channel’s “China-wide
News just got 34.27 and ranked third” (Cheng & Zhao, 2011, p. 74).
The local news program dropped to second most-watched program in the
audience research. It shows that the Arts and Entertainment Channel’s “600
Public News beat News Channel’s Taizhou News with the rate of 36.73% to
36.67%” (Cheng & Zhao, 2011, p.74). Although the difference lies within the
margin of error of surveys, it is significant that Taizhou News, which used to be
the number-one news program until then, was pushed to second place. An
explanation can be that the community lost interest in seeing and listening to
local political leaders rather than the community’s issues. In all the news
programs, “50.62% interviewees wanted to see the city news which was about
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the life of local residents” (Cheng & Zhao, 2011, p. 75). In 2010, the tide had
also turned on economic news. And “25.67% interviewees wanted to see more
economic news” (2011, p. 75). This increase of 10% compared to 2007 can be in
part explained by the Global Financial Crisis in 2008, which had bankrupted a
large number of small private companies in Taizhou that were again slowly
getting back on track. Also the interest in domestic affairs increased with “24.64%
interviewees wanted to see more domestic news” (2011, p. 76).
Legal rights protection programs became the third-most viewed programs
in the audience research. Chinese people are increasingly concerned about their
legal rights in the twenty-first century with the ongoing growth of the economy.
However, it is not common for Chinese people to pursue small conflicts in the
courts. They prefer to use the media like television to mediate in conflicts
between two parties. The News Channel performed well in this field. The top
two most-watched programs in this field are produced by this channel, “with
31.11% watching Public Interview, and 20.03% choosing to watch Da Min
Legal Aid” (Cheng & Zhao, 2011, p. 74).
While the figures on audience research are comparatively meagre, all the
same they permit several conclusions. Taizhou Broadcasting Station (formerly
Taizhou Television Station) is clearly attempting to follow the wishes of its
audience in providing relevant programs that produce good viewer ratings. This
has driven Taizhou Broadcasting Station to engage increasingly with its
community, which is characterized mostly by middle-school graduates and a
large number of medium and small private business people, often originally
farmers who are now living in the city’s confines and pursuing new work
options. Taizhou Broadcasting Station has done so firstly by broadcasting
programs in the local dialect, secondly by focusing on community issues, thirdly
by being an active medium of public opinion supervision and fourthly by being
a mediator within the community itself.
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6.5 The trend to localization
6.5.1

Going with their strong point
The changes in the program offerings of Taizhou Television Station from

1993 to 2007 and its efforts at audience research make it very clear that Taizhou
Television Station is steering itself in the direction of becoming more and more
relevant to its local community. This is evidenced in the language used in the
programs and the program contents, which concentrate on serving the local
community’s interest. It can be argued that three main factors have contributed
to this situation.
The first, and also the most important, factor is the marketization of the
television industry. When the nation-wide state-owned company reform
commenced in the middle of 1990s in mainland China, local governments were
required to withdraw gradually from the daily operation of the television stations,
and television stations had to find the funds for their financial survival by
themselves. Compared to the influential national and provincial television
stations, municipal television stations like Taizhou Television Station were faced
with more challenges, such as the high competition from national and provincial
television stations, restriction of broadcasting area, shortage of funds and
professional media practitioners, and poor program-production ability.
While the municipal television stations continued to fulfil their propaganda
function, they had, however, to avoid direct competition with national and
provincial television stations in fields like television series and entertainment
programs, which require large financial investment and high professional
production standards. Instead, they chose to concentrate on low-cost programs
related to the interests of the local audience. This had to be considered the only
advantage the municipal television stations have as it is quite rare for the
higher-level television stations to do interviews or reports in a city or county.
The municipal television stations are much closer to their audiences, and further
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removed from central government regulations, and therefore could swiftly
respond to the audiences’ feedback and adjust their programs in a short time.
Especially with the national television station, China Central Television (CCTV),
and all the provincial television stations establishing many new channels in the
late 1990s and early 2000s, and expanding their coverage and market by
providing diverse programs for different audience groups, the living space of the
municipal television stations became severely compressed. As a consequence,
these municipal television stations were forced to pay more attention to local
audiences’ needs, and to produce programs that the local audience was interested
in. This is evidenced in the Taizhou Broadcasting Station starting to do audience
research in the middle of the 2000s in order to find out the preferences of the
local audience and to produce suitable programs based on their audience
research findings.

6.5.2

The rise of the middle class
The rise of middle class was another important factor in Taizhou

Broadcasting Station’s decision to become local. As mentioned before, Taizhou
is well-known for its advanced private economy sector, which “created 98.7% of
Taizhou’s GDP in 2007” (Yuan, 2008). Thousands of privately owned
companies are located in this city, and sell their products to the domestic and
international market. Their business activities not only bring wealth to the city,
they also help people to communicate with the outside world and open their
mind to new things, this is a reflection of our globalised world, and the capitalist
system.
Because these privately owned companies are located in both urban areas
and the countryside of Taizhou City, the distinction between agricultural and
non-agricultural hukou is blurred, which more generally has been a cause of
disturbance in China’s rural areas and resulted in serious social conflicts in
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recent years. A great number of agricultural hukou holders in Taizhou in actual
fact no longer work as farmers but have their own businesses. After Taizhou
City was established in 1994, the expansion of Taizhou’s city centre changed the
farmlands into business buildings and residential zones; and with the push
forward of the central government’s policy of rural urbanization, many farmers
in the mountain areas were encouraged to sell their farmlands to the government
and move into the city with plenty financial support and resettlement
arrangements. These people are, in fact, becoming part of China’s new middle
class.
The young Chinese middle class has grown up with the Chinese economic
reform. But compared to the western middle class, the unique conditions of the
Chinese political system determines that term ‘Chinese middle class’ is anchored
in the economic but not the political field, with the criterion of a typical Chinese
middle class member mainly relating to his or her “financial income, education
level, and consumption power” (Lin, 2006, p. 184). Most members of the middle
class experienced the political unrest before economic reform such as the time of
the Cultural Revolution, and during that time saw extreme poverty and scarcity
of material supplies. Now wealthier, it is understandable that they desire better
living conditions and material possessions. As part of neoliberalism,
consumption plays a crucial role. This follows Ren’s discussion on
neoliberalism, the Chinese state and the middle class, in which the citizen is
responsible for his/her well-being and self-improvement. The citizen as Ren
describes, takes “the form of an entrepreneurial subject by following the
neoliberal norm of economic rationalism” (2010, p. 122). Certainly, this view
could be applied to my own family history as described in Chapter four, which
traces the development of my father’s business ventures and our rise to the
middle class.
The middle class, therefore, the largest viewer group of Taizhou
Broadcasting Station and also the target audience of the major advertisers,
through this very fact apply their influence to the station’s programming
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decision making. The middle class require more information about social
stability, private property rights and other legal rights. They have expressed the
need to get more useful and up-to-date consumer information on, for example,
cars or real estate. For this reason, local private business people sponsor the
station to produce local community-service programs about fair-trading,
customer protection, legal aid and programs that enable them to exercise public
opinion supervision. The period from 1993 to 2007 clearly demonstrates how
their demand resulting in a significant increase in local community service
programs. In 1993, the station just had five minutes of local community service
program, whereas in 2007 in the News Channel offered 50 minutes and the Arts
and Entertainment Channel 90 minutes of local community service programs.

6.5.3

Creating Taizhou
The task of creating the concept of Taizhou City is the last but not least

factor which drove Taizhou Television Station to becoming local. As mentioned
earlier, Taizhou had no established identity because Taizhou City consist of three
districts and six counties, far away from each other, each one having its own
business centre, bus station, hospital and government office. For the Taizhou
City Government, it was an urgent task to create a unified concept of Taizhou
City.
This task consisted of two parts. The first task was providing the
infrastructure for the new city, with the government building express highways
and ring roads to link all nine parts together, and providing public transport so
that the communication increased between Taizhou’s parts will increase. Also,
new hospitals, schools, shopping malls and stadia were built to give Taizhou
City a city centre. The second part of the task was to use the media to publicize
the idea of the new Taizhou, where people share a local dialect, a similar cultural
background, habits and customs.
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As the most influential media organization in Taizhou, the Taizhou
Television Station assumed particular importance in this process. It is the only
municipal television station in this city, and could send its signal to the whole
region of Taizhou, making it the most efficient channel to create an intuitive
image of the new Taizhou. The station’s local news program Taizhou News built
up in the audience’s mind a perception of Taizhou by focusing on local
politicians’ activities and the city’s social development. The station’s other
self-produced local information show, Our Taizhou, brought basic information
on each district and county in Taizhou, and showcased their history, customs,
food, and beauty spots, thus helping residents to accept the idea of new Taizhou
by increasing the understanding of all its parts.

6.5.4

The role of dialect
Importantly, since the middle of the 2000s, more and more local dialect

programs have been produced by the Taizhou Broadcasting Station, which also
enhances the concept of a unified Taizhou. Basically, most cities in China have
their own local dialect, so dialect can be treated as the most significant
“identifier of a person’s origin and belonging” (Tian, 2012, para. 4). In the case
of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, audiences prefer to watch local dialect
programs not only because of their generally lower education level, but also
because to them such programs encapsulate their specific characteristics and
identity. The success of local dialect programs shows that audiences are glad to
be categorized as local, and accept the concept of Taizhou. Evidence of this
change in perception is that in the late 2000s, the local dialect programs A Fu
Report and 5:30pm Story Time pushed the previously most-watched local news
program Taizhou News, which uses Mandarin, into third place. It has to be
remembered here that local dialect programs are not encouraged by the central
government, and the station received criticism and complaints from migrant
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workers and new Taizhou citizens who moved there from other cities. Yet the
high rating of the local dialect programs in the station’s audience research
proves that for Taizhou Broadcasting Station, being local has proved to be a very
good strategy. It is the way for municipal television stations to differentiate
themselves from national and provincial television stations, and to win living
space in China’s crowded and competitive television market.
This chapter provided an overview of how the Taizhou Television Station
(later Taizhou Broadcasting Station) won more and more rights in the program
decision making process with the local government gradually receding from its
daily operation; the market force and audiences’ needs becoming the most
important factors determining the station’s programs, rather than on government
command; and the station finding its way tthrough the intensive market
competition – by becoming local, which brought fresh blood to Chinese
television.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The gradual transitions of Taizhou Television Stations demonstrate the
social and institutional changes in the reform era, which include social structure
change, marketization and localization, and also media legislation changes. This
thesis set out to evaluate these shifts under the following headings:
(1) The key concept applied to evaluating political and economic changes is
capitalization in the form of marketization, urbanization and
localization;
(2)

The

key

concept

applied

to

evaluating

social

changes

is

individualization in the sense of concern for personal rights;
(3) The key concept applied to evaluating changes to media legislation is
noticing an increase or decrease of bureaucratization and censorship;
(4) The key concept applied to evaluating programming changes would be
the orientation towards the community.

7.1 Changes in form of marketization and urbanization
As explained in detail in this thesis, China’s economy has undergone and is
still undergoing processes of marketization, urbanization and localization.
Taizhou has served as an example to follow the progress of all these phenomena.
By retracing the Taizhou Broadcasting Station’s history, it becomes clear
that municipal television stations like Taizhou’s are directly linked to China’s
economic reform. The reason for the Chinese Communist Party deciding to
promote the development of television, is mainly because over the past decades,
neoliberal ideas were on the rise in China (Zhao, 2008, p. 22) and the
international political environment changed dramatically in 1989, with events
reverberating in China. This led the CCP’s attempt to expand television
coverage in order to strengthen its ideological control. Its policy of the
‘Four-Tiered Television System’, and its encouragement of cable television
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stations all over the country are based on this intent.
But the unpredictable result was that, with hundreds of television stations
being built, the competition for survival further stimulated the idea of
marketization in the television industry, which conflicted with the Party aim of
ideological control, and in turn compelled the Party’s to change its media
legislations and to allow television stations to run with the market principle. The
Chinese Central Government’s decree ‘Some decisions of the State Council on
non-public ownership capital entering the cultural industry’ is the best evidence
to confirm such a causal relationship, which opened the doors of the media
market to private and foreign investors.
Although the local government remains the owner of the Taizhou
Broadcasting Station, marketization has had a determining effect on the station.
The process of marketization has forced Chinese television stations to alter the
way they operate and to redefine their role and function in the market and local
community.
With the government subsidy being reduced since the beginning of
privatisation in the middle 1990s, stations were required to be financially
independent. In general, this meant that its programs had to be based on the
audiences’ demand and not the government’s command, and the station had to
permit sponsors and advertisers to have more influence in the programming
decision-making process. In the case of the Taizhou Television Station, the rapid
rise of advertising revenue and the growth of the station as reflected in the
increase of on-air time over the past fifteen years should be seen as a signifier of
the present and ongoing importance of private entrepreneurs in the development
process of Taizhou Television Station. Without marketization, these private
business people would not have played the important role in Chinese society
that they do and would not have wielded the same influence they carry today.
In the case of Taizhou, urbanization has to be seen as a government-driven
initiative, and one that is closely linked to marketization and localization. Both
urbanization and localization are clearly reflected in the initial set-up and the
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programming of Taizhou Broadcasting Station, with localization being discussed
under the last key point of orientation towards the community.
Taizhou is not an isolated case. Urbanization is “occurring all over China
and there are hundreds of municipal television stations” (Zhang, 1997, p.10) that,
like Taizhou, were instrumentalized to grow a community, and to provide a focal
point and identity for a new town. It could be claimed that any researcher into
China’s television or media industry, who wants to have a better understanding
of the role played by Chinese television in contemporary China, should look at
municipal television stations. Despite CCTV’s best efforts and ever increasing
number of channels, it will always be viewed as the mouthpiece of the Party,
whereas the municipal television stations are ‘real’ television stations for
ordinary Chinese.
It has to be concluded that China’s path towards modernity in terms of
marketization, urbanization and localization has taken place, and is still taking
place.

7.2 Changes in the sense of concern for personal rights
Chinese television has experienced and continues to experience innovation
prompted by the economic reform over the past several decades. With the rise of
the Chinese middle class, the social environment and people’s information
demands are changing. Now wealthier and frequently with personal property,
Chinese people are more concerned about property and personal legal rights.
From 2008 onwards, more and more public service programs such as on
legal rights have been screened, such as the News Channel’s Da Min Legal Aid,
which is becoming one of the most welcome programs in Taizhou. Journalists
cooperate with local law firms to provide free legal aid to customers who are
having conflicts about product quality or price with the sellers. Even in news
programs, producers also spend some more time reporting news related to topics
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like consumer rights and the protection of other legal personal rights. It can be
concluded that the area of personal or individual rights, as reflected in Taizhou
Broadcasting Station’s programs, is evolving at an accelerated pace.

7.3 Changes in bureaucratization and censorship
The roles and functions of municipal cable television stations are changing
with the socio-political environment changes. Yue Tan (2012, p, 292) asserts
that the “introduction of capitalism has made most Chinese media define
themselves as independent enterprises and regard organization development as
the most important goal”, as opposed to Party organs. Taizhou Television
Station is an example of this. Taizhou Television Station, at its early stage, was
set up as a government department. The local government leaders were the final
decision makers in terms of television programming, and the television stations
were just their representatives and mouthpieces. Although local government
remains the owner of the Taizhou Broadcasting Station, the large-scale
government personnel management system reform in 2001 limited the local
government’s control over the television station. The local government can now
only set the government staffing quota for the station, which includes appointing
and dismissing the station’s middle to high-level leaders. The station has the
freedom to employ as many more staff as it wishes, and to expel unqualified
staff to maintain the productivity of the team. More importantly, personnel
management system reform meant staff at the television station were no longer
treated as government department employees, so it reduced barriers to young
university graduates and other people becoming media practitioners, and
provided a continuous supply of new blood to the Chinese television industry. In
this way, it has to be concluded that bureaucratization of Chinese television has
diminished.
Furthermore, private entrepreneurs are exploring new pathways in order to
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have more influence on television programming and in the television industry.
By becoming deputies of the People’s Congress or as representative of People’s
Political Consultative Conference, private business people can influence media
policy-making procedure on the legislative level, and prompt the Party to adjust
its media policies. Also, many private entrepreneurs are even becoming
shareholders of joint-ventures with television stations, and thus have a chance to
assert their opinions and voices in the program-producing process.
In terms of censorship, news broadcasts are required to follow the
Party’s principles and guidelines. However, the Propaganda Department no
longer previews but reviews broadcasts. All the same, investigative programs
that can be seen as fulfilling the role of public supervision, are screened on
Taizhou Broadcasting Station. Its reports about pollution from the waste
recycling industry in 2009 and government corruption in 2010 caused several
local government officials to be jailed. In this way, it has to be concluded that
censorship still has a strong presence in present-day China, but with the rapid
increase of news programs and the silent resistance of the media participants,
censorship does not have the same influence on television that it used to have.

7.4 Changes in orientation towards localization and the community
With the government withdrawing from the operation of television stations
gradually, the independent commercial revenues led the television station to
have its own attitude towards local issues, and its attention to audience reception
taught it regard for the ideas of professional ethics, social responsibility, and
community service. The television station is not simply an information provider;
it undertakes responsibility for public opinion supervision, and performs as an
opinion leader in local community, using its political influence to promote
communication between the public and the government.
The rapid increase of public service and local community service
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programs at the Taizhou Television Station since the beginning of this century
shows clearly that the Taizhou Television Station is not satisfied with its
economic success alone. It’s success is linked with pleasing the “laoban (the
market/investors), and laobaixing (the audience/people)” (Keene, 2001, p. 225), and

he asserts that alongside pleasing the investestors and advertisers, as well as the
audience its main role was to serve the “lao ganbu (old cadres or officials)”.
However, fifteen years later it seems that with the rise of local cable community
television there seems to be a strengthening of social responsibility to the local
community, in contrast to conveying the voice of CCP.
When large television stations like CCTV or other provincial television
stations were expanding their channel choices, programs and coverage,
municipal television station like Taizhou Television Station started to become
local. No matter what the broadcasting area, its funds, equipment, and program
production ability meant that Taizhou Television Station would never be able to
compete with the influential national and provincial television stations. Thus, by
necessity and intent, it has to concentrate on low-cost programs related to the
interests of the local audience, because it is close to the audience and knows
what the audience wants. Taizhou Television Station started to conduct audience
research in order to have a better understanding of its market, and to adjust its
programs based on viewer demand.
A unique advantage for the municipal television stations, Taizhou
Television Station included, are programs broadcast in local dialect. The dialect
could be treated as the most significant identifier of “a person’s origin and
belonging” (Tian, 2012, para. 4), so a local dialect program strikes a responsive
chord amongst viewers and in the community. Although it can be argued that
local dialect programs do not help everyone to footer a sense of community, and
that the Party and many immigrants do not welcome such programs, it has to be
recognized that local dialect programs are now a symbol of the television station,
and one of the powerful weapons the municipal television stations can use to
compete with national and provincial television stations.
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Participatory programs, where members of the community can call the
station and invite the journalists to report on hot local issues, include A Fu
Report and 5:30pm Story Time. These programs use local dialect to
communicate with the local audience, and provide a pathway for the local
audience to participate in the process of programming. It seems like they work
together to serve the local community, and thus a sense of community is built.
Taizhou Broadcasting Station is building a more flexible operating system
to evade the Party’s media regulations, keeping a close connection with the local
business people who are the potential sponsors and advertisers, and producing
programs based on the local audiences’ interests. Thus these municipal level
television stations have not only won survival in intensive market competition,
but stimulated the Party to grant more freedom to media organizations and
practitioners, potentially and gradually.
In conclusion, it has to be said that the changes of the social and
institutional “contexts” (Jensen, 2002, p. 172) occurring in the Taizhou
Television Station (later Taizhou Broadcasting Station) record the rise of the
Chinese middle class, and demonstrate the transitions of economic and political
power, and social identity in China since economic reform in 1978. Magnificent
economic success granted the Chinese people the ability and freedom to pursue
the lives they want to have, and stimulated a new social strata to form. All these
changes compelled the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to adjust its control
over the media industry, and provided a sound socio-political environment for
Chinese television, driving Chinese television to a more market and
audience-oriented future.
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Chapter 8: Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research
This chapter contains two sections. The first section explains some of the
limitations of this research, but also highlights its strength in its focused case
study of the Taihzhou Broadcasting Station. The second section indicates some
suggestions for further research in regards to local community televion in China.

8.1 Limitations of the study
There are three limitations that need to be acknowledged and addressed
regarding the present study. First of all, this is a small size study: only one
sample (Taizhou Television Station) is selected in one city (Taizhou City) and is
assessed over a fifteen-year period, some details may escape my research
attention. Secondly, the sample in this study only can present the facts in one of
the developed coastal cities of China, which is well known for its private
economy, while the situation might differ in other parts of the country, especially
the inland provinces, or when compared to the official television station of the
Chinese Communist Party - China Central Television (CCTV). Thirdly, most
documents are recorded in Chinese and, despite my best efforts with the
translation, some translation mistakes might occur. In the case of established
English translations, such as of the names of some newspapers and television
programs, these have been used.

8.2 Suggestions for further research
This study focuses on the change of contexts of media, social and economic
structures in the reform era since 1978. Chinese television has developed rapidly.
In the last two years, which were not included in my research designated time,
the Taizhou Broadcasting Station enjoyed several new achievements. The station
was divided into two parts: one is Taizhou Broadcasting Station, which is
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focusing on broadcasting, and controlled by the local government; the other one
is Taizhou Radio Film Television Group, which was established in 2012 and
focuses on program producing. It is a company owned by the station, and has
several private companies as shareholders, so it has little connection with local
government and is fully run according to market principles. Thus the television
station has gained the freedom to decide on its programming based on market
needs, and local private entrepreneurs can participate in the program producing
process openly.
Moreover, although all the municipal television stations in China are
prohibited to send signals that exceed their territory, these stations are
developing new pathways to evade this media regulation. The Taizhou Radio
Film Television Group is cooperating with other municipal television stations
and even China Central Television (CCTV) to produce programs by setting up
joint-venue companies or becoming a partner of program producing team. The
Taizhou Radio Film Television Group sells its programs to other cities and
provinces, and thus exploits a wider market for its future. All these changes in
recent years could be the topic on new research about the Chinese television
industry, and draw attention to the conflict between market forces and media
regulations. I have also highlighted neoliberal tendencies in regards to the
promotion of lifestyle and consumption trends and concern for private rights,
alongside this is the need for political engagement. Neoliberalism and television
programming in China is also an area that could be developed from my research.
Nevertheless, the benefit of my research is that it has provided an in-depth
study of a local television station in China and has provided a historical
narrative of its development in line with the rise of the Chinese middle class.
The case study of Taizhou Television station in relation to its programming has
also provided insights into the links between economy, community and the
media. I have drawn attention to the ways advertisers control the economic
lifeline of community cable television stations, and can influence programs, and
in some case even indirectly participate in the management process. These
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pursuits have affected the way the community television stations functions and
their social role and impact on Chinese society.
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Appendix A
Taizhou Television Station program guide
1993:
Monday, July 19, 1993.
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 43) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central Television
(CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using existing
video clips.
19:40
Chi Zi Xiong Feng (part 21& 22) TV Series
Story of the Hong Kong policemen. Made in Hong Kong.
20:00
Last Week’s News Review - (Shang Zhou Yao Wen) Local News
Review of last week’s important news in local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
20:15
Chi Zi Xiong Feng (part 21& 22) TV Series
Story of the Hong Kong policemen. Made in Hong Kong.
21:40
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 1 & 2) TV Series
(finishing Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
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Tuesday, July 20, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 44) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
20:00
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
20:15
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
21:40
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 3&4) TV Series
(finishing Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in
about
China.
23:00 )
Wednesday, July 21, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 45) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 3&4) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
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20:00

20:15

21:40
(finishing
about
23:00

Taiwan.
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Chong BoTaizhou
Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 3&4) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in
China.

Thursday, July 22, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 46) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
20:00
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
20:15
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
21:40
Shanghai 1937 Film
(finishing Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War broke out in Shanghai in
about
1937. Made in China.
23:00 )
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Friday, July 23, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 47) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 7&8) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
20:00
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Chong BoTaizhou Xin
Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:40
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 7&8) TV Series
(finishing Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in
about
China.
23:00 )
Saturday, July 24, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 48) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 9&10) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
20:00
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
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and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:40
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 9&10) TV Series
(finishing Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in
about
China.
23:00 )
Sunday, July 25, 1993
Taizhou Channel
18:42
365 Nights (part 49) - (365 Ye) Animated series
One year has 365 nights; a new story for every night. Animated
film produced in China for children.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:40
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 11&12) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
20:00
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
20:15
Jing Cheng Si Shao (part 11&12) TV Series
Story of four men’s lives in Qing Dynasty, China. Made in
Taiwan.
21:40
Wan Quan Feng Yun (part 11) TV Series
Story of the Second Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945. Made in
China.
22:25
World Sports (part 7) - (Ti Yu Shi Jie) Sport
(finishing Introduces the sport activities around the world. Produced by
about
CCTV.
22:40 )
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1993:
Monday, July 19, 1993.
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 25) TV Series
Story of the gamblers in Guangzhou in the 1930s. Made in Hong
Kong.
08:30
Yi Wang Qing Shen (part 1) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program (TV Series)
(finishing
about
16:40 )
19:50
Long Shen Tai Zi Film
(finishing Story of gangs in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Tuesday, July 20, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Yi Wang Qing Shen (part 2&3) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
16:40 )
19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 1&2) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Wednesday, July 21, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 4&5) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
16:40 )
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19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 3-6) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Thursday, July 22, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 6&7) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
16:40 )
19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 7-10) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Friday, July 23, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 8&9) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
16:40 )
19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 11-14) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Saturday, July 24, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 10&11) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
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16:40 )
19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 15-18) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
Sunday, July 25, 1993
Taizhou Cable Channel
07:30
Qian Wang Zhi Wang (part 12&13) TV Series
(finishing Story of a woman’s life in China since 1949. Made in China.
about
09:30 )
14:30
Rebroadcast Last night’s program TV Series
(finishing
about
16:40 )
19:50
Sheng Zhe Wei Wang (part 19-22) TV Series
(finishing Story of gamblers in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
22:00 )
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1995
Monday, July 10, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Yi Dai Feng Liu (part 15&16) TV Series
Story of China’s political movements from 1911 to 1949. Made
in Taiwan.
21:30
Story of Famous Figures – (Ming Ren Te Xie) Documentary
Series about the famous figures in China. Made in China.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 16&17) - (Man Qing
[finishing Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
about
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
midnight] Kong.
Tuesday, July 11, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
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Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Romance of The Three Kingdoms (part 72&73) – (San Guo Yan
Yi) TV Series
Story of three kingdoms’ competition in ancient China. Made in
China.
21:30
World’s Top Model – (Shi Jie Shi Zhuang Ming Mo)
Entertainment
World’s Top Model is about world famous models and fashion
shows.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 18&19) - (Man Qing
(finishing Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
about
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
midnight) Kong.
18:25
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Wednesday, July 12, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 20&21) - (Man Qing
Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
Kong.
21:30
New Technologies Overseas Education
Introduces new products and technologies from abroad.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Yi Dai Feng Liu (part 17) TV History Series
Story of China’s political movements from 1911 to 1949. Made
in Taiwan.
23:00
Romance of The Three Kingdoms (part 74) – (San Guo Yan Yi)
(finishing TV Series
about
Story of three kingdoms’ competition in ancient China. Made in
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midnight) China.
Thursday, July 13, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 22&23) - (Man Qing
Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
Kong.
21:30
New Technologies Overseas Education
Introduces new products and technologies from abroad.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Romance of The Three Kingdoms (part 75&76) – (San Guo Yan
(finishing Yi) TV Series
about
Story of three kingdoms’ competition in ancient China. Made in
midnight) China.
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Friday, July 14, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Romance of The Three Kingdoms (part 77&78) – (San Guo Yan
Yi) TV Series
Story of three kingdoms’ competition in ancient China. Made in
China.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 24&25) - (Man Qing
(finishing Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
about
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
midnight) Kong.
Saturday, July 15, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
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Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Taizhou Economic News – (Taizhou Jing Ji Zong Heng) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
20:00
Vice Versa – (Fu Zi Jiao Huan) Film
Story of a body swap between father and son. Made in United
States.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 26&27) - (Man Qing
(finishing Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
about
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
midnight) Kong.
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Sunday, July 16, 1995
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Children’s program Animation
Animated film produced in China for children.
18:25
Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
18:50
Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Taizhou Economic News – (Taizhou Jing Ji Zong Heng) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
20:00
Romance of The Three Kingdoms (part 79&80) – (San Guo Yan
Yi) TV Series
Story of three kingdoms’ competition in ancient China. Made in
China.
21:45
Fun Tonight – (Jin Xiao Tong Le) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:15
Advertisements
22:20
Thirteen Emperors of Qing Dynasty (part 28&29) - (Man Qing
(finishing Shi San Huang Chao) TV Series
about
Story of the history of Qing Dynasty, China. Made in Hong
midnight) Kong.
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1995
Monday, July 10, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Beauty and the Beast (part 1-4) - Xia Dan Xiong Shi TV Series
(finishing Story of the love between a beauty and beast. Made in United
about
States
23:00 )
Tuesday, July 11, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Beauty and the Beast (5-8) - Xia Dan Xiong Shi TV Series
(finishing Story of the love between a beauty and beast. Made in United
about
States
23:00 )
Wednesday, July 12, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
A Taste of Killing and Romance – (Sha Shou De Tong Hua) Film
(finishing Story of the love between a beauty and killer. Made in Hong
about
Kong.
22:00 )
Thursday, July 13, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Beauty and the Beast (9-12) - Xia Dan Xiong Shi TV Series
(finishing Story of the love between a beauty and beast. Made in United
about
States
23:00 )
Friday, July 14, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Beauty and the Beast (13-16) - Xia Dan Xiong Shi TV Series
(finishing Story of the love between a beauty and beast. Made in United
about
States
23:00 )
Saturday, July 15, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Bao Chu Qi Film
Story of a singer’s life. Made in Hong Kong
21:30
The gang didn't shoot straight – (Huan Le Wu Ren Zu) Film
(finishing Story of gangs in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
about
23:00)
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Sunday, July 16, 1995
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:50
Hong Tian Mi Ling Film
Story of the illegal weapon trading in the Philippines and Hong
Kong. Made in Hong Kong
21:30
Pretty in Pink – (Hong Fen Jia Ren) Film
(finishing Story of a young girl’s life. Made in United States.
about
23:00)
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1997
Monday, July 7, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 36) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
World’s Top Model – (Shi Jie Shi Zhuang Ming Mo)
Entertainment
World’s Top Model is about world famous models and fashion
shows.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:47
Advertisements
19:52
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:58
Teacher and trade assistant – (Jiao Shi Yu Ying Ye Yuan)
Community Stories (re-enacted). Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.
20:55
True Qualities of Police (part 6) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
True Qualities of Police (part 6) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
22:01
Sanitation and Health – (Wei Sheng Yu Jian Kang) Education
Introduces the problems of sanitation and health in people’s daily
life. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:06
Detective Women (part 3&4) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
23:55
A Better Tomorrow – (Ying Xiong Ben Se) Film
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(finishing Story of a Vietnamese refugee’s struggle in Hong Kong. Made in
about
Hong Kong.
01:30 )
Tuesday, July 8, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 37) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
Weekly World Sport News – (Yi Zhou Shi Jie Ti Tan Kuai Xun)
News
Reports covering last week’s sport news worldwide. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:47
Advertisements
19:52
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:58
Taizhou Economic News – (Taizhou Jing Ji Zong Heng) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
20:08
True Qualities of Police (Part 7) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Advertisements
21:23
Barley is ready but not Wheat – (Da Mai Mei Huang Xiao Mai
Huang) Community Stories (re-enacted). Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.
22:11
Detective Women (part 5&6) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
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Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
23:55
Modern Times – (Mo Deng Shi Dai) Film
(finishing Charles Chaplin’s famous film. Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
Wednesday, July 9, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 38) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
World Film News – (Guo Ji Ying Tan Zhen Wen) News
Reports covering the worldwide film industry, and super stars.
Organized by Taizhou Television Station.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:47
Advertisements
19:52
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:58
Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 1) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
20:53
Detective Women (part 7&8) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
News Point – (Xin Wen Shi Dian) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:30
Detective Women (part 7&8) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
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Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
23:05
True Qualities of Police (part 8) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
23:55
A Matter of Honor – (Ming Hua Yi An) Film
(finishing Story of the loss of a picture. Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
Thursday, July 10, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 39) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
Weekly world economic news report – (Yi Zhou Shi Jie Jing Ji
Kuai Xun) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Organized
by Taizhou Television Station.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:47
Advertisements
19:52

19:58

20:08
21:00

Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weekly program,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
True Qualities of Police (part 9) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
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21:15

Advertisements

Detective Women (part 9) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
23:13
Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 2&3) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
00:03
Penelope – (Qian Mian Jia Ren) Film
(finishing Story of a beautiful thief. Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
21:23

Friday, July 11, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 40) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
World’s Top Model – (Shi Jie Ming Mo Shi Zhuang Biao Yan)
Entertainment
World’s Top Model is about world famous models and fashion
shows.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:47
Advertisements
19:52
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:58
Taizhou Economic News – (Taizhou Jing Ji Zong Heng) News
Reports covering the government’s economic policy, important
local economic events, and commodity price changes. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
20:08
True Qualities of Police (part 10) – (Jing Cha Ben Se) TV Series
Stories of criminal cases. Made in China.
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Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 4) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
22:03
Detective Women (part 10&11) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
23:55
Jack of Diamonds – (Zuan Shi Zei) Film
(finishing Story of athe thirf of damond. Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
21:00

Saturday, July 12, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 41) - Xiang Mo Yong Shi Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
The boundless universe – (Da Qian Shi Jie) Entertainment
Introduces the interesting places and events around the world.
18:30

19:00

19:30
19:32

19:47
19:52

20:06

Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political
activities, and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang
Television Station in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Advertisements
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
Wide-angle Screen- (Ying Ping Guang Jiao)
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Detective Women (part 12&13) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
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21:00

21:15

21:30

Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
News Point – (Xin Wen Shi Dian) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
Detective Women (part 12&13) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.

Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 5&6) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
00:03
Flinch – (Mo Te Tan An) Film
(finishing Story of a case of murder. Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
22:13

Sunday, July 13, 1997
Taizhou Channel
18:00
Conan The Adventurer (part 42) – (Xiang Mo Yong Shi) Animated
series
Animation for children. Made in United States.
18:25
World Culture Collection – (Shi Jie Wen Yi Hui Cui) Entertainment
Introduces different cultures around the world.
18:30
Zhejiang News News from Zhejiang Province
Reports covering Zhejiang Province’s hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Zhejiang Television Station
in Zhejiang’s capital Hangzhou.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central Television
(CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:32
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities, and
social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television Station,
using its own reporters.
19:52
Wide-angle Screen- (Ying Ping Guang Jiao)
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
20:06
Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 7&8) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
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21:00

21:15

21:30

22:13
00:03
(finishi
ng
about
01:30 )

China.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities, and
social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television Station,
using its own reporters.
News Point – (Xin Wen Shi Dian) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
Vagrant Life of Sanmao (part 7&8) – (San Mao Liu Lang Ji) TV
Series
Story of a boy – Sanmao’s poor life in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
Detective Women (part 14&15) – (Nv Gan Tan) TV Series
Story of a female detective in Hong Kong. Made in Hong Kong.
Experience the Rocky Mountain Film
Story of Rocky Mountain. Made in United States.
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1997
Monday, July 7, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Dreaming Girls (part 17&18) – (Duo Meng Nv Hai) TV Series
(finishing Story of four young girls’ choices about their future. Made in
about
China.
23:00 )
Tuesday, July 8, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Soul of the Moon (part 1-4) – (Yue Hun) TV Series
(finishing Made in Japan
about
23:00 )
Wednesday, July 9, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Desire On The Beach (part 1-4) – (Sha Tan Shang De Yv Wang)
(finishing TV Series
about
Made in South Korea.
23:00 )

Thursday, July 10, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Soul of the Moon (part 5-8) – (Yue Hun) TV Series
(finishing Made in Japan
about
23:00 )
Friday, July 11, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Desire On The Beach (part 5-8) – (Sha Tan Shang De Yv Wang)
(finishing TV Series
about
Made in South Korea.
23:00 )
Saturday, July 12, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
School Pioneer (part 1-4) – (Xiao Yuan Xian Feng) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
23:00 )
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Sunday, July 13, 1997
Taizhou Cable Channel
19:35
Desire On The Beach (part 9-12) – (Sha Tan Shang De Yu Wang)
(finishing TV Series
about
Made in South Korea.
23:00 )
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1999
Monday, July 19, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Blossom and fall (part 22-25) – (Hua Kai Hua Luo) TV Series
(finishing Story of love and family. Made in Taiwan.
about
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 25) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 7&8) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 7&8) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 8) TV Series
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(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Tuesday, July 20, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Blossom and fall (part 26) – (Hua Kai Hua Luo) TV Series
(finishing Story of love and family. Made in Taiwan.
about
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 26) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and tendency.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 9&10) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
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21:15

Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 9&10) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 9) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Wednesday, July 21, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Blossom and fall (part 27-31) – (Hua Kai Hua Luo) TV Series
(finishing Story of love and family. Made in Taiwan.
about
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 27) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and outlook.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the next programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 11&12) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weeklyprogram,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
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Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 11&12) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 10) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Thursday, July 22, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Blossom and fall (part 32) – (Hua Kai Hua Luo) TV Series
Story of love and family. Made in Taiwan.
12:20
San Yan Er Pai (part 1-4) TV Series
(finishing Story of criminal cases in ancient China. Made in China.
about
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 28) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and outlook.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the next programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 13&14) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
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Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 13&14) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 11) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Friday, July 23, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
San Yan Er Pai (part 5-8) TV Series
(finishing Story of criminal cases in ancient China. Made in China.
about
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 29) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:30
Stock Market Review- (Gu Shi Hang Qing) News
Review of the day’s stock market performance and outlook.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the next programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
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19:38

Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 15&16) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 15&16) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 12) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Saturday, July 24, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Rose Rain (part 1-5) – (Qiang Wei Yu) TV Series
(finishing The intellectuals’ value system is challenged by the wave of
about
economic reform in China. Made in China.
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 30) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the next programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
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19:38

Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 17&18) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Happy Harbor – (Huan Le Gang Wan) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 17&18) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 13) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
Sunday, July 25, 1999
Taizhou Channel
08:00
Rebroadcast Last night’s program
11:20
Rose Rain (part 6-10) – (Qiang Wei Yu) TV Series
(finishing The intellectuals’ value system is challenged by the wave of
about
economic reform in China. Made in China.
15:00 )
18:00
Doraemon (part 31) – (Ding Dang Mao) Animated series
Animation for children, Made in Japan.
18:27
One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment
Song requests from local community for celebrations & other
occasions. Organized by Taizhou Television Station, using
existing video clips.
18:34
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the next programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
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19:38

Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 19&20) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
20:30
Happy Harbor – (Huan Le Gang Wan) Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:45
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:00
Nine o’clock Reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:15
Xian Dai Zhong Wu Yan (part 19&20) TV Series
Story similar to Ugly Betty. Made in Hong Kong.
22:11
Zhi Ma Guan Yan Yi (part 14) TV Series
(finishing Story of a low-level official in Ancient China. Made in China.
about
23:30 )
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1999
Monday, July 19, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 3) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen)
Local News. Reports covering local community hotspots,
political activities, and social developments. Produced by
Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 6&7) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu) TV
Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:15
Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
Xin Wen) Local News. Reports covering local community
hotspots, political activities, and social developments. Produced
by Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
21:30
The Legendary Swordsman (part 6&7) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu) TV
Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Where are you? (part 14&15) – (Ni Zai Na Li Dou Liu) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a young couple’s life in the economic reform era. Made
midnight) in China.
Tuesday, July 20, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 4) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen)
Local News. Reports covering local community hotspots,
political activities, and social developments. Produced by
Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 8&9) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu) TV
Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:15
Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
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Xin Wen) Local News. Reports covering local community
hotspots, political activities, and social developments. Produced
by Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
21:30
The Legendary Swordsman (part 8&9) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu) TV
Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Where are you? (part 16) – (Ni Zai Na Li Dou Liu) TV Series
(finishing Story of a young couple’s life in the economic reform era. Made
about
in China.
23:00 )
Wednesday, July 21, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 5) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel,
using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 10&11) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:15
Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
Xin Wen) Local News. Reports covering local community
hotspots, political activities, and social developments. Produced
by Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
21:30
The Legendary Swordsman (part 10&11) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Xin Li Bie Niu (part 1&2) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
midnight)
Thursday, July 22, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 6) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen)
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Local News. Reports covering local community hotspots,
political activities, and social developments. Produced by
Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 12&13) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:15
Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
Xin Wen) Local News. Reports covering local community
hotspots, political activities, and social developments. Produced
by Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
21:30
The Legendary Swordsman (part 12&13) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Xin Li Bie Niu (part 3&4) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
midnight)
Friday, July 23, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 7) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel,
using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 14&15) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:15
Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
Xin Wen) Local News. Reports covering local community
hotspots, political activities, and social developments. Produced
by Taizhou Cable Channel, using its own reporters.
21:30
The Legendary Swordsman (part 14&15) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
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Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Xin Li Bie Niu (part 5&6) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
midnight)
Saturday, July 24, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 8) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:50
Cable Weekend Art Gallery – (You Xian Zhou Mo Wen Yi)
Entertainment
Collects interesting comic dialogue and short sketch to entertain
the audience. Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel.
20:31
The Legendary Swordsman (part 16) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu) TV
Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
Xin Li Bie Niu (part 7&8) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
midnight)
Sunday, July 25, 1999
Taizhou Cable Channel
18:02
Little Muddled God (part 9) - Xiao Hu Tu Shen Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
18:45
Last Week’s News Review - (Shang Zhou Yao Wen) Local News
Review on last week’s important news in local community.
Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:40
The Legendary Swordsman (part 17&18) – (Xiao Ao Jiang Hu)
TV Series
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Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Hong Kong.
21:50
60 Minutes Magazine – (60 Fen Zhong Za Zhi) Local current
affairs
Reporting covering the hotspots, political activities, and
international communication around the world. Produced by
Xinhua News Agency in China.
22:50
Xin Li Bie Niu (part 9) TV Series
(finishing Made in China.
about
midnight)
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2001
Monday, July 9, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering the local community’s political, economic and
social activities. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, using
its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 9&10) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
11:05
Hero’s Tear (part 20) – (Ying Xiong You Lei) TV Series
Story of a policeman protecting the country’s interests. Made in
China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Rebroadcast Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan)
Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
13:14
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 1) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
14:10
Financial Storm (part 15-17) – (Jin Rong Da Feng Bao) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of the financial storm in Asia in 1997. Made in China.
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 24) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
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Milestones in China’s History (part 24) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 24) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
My Dear Motherland (part 11&12) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
My Dear Motherland (part 11&12) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
22:19
Water’s Daughter (part 2&3) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV Series
(finishing Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
about
Party. Made in China.
midnight)
18:15

Tuesday, July 10, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
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Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 11&12) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
11:05
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 2) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Rebroadcast Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan)
Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
13:14
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 3) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
14:10
Financial Storm (part 15&17) – (Jin Rong Da Feng Bao) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of the financial storm in Asia in 1997. Made in China.
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 25) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 25) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
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Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 25) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
My Dear Motherland (part 13&14) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
My Dear Motherland (part 13&14) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
22:19
Water’s Daughter (part 4&5) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV Series
(finishing Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
about
Party. Made in China.
midnight)
Wednesday, July 11, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
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Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 13&14) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
11:05
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 4) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Rebroadcast Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan)
Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
13:14
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 5) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
14:18
Financial Storm (part 18-20) – (Jin Rong Da Feng Bao) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of the financial storm in Asia in 1997. Made in China.
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 26) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 26) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
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Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 26) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weekly program,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
My Dear Motherland (part 15&16) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
My Dear Motherland (part 15&16) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
22:19
Water’s Daughter (part 6) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
23:50
Mother (part 1) – Mu Qin TV Series
(finishing Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
about
China.
midnight)
Thursday, July 12, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
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Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 15&16) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
11:05
Rebroadcast Water’s Daughter (part 6) – (Shui De Nv Er) TV
Series
Story of the earliest female member of Chinese Communist
Party. Made in China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weekly program,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
13:14
Mother (part 1) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
14:18
Financial Storm (part 21&22) – (Jin Rong Da Feng Bao) TV
Series
Story of the financial storm in Asia in 1997. Made in China.
15:50
Bewitched (part 1) – (Jia You Xian Qi) TV Series
(finishing Story of happiness in a family. Made in Taiwan
about
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 27) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 27) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
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19:00

News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 27) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
My Dear Motherland (part 17&18) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
My Dear Motherland (part 17&18) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
22:19
Mother (part 2&3) – Mu Qin TV Series
(finishing Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
about
China.
midnight)
Friday, July 13, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
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08:35
08:48

Advertisements
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 17&18) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
11:05
Rebroadcast Mother (part 2) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weekly program,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
13:14
Rebroadcast Mother (part 3) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
14:18
Bewitched (part 2-4) – (Jia You Xian Qi) TV Series
(finishing Story of happiness in a family. Made in Taiwan
about
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 28) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 28) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
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Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 28) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
20:33
My Dear Motherland (part 19-21) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
My Dear Motherland (part 19-21) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
23:50
Bu Lai Ji Fu Fu Film
(finishing Made in United States.
about
01:30 )
Saturday, July 14, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
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Rebroadcast My Dear Motherland (part 19-21) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the patriotism of the scientists. Made in China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Rebroadcast The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational
Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
13:14
Rebroadcast Bu Lai Ji Fu Fu Film
Made in United States.
14:18
Bewitched (part 5-6) – (Jia You Xian Qi) TV Series
(finishing Story of happiness in a family. Made in Taiwan
about
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 29) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 29) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 29) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
20:15
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
09:17
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events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
20:33
Huang Sao Tian Gui Hua (part 1-2) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the Emperor’s sister-in-law in ancient China. Made in
China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
Huang Sao Tian Gui Hua (part 1-2) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the Emperor’s sister-in-law in ancient China. Made in
China.
22:19
Mother (part 4) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
23:50
Days of Glory – (Guang Rong Ri Zi) Film
(finishing Story of North African soldiers in World War Two. Made in
about
France.
01:30 )
Sunday, July 15, 2001
News Channel
08:02
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen)
Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
08:17
Advertisements
08:23
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
08:35
Advertisements
08:48
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng)
National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
09:17
Rebroadcast Huang Sao Tian Gui Hua (part 1-2) – Wo Qin Ai De
Zu Guo TV Series
Story of the Emperor’s sister-in-law in ancient China. Made in
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China
11:05
Rebroadcast Mother (part 4) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
12:30
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao)
Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:48
Rebroadcast Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi)
Local Police News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
13:14
Rebroadcast Days of Glory – (Guang Rong Ri Zi) Film
Story of North African soldiers in World War Two. Made in
France.
14:58
Bewitched (part 7-8) – (Jia You Xian Qi) TV Series
(finishing Story of happiness in a family. Made in Taiwan
about
17:00 )
18:02
5000 Years of China (part 30) Animated series
Animation for children about the history of China. Made in
China.
18:15
Milestones in China’s History (part 30) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
18:40
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:55
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Advertisements
19:38
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:53
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Milestones in China’s History (part 30) Documentary
Narrates the milestones that deeply influenced the development
of China’s history. Made in China.
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Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
20:33
Huang Sao Tian Gui Hua (part 3-4) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the Emperor’s sister-in-law in ancient China. Made in
China.
21:00
Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News
Reports covering the important news among China. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station put together from news reports by
other TV stations.
21:15
Advertisements
21:20
Huang Sao Tian Gui Hua (part 3-4) – Wo Qin Ai De Zu Guo TV
Series
Story of the Emperor’s sister-in-law in ancient China. Made in
China.
22:19
Mother (part 5&6) – Mu Qin TV Series
Story of a female Communist in Guomindang era. Made in
China.
00:37
Business of Taizhou Television Station
(finishing Shows the price of advertisements, song orders, and TV Series
about
orders. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
00:40 )
20:15
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2001
Monday, July 9, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Jing Hua Yuan Chuan Qi (part 28-31) TV Series
Story of mythical of gods. Made in Hong Kong.
15:28
Rebroadcast Ta He Su Shuo (part 11&12) TV Series
(finishing Story of the development of Xinjiang Province. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 159) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
No crying at 17th (part 5&6) – (Shi Qi Sui Bu Ku) TV Series
Story of the growing up of teenagers. Made in China.
22:18
Ta He Su Shuo (part 11&12) TV Series
(finishing Story of the development of Xinjiang Province. Made in China.
about
midnight)
Tuesday, July 10, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Jing Hua Yuan Chuan Qi(part 32-35) TV Series
Story of mythical of gods. Made in Hong Kong.
15:28
Rebroadcast Ta He Su Shuo (part 13&14) TV Series
(finishing Story of the development of Xinjiang Province. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 160) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
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Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
No crying at 17th (part 7&8) – (Shi Qi Sui Bu Ku) TV Series
Story of growing up of teenagers. Made in China.
22:18
Ta He Su Shuo (part 15&16) TV Series
(finishing Story of the development of Xinjiang Province. Made in China.
about
midnight)
Wednesday, July 11, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Jing Hua Yuan Chuan Qi (part 36-39) TV Series
Story of mythical of gods. Made in Hong Kong.
15:28
Rebroadcast Ta He Su Shuo (part 15&16) TV Series
(finishing Story of the development of Xinjiang Province. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 161) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
No crying at 17th (part 9&10) – (Shi Qi Sui Bu Ku) TV Series
Story of growing up of teenagers. Made in China.
22:18
Zong Heng Si Hai (part 1&2) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
midnight)
Thursday, July 12, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Qi Pin Qian Chai (part 1-4) TV Series
Story of an Emperor’s envoy in ancient China. Made in China.
15:28
Rebroadcast Zong Heng Si Hai (part 1&2) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 162) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
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Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, and travelling abroad.
Made in Canada (with CCTV investment).
18:45
Education Time – (Jiao Yu Shi Kong) Education
Provides support information for teenagers and parents. Made in
China.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
Kuai Zui Li Cui Lian (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in China.
22:18
Zong Heng Si Hai (part 3&4) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
midnight)
Friday, July 13, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Qi Pin Qian Chai (part 5-8) TV Series
Story of an Emperor’s envoy in ancient China. Made in China.
15:28
Rebroadcast Zong Heng Si Hai (part 3&4) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 163) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
Kuai Zui Li Cui Lian (part 3&4) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in China.
22:18
Zong Heng Si Hai (part 5&6) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
midnight)
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Saturday, July 14, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Qi Pin Qian Chai (part 9-12) TV Series
Story of an Emperor’s envoy in ancient China. Made in China.
15:28
Rebroadcast Zong Heng Si Hai (part 5&6) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 164) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
19:00
Advertisements
19:06
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
Kuai Zui Li Cui Lian (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in China.
22:18
Zong Heng Si Hai (part 7&8) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
midnight)
Sunday, July 15, 2001
Culture and Living Channel
13:01
Qi Pin Qian Chai (part 13-16) TV Series
Story of an Emperor’s envoy in ancient China. Made in China.
15:28
Rebroadcast Zong Heng Si Hai (part 7&8) TV Series
(finishing Story of two businesses’ market competition. Made in Hong
about
Kong.
17:00 )
18:02
Frontline of Sight (part 165) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment
365 segments, which cover culture, food, travelling. Made in
Canada.
18:45
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
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The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:36
Advertisements
19:44
Kuai Zui Li Cui Lian (part 7&8) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in China.
22:18
Zong Heng Si Hai (part 9&10) TV Series
(finishing Story of market competition. Made in Hong Kong.
about
midnight)
19:06
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2003
Monday, July 14, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
14:10
Storm Court (part 19-21) – (Bao Feng Fa Ting) TV Series
(finishing Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in Taiwan
about
17:00 )
18:02
Dragonball (part 67) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 27&28) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Trauma (part 7&8) – (Ji Jiu Xian Feng) TV Series
(finishing Story of emergency ambulance support. Made in United States.
about
00:40 )
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Tuesday, July 15, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
14:10
Storm Court (part 22) – (Bao Feng Fa Ting) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in Taiwan
16:00
Qian Zui (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of a television host who is murdered. Made in China.
18:02
Dragonball (part 68) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey to
the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local economic
events, policy changes, and commodity price changes. Produced by
China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central Television
(CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities, and
social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, using
its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 29&30) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Trauma (part 9&10) – (Ji Jiu Xian Feng) TV Series
(finishing Story of emergency ambulance support. Made in United States.
about
00:20 )
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Wednesday, July 16, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
18:02
Dragonball (part 69) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Taizhou Party Building – (Taizhou Dang Jian) Weekly program,
highlighting the achievements of the Communist Party in
Taizhou, encouraging participation in the Party. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 31&32) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Trauma (part 11&12) – (Ji Jiu Xian Feng) TV Series
(finishing Story of emergency ambulance support. Made in United States.
about
00:20 )
Thursday, July 17, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
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14:10
Qian Zui (part 3-5) TV Series
(finishing Story of a television host who is murdered. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Dragonball (part 70) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 33&34) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Trauma (part 13) – (Ji Jiu Xian Feng) TV Series
Story of emergency ambulance support. Made in United States.
23:49
Red Apple Garden (part 1) – (Hong Ping Guo Le Yuan) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of the teenagers in senior school. Made in China.
00:50 )
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Friday, July 18, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
14:10
Qian Zui (part 6-8) TV Series
(finishing Story of a television host who is murdered. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Dragonball (part 71) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 35&36) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Weekend Cenima: Piao Bo (part 1) Film
(finishing
about
23:20 )
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Saturday, July 19, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
14:10
Qian Zui (part 9-11) TV Series
(finishing Story of a television host who is murdered. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Dragonball (part 72) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 37&38) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
22:19
Weekend Cenima: Piao Bo (part 2) Film
(finishing
about
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23:20 )
Sunday, July 20, 2003
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
15:00
Qian Zui (part 12-14) TV Series
(finishing Story of a television host who is murdered. Made in China.
about
17:00 )
18:02
Dragonball (part 73) – (Long Zhu) Animated series
Animation for children about the Monkey King of 《The Journey
to the West》. Made in Japan.
18:30
World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News
Daily news reports covering important news around the world.
Produced by Beijing Television Station.
18:45
Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News
Daily news reports covering important international local
economic events, policy changes, and commodity price changes.
Produced by China Radio International TV Center.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:55
Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local current affairs
program
Reports focusing on issues of concern to the local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:10
Advertisements
20:15
Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
20:33
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 39) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
21:00
60 Minutes Magazine – (60 Fen Zhong Za Zhi) Local current
affairs
Reporting covering the hotspots, political activities, and
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22:00
22:30

international communication around the world. Produced by
Xinhua News Agency in China.
Jin Jian Diao Ling (part 39) TV Series
Story of ancient Martial arts. Made in Taiwan.
Red Apple Garden (part 1) – (Hong Ping Guo Le Yuan) TV
Series
Story of the teenagers in senior school. Made in China.
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2003
Monday, July 14, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Yu Man Tang (part 17&18) TV Series
Story of a jewelry store. Made in Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 10-11) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
12:20
Rebroadcast Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi)
Local Police News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 11-13) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:01
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 90) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Auto World – (Qing Feng Che Ying)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 14-16) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Sheng Si Jian (part 12-13) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
00:40 )
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Tuesday, July 15, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Yu Man Tang (part 19&20) TV Series
Story of a jewellery store. Made in Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 12&13) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
12:20
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan)
Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 14-16) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:01
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 91) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Education Time – (Jiao Yu Shi Kong) Education
Provides support information for teenagers and parents. Made in
China.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Housing – (Jia Yuan)
Discusses government policy on real estate market, and price
changes. Made in China.
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 17-19) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Sheng Si Jian (part 14&15) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
00:40 )
Wednesday, July 16, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
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07:35

Jin Yu Man Tang (part 17-19) TV Series
Story of a jewelry store. Made in Hong Kong.
10:56
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 14) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 15) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
16:30 )
18:01
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 92) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Auto World – (Qing Feng Che Ying)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 20-22) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Sheng Si Jian (part 16&17) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
00:40 )
Thursday, July 17, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Zhuang Si Da Cai Zi (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of four famous poets of the Ming Dynasty, China. Made in
Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 16&17) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
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Rebroadcast Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local
information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 20-22) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:01
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 93) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Culture Horizon – (Wen Hua Shi Ye) Documentary
Introduces different cultures among China. Made in China.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Housing – (Jia Yuan)
Discusses government policy on real estate market, and price
changes. Made in China.
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 23-25) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Sheng Si Jian (part 18&19) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
00:40 )
12:20

Friday, July 18, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Zhuang Si Da Cai Zi (part 3&4) TV Series
Story of four famous poets of the Ming Dynasty, China. Made in
Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 18&19) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
12:20
Rebroadcast Culture Horizon – (Wen Hua Shi Ye) Documentary
Introduces different cultures among China. Made in China.
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Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 23-25) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:01
Mystery of the world of ancient cultures (part 94) – (Shi Jie Gu
Dai Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Auto World – (Qing Feng Che Ying)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 26-28) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Sheng Si Jian (part 20&21) TV Series
(finishing Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
about
China
00:40 )
12:36

Saturday, July 19, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Zhuang Si Da Cai Zi (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of four famous poets of the Ming Dynasty, China. Made in
Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Sheng Si Jian (part 20&21) TV Series
Story of a policeman protects the country’s interest. Made in
China
12:20
Rebroadcast Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local
information show
Highlights Taizhou’s history, customs, food, and tourist spots.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
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Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 26-28) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:02
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 95) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Housing – (Jia Yuan)
Discusses government policy on real estate market, and price
changes. Made in China.
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Entertainment Flagship – (Zong Yi Qi Jian) Entertainment
Entertainment program hosted by the super star Wu Zongxian.
Made in Taiwan.
21:57
Shao Nian Wang (part 29) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Romantic (part 1&2) – (Lang Man) TV Series
(finishing Story of love between young people. Made in South Korea.
about
00:40 )
Sunday, July 20, 2003
Culture and Living Channel
07:35
Jin Zhuang Si Da Cai Zi (part 7&8) TV Series
Story of four famous poets of the Ming Dynasty, China. Made in
Hong Kong.
10:05
Rebroadcast Romantic (part 1&2) – (Lang Man) TV Series
Story of love between young people. Made in South Korea.
12:36
Rebroadcast Yesterday’s The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian
Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
13:16
Rebroadcast Entertainment Flagship – (Zong Yi Qi Jian)
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Entertainment
Entertainment program hosted by the super star Wu Zongxian.
Made in Taiwan.
15:30
Rebroadcast Shao Nian Wang (part 29) TV Series
(finishing Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
about
16:30 )
18:02
Mystery of world ancient culture (part 96) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai
Wen Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary
Exhibits the mysteries of ancient cultures around the world.
Made in China.
18:19
The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment
Shows the international entertainment industry activities. Made
in China.
18:45
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
19:00
The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
Interview of pop stars. Made in China.
19:31
Auto World – (Qing Feng Che Ying)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China
19:45
Advertisements
19:50
Shao Nian Wang (part 30-32) TV Series
Story of teenagers and crime. Made in China.
22:49
Romantic (part 3&4) – (Lang Man) TV Series
(finishing Story of love between young people. Made in South Korea.
about
00:40 )
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2005
Monday, July 11, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
13:29
South Shaolin (part 17&18) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
about
15:30 )
17:32
Haier Brother (part 12) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
18:15
Documentary – (Ji Lu) Documentary
Exhibits the important events in China’s history. Made in China.
18:30
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:08
Advertisements
20:19
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 11&12) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
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Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 11&12) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
23:20
Taizhou Television Station Theatre:
(finishing Mi Luan De Xin Film
about
01:00 )
Tuesday, July 12, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
13:29
South Shaolin (part 19&20) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
about
15:30 )
17:32
Haier Brother (part 13) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
18:15
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
18:30
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
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20:08
20:19

21:00

21:15
22:50
(finishing
about
00:30 )

by Taizhou Television Station.
Advertisements
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 13&14) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 13&14) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
Taizhou Television Station Theatre: Ju Tuan Feng Bo Film

Wednesday, July 13, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
(finishing Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
about
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
15:30 )
also abroad. Made in China.
17:32
Haier Brother (part 14) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the information latest consumer information for the
audience. Made in China.
18:15
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
18:30
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
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Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:08
Advertisements
20:19
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 15&16) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 15&16) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
22:50
Taizhou Television Station Theatre:
(finishing Zhi Ming De Xuan Lv Film
about
00:30 )
Thursday, July 14, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
13:29
South Shaolin (part 21&22) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
about
15:30 )
17:32
Haier Brother (part 15) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
18:15
Political Consultative Committee’s Viewpoint – (Zheng Xie Shi
Dian) Local News
Reports based on the political consultative committee’s
viewpoint on the local community’s events and development.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
18:30
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
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Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:08
Advertisements
20:19
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 17&18) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
21:00
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
21:15
Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 17&18) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
22:50
Taizhou Television Station Theatre: Mei Li De Shi Jie Zai Xiao
(finishing Shi Film
about
00:30 )
Friday, July 15, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
13:29
South Shaolin (part 23&24) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
about
15:30 )
17:32
Haier Brother (part 16) Animated series
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17:58

18:15
18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:35

19:50
19:53

20:08
20:19
21:10

22:50
(finishing
about
00:30 )

Animation for children. Made in China.
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the information latest consumer information for the
audience. Made in China.
Life – (Sheng Huo) Lifestyle
Introduces new lifestyles to the audiences. Made in China.
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
Advertisements
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 19) TV Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
Communication – (Jiao Liu)
Invites some audiences to communicate with the host on the hot
topics. Made in China.
Taizhou Television Station Theatre: Zui Hou De Jia Ri Film

Saturday, July 16, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
13:29
South Shaolin (part 25&26) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
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about
15:30 )
17:32

Haier Brother (part 17) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
18:15
Education Time – (Jiao Yu Shi Kong) Education
Provides support information for teenagers and parents. Made in
China.
18:30
Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi)
Interesting stories from ordinary Chinese’s daily life. Produced
by Shanghai Television Station.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:08
Advertisements
20:19
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 20&21) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
22:50
Taizhou Television Station Theatre: Fei Teng De Sheng Huo
(finishing Film
about
00:30 )
Sunday, July 17, 2005
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:35
Entertainment Eyes Entertainment
Programs cover the entertainment activities and live interviews
with pop stars. Introduces new films, not only from China, but
also abroad. Made in China.
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13:29
South Shaolin (part 27&28) TV Series
(finishing Story of the South Shaolin Temple. Made in Hong Kong.
about
15:30 )
17:32
Haier Brother (part 18) Animated series
Animation for children. Made in China.
17:58
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
18:15
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the latest consumer information to the audience. Made
in China.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
Sunday – (Xing Qi Tian) Travelling
Introduces interesting places for local audiences. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:35
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:50
Advertisements
19:53
Sunday Viewpoint – (Zhou Ri Shi Dian) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on last week’s hotspots in local community.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
20:08
Advertisements
20:19
First Theatre: Xiao Yu Er Yu Hua Wu Que (part 22&23) TV
Series
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
22:50
Taizhou Television Station Theatre: Mo Nv Film
(finishing
about
00:30 )
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2005
Monday, July 11, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Yong Bu Hui Tou (part 21&22) TV Series
Story of five people who are released from prison and struggle
for a new life. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 8) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 19-21) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 19-21) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
21:30
The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary
Studies cases from the court, and explains laws to the public.
Made in China.
21:46
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
First Love (part 59&60) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
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Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Ordinary story (part 98) - (Za Lao Bai Xing De Gu Shi) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an ordinary person’s life. Made in China.
01:40 )
Tuesday, July 12, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Yong Bu Hui Tou (part 23&24) TV Series
Story of five people released from prison who struggle for a new
life. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 9) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 22-24) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 19-21) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
21:30
Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police
News
Reports covering local community’s police activities, criminal
events, and security notices. Produced by Taizhou Public
Security Bureau, using its own reporters.
21:46
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the latest consumer information to the audience. Made
in China.
22:00
Advertisements
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First Love (part 61&62) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Ordinary story (part 99) - (Za Lao Bai Xing De Gu Shi) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an ordinary person’s life. Made in China.
01:40 )
22:11

Wednesday, July 13, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 10) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 25-27) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 25-27) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
21:30
Political Consultative Viewpoint – (Zheng Xie Shi Dian) Local
News
Reports based on the political consultative’s viewpoint on the
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local community’s events and development. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, using its own reporters.
21:46
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
First Love (part 63&64) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Ordinary story (part 100) - (Za Lao Bai Xing De Gu Shi) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an ordinary person’s life. Made in China.
01:40 )
Thursday, July 14, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Public Prosecution (part 1&2) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 11) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 28-30) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
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by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 19-21) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
21:30
Life – (Sheng Huo) Lifestyle
Introduces new lifestyles to the audiences. Made in China.
21:46
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the latest consumer information to the audience. Made
in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
First Love (part 65&66) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Ordinary story (part 101) - (Za Lao Bai Xing De Gu Shi) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an ordinary person’s life. Made in China.
01:40 )
Friday, July 15, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Public Prosecution (part 3&4) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 12) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 31-33) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
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and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 19-21) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
21:30
Education Time – (Jiao Yu Shi Kong) Education
Provides support information for teenagers and parents. Made in
China.
21:46
Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng)
Conducts car tests and provides introductions and suggestions to
customers. Made in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
First Love (part 67&68) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Ordinary story (part 102) - (Za Lao Bai Xing De Gu Shi) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an ordinary person’s life. Made in China.
01:40 )
Saturday, July 16, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Public Prosecution (part 5&6) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
17:38
Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 13) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Jue Dui Ji Hua (part 34) TV Series
Story of struggle between scientists and a criminal. Made in
China.
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19:00

News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Fall in love with a single-fold eyelid boy (part
1&2) – (Ai Shang Dan Yan Pi De Nan Sheng TV Series
Story of love in school. Made in China.
21:30
Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
21:46
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the latest consumer information to the audience. Made
in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
Lady’s Class – (Shu Nv Da Xue Tang) Entertainment
Provides beauty notices and suggestions for girls. Made in
China.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Shan Shui You Xiang Feng (part 1) TV Series
(finishing Story of people enjoying their lives in Guangzhou City. Made in
about
China.
01:40 )
Sunday, July 17, 2005
Culture and Living Channel
07:19
Sunshine Theatre: Public Prosecution (part 7&8) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption. Made in China.
09:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
15:30m)
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Teenager Theatre: Super School (part 14) – (Chao Ren Qi Xue
Yuan) TV Series
Story of teenagers and school. Made in Taiwan.
18:39
Golden Theatre: Fall in love with a single-fold eyelid boy (part
3-5) – (Ai Shang Dan Yan Pi De Nan Sheng TV Series
Story of love in school. Made in China.
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:31
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:46
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
20:00
Golden Theatre: Fall in love with a single-fold eyelid boy (part
1&2) – (Ai Shang Dan Yan Pi De Nan Sheng TV Series
Story of love in school. Made in China.
21:30
Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary
Introduces the various customs and cultures of China. Made in
China.
21:46
Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan)
Provides the latest consumer information to the audience. Made
in China.
22:00
Advertisements
22:11
First Love (part 69&70) – (Chu Lian) TV Series
Story of a girl’s first love. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
00:15
Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local
current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
00:44
Shan Shui You Xiang Feng (part 2) TV Series
(finishing Story of people enjoying their lives in Guangzhou City. Made in
about
China.
01:40 )
17:38
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2007
Monday, July 16, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained with Royal Blood (part 2-4) – (Bi Xue Jian) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
Home With Kids (part 3&4) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
18:00
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
18:30
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering the local political activities, and social
developments. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, using its
own reporters. In Mandarin.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:36
Butterfly Lovers (part 7&8) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
21:30
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station. In Mandarin.
21:50
Advertisements
22:00
The Legend of Speed (part 9&10) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
22:25
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering the local community’s political activities, and
social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television Station,
using its own reporters.
22:45
The Legend of Speed (part 9&10) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV Series
(finishing Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
about
Taiwan.
midnight)
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Tuesday, July 17, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
13:30 )
17:10
Home With Kids (part 5&6) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
18:00
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
18:30
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
18:50
Advertisements
19:00
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
19:30
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
19:36
Butterfly Lovers (part 7&8) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
21:30
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
21:50
Advertisements
22:00
The Legend of Speed (part 9&10) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
22:25
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:45
The Legend of Speed (part 11&12) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
midnight) Taiwan.
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Wednesday, July 18, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained With Royal Blood (part 5-7) – (Bi Xue Jian) TV
(finishing
Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
18:00

18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:36

21:30

22:00

22:25

22:45
(finishing
about

Home With Kids (part 7&8) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of
Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events,
and public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.
Butterfly Lovers (part 9&10) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
The Legend of Speed (part 11&12) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
The Legend of Speed (part 11&12) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
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midnight)

Taiwan.

Thursday, July 19, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained With Royal Blood (part 8-10) – (Bi Xue Jian) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
18:00

18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:36

21:30

21:50
22:00

22:25

22:45

Home With Kids (part 9&10) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Butterfly Lovers (part 11&12) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
Advertisements
The Legend of Speed (part 13&14) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
The Legend of Speed (part 13&14) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
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(finishing Series
about
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
midnight) Taiwan.
Friday, July 20, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained With Royal Blood (part 11-13) – (Bi Xue Jian)
(finishing TV Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
18:00

18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:36

21:30

21:50
22:00

22:25

Home With Kids (part 11&12) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Butterfly Lovers (part 13&14) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
Advertisements
The Legend of Speed (part 15&16) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
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Station, using its own reporters.
22:45
The Legend of Speed (part 15&16) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
midnight) Taiwan.
Saturday, July 21, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:00
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
12:20
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained With Royal Blood (part 14-16) – (Bi Xue Jian)
(finishing TV Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
18:00

18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:36

21:30

21: 50

Home With Kids (part 13&14) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Butterfly Lovers (part 15&16) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
20 minutes deep investigation – (Shen Du Er Shi Fen) Local
current affairs
Reports’ focusing on last week’s hottest topics in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
Advertisements
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The Legend of Speed (part 17&18) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
22:25
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:45
The Legend of Speed (part 17&18) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
midnight) Taiwan.
22:00

Sunday, July 22, 2007
News Channel
07:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
12:00
News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local current affairs
Reports focusing on the hotspots in local community. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station.
12:20
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
13:29
Sword Stained With Royal Blood (part 17-19) – (Bi Xue Jian)
(finishing TV Series
about
Story of martial arts in ancient China. Made in Hong Kong.
16:30 )
17:10
18:00

18:30

18:50
19:00

19:30

19:36

Home With Kids (part 15&16) – (Jia You Er Nv) TV Series
Story of a family with three kids. Made in China.
Taizhou Story - (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & Local current affairs, focusing on the citizens of Taizhou
Daily news reports covering the hotspots, interesting events, and
public appeals in local community. Produced by Taizhou
Television Station, using its own reporters. In local dialect.
Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
Advertisements
News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News
Daily national news program produced by China Central
Television (CCTV).
Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan )
Introduces the night’s programs. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
Butterfly Lovers (part 15&16) – Liang Shan Bo Yu Zhu Ying Tai
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TV Series
Love story set in ancient China. Made in China.
21:30
The First Meeting Room – (Di Yi Hui Ke Shi) Interviews
Face-to-face interview with local politicians or important person
on certain issues in the studio. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station.
21: 50
Advertisements
22:00
The Legend of Speed (part 19&20) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
Series
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
Taiwan.
22:25
Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
22:45
The Legend of Speed (part 19&20) – Ji Qing Che Shen TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a young professional motor sport athlete. Made in
midnight) Taiwan.
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2007
Monday, July 16, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 15-17) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, in Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters. In Mandarin.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Silence and Lie (part 21-23) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Silence and Lie (part 21-23) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Advertisements
00:10
Catch The Wind (part 11&12) - (Zhui Feng Shao Nian) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a baseball team in a senior school. Made in Taiwan.
17:30
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02:00 )
Tuesday, July 17, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focusing on social service like deal with the conflict in the
family or with the neighbors, protect the consumers’ legal
rights, and publicize the general justice knowledge. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Silence and Lie (part 24-26) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the
family or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal
rights, and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Silence and Lie (part 24-26) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South
Korea.
Midnight
Advertisements
00:10
Catch The Wind (part 13&14) - (Zhui Feng Shao Nian) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a baseball team in a senior school. Made in Taiwan.
02:00 )
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Wednesday, July 18, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 18-20) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Silence and Lie (part 27-29) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focusing on social service like deal with the conflict in the
family or with the neighbors, protect the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicize the general justice knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Silence and Lie (part 27-29) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Advertisements
00:10
Catch The Wind (part 15&16) - (Zhui Feng Shao Nian) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of a baseball team in a senior school. Made in Taiwan.
02:00 )
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Thursday, July 19, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 21-23) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Silence and Lie (part 30) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV Series
Story of anti-corruption in China. Made in China.
20:20
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 1&2) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 1&2) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Advertisements
00:10
Catch The Wind (part 17&18) - (Zhui Feng Shao Nian) TV
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(finishing Series
about
Story of a baseball team in a senior school. Made in Taiwan.
02:00 )
Friday, July 20, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 24-26) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 3-5) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 3-5) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
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Midnight
00:10
(finishing
about
02:00 )

Advertisements
Catch The Wind (part 19&20) - (Zhui Feng Shao Nian) TV
Series
Story of a baseball team in a senior school. Made in Taiwan.

Saturday, July 21, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 27-29) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 6-8) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 6-8) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
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23:00

Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Advertisements
00:10
Not the Blood Brother (part 1&2) - (Fei Qin Xiong Di) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an orphan adopted by a family who had a son. Made in
02:00 )
China.
Sunday, July 22, 2007
Arts and Entertainment Channel
08:15
Treasures of The Emperor (part 30-32) – (Yu Qian Si Bao) TV
Series
Story of struggles in the imperial palace. Made in China.
11:00
Rebroadcast last night’s programs
(finishing
about
16:30 )
17:30
17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui)
Interesting stories from ordinary people’s daily life in local
community. Produced by Taizhou Television Station, in
Mandarin.
18:00
A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
18:30
Advertisements
18:40
600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News
Reports covering local community hotspots, political activities,
and social developments. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station, using its own reporters.
19:00
Advertisements
19:20
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 9-11) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
21:55
Taizhou Weather
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.
22:00
Rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da)
Focuses on social services like dealing with conflict in the family
or with the neighbours, protecting the consumers’ legal rights,
and publicizing the general legal knowledge. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station, in local dialect.
22:30
Myth of Luminous Cup (part 9-11) – (Ye Guang Shen Bei) TV
Series
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Story of a god living in a luminous cup. Made in China.
22:50
Advertisements
23:00
Qing Man Zhuan Zhuan Zhuan TV Series
Many short stories with an incredible end. Made in South Korea.
Midnight Advertisements
00:10
Not the Blood Brother (part 3&4) - (Fei Qin Xiong Di) TV
(finishing Series
about
Story of an orphan adopted by a family who had a son. Made in
02:00 )
China.
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Appendix B
On-air time of different programs of Taizhou Television Station

Taizhou Channel

1993 (18:42-23:00)

News programs: 45 minutes
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
20:00-20:15 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station

Local community service programs: 5 minutes
19:35-19:40 One Song One Day (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment (song requests
from local community audiences) audience sponsored

Entertainment programs:
18:42-19:00 Animation film for children (made in China) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
19:30-19:35 Advertisements
19:40-20:00 TV series (made in Taiwan) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
20:15-23:00 TV series (made in Taiwan & China) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor

1995 (18:00-midnight)

News programs: 80 minutes
18:30-18:50 Zhejiang News – (Zhejiang Xin Wen) News from Zhejiang
Province
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19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:35-19:50 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
22:00-22:15 Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News

Local community service programs: 15 minutes
18:25-18:30 Song Order Station – (Dian Ge Tai) Entertainment (song requests
from local community audience) audience sponsored
18:50-19:00 Golden Songs – (Jin Qu Yuan) Entertainment (song requests from
local community audience) audience sponsored

Public service programs: 30 minutes
21:30-22:00 Story of Famous Figures – (Ming Ren Te Xie) Documentary (made
in China) sponsored

Entertainment programs:
18:00-18:25 Animation film for children (made in China) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
19:50-21:30 TV series (made in Taizhou) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:20-midnight TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

1997 (18:00-01:30)

News programs: 96 minutes
18:30-19:00 Zhejiang News – (Zhejiang Xin Wen) News from Zhejiang
Province
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:32-19:47 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
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21:00-21:15 Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News

Local community service programs: 62 minutes
19:58-20:55 Teacher and trade assistant – (Jiao Shi Yu Ying Ye Yuan)
Community Stories (re-enacted). Produced by Taizhou Television
Station sponsored
22:01-22:06 Sanitation and Health – (Wei Sheng Yu Jian Kang) Education
program on local issues. Produced by Taizhou Television Station
sponsored

Public service programs: 10 minutes
19:52-19:58 Stock Market Review - (Gu Shi Hang Qing) sponsored
22:01-22:06* Sanitation and Health – (Wei Sheng Yu Jian Kang) Education
program on local issues. Produced by Taizhou Television Station
(also listed above) sponsored

Entertainment programs:
18:00-18:25 Animation film for children (made in USA) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor
18:25-18:30 World’s Top Model – (Shi Jie Shi Zhuang Ming Mo) International
Entertainment sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:20-22:01 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:06-01:30 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

1999 (08:00-15:00, 18:00-23:30)

News programs: 75 minutes + 75 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
18:40-18:55 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television
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19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
20:45-21:00 Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News
21:00-21:15 Nine o’clock reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
program. Produced by Taizhou Television Station and sponsored
by local businessmen.
All these programs will be rebroadcast the next morning.

Local community service programs: 33 minutes + 33 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
18:27-18:30 One Song One Day - (Mei Ri Yi Ge) Entertainment (song requests
from local community audience) audience sponsored
20:30-20:45 Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station. sponsored
21:00-21:15* Nine o’clock reports – (Jiu Dian Xin Wen) Local current affairs
programs. Produced by Taizhou Television Station and sponsored
by local businessman (also listed below)

Public service programs: 10 minutes + 10 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
18:30-18:35 Stock Market Review - (Gu Shi Hang Qing) sponsored
18:35-18:40 Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan) Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.

Entertainment programs:
18:00-18:27 Animation film for children (made in Japan) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
19:38-20:30 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:15-22:11 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:11-23:30 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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News Channel
In 2001, Taizhou Television Station reorganized its channel system. The Taizhou
Channel became to News Channel.

2001 (08:02-17:00, 18:02-midnight)

News programs: 82 minutes + 82 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
18:40-18:55 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:38-19:53 Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local Current Affairs program.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
21:00-21:15 Across China – (Xin Hua Zong Heng) National News. Produced by
Taizhou Television Station

Local community service programs: 37 minutes + 37 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
(All local community song request programs were cancelled in 2001).
19:35-20:00* Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local Current Affairs
program. Produced by Taizhou Television Station (also listed
above) sponsored
20:15-20:30 Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored

Documentary programs: 15 minutes + 15 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
18:15-18:40 Milestones in China’s History (part 24) Documentary sponsored

Entertainment programs:
14:10-17:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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18:02-18:15 Animation film for children (made in China) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
20:33-21:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:20-midnight TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

2003 (07:00-17:00, 18:02-00:40)

News programs: 90 minutes + 90 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
18:30-18:45 World Today – (Jin Ri Shi Jie) International News. Produced by
Beijing Television Station.
18:45-19:00 Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News. Produced by China Radio International TV
Center.
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:35-19:50 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
19:55-20:10 Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Local Current Affairs program.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored

Local community service programs: 30 minutes + 30 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
19:55-20:10* Tonight Report – (Jin Wan Bao Dao) Current Affairs program.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station (also listed above)
sponsored
20:15-20:30 Our Taizhou – (Taizhou Fang Yuan) Local information show.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored

Public service programs: 20 minutes + 20 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
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18:45-19:00* Global Economy Report – (Quan Qiu Jing Ji Bao Dao)
International News. Produced by China Radio International TV
Centre (also listed above)
19:30-19:35 Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan). Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.

Entertainment programs:
14:10-17:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
18:02-18:30 Animation film for children (made in Japan) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
20:33-00:40 TV series (made in Taiwan & USA) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor

2005 (07:00-15:30, 17:32-00:30)

News programs: 75 minutes + 75 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
(The international news was cancelled.)
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:35-19:50 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
19:53-20:08 News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
21:00-21:15 rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by
Taizhou Television Station

Local community service programs: 15 minutes + 15 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
19:53-20:08* News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station (also listed above)
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sponsored

Public service programs: 60 minutes + 60 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
17:32-17:57 Auto Pioneer – (Qi Che Xian Feng) Consumer information service
(made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
18:15-18:30 The Court – (Fa Ting Nei Wai) Informational Documentary (made
in China) sponsored
18:30-18:50 Social Story – (She Hui Gu Shi) (made in China) sponsored
19:30-19:35 Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan). Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.

Entertainment programs:
12:35-13:29 Entertainment Eyes Entertainment (made in China) sponsored &
chosen by sponsor
13:29-15:30 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
20:19-21:00 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:15-00:30 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

2007 (07:00-16:30, 17:10-midnight)

News programs: 90 minutes + 90 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
18:30-18:50 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
21:30-21:50 News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
22:25-22:45 rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by
Taizhou Television Station
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Local community service programs: 50 minutes + 50 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
18:00-18:30 Taizhou Story – (Taizhou Bai Xiao) Information service. Local
news & current affairs program. Produced by Taizhou Television
Station sponsored
21:30-21:50* News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station (also listed above)
sponsored

Public service programs: 5 minutes + 5 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
19:30-19:35 Audience Guide – (Shou Shi Zhi Nan ). Produced by Taizhou
Television Station.

Entertainment programs:
13:29-16:30 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
17:10-18:00 TV series for children (made in China) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor
19:36-21:30 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:00-22:25 TV series (made in Taiwan) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:45-midnight TV series (made in Taiwan) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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Taizhou Cable Channel

1995 (19:50-23:00)

Entertainment programs:
19:50-23:00 TV series (made in USA) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

1997 (19:35-23:00)

Entertainment programs:
19:35-23:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

1999 (18:02-midnight)

News programs: 60 minutes
18:45-19:00 Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian Xin Wen) Local
News. Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel.
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
21:15-21:30 Rebroadcast Taizhou Cable Channel News – (Taizhou You Xian
Xin Wen) Local News. Produced by Taizhou Cable Channel.

Entertainment programs
18:02-18:45 Animation film for children (made in China) sponsored & chosen
by sponsor
19:40-21:15 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:30-21:50 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
21:50-midnight TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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Culture and Living Channel
In 2001, Taizhou Television Station reorganized its channel system. The Taizhou
Cable Channel became to Culture and Living Channel.

2001 (13:01-17:00, 18:02-midnight)

News programs: 0 minutes
(Under the channel reorganization, the Culture and Living
Channel mainly focused on entertainment and public living service; all its news
programs were cancelled.)

Public service programs: 15 minutes
18:45-19:00 Culture Weekly – (Wen Hua Zhou Kan) Documentary (made in
China) sponsored

Entertainment programs:
13:01-15:28 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
15:28-17:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
18:02-18:45 Frontline of Sight (part 159) – (Shi Jie Zui Qian Xian)
Entertainment. (made in Canada) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
19:06-19:36 The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment.
(made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
19:44-midnight TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

2003 (07:35-16:30, 18:01-00:40)

News programs: 0 minutes
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Public service programs: 49 minutes + 49 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
18:01-18:19 Mystery of world ancient culture (part 90) – (Shi Jie Gu Dai Wen
Hua Zhi Mi) Documentary (made in China) sponsored
18:45-19:00 Education Time – (Jiao Yu Shi Kong) Education (made in China)
sponsored
19:31-19:45 Housing – (Jia Yuan) Consumer information service (made in
China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

Entertainment programs:
07:35-10:05 TV series (made in Hong Kong) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
10:05-16:30 rebroadcast yesterday’s programs
18:19-18:45 The Abroad Entertainment Scene – (Hai Wai Yu Le Xian Chang)
Entertainment (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
19:00-19:30 The Entertainment Scene – (Yv Le Xian Chang) Entertainment
(made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
19:50-00:40 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

2005 (07:19-15:30, 17:38-01:40)
(Sharing some programs with News Channel)

News programs: 105 minutes + 105 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
19:00-19:30 News Broadcast - (Xin Wen Lian Bo) National News from CCTV
19:30-19:45 Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by Taizhou
Television Station
19:45-20:00 News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
21:30-21:45 Taizhou Police News – (Taizhou You Jing Shi) Local Police News.
Produced by Taizhou Public Security Bureau, using its own
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reporters.
00:00-00:15 Rebroadcast Taizhou News – (Taizhou Xin Wen) Local News by
Taizhou Television Station
00:15-00:30 Rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Current
Affairs Produced by Taizhou Television Station.

Local community service programs: 30 minutes + 30 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
19:45-20:00* News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Local Current Affairs
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
00:15-00:30 rebroadcast News Square – (Xin Wen Guang Chang) Current
Affairs Produced by Taizhou Television Station.

Public service programs: 15 minutes + 15 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
21:46-22:00 Information Frontline – (Zi Xun Qian Yan) Consumer information
(made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor

Entertainment programs:
07:19-09:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
09:00-15:30 rebroadcast yesterday’s programs
17:38-18:39 TV series for children (made in Taiwan) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor
18:39-19:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
20:00-21:30 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:11-mignight TV series (made in South Korea) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor
00:30-01:40 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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Arts and Entertainment Channel
(In 2006, the Culture and Living Channel became to Arts and Entertainment
Channel)
2007 (08:15-16:30, 17:30-02:00)

News programs: 20 minutes + 20 minutes of rebroadcasting in the morning.
18:40-19:00 600 Public News – (600 Quan Min Xin Wen) Local News.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station.

Local community service programs: 90 minutes + 90 minutes of rebroadcasting
in the morning.
17:30-18:00 17:30 Story Time – (Wu Dian Ban Gu Shi Hui) Local information.
Produced by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
18:00-18:30 A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da) Local information. Produced
by Taizhou Television Station sponsored
22:00-22:30 rebroadcast A Fu Dialogue – (A Fu Jiang Bai Da) Local
information. Produced by Taizhou Television Station.

Public service programs: 5 minutes + 5 minutes of rebroadcasting in the
morning.
21:55-22:00 Taizhou Weather. Produced by Taizhou Television Station
sponsored

Entertainment programs:
08:15-11:00 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
11:00-16:30 rebroadcast yesterday’s programs sponsored & chosen by sponsor
19:20-21:55 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
22:30-22:50 TV series (made in China) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
23:00-midnight TV series (made in South Korea) sponsored & chosen by
sponsor
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00:10-02:00 TV series (made in Taiwan) sponsored & chosen by sponsor
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